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Preface

This book is based on a set of lectures given by
members of the staff of the Laboratory for High Energy

Astrophysics at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center.
The lectures were given at the University of Maryland as

part of an astronomy course in High Energy Astrophysics

given first during the fall of 1994 and in revised form
during the winter of 1996. The course was designed for

beginning graduate students in astronomy or physics.

The topics in the book are organized by the dis-

tance to the astronomical object or phenomenon being

discussed; it starts nearby and works its way to the dis-

tant universe. Following a general introductory chapter,

it. begins with the nearest star, the sun, and works its way
out through the Milky Way galaxy to phenomena found

in extragalactic space. The history of energetic particles

in the galaxy can be found: stars collapse and explode as

supernova making remnants seen in X-rays and produc-

ing shock waves that accelerate cosmic rays. Cosmic rays
interact with interstellar gas and dust to produce gamma-

rays. Radioactive elements produced by stellar synthesis

are distributed throughout the interstellar medium and
can be observed via their radioactive decay gamma-ray

emission lines. High-energy radiation from extragalactic
space is shown to be dominated by active galactic nu-
clei and diffuse emissions therefrom. X-rays allow us to

trace the distribution and history of matter, both visible

and invisible, in the universe at large. The final chapter

brings us full circle: gamma-ray bursts may come from
the distant universe, from a halo around our galaxy, or,

perhaps, from the distant regions of our own solar sys-
tem.

This is an appropriate time for such a course be-

cause much new has been learned recently from mis-

sions such as the Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory

(CGRO) and other 1990s missions such as the joint Ger-

man/British/American Roentgen Satellite (ROSAT) and
tile Japanese/American Advanced Satellite for Cosmol-

ogy and Astrophysics (ASCA). These new missions have
made discoveries and advanced understanding of the X-

ray and gamma-ray radiation from a variety of astronom-
ical objects: active galactic nuclei including blazars and

Seyfert galaxies, pulsars, the interstellar medium and the

sun. They have solved some mysteries from the 1970s

such as revealing the identity of the gamma-ray source
known as Geminga and have opened new mysteries such

as whether or not gamma-ray bursts are coming from

the galaxy or from the distant reaches of the universe.
It is hoped that the book can be used as a textbook

or for background reading in astronomy or astrophysics
courses. This first edition will be published in limited

quantities and distributed for review and common! by
our colleagues and their students. Is the material clear

and easily understood? Are the Chapters coherent indi-

vidually, and do they fit appropriately into the whole?
What is too repetitive? What is left out.? What about

the length? Your comments are eagerly solicited. If the

feedback is positive, and students find the book useful,
it will be revised and a second more widely distributed

edition will be published.

The editor wishes to thank the Chapter authors first.
and foremost for their excellent contributions, bul also for

their patience with the many step process of correcting

the manuscript and making the style uniform. The editor

was assisted early on in this process by Ms. (:heryl Madi-

son and for the past six months by Mr. George Hilton.
Without his dedicated efforts and patience with the au-

thors, and theirs with him and me, this book would not

have been possible.
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Chapter 1

HIGH ENERGY ASTROPHYSICS IN

THE 1990s

JONATHAN F. ORMES

Laboratory for High Energy Astrophysics

NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD 20771

ABSTRACT

High energy astrophysics is a space-age discipline that has taken a quantum leap forward in the
1990s. The observables are photons and particles that are unable to penetrate the atmosphere and

can only be observed from space or very high altitude balloons. This chapter presents an overview
and summary of the results that will be presented in more detail in the remaining chapters. The

lectures presented as the chapters of this book are based on the results from the Compton Gamma-

Ray Observatory (CGRO) and Advanced Satellite for Cosmology and Astrophysics (ASCA), missions

to which the Laboratory for High Energy Astrophysics at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center made

significant hardware contributions. These missions study emissions from very hot plasmas, nuclear

processes and high energy particle interactions in space. Results to be discussed include gamma-ray

beaming from active galactic nuclei (AGN), gamma-ray emission from pulsars, radioactive elements
in the interstellar medium, X-ray emission from clusters of galaxies, and the progress being made

to unravel the gamma-ray burst mystery. The recently launched X-ray Timing Explorer (XTE) and

prospects for upcoming Astro-E and Advanced X-ray Astronomy Satellite (AXAF) missions are also
discussed.



1.1 INTRODUCTION

Imagine yourselves as super-men and women with X-ray

and gamma-ray vision looking at the sky from above the

atmosphere. You would see a very different looking sky

than is seen on a dark night from Earth. You would

see beams flashing by and sources blinking on and off on

all time scales in a wide variety of colors. "Stars" would

appear and disappear, sometime reappearing again, often

not. It would be a "laser show" worthy of the best that

Disneyland can produce.

Why would physicists be interested in the field of

study known as High Energy Astrophysics? The radi-

ations that make up the field are photons in the X-ray

and gamma-ray bands of the electromagnetic spectrum,

as well as the energetic particles that produce this ra-

diation. X-rays are formed by thermal bremstrahlung

in million degree plasmas and by some of the nonther-

real processes that characterize the gamma-ray band:

high energy interactions between particles and electro-

magnetic fields. These interactions include synchrotron

radiation by electrons in magnetic fields, Compton in-

teractions between energetic electrons and photons, and

other colIisional processes that result in radiation from

interaction decay products such as 7r°s. The physics in-

volves beams of relativistic particles and blobs of plasma

accelerated to nearly the speed of light. It involves mat-

ter in highly condensed states and in magnetic fields from

/_-gauss to 1013 gauss.

X-rays and gamma-rays are absorbed in the Earth's

upper atmosphere and, hence, must be observed from

platforms in space. These are "photon limited" observa-

tions in which arrival direction and energy are recorded

for each individual quantum. The differential spectra

of photons and energetic particles, dN/dE, generally fall

rapidly with increasing energy. Often, however, the en-

ergy emitted, E x dN/dE, can peak in the X-ray or

gamma-ray band indicating that for certain types of ob-

jects, high energy processes may dominate the energetics

and, hence, the evolution of an astronomical object.

X-rays are generally meant to include photons with

energy of 0.1 to 30 kilovolts (keV), a range in which k-

and l-shell atomic transitions produce line emission in-

dicative of the presence of heavy nuclei. The lines are

generally present on top of a thermal continuum from

astrophysical plasmas with typical temperatures in the

range of 105 to 107 K. These photons can be detected

individually by measuring the energy they deposit in a

solid or gas where they transfer their energy to atomic

electrons via Compton collisions and subsequently pro-

duce free electrons or ion-electron pairs. The electric sig-

nals can be amplified and manipulated to measure the

amplitude of the energy deposit. Any photon from a

nuclear transition or interaction is called a gamma-ray.

Thicker targets of solid or heavy liquids are required to el-

ficiently absorb low energy gamma-rays; above 30 mega-

volt (MeV) the photons are detected via pair production.

Astrophysical sources in the 10 keV to 30 MeV band are

the most poorly explored because of technical problems

detecting the photons and the high backgrounds from

natural radioactivity.

This introductory chapter is organized by starting

with the highest energies and working downward in en-

ergy and simultaneously moving towards wave bands that

emit ever-increasing flux. It is mission oriented in the

sense that the newest results have derived from the mis-

sions described. The discussion is meant to whet the ap-

petite for subsequent chapters that describe the physics

and astrophysics in more detail. In it we review some

of the more interesting recent results of missions mak-

ing observations in these bands and describe some of the

future prospects in this field.

The book is organized by astronomical object or

phenomenon, and begins with the nearest star, our own

Sun, and works its way through the Galaxy to extra-

galactic objects ever more distant from the solar system.

It ends with the phenomena of gamma-ray bursts; we do

not know where they come from. The subsequent chap-

ters are all based on lectures given by the authors as

part of a course on high energy astrophysics given at the

University of Maryland during fall 1993 and winter 1996

terms.

Chapter 2 describes the Sun as a laboratory for the

study of nuclear gamma-ray line from the collisions of en-

ergetic particles accelerated in the solar magnetic fields.

Chapter 3 is the story of galactic cosmic rays and the

view of them throughout the galaxy taken in gamma-

rays. Chapter 4 describes the supernova remnants that

fill the interstellar medium and may provide the envi-

ronment for the acceleration of the cosmic rays as de-

scribed in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 covers the discovery

of 511 keV annihilation radiation from the galactic cen-

ter and our current understanding of this phenomenon.

Chapters 7 and 8 deal with pulsars and compact binary

systems, respectively, drawing on results from very recent

X-ray and gamma-ray observations. Chapter 9 expands

on the exciting and powerful new field of X-ray spec-

troscopy only briefly alluded to in this chapter. Chap-

ter 10 explores more fully the new understanding of the

gamma-ray sky. Chapters 11 and 12 deal with active

galactic nuclei. Chapters 13, 14, and 15 cover various

aspects of the X-ray background tracing the distribution

of the emitting plasmas with emphasis in Chapter 15 on

the emissions from clusters of galaxies. The last chapter

describes the mystery of the phenomena of gamma-ray
bursts.



Table 1.1: CGRO Instrument Parameters

Instrument Energy Field Source

Range of View

( M e V ) Location
BATSE 0.03 - 1.2 47rsr _ 20

OSSE 0.06- 10 4 ° x 11 °

COMPTEL 1 - 30 1 sr ,-_ 10 arcmin

EGRET 20- 30,000 0.6 sr _ 5 arcmin

1.2 GAMMA-RAY BURSTS

1.2.1 Compton Gamma-Ray Observa-

tory

The Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory was launched in

April 1991. The instruments and their primary charac-

teristics are given in Table 1.1 (Gehrels, Chipman, and

Kniffen, 1993). This mission is the first extensive exam-

ination of gamma-rays from space over the energy range
from tens of kilovolts to tens of gigavoits, six decades in

energy. All the instruments onboard CGRO are in excel-
lent health and still taking data more than 5 years after

its launch. Energetic Gamma-Ray Experiment Telescope

(EGRET) the only experiment with a lifetime-limiting
consumable, has enough spark chamber gas to operate
on an intermittent basis for another year or two. The

satellite should be capable of lasting well past the turn

of the millennium.
First we discuss the results from EGRET, the high-

est energy experiment. The most dramatic and surpris-

ing discovery made in "100 MeV photon astronomy" has
been the observation of gamma-rays coming from a class

of active galactic nuclei (AGN) known as Blazars and
their cousins, the BL Laecerta objects. The luminosity

(energy output) of these objects in the gamma-ray band

is impressive; at 4 billion light years distance, 3C279 was
emitting 1048 erg/s, assuming isotropic emission. The
radiation is characterized by time variability on scales as

short as a day. Blazars emit blobs of plasma with ap-

parent motions of speeds greater than the speed of light.
The most dramatic time variability is shown in Figure 1.1

from an observation of 3C279 in June 1991 shortly after

the launch of the satellite (Hartman et al., 1992, Kniffen

et al., 1993). The bulk of the energy from these objects is

being emitted as gamma-ray photons. Figure 1.2 shows
the emitted energy per unit energy; the gamma-ray emis-

sion clearly dominates, at least for those times when there

is a gamma-ray outburst. The size of the emitting object

is limited by the light crossing time. For an object at a
redshift distance, Z, the size of the object, R, is given by

cAT
R< --- (1.1)

- (l+Z)

Tile luminosity, Ln, of the object and its size along with
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Figure 1.1: Gamma-ray time variability of quasar 3C279
in June 16-28, 1991 (Kniffen et a1.1993).
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Figure 1.2: The energy emitted per decade by active

galactic nuclei identified as gamma-ray emitters. No-
tice the very different spectra for the Blazars and the

Seyfert galaxies (reproduced with permission, Dermer
and Gehrels, 1995).

the cross section of the photons can be used to determine

the optical depth, r, of the object

,- = (1.2)

The optical depth turns out to be about 10 for 3C279



with AT of a day if the radiation is assumed to be

isotropic, a number that would drive the energy require-
ments even higher. The way out is to assume the gamma-

radiation is also beamed. That hypothesis has proven to

be consistent with further observations, as the number of

detected AGN has confirmed the association of gamma-
rays with those objects whose radio beams are preferen-
tially pointed towards the Earth. The total number of

high-energy gamma-ray sources now identified with spe-

cific AGN is about 50 (Fichtel et al., 1994, yon Montigny
et al., 1995). Many other EGRET sources may also be

AGN. The presence of beamed photons implies the or-
ganized acceleration of particles. These objects are the

most powerful particle accelerators known. The energy
to drive them comes ultimately from the infall of mate-

rial onto a massive (10SM0) compact object, probably a
massive black hole.
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Figure 1.3: A categorization of active galactic nuclei ac-

cording to type which, indicates the relative fractions of

the various kinds (reproduced with permission, Gehrels

and Dermer, 1994).

The OSSE experiment discovered another class of

AGN, namely Seyfert galaxies that emit 100 keV pho-

tons, as shown in Figure 1.2. The spectra fall sharply

at higher energies. These AGN are not powerful radio
sources. The gamma-rays could be made by Compton

scattering of optical and ultraviolet photons from rel-

ativistic electrons in their accretion disks (Dermer and

Gehrels, 1995). Many people are attempting to integrate

the understanding of gamma-ray photons from AGN into

the unified picture of AGN that has emerged from ear-

lier X-ray studies of these objects (Mushotzky, Done, and
Pounds, 1993). Gehrels and Dermer characterize the var-

ious types of AGN as shown in Figure 1.3. In this picture,
there are the of order of 1000 identified Blazars and BL

Lags that probably emit 100 MeV gamma-rays. Many

more should be observable in hard X-rays. As far as

AGN go, as a whole, the conclusion from CGRO might

be "What. you see depends on where you see it t'rom!".

1.2.2 Pulsars

Another class of astrophysical object in which the

gamma-radiation is important is a pulsar. Pulsars are be-

lieved to be highly magnetized, very rapidly rotating neu-

tron stars with magnetic axis aligned at. an angle to the
spin axis as shown in Figure 1.4. They look very different

'k

k
k
k

B

R
L("

Figure 1.4: Pulsar schematic. In general, the angle be-
tween the rotation axis and the magnetic dipole axis of
the neutron star is not known.

in detail when observed in different energy bands, as

can be seen in Figure 1.5. Recent work {e.g., Romani

and Yadigaroglu, 1994) attempts to explain those differ-

ent light curves as manifestations of viewing the pulsars

from different aspects. They base their explanation on

the so-called "outer gap" model (Cheng, 11o, and Ruder-

man, 1986) in which the acceleration of particles, presum-

ably electrons, takes place near the speed of light cylin-

der where the magnetic field corotating with tlne ueutron

star is moving with nearly the speed-of-light. On the

other hand, others (Daugherty and Harding, 1982. 1994
and Sturner and Dermer, 1994) place the acceleration

of particles near the polar caps. These fascinating ob-

jects are a complete physics laboratory by themselves.

There is a relativistically rotating plasma being dragged
around by a "spinning top" made of condensed neutrons.

The object accelerates particles to relativistic energies

and emits a beam of radiation with emission throughout
the electromagnetic spectrum. They are the only objects
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Table 1.2: Gamma-Ray Pulsar Characteristics

Period(s) Age(yv) Luminosity (erg s-l) Efficiency

Crab 0.033 1300 4.5 x 1035 0.001

B1509-58 0.150 1550 1.9 x 1035 0.010
Vela 0.089 11,000 2.3 x 1034 0.003

B1706-44 0.102 17,000 3.7 x 1035 0.011

B951+32 0.040 110,000 1.4 X 1034 0.004

Geminga 0.237 340,000 2.6 x 1033 0.080
B1055-52 0.197 530,000 5.0 x 1033 0.150
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0.511 MeV annihilation radiation from OSSE.

that we can prove lose energy to gravitational radiation

when they are paired in binary systems (Hulse and Tay-

lor, 1975}.

Those pulsars from which gamma-rays have been

detected are listed in Table 1.2. They are ordered ac-

cording to apparent age derived from the ratio of their

periods to their rate of changes in period (dp-_t)" The

latter is the spin-down rate caused by the loss of angular

momentum. One can define a gamma-ray efficiency as

the ratio of it's luminosity to the energy available from

it's spin down. As can be seen in the last column of the

table, this efficiency is very strongly correlated with the

age. The spectrum of photons from pulsars is typically

a power law spectrum, dN.y/dE = kE -'_. From Figure

1.6, one sees that the spectral index, 7, decreases with

increasing age of the pulsar. This implies that a larger

fraction of its decreasing spin-down energy is going into

higher energy photons as pulsars age. One of the impor-

tant stages in the amazing life of a pulsar is its emergence

as a bright source flashing its beam of gamma-rays at the

Earth 5 to 30 times per second.

1.2.3 Gamma-Ray Spectroscopy

The first direct proof that stars build elements and spread

them into the interstellar medium comes from the HEAO-

3 observation of 1.809 MeV gamma-rays from the de-

cay of 26Al into an excited state of _6M9 (Mahoney

et al., 1984). The COMPTEL experiment on CGRO

has mapped this radiation in the galactic plane. There

is considerable structure, and the overall distribution is

somewhat puzzling. It is "clumpy" and does not match

well the distribution of the supernova remnants, novae,

Wolf-Rayet stars, or red giants that might be expected

to be the source of the recently synthesized 26A1 (Diehl

et a1.1994).

CGRO's OSSE experiment has also mapped the

distribution of 0.5ll keV positron annihilation radiation

from the galactic center first discovered by a balloon-

borne experiment (see Chapter 6). The OSSE team has

observed this source extensively. The spectrum in Fig-

ure 1.7 shows the narrow positron emission line and the

positronimn continuum towards lower energies. OSSE

scanned over the galactic center with its 4 degree by 0.5

degree slit and showed that the distribution of the radi-

ation is inconsistent with the distribution of any of the

postulated sources of the radiation such as novae. The

best fit is a point source at the galactic center combined

with sources distributed along the galactic plane.

The COMPTEL instrument on CGRO has discov-

ered line emission at 4.4 and 6.1 MeV coming from the

Orion complex. This radiation was predicted in the 70s

to be the result of interactions of energetic carbon and

oxygen nuclei (Meneguzzi and Reeves, 1975; Ramaty, Ko-

zlovsky, and Lingenfelter, 1979). It is presumably coming

from ions accelerated at the shocks formed by the inter-

action of the winds from the many Wolf-Rayet stars in

the complex (e.g., Nath and Biermann, 1994).

CGRO will continue to observe novae, supernovae

remnants, AGN, etc. for the next several years. In the

latter part of the decade, ESA's International Gamma-

Ray Astrophysics Laboratory, Integral, will be launched.

It will provide imaging and a much more sensitive spec-

troscopy instrument. With Integral's launch, gamma-ray

spectroscopy can be expected to become a richer and

more complex discipline that will explore nuclear enlis-

sions throughout the galaxy.
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Figure 1.8: All sky map of the first 1000 gamma-ray bursts observed by BATSE on the Compton Gamma-Ray

Observatory from April 21, 1991, to May 27, 1994.

1.3 Gamma-Ray Bursts

The most unexpected results from the CGRO have come
from its smallest instrument, BATSE. With a set of 8
detectors with 2000 cm 2 sensitive area located on each

of the corners of CGRO, BATSE can observe all the sky

not occulted by the Earth and, by comparing the re-

sponse of the 8 detectors can, in real time, determine the

position of a gamma-ray burst on the sky with a preci-

sion of a few 1 degrees. Between the launch on April 21,
1991, and May 27, 1994, 1000 bursts were observed. The

distribution on the sky is shown in Figure 1.8 (Meegan

et al., 1992, Fishman, 1994). There is no statistical de-

1 "We would also like to point out that the first observational

evidence for an association of gamma*ray bursts with high velocity

neutron stars was the coincidence of the March 5th, 1979 burst error

box with the edge and not the center of the supernova remnant

N49 in the Large Magellanic Cloud, as reported by Tom Cline and

his cohorts fifteen years ago. This identification caused a large

controversy, since it implied that burst sources could be outside

the galaxy and, therefore, more powerful than first assumed. There
could be no doubt about Tom's belief in this identification when he

attached the personalized license plate "N49" to his car (or mobile

stereo system, as he called it) for all to see. In an ironic twist on the

excitement created by this first counterpart object in an error box,

some today would consider the Large Magellanic Cloud much too

close to be the source of gamma-ray bursts."- From the Preface to

"High Velocity Neutron Stars and Gamma-Ray Bursts" AIP Conf.

Proc. 366, eds, R. Rothschild and R.Lingenfelter, 1995.

viation from isotropy. The bursts range in duration from

ms to several seconds. Some "light curves" are rich with

structure; others are quite simple. If the burst sources

were isotropically distributed in space, their intensity vs.

size distribution (log N vs. log S) should follow a -3/2
power law. This holds for the largest bursts, but not the

smallest, as shown in Figure 1.9. This was known before

the launch of CGRO and, along with arguments about

energetics, the lack of identifiable bright optical counter-
parts, and the apparent detection of cyclotron lines in the

spectra, led to the tentative association of burst sources

with neutron stars. The relative paucity of small bursts

was cited as evidence for an edge of the distribution. It

was thought that BATSE would confirm the deviation

from-3/2 power law in the log(N) vs. log(S) distribu-
tion, which it did, and that it would find evidence for

the shape of the neutron star distribution in the galaxy,
which it did not.

So where are we in understanding gamma-ray
bursts? There is clear evidence that the distribution has

an "edge", but it's isotropy says we must be at the cen-
ter of the distribution. This means that the burst sources

are either very local or cosmological. The sensitivity of
BATSE is such that if the sources are galactic, the scale

size is sufficiently large that the solar system is near the

center of the distribution; i.e., the sources are distributed
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Figure 1.10: Average time profiles for gamma-ray bursts.

through a large region compared to the 8 kpc distance

from the Sun to the center of the galaxy. On this size

scale, one might see effects of the merging of the Milky

Way sources with the distribution around Andromeda,

our nearest large neighbor. An Andromeda bulge in the

distribution is not observed, but whether such a bulge
would be observable has been called into question (e.g.,

see Duncan, Li, and Thompson, 1993). The distribution

could be very local, something associated with our solar
system, but there is no known source candidate on this
size scale.

Perhaps the burst sources are located at "cosmolog-
ical" distances (Paczynski, 1986). This is suggested by

the logN-log S distribution and the isotropy. However,

the absence of any correlation with clusters of galaxies
like the Virgo cluster means putting the burst sources

at redshift distances, Z, of 1 or more. If this is the
case, the energetics require that the sources are very dra-
matic events such as the coalescence of two neutron stars

(Narayan, Paczynski, and Piram, 1992).

Norris and collaborators (Norris et al. 1994; Nemiroff

et al., 1994) have shown that the burst "light curves"

(e.g., durations, time between peaks, corresponding spec-
tral effects) show a correlation with size that is consistent

with the redshift effects from placing the sources at red-

shifts of Z > 1 (around Z = 2). The results obtained by
aligning the burst peaks are shown in Figure 1.10. Great

care is taken to make the signal-to-noise ratio the same

for the bright and dim bursts in this comparison. Other

analyses have shown that the spectral hardness is corre-

lated with intensity, and it evolves throughout each burst
and even throughout the substructure of the bursts. The

statistical analyses have been repeated and confirmed by

others using different statistics, so there is general agree-
ment that the time dilation-like and spectral evolution

effects are probably real. The debate rages as to whether

the effects are cosmological or something intrinsic about
the sources themselves.

But there are problems placing these bursts at cos-

mological distances. The energy required of a source is

of the order of l051 erg. The spectra from coalescing
neutron stars are predicted to be "black bodies," but the
observed spectra are not. They extend well above 1 MeV
in the cases for which observations are available.

The "water has been further muddied" by the obser-

vation by EGRET of delayed, very high energy photons

from a burst that occurred on Feb. 17, 1994 (Hurley

et al., 1994). It was a large burst and was within the

EGRET field of view. As shown in Figure 1.11, the burst
was observed in time coincidence with a burst recorded

on the Ulysses spacecraft. The remarkable thing was the

observation by EGRET of continuing high energy emis-

sion an hour later when the satellite could again see the

source as it reemerged from behind the Earth. Among

the observed photons was one with the highest energy

recorded from any gamma-ray burst, 25 GeV. Such pho-

tons are rare. The probability of observing a photon with
> 20 GeV within 1 square degree in position and within

1 hour in time is of the order of 10-5! Explaining these

delayed high energy photons is not easy (Meszaros, and

FLees, 1994).

Perhaps the origin of gamma-ray bursts can ulti-
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Figure 1.11: Upper panel shows the energy of each individual photon observed by EGRET from the Feb. 17, 1994,

gamma-ray burst. The bottom panel shows the count rate from the detector on Ulysses at the same time. Note the

EGRET photons after the eclipse.

mately be explained by the more conventional neutron

star model. Within the past 2 years, it has been proved

that a subset of gamma-ray bursts, the so-called soft

gamma repeaters, are associated with neutron stars and

supernova remnants (Kulkarni and Frail, 1993). There

are three identified repeaters. Two are associated with

plerion (filled with radio emission) supernova remnants.

The third has a pulsar that is apparently ejected from a

nearby neutron star. The implied velocity of the neutron

star is of the order of 1000 km s-1. There is growing real-

ization that high velocity neutron stars may be common

and have formed a 100 kpe halo around the galaxy. In

this case, our galaxy might perturb the halo around An-

dromeda and vice-versa, perhaps isotropizing the distri-

bution. These neutron stars are postulated to be driven

to large velocity by slight asymmetries in the explosion

of the star as it became a supernova. If this proves to be

correct, one might say that the galaxy is surrounded by

a halo of neutrino-accelerated neutron stars or "rocket

stars."

Prior to the launch of CGRO, neutron stars were the

generally accepted sources of gamma-ray burst (GRB).

One piece of evidence was the presence of spectral fea-

tures that could be associated theoretically with cy-

clotron lines from very high magnetic fields. Especially

important were features seen at 20 and 40 keV by the

Japanese Ginga satellite. Ginga saw a 20 keV feature in

one of the ten bursts it observed. Of these, five bursts

were strong enough for Ginga to see a 40 keV feature,

and such a feature was observed once. BATSE has seen

no line features. The strong enough bursts from BATSE

number 10 for the 20 keV and 24 for the 40 keV fea-

ture. There is a 10% chance that the Ginga and BATSE

results are consistent, so more observations are clearly
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called for in the 10 - 100 keV part of the spectrum. This

discrepancy may prove to be real, calling into question

the interpretation that some bursts show evidence for cy-
clotron lines.

So the origin of gamma-ray bursts remains one of

the most fascinating puzzles in high energy astrophysics

yet to be solved. Whether we are seeing something from

the more distant Universe or the taillight beams from

neutron star rockets flying around the galaxy, these are

interesting objects deserving of future intense study.

mas at temperatures between 106 and 10s Kelvins and

such plasmas are ubiquitous. Extragalactic objects are

well represented by AGN including quasars and Seyfert

galaxies and, especially important cosmologically, the
clusters of galaxies. In many classes of objects, e.g., ac-

tive galaxies, clusters of galaxies, accreting neutron stars,

and supernova remnants, a large fraction of the energy is
radiated in the X-ray band.

1.4 X-RAY ASTRONOMY

The 1990s will be an extremely important decade of

progress in high energy astrophysics. The early part will
be famous for the discoveries of the CGRO, and the lat-

ter part, for progress in X-ray astronomy, radiation from
0.1 to 30 keV.

The X-ray sky, circa 1987, is shown in Figure 1.12

(Wood, 1987). Most of the objects known in astronomy

are represented here. Galactic objects include pulsars,

supernova remnants, cataclysmic variables, flare stars,

and the strongest sources, binary stellar systems. Ther-

mal Bremstrahlung X-rays are a natural emission of piss-

The Einstein X-ray observatory which flew in the

late 1970s' discovered diffuse X-ray emission from 80 mil-

lion degree gas filling the intergalactic space in clusters

of galaxies. This decade began with the Granat mission

(Russia) and the Broad Band X-Ray Telescope (BBXRT)

with its revolutionary thin foil X-ray optics• These optics
were further utilized by the Japanese on their ASCA mis-

sion launched in 1993 (Tanaka, Inoue, and Holt. 1994).
Still to come in this decade are the ESA SAX mission

(Italy and The Netherlands) and Spectrum-Roentgen-
Gamma (Russia, U.K., Denmark, Germany, US, and

Italy), followed by the AXAF and Astro-E (Japan and
US).

lO



1.4.1 X-Ray Timing Studies

The most recently launched high energy astrophysics mis-

sion, launched in 1995, is the XTE(Bradt et al., 1993).
This mission is intended to explore astrophysical clocks

in the Universe. The objects being studied and some of

the physical processes are indicated in Figure 1.13. A

schematic of the spacecraft is shown in Figure 1.14. Its
detectors have a field of view of 1 degree and are sensi-

tive to hard X-rays from '2 keV to 200 keV. Studies will

range from temporal structure on scales of 1 ms deep

in the potential wells of white dwarfs, neutron stars, and
black holes to systems with periods of many months, even

years. XTE will study chaotic phenomena like accretion
and periodic systems like binaries and pulsars. It also has

an all sky monitor that can respond to transient events

and alert ground controllers to repoint the satellite to
observe them in detail as soon as possible. The satellite

can be pointed at a typical transient event within a few
hours.

GRO J1744-28, better known as the "bursting pul-

sar," is probably the one you are thinking of. Almost im-
mediately following its launch, XTE was pointed to look

at a new, previously unknown, X-ray source that had

been discovered by BATSE. The source is GRO J1744-

28, better known as the "bursting pulsar. BATSE is able
to use the shadow of the Earth to tell where a source is,

and XTE was pointed in that direction and found the

precise position of the source. XTE was able to study
the pattern of time variability in the source and see the

signature of matter moving around a neutron star at the

inner edge of its surrounding accretion disk. This is the
closest view yet obtained at any wavelength of a region

of space where the effects of gravity are so profound.

1.4.2 X-ray spectroscopy

X-ray spectroscopy is about to become "of age." In
the years since the Einstein Observatory was launched,

the technology has developed so that nondispersive tech-

niques obtain resolution competitive with dispersive tech-
niques. [na photon-limited astronomy this makes obser-

vations possible in a much shorter time; the energy of

every photon can be precisely determined.

The large-area thin-foil mirrors employed first on

BBXRT and currently on ASCA help to make possible
"faster cameras," and spectroscopy can now be done on

a large number of X-ray sources (Serlemitsos, 1988). Fig-
ure 1.15 shows a spectrum of Tycho supernova remnant

taken with BBXRT (Petre et al., 1993). It is clear that

the spectrum contains emission lines from heavy elements

in the hot plasma. The abundances can be compared to

solar system abundances, and in the case of Tycho, the

abundances for the heavy elements are approximately 0.5
solar.

The results from ASCA are even more impressive.

XTE Science Capabilities
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Figure 1.13: The objects to be studied and the scien-
tific issues to be addressed by the X-ray Timing Explorer

(XTE).

XTE Spacecraft

Figure 1.14: The X-ray Timing Explorer spacecraft

An example is shown in Figure 1.16. Results from ob-

servations of the cataclysmic variable system, a binary

consisting of a white dwarf and a normal star, indicate
that the different lines cannot be fit with a single tem-

perature (Ishida et al., 1994). This indicates that the

plasma in not in thermal equilibrium and that there is
element fractionation in the plasma.

It is now possible to measure Doppler velocities us-

ing X-ray lines. Red- and blue-shifted iron lines measured

by ASCA from the two jets in SS433 are shown in Figure

ll
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Figure 1.15: X-ray spectrum of the Tycho supernova
remnant taken by the BBXRT telescope on the Shuttle's

flight of Astro-1.

1.17 (Mirabei and Rodriguez, 1994; Kotani et a1.1994).

X-ray spectroscopy is now becoming ms powerful a tool as

optical spectroscopy. (You will recall that optical spec-
troscopy enabled the discovery of the second most abun-
dant element in the Universe by observing spectral lines

from the Sun.) The comparison of X-ray and optical red-
shifts for distant clusters shown in Figure 1.18 turned up

an error in the optical redshift for the cluster in Ophi-

uchus (Mushotzky, 1994).

An improved version of the ASCA optics will be

used for the next Japanese-American X-ray astronomy

mission now under development, Astro-E. This mission

will also carry a new high resolution spectroscopy device
known as a quantum calorimeter (Kelley et al., 1993). It

is so named because it determines the energy of each inci-

dent X-ray photon by measuring the temperature rise in

an X-ray absorbing heavy metal. When temperatures of

milli-Kelvins are maintained, the resistance of the metal

varies as a strong function of its temperature. The resis-
tance can be measured electronically as the device heats

up and then cools off. These devices will have resolution,

A E = 10 eV, a factor of 3 to l0 better than is cur-

rently being achieved on ASCA. Plasmas between 0.3
and 10 keV should be rich with line emission reflective

of the ionization states, the elemental abundances in the

plasmas, and the motions of the plasma deep within the

potential wells of binary stellar, neutron star, and black

hole systems.

The ASCA has proven the power of spatially re-

solved spectroscopy, a powerful new tool for study-

ing hot plasmas in astrophysical settings. For exam-

ple, the ability to resolve the nebula of the super-

nova remnant SN1006 into a thermal spectrum from the

remnant's shock-heated interior and a presumably syn-
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Figure 1.16: Ratio of H-like to He-like Ka emission lines

from the cataclysmic variable binary stellar system EX

Hydra as a function of ionization temperature.
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Figure 1.17: Red- and blue-shifted iron lines from SS433

beams as observed by ASCA.

chrotron spectrum in a surrounding shell has provided

the first evidence for the acceleration of particles to en-

ergies greater than 1 TeV (1012 eV) in an astrophysical

environment. (Koyama et al., 1995). ASCAs other re-
sults are too many and detailed to describe further here.

Tile reader is referred to Chapter 4 for results on super-
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Figure 1.18: Comparison of ASCA X-ray redshifts with

optical redshifts.

nova remnants, to Chapter 9 for spectroscopy of discrete

sources, and to Chapter 13 for a discussion of the mea-

stu-ements of tile hot gas surrounding clusters of galaxies
and their implications for the distribution of both dark

and baryonic matter and the elemental abundances of the
latter.

1.4.3 X-ray Imaging

No discussioll of the prospects for X-ray astronomy would

be complete without mention of the Advanced X-ray As-
tronomy Facility, an imaging X-ray telescope that will do

for X-ray astronomy what the Hubble Space Telescope is

now doing for optical astronomy. Its mirrors are grazing
incidence reflectors. They are nested sets of parabolas

and hyperbolas made with the smoothest surfaces ever

polished.
The capabilities and scientific prospects of AXAF

are legion, and a new version of a reference book such as
this that is written a decade from now will be full of its

exciting discoveries. The reader is referred to the review
of AXAF (Zombeck, 1983) for more information.

1.5 CONCLUSION

The beginning of this decade has been characterized by

important new discoveries using observations at gamma-
ray wavelengths. Some of them have been described

briefly in this paper. The remainder of the decade will

be characterized by a renaissance in X-ray astronomy,
the results of which cannot be predicted. But the added

understanding of astrophysical objects that comes from
observations at all wavelengths has been proven by the

results from CGRO. While X-ray and gamma-ray as-

trophysics are characterized by low fluxes of individual

quanta, each quantum carries a significant energy. The
death throes of the objects may be found in their high

energy emissions.
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Chapter 2

GAMMA-RAY CONTINUUM AND

MILLIMETER WAVE EMISSIONS

FROM SOLAR FLARES

REUVEN RAMATY

Laboratory for High Energy Astrophysics

NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD 20771

ABSTRACT

We present a theoretical discussion on the methods for correlating gamma-ray continuum and mil-
limeter wave emissions from solar flares. Both of these emissions are produced by electrons of sim-

ilar energies, typically around 1 MeV, interacting in the solar atmosphere. The gamma-rays are

bremsstrahlung and the millimeter waves are gyrosynchrotron radiation. Thin and thick target inter-
action and radiation models for the accelerated particles are presented. The comparison of the models

with observations of gamma-rays and 80 GHz radio emission from the 4 June 1991 flare provides

information on a variety of parameters, including the magnetic field in the corona and the variation

of the accelerated electron spectrum during the course of the flare.
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2.1 INTRODUCTION

The interactions of accelerated particles with matter and

magnetic fields in the solar atmosphere produce a va-

riety of electromagnetic emissions generally referred to

as nontlmrmal radiations to distinguish them from radi-

ations produced by particles in thermal or quasithermal

equilibrium. Although acceleration mechanisms were not

discussed in this lecture, we mention here that the leading

processes in flares are thought to be acceleration by shock

waves (Ellison and Ramaty, 1985), acceleration due to

gyroresonant interactions with plasma turbulence (Miller

and Steinacker, 1992) and acceleration by large scale elec-

tric fields (Benka and Holman, 1994). The reader should

also consult the earlier review on the problenl by Forman,

Ramaty, and Zweibel (1986).

Nonthermal flare radiations are observed both at

high energies, as hard X-rays and gamma-rays, and at

very low energies, as radio waves extending in frequency

up to the millimeter region. The bulk of the hard X-

rays are bremsstrahlung (braking radiation) produced

by accelerated electrons interacting with both neutral

and ionized gas in the solar atmosphere (e.g., Dennis,

1985). This bremsstrahlung extends from about 20 keV,

where it merges with the thermal bremsstrahlung pro-

duced by hot flare plasma, well into the gamma-ray re-

gion (Rieger, 1989). In the energy region from about 0.4

to 8 MeV there are nuclear lines superimposed on the

bremsstrahlung continuum. This nuclear line emission

results from the interactions of accelerated protons, a

particles and heavier nuclei with the ambient solar atmo-

sphere. As nuclear line emission was not discussed in this

lecture, the reader is referred to the reviews by Ramaty

and Murphy (1987), Mandzhavidze and Ramaty (1993)

and Ramaty and Mandzhavidze (1994).

A large variety of nonthermal radio emission are ob-

served from solar flares (e.g., Dulk, 1985). At the highest

fi'equencies, i.e., in the microwave and millimeter regions,

aud in particular for relatively large flares, the observed

radio emission is gyrosynchrotron radiation produced by

electrons in the energy range from several hundreds of

keV to several MeV. Since the same electrons also pro-

duce bremsstrahlung gamma-ray continuum, there is a

close connection between these two types of nonthermal

solar flare emissions. This was the topic of the present

lecture.

A series of 6 very large (X-class) solar flares occurred

in June 1991 and gamma-ray emission has been observed

from all of them. These very large flares also produced

the most intense millimeter emission ever observed from

the Sun. The details of these observations can be found

in Ranmty et al., 1994. In the present paper we explore

the relationship between the gamma-ray continuum and

the millimeter wave emission observed around the peak

of the impulsive phase of the 4 June flare. We are in-

terested in the highest frequency radio emission because

the associated gamma-ray emission is necessarily avail-

able only for large flares and for these the radio emission

will be optically thin only at the highest frequencies.

We discuss accelerated particle interaction models

in Sec.2.2, bremsstrahlung in Sec.2.3, gyrosynchrotron

radiation in Sec.2.4, and we compare the calculation with

the data in Sec.2.5.

2.2 ACCELERATED PARTICLE

INTERACTION MODELS

The transport, and interactions of accelerated particles at

the Sun are governed by the complex magnetic structures

that. are known to exist in the solar atmosphere. Images

of the solar corona, obtained by observing the Sun in soft

and hard X-rays (e.g., by instruments on the YOHKOH

satellite; e.g., Enome and Hirayama, 1994), reveal loop

like structures. The magnetic field lines that define these

loop are anchored in the photosphere and extend into

the corona. These loops are thought to play a dominant

role in the transport and interactions of the accelerated

particles (e.g., Ramaty et al., 1990). The particles are

probably accelerated in the coronal regions of the loops.

But they can produce nonthermal radiation both in the

coronal and subcoronal regions. The ambient gas density

and the magnetic field are highly variable throughout the

loops; typical values are Bx = 200 Gauss and nU = l0 _°

cm -3 in the corona and B± = 1000 Gauss and nH ----

1017 cr_t -3 in the photosphere at the foot points of the

loops. Here B± = k/-_B is the perpendicular compo-

nent of the magnetic field, appropriate for an isotropic

accelerated electron distribution; aH is the total (neu-

tral plus ionized) hydrogen density. We also consider the

ambient He, with a lie to H ratio by number of 0.1. For

the variation of the magnetic field with density we adopt

the simple relationship,

[ )]01, -3 (2.1)B±(Gau__) = 20 nil( ern

which satisfies the above boundary conditions.

High energy electrons interacting with ambient gas

and magnetic fields lose energy as a result of Coulomb

interactions, bremsstrahlung and synchrotron radiation.

The expressions for these energy loss rates are well known

(e.g., Skibo, 1993). In Figure 2.t we plot the quantity rl

= E� _ for various ambient densities and magnetic fields

given by Equation (2.1); here E is the energy of the elec-

dE is the energy loss rate, and rt provides a measuretron, -_-

of the electron lifetime against the energy losses. All the

solid curves are for losses in a neutral medium. At the

density of 1() TM em -a, which is typical of the corona, we

also show rl in an ionized gas (dashed curve). We see that

at low energies, where Couk)mb losses dominate, vl in the
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ionized case is smaller by about a factor of 2 than in the

neutral case. At tile high energies, however, synchrotron
losses dominate and these do not depend on the state of

ionization of the ambient medium. Because of the weak

dependence of the magnetic field on density, as the am-
bient density increases, the transition from Coulomb and

bremsstrahlung dominated losses to synchrotron domi-

Elated losses, manifested by the turnover of v_, occurs at

increasingly higher energies. Thus, while in the corona (n

: 101° cm -3) synchrotron losses will dominate already
at a few MeV, near the photosphere synchrotron losses

are negligible practically at all energies.
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Figure 2.1: Lifetime of accelerated electrons against.
Coulomb, bremsstrahlung and synchrotron energy losses
in the solar atmosphere; for each density the magnetic

field is computed from the displayed equation.

We now consider a simplified transport model re-

ferred to as tile trap and precipitation model. In this
model the electrons, accelerated in the coronal region of

a loop, are trapped there for a time r, and subsequently

precipitate into the subcoronal regions where they lose

their energy. The trapping time r depends on the mag-
netic field structure and the energy density in plasma

turbulence. We do not consider these issues here but re-

fer the reader to the detailed discussion given in Ramaty

and Mandzhavidze (1994). We see from Figure 2.1 that

for a coronal density of 101°cm -a, if 7- is less than about

10 s, electrons over the entire range from 0.1 to 1000

MeV will escape front the coronal trap without signifi-

cant energy loss; in the energy range from 1 to 10 MeV,
electrons can be trapped for as long as _everal hundreds

of seconds without losing much energy.

A region from which the electrons escape without

losing their energy is referred to as thin target region.

Assuming that the coronal trap is a thin target, the differ-

ential electron number Nc(E, t) in the region, measured

in electrons MeV -1, is given by

f
= dt'Q(E,t'): f,' (2.2)

O_

where Q(E, t) is the differential electron source function
in the corona measured in electrons MeV -1 s -a. This

source function is the product of the acceleration, i.e., its

energy and time dependence depending on the accelera-
tion mechanism and the physical conditions under which

it operates. But independent of the variability of the
source function Q, Equation (2.2) ensures that N_ will

not vary on time scales shorter than r.

We refer to a region in which the electrons remain

trapped for a time long enough to lose all of their energy
as a thick target. The subcoronal regions, particularly

those at the higher densities, are thick targets. As the
electrons are assumed to be accelerated in the coronal

region, the source function for the subcoronal regions is

given by the electrons escaping from the coronal region,
i.e._

Q,_(E,t) = [r(E,t)]-I Nc(E,I) (2.3)

If the energy loss time in the subcoronal region is
shorter that the characteristic time scale of the variations

of Q,_(E, t), we can write

N,_(E,t) = [dE(E)]-1/:• --_ dE'Q,_(Et, t) (2.4)

where N_c(E,t) is the time and energy dependent elec-
tron number in the subcoronal region. By substituting

Equation (2.3) into Equation (2.4), and by assuming that

r is independent of energy, we obtain

N,c(E,t) = [dE__(E)]-tr(t)_l JE _dE,N_(E_,t) (2.5)

Equation (2.5) relates the coronal and subcoronal
electron numbers. As mentioned, this equation is valid if

N_/v remains essentially constant over time scales of the

order of the energy loss time in the thick target region,
rE. As can be seen from Figure 2.1, r_ depends on the

electron energy and the ambient density. For example,

for a density of 1014crn -3, in the 1-10 MeV range, rj is

about 0.1 s. As N_ will not vary on time scales shorter

than r (Equation 2.2), for this density Equation (2.5) will
be valid if the trapping time in the corona is longer than
a few tenths of seconds.

Before considering in the next two sections the ra-

diations produced by the electrons, we mention here that

the concepts of thin and thick target refer to the elec-

trons and not to the photons that they produce. In our

subsequent calculations we shall assume that both the

bremsstrahlung and the gyrosynchrotron radiation are

optically thin. For the bremsstrahlung this assumption
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isvalidunlesstheflareislocatedatorbehindthelimbof
theSun.Thisisnotsoforthegyrosynchrotronradiation
whichcanbestronglyabsorbedevenif theflareislocated
nearthecenterof thesolardisk. However,by limiting
ourdiscussionto theveryhighfrequencyof80GHz, we
can safely assume that the gyrosynchrotron emission is

also optically thin.
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Figure 2.2: Thin target bremsstrahlung spectra; the dif-

ferential number of accelerated electrons is displayed in

the figure.

2.3 BREMSSTRAHLUNG

We calculate the thin target bremsstrahlung produced in

the coronal region and the thick target bremsstrahlung

produced in the subcoronal region. We consider

only bremsstrahlung produced by electrons having an

isotropic momentum distribution. The reader is referred

to Dermer and Ramaty (1986) and Miller and Ramaty
(1989) for anisotropic bremsstrahlung calculations. The

thin target coronal bremsstrahlung is given by

(2.6)
where v(E) is electron velocity, Arc is the differential elec-

tron number in the corona, and _da (E,E_) is an ef-

fective angle integrated differential bremsstrahlung cross
section. This cross section is the combination of the

non-screened electron-proton (Koch and Motz, 1959) and

electron-electron (Haug, 1975) cross sections, and it is ad-

justed for the presence of He (see Skibo, 1993 for more

details). The differential bremsstrahlung production rate
QB is measured in photons MeV -1 s -1.

The thick target subcoronal bremsstrahlung is gi-

ven by an expression analogous to Equation (2.6), with

Arc replaced by N,c given by Equation (2.5). By making
the substitution we obtain

f dcrQB(E-_,t) = [v(t)] -1 dEv(E)-_(E,E._)×

[-_H d-[1dE(E)]-I//dE'Nc(E',t) (2.7)

Thin target bremsstrahlung spectra for Nc : E -_

and nH= lcrn -3 are shown in Figure 2.2 for various val-

ues of the spectral index s. Thick target bremsstrahhmg

spectra for Nc/r = E -4 and one thin target spectrum for

rtH -- 101°crn -3 and Arc = 10E -4 are shown in Figure

2.3. The thick target spectra are independent of ambient

density as long as the synchrotron energy losses are neg-
ligible. At energies where the Coulomb losses dominate,

the thick target spectrum is flatter than the thin target

spectrum because of the flattening of the electron spec-
trum in the thick target due to these energy losses. The

ratio of the thin to thick target spectra are proportional
to r. As can be seen, for the coronal density of l01° cm -3

and r = 10 s, the thin target bremsstrahlung is negligible

in comparison to the thick target bremsstrahlung. At l

MeV these two bremsstrahlung components will become

comparable only for a trapping time of about a few hun-
dreds seconds.
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Figure 2.3: Solid curves: thick target bremsstrahlung

spectra for various ambient densities and an electron

spectrum with power law spectral index s = 4; dashed

curve: thin target spectrum for a trapping time of 10
and ambient density 10 l° crn -3.

2.4 GYROSYNCHROTRON

EMISSION

A detailed treatment of gyrosynchrotron emission and

absorption was presented by Ramaty (1969). Here one

is limited to considerations of optically thin gyrosyn-

chrotron emission and apply our results to mil]irneter
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dataat 80GHz where the emission is clearly optically

thin.

In analogy to Equations (2.6) and (2.7) we have that

EFGs(.,t) = n -1 dENc(E,t) (.,0, E,B) (2.8)

and

-' dE

dE -1 _

for the thin and thick target cases, respectively. Here

FGs(u,t) is the gyrosynchrotron flux density at Earth,
measured in erg cm -2 s -t Hz -1, u is frequency in Hz,
R is the Sun Earth distance, 0 is angle between the di-

rection of observation and the magnetic field assumed to

be uniform, and _u (u, 0, E, B), measured in er9 sr- 1 s- a
Hz -1, is the angle-dependent gyrosynchrotron emission

from an isotropic electron distribution normalized to 1
dG

electron; _ can be calculated by evaluating a series of
Bessel functions as described in detail in Ramaty (1969).

We show results for the thin and thick target cases

in Figure 2.4, where the coronal electron number Nc
and trapping time r are the same as those used in the

bremsstrahlung calculations. We assume that the angu-
lar distribution of the electrons, both in the thin and

thick target cases, is isotropic. This simplifying assump-

tion is probably valid for the coronal emission, but could
lead to the overestimation of the thick target emission be-

cause in the subcoronal regions the electron distribution

could be downward peaked toward the photosphere, a ge-

ometry that would produce less gyrosynchrotron emission
in the direction of the Earth than would an isotropic dis-

tribution. Gyrosynchrotron radiation from anisotropic
electrons is calculated in Ramaty (1969). The calcula-

tions of Figure 2.4 do not take into account the variety

of absorption and suppression effects that cut off the gy-

rosynchrotron emission at low frequencies. We do not
consider these effects here. However, as already men-

tioned, at 80 GHz where we shall compare the calcula-
tions with data, the solar flare gyrosynchrotron source is

most likely optically thin, allowing us to carry out this

comparison.
We further note in Figure 2.4 that, unlike the thick

target bremsstrahlung, which over a broad energy range
is independent of the ambient density, the thick tar-

get gyrosynchrotron emission decreases with increasing
density. This is caused by the much slower increase

with depth of the magnetic field than that of ambient

density (see Equation 2.1). Consequently, the deeper
the interaction site the more likely it is that the elec-

trons will lose their energy by Coulomb interactions and

bremsstrahlung rather than by gyrosynchrotron radia-
tion. The production site of bremsstrahlung at MeV

energies in the solar atmosphere can currently only be de-
termined by calculations (because imaging observations

are not available). The calculations are of course model

dependent (i.e., Miller and Ramaty, 1989), but, they do
show that the bulk of the bremsstrahhmg is probably

produced at densities of 1014 cm -a or greater. From

Figure 2.4 we then see that the thick target gyrosyn-
chrotron radiation produced in the subcoronal regions is

essentially negligible in comparison with the thin target

gyrosynchrotron radiation produced in the coronal re-

gion for a trapping time in the corona of the order of 10
s. In the next section we shall compare gamma-ray con-
tinuum and millimeter wave observations assuming thick

target bremsstrahlung and thin target gyrosynchrotron
emission.
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Figure 2.4: Thin and thick target gyrosynchrotron spec-
tra for the same parameters as in Figure 2.3; the mag-
netic field is assumed to be uniform and the accelerated

electrons are isotropic; 0 is the angle between the mag-
netic field and the direction of observation; all absorption

effects are ignored.

2.5 COMPARISON WITH

DATA

We consider the 4 June 1991 flare from which both

gamma-rays and 80 GHz emission were observed. A de-
tailed description of these and other related data is given

in Ramaty et al., 1994. It was shown in that paper that

during an impulsive peak lasting for about a few tens
of seconds, the bulk of the gamma- rays observed with

the Charged Particle Detector (CPD) of the BATSE in-
strument on the Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory and

the 80 GHz emission were produced by electrons of sim-

ilar energies, typically around a few Met:. In the top

panel of Figure 2.5 we show the time profiles of the 80
GHz flux, FGs(80 GHz ), and the greater than 1 MeV

bremsstrahlung flux 4PB(E-t > 1 MeV ). The 80 GHz
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flux, observedat theNobeyamaRadioObservatoryin
Japan,is measuredin solarflux units(1SFU= 10 -19

erg crn -2 s -t Hz-1); the gamma-ray flux is measured in

photons cm -2 s -1. In terms of Equations (2.6) or (2.7),

#¢B(E_ > 1 MeV ,t)= [47rR2] -1 dE_QB(E.y,t)
AIeV

(2.lO)
We now show that the observed gamma-ray and mil-

limeter fluxes are consistent with the theoretical consid-

eration of the previous sections. We also suggest, inter-

pretations for the observed relative displacement of time

profiles seen in the top panel of Figure 2.5. The middle

panel of the Figure 2.5 shows the ratio of the two emis-

sions. We see that the displacement translates into a dip
in the ratio, with a minimum achieved at. the time of max-

imum of the bremsstrahlung flux. We assume that the
80 GHz emission is thin target gyrosynchrotron emis-

sion produced in the coronal region of a loop or loops,

and that the gamma-rays are thick target bremsstrahlung

produced in the subcoronal regions. We thus calculate
FGS/¢B using Equations (2.7), (2.8), and (2.10). This

ratio depends on the magnetic field in th(" coronal re-

gion, on the spectrnm of the accelerated electrons, and

on the trapping time v. From Equations (2.7) and (2.8)
we see that the ratio depends linearly on r. However, the

dependence on B and s is more complicated.

In the lower panel of Figure 2.5 we plot F6.s/eP_ cal-

culated from Equations (2.7), (2.8), and (2.10) for r = 15

s. We have fixed this trapping time so that the calculated

ratio as a function of time is about equal to the observed
ratio as a function of spectral index for B = 250 Gauss

(this is a total B, not B±). By varying s from about 4.5

to 3 we see that FGS/_B decreases from about 800 to 300

which could reproduce the observed decrease during the
rise of the emissions from about 3:41UT to 3:41:lhUT.

The hardening of the electron spectrum during the rising
portions of the emissions is expected, as efficient particle

acceleration must occur during this period. The choice

of r = 15 sis not arbitrary, as the trapping time cannot

be much longer than the characteristic time scale of the

variations of both the 80 GHz and gamma-ray fluxes,
which are on the order of 15 s. It thus appears that the
decline of the emissions after their maximum is controlled

by the trapping and not the acceleration. In this case the

spectrum should remain unchanged orharden with time.

Therefore, it is unlikely that the increase of l_'as./q_n after

its minimmn at 3:41:15 UT is due to the softening of the
electron spectrum. Ramaty et al., 1994 suggested that

the entire variation of FCs/@B is due to a variation in

the trapping time r. The physical process that could lead

to such a variation is the damping of plasma turbulence

in the loop caused by the acceleration of the particles

(Ramaty et el., 1994; Ramaty and Mandzhavidze, 1994).

In principle, the variation could also be the consequence
of changes in B. It is thus possible that the observed

displacement of the bremsstrahlung and gyrosynchrotron
time profiles is caused by a combination of all three of

these effects. It is important, however, to remember that

the data overall can be understood with very reasonable

values for the parameters, i.e., a coronal magnetic field of
about 250 Gauss, a coronal trapping time of about 15 s

and an electron spectral index hardening during the rise
of the emissions.
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Figure 2.5: Top panel: gamma-ray and millimete.r waw_

time profiles near the impulsive peak of/,he 4 June 1991
flare; middle panel: the ratio of the millimeter and

gamma-ray fluxes showing that. the displacement seen in
the top panel corresponds to a clip in the ratio with a

minimum at the time of maximum of the gamma-ray fl ux:

bottom panel: calculations of the millimeter to gamma-

ray flux ratio showing that for a given magnelic field and
trapping time, the ratio decreases as the spectrum hard-
ellS.

We conclude-ur discussion with a calculation of the

total number (,f _cce]eraled elect tons requi re(l Io l)rod u(:e

the observed gamma-ray and millimeter emissions during
the impulsive peak of the 4 June flare. We mention here
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thatgamma-raysfromthisflarewereobservedformuch
longerperiodsoftimethanindicatedinFigure2.5(Mur-
phyet al., 1993),sothat thecalculatednumbershould
beconsideredasa lowerlimit.

Forsimplicityweassumethat all theelectronsare
acceleratedinstautaneouslyat thepeakoftheemissions
(at about3:41:12UT), that thesourcefunctionO in
Equation (2.2) is a power law with spectral index s equal
to either 3 or 4, and that r is a constant equal to 15 s.

Thus

O(E,t) = Oo(E)rS(t) = AE-'a(t) (2.11)

where f£,_ Qo(E)dE is the total number of accelerated
electrons with energies greater than E, and t = 0 at the

peak of the emissions. By substituting into Equation

(2.2) we obtain

._c(e,t) = AE-" e-" (2.12)

Then by substituting into Equation 7, combining the re-

sult with Equation 10, evaluating the integrals numeri-
cally, and comparing the result with the observed peak

bremsstrahlung flux of about 460 photons cm -2 s-1 (top

panel Figure 2.5), we obtain

Qo(E) _- 2.2 × 1034E -3 electrons MeV -1 (2.13)

for .s = 3, and

Qo(E)_-2.3 x 10aSE -a electrons MeV-I (2.14)

for s = 4.

In Figure 2.6 we compare the total number of elec-

trons of energies greater than 1 MeV with similar data
for other flares (Ramaty et al., 1993). We plot these as a

function of the electron spectral index, which, for each of

these flares was obtained from the observed gamma-ray

spectrum. As such spectral observations are not avail-
able for the 4 June flare, we plotted the results for the

two assumed spectral indexes, s = 3 and s = 4. We see

thai the 4 June flare was quite unusual. It either had a

very hard spectrum or a very large number of accelerated

electrons. Both of these possibilities explain the finding

that the gamma-ray and millimeter fluxes from this flare
were the largest ever observed.
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Chapter 3

GAMMA RAYS AS A TRACER OF

COSMIC RAYS AND MATTER IN

OUR GALAXY AND OTHER

GALAXIES

CARL FICHTEL

Laboratory for High Energy Astrophyics

NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD 20771

ABSTRACT

As the energetic electrons and nuclei, called cosmic rays, travel through the Galaxy, they interact with

matter and photons to produce high-energy gamma-rays. These high-energy gamma-rays are very

penetrating and can pass through even the central part of the Galaxy with very little attenuation.

They can therefore be studied in detail to obtain a picture of the distribution of the galactic cosmic
rays as they interact. A study of the Magellanic Clouds has permitted the determination that cosmic

rays are galactic and not metagalactic, and therefore that galactic dynamic balance should exist.

This fact, combined with a knowledge of the cosmic rays, matter, and photon distributions, permits a

prediction of the galactic gamma-ray energy spectrum and the gamma-ray distribution with relatively
few adjustable parameters. A comparison of the observed and predicted spatial distributions shows

that there is very good agreement between the two. Further, the coupling scale of the cosmic rays
and the matter can be determined as well as the normalization for the molecular hydrogen density

distribution.
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3.1 INTRODUCTION

In thinking of our Galaxy, one is often accustomed to

considering the Milky Way and the stars that can be

seen with the eye, or with an optical telescope. There
are many other important components besides the visible

stars which play a major role in the Galaxy. These com-

ponents include the interstellar gas, the magnetic fields,
photons of greater and smaller frequency, and the cos-
mic rays. The latter, which are misnamed from a time

in the past when their nature was unknown, are in fact

charged particles, some of quite high energy. There is
a tug-of-war occuring in the Galaxy between the cosmic

rays, the gas particles, and the galactic magnetic fields,
all of which are trying to expand the Galaxy, and the

gravitational attraction of the matter which is trying to
pull the whole together.

This latter statement has implicit in it the belief

that the cosmic rays are galactic and not from beyond
our Galaxy. In this chapter, it will be seen that, al-
though this assumption had seemed reasonable for some

time, recent high-energy gamma-ray measurements have

now shown it to be correct with a high degree of cer-

tainty. Thus, the description of the cosmic rays must

be consistent= with their galactic nature and the galactic

forces that come into play. On a broad galactic scale,

the balance described above must be taken into account,
although on a smaller scale there are believed to be local

perturbations, due particularly to supernovae explosions.

It is worth remembering at this point that, although
we live in our Galaxy and some measurements can be

made very well, in some respects we know less about it
than other galaxies. This situation results from the fact

that the interstellar matter prevents us from seeing very

far into the Galaxy in either the optical band or the X-

ray band. Also, it is not possible to step back and take a

picture of it. There is no beautiful picture of our Galaxy,
such as the one of the Great Galaxy in Andromeda. For

our Galaxy, we see what is appropriately called the Milky
Way. Thus, the overall structure must. be deduced from

line-of-sight measurements in the plane, mostly from the

radio band, and the deconvolution is not without prob-
lems.

The primary goal of this chapter, as the title implies,

is to consider what can be learned about our Galaxy from

high-energy gamma-rays coming both from our Galaxy

and from the neighboring Magellanic Clouds. It is de-

sirable to begin by describing the nature of the principal

components of our Galaxy that are involved in the pro-
duction of high-energy gamma-rays. It will be seen that,

as is often the case in astrophysics, it is necessary to

use information obtained from other waw_lengths, par-
ticularly the radio band, as well as measurements of the

cosmic-ray particles. The first section is followed by a de-

scription of the relevant interaction processes, to see how

the gamma-rays that are of interest are produced and to
have the quantitative basis for calculations. The next. sec-

tion provides a brief description of the manner in which
high-energy gamma-rays are detected. This is followed

by a discussion of galactic dynamic balance, wherein the

expansive pressures in the Galaxy are balanced by gravi-
tational attraction. The subsequent two sections describe

the gamma-ray observations in our Galaxy and their in-

terpretation in terms of our current understanding of the

processes involved and the manner in which the high-

energy gamma-ray observations of the Magellanic Clouds
assisted in the study of the cosmic rays in galaxies.

The high-energy interaction processes that you have

been studying in your physics courses have applica-

tion beyond the high-energy physics laboratories, and a
knowledge of these processes is very necessary for an un-

derstanding of the astrophysical phenomena being con-
sidered here.

3.2 COSMIC RAYS AND

THE INTERSTELLAR

MATTER, PHOTONS,
AND MAGNETIC FIELDS

Galactic high-energy (_> 20 MeV) gamma-rays, as will be

shown in the following sections, are primarily produced

by cosmic rays interacting with interstellar matter and

to a lesser extent with interstellar photons. Hence, it is

these three constituents of our Galaxy whose properties
will be summarized here.

3.2.1 Cosmic Rays

Cosmic rays are bare nuclei and electrons, some of very

great energy. Cosmic rays were discovered by Victor Hess
in 1912, but their nature at that time was unknown other

than that they came from beyond the Earth. Now we

know many details of their properties, which will be sum-

marized here, but it is fair to say that even today, over
80 years later, the origin of the bulk of the radiation, or

to be more specific the manner and location of the pri-
mary acceleration of the particles, is primarily a matter

of speculation. The energy density of the cosmic rays in

the Galaxy is about equal to that of starlight, the kinetic

motion of interstellar matter, and the magnetic fields; so

they are not a trivial phenomena. (At a more personal

level cosmic rays bombard the top of the atmosphere and

some of their secondary products proceed all of the way

down to sea level. There are a few secondary cosmic-ray

particles, mostly muons, passing through each of us every
second.)

Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show the composition and en-
ergy spectra of some of the major components of the
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Figure 3.1: The cosmic ray nuclear abundances (He-Ni)
measured at 1 AU compared to the solar system abun-
dances, all relative to Silicon (Si - 100). The solid cir-
cles represent low-energy data, 70-280 MeV/n; the open
circles represent a compilation of high-energy measure-
ments 1000-2000 MeV/n; the diamonds are solar system
abundances. This figure is reproduced with permission
from "Annual Review of Nuclear and Particle Science,"

Simpson, (1983). The data are referenced therein.

cosmic ray nuclei. Hydrogen nuclei are the dominant
constituent, helium nuclei are next, and all of the rest
amount to only about one percent of the total. The com-

position is similar to that of the solar system, except for
the large excess of Li, Be, B, and the nuclei just below
the iron group. These excesses are generally believed to
be secondaries, produced in the interaction of the cosmic
rays with the instellar matter. Cosmic-ray electrons have
an energy density much smaller than that of the protons,
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Figure 3.2: Energy spectra of cosmic ray nuclei measured
at 1 AU based on many satellite and balloon-borne ex-

perinaents near the solar minimum modulation. Differ-
ential energy spectra for the elements (from top) hydro-

gen, helium, carbon, and iron. The solid curve shows the
hydrogen spectrum extrapolated to interstellar space by
unfolding the effects of solar modulation. The "turn-up"
of the helium flux below _60 MeV/nucleon is caused

by the additional flux of the anomalous 4He component.
The figure is from Simpson (1983), and is reproduced
with permission from "Annual Review of Nuclear and
Particle Science," Vol. 33c, 1983 by Annual Reviews Inc.
The data are referenced therein.

but are of importance for producing high-energy gamma-

rays, as will be discussed later.

In the figure showing the energy spectra, it is seen

that the cosmic-ray component spect.ra are very similar

over the range shown. Beyond the energy range shown,

there is no information on the composition of individual

nuclei, but from ground level secondary air shower mea-
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surements it is known that the spectra continue with the

same slope to about 1015 eV. At this point the spectra

begin to steepen and the composition begins to change to

there being a greater abundance of heavier nuclei. These
characteristics are generally attributed to the facts that:

(1) Protons with rigidities above about 1015 eV/c

for a proton cannot be held in the Galaxy.

(2) For the same rigidity, heavier nuclei have a

higher total energy (e.g., Fichtel and Linsley, 1986).

(It also is possible that sources in our Galaxy can-

not accelerate particles above this point.) At about 10 TM

eV/c, the spectrum begins to become less steep. This

change suggests the possibility of an extragalactic com-
ponent (Fichtel, 1963).

An analysis of the secondary cosmic rays men-

tioned above, suggests that the cosmic rays have typically
passed through about 10 to 15 gcm -2, although there is

a distribution in path lengths, and that the higher energy

(1011 eV) cosmic rays have passed through somewhat less
material on the average than the lower-energy (109 eV)

cosmic rays. Some secondaries, such as Be7, are unsta-

ble and act as clocks giving an estimate of the age of the
cosmic rays, now thought to be (1 to 2) × l0 T years.

Combining the lifetime of the nuclei, the velocity,

and the average amount of matter traversed, shows that

the average density of matter seen by the nuclear cosmic
rays is (0.2 to 0.3) cm -3. Hence, on the basis of the

discussion in the last paragraph, they do not spend most

of their time in the thin matter disk where the density is
about 1 cm 3, but rather they have a broader distribution

relative to the galactic plane.
The nonthermal continuum radio emission, which is

generally attributed to the synchrotron radiation from

cosmic-ray electrons interacting with the galactic mag-

netic fields (e.g., Ginzburg and Syrovatskii, 1964, 1965),
provides information about the distribution of high-

energy cosmic-ray electrons. Baldwin (1967, 1976) esti-

mates the equivalent disk thickness for synchrotron emis-

sion to be about 750 pc, and some analyses have sug-

gested that it is even larger. Significant nonthermal emis-
sion is even seen as high as 2 kpc above the plane. If it

is assumed that both the electron density and magnetic

field density have the same distribution on the average

and that it is Gaussian, then, since the synchrotron radi-

ation is proportional to the product of the two, the scale
height of each individually is v/2× 0.75 or just over 1 kpc.

It seems reasonable to assume that cosmic-ray electrons

and protons and the magnetic fields, at least in our local
region of the Galaxy and probably elsewhere, all have a

scale height of this order.

3.2.2 The Interstellar Matter

The matter that is relevant here is the diffuse interstel-

lar matter with which the cosmic rays interact. It is in

three forms: atomic, molecular, and ionized. The first

two are the most important. The instellar atomic hy-

drogen can be measured directly by observing the 21

cm hyperfine structure line, and the distance distribu-
tion can be estimated from the line shift due to the as-

sumed motion of the Galaxy. The molecular hydrogen

can only be estimated indirectly through measurement of

other lines, principally the CO lines, and assuming a con-

stunt ratio of molecular hydrogen to CO, or at least one

that varies only very slowly with position. A more accu-

rate determination of this ratio has been possible in part
through the use of the high-energy gamma-ray measure-

ments. There are some problems in detail, especially in

the general direction of the galactic center, but a reason-

able understanding seems to exist. The ionized hydrogen
is estimated from dispersion measurements, particularly

of pulsars of known distances. The matter in our Galaxy

appears to have an approximate spiral pattern, but some

details are not well-defined. The molecular hydrogen is
concentrated more towards the center of the Galaxy rel-

ative to the atomic hydrogen.

3.2.3 Photons and Fields

The relevant photons are the stellar ones of all wave-

lengths, but principally visible and near visible, and the

blackbody radiation. They are important for the dis-

cussion here, because cosmic-ray electrons interact with

them and produce gamma-rays. It is interesting to note

that once again the energy density of these photons is
about 1 eV in the plane.

The magnetic fields are important, not because of

their leading to gamma-rays (The gamma-ray production

from cosmic-ray interactions with them is negligible.),
but because they control the motions of the cosmic rays

and also because they are one of the expansive pressures
in the Galaxy.

3.3 INTERACTION PRO-

CESSES PRODUCING

HIGH-ENERGY GAMMA-

RAYS IN OUR GALAXY

There are three important processes for the production of

diffuse high energy gamma-rays in the Galaxy. They are
nucleon-nucleon interactions, bremsstrahlung, and the

Compton interaction. The diffuse raxtiation dominates

over the contribution from point sources; this feature

will be seen quantitatively in Section 3.6 of this chapter.

Synchrotron radiation from cosmic rays spiraling around
galactic magnetic fields can be shown to be negligible.

These interaction processes are illustrated in Figure 3.3.

Each of the important processes will be considered now.
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Figure 3.3: Illustrations of high-energy, gamma-ray-producing interactions

Much of the following material in this section is from

Fichtel and Trombka (1981).

3.3.1 Interactions of Cosmic-Ray Nuclei

with Interstellar Matter

High-energy physics has provided a wealth of informa-
tion on nucleus, nucleus interactions-enough information

to permit a good, but long and tedious calculation of

the expected gamma-ray emission. The primary contri-
bution comes from the proton-proton interaction with

additions for the proton-helium, helium-protron, helium-

helium, etc. interactions. The cosmic-ray composition

is well known and the interstellar medium composition,

although less well known, is believed to be quite ade-

quately known for this purpose. A very brief summary

of the interaction process now follows.

Of the many mesons produced in the interactions of

the cosmic rays with interstellar matter, the most com-

monly produced are mesons, which can be either charged
or neutral. The lr° mesons decay in about 101% into

two gamma-rays each with about 68 MeV in the rest

frame. Many of the other mesons and hyperons also de-
cay into 7r mesons, e.g., K + --4 7r+ + rr°, K ° -+ 2rr, K ° --+

3zr, K ° -+ 7r+ +Tr- + rr°, and A -4 r1+ rr°. The de-

tailed calculations leading to the predicted intensity and

energy spectrum of the gamma-rays (based on the aver-

age numbers of mesons formed in an interaction, their

angular distribution, and the resulting energy spectrum)

are quite lengthy. This is due to the need to study the
many different products, to take into account the dif-

ferent cosmic-ray species and interstellar nuclei in the
correct proportions, follow their decay, integrate over all

angles, and then integrate over the cosmic-ray energy

spectrum. These calculations have, however, been per-

formed and refined by many scientists (e.g., Caravello

and Gould, 1971; Stecker, 1971; Morris, 1984; Dermer,

1986). The results of these calculations are compared to

existing gamma-ray data in Section 3.6.

It is possible to understand the general shape of
the predicted energy spectrum because it is dominated

by rr° decay. The energy spectrum of the gamma-rays

resulting from lr ° decay is quite different from that re-

sulting from most other astrophysical processes, such as

bremsstrahlung, synchrotron radiation, and the inverse

Compton effect. The origin of the unique spectrum is

the decay of the 7r° into two massless particles of equal
energy in the rest frame. The probability distribution of

the gamma-rays in the laboratory system can be shown

(e.g., Fichtel and Kniffen, 1974) to be a constant from
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E._ [(1 - B) / (1 - _)]1/2 to E._ [(1 + B) / (1 - ]_)]1/2 and

zero outside this range, where E._ is the energy of the
lr° decay gamma-ray in the rest frame. Since this range

always includes E._ and since the integral is performed
over a distribution of _'s, it is seen at once that the dis-

tribution would have a peak at E_ and be symmetrical
when plotted against in E_ , as seen in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4: Typical differential spectrum expected from

the decay of neutral pions produced in cosmic-ray interac-

tions with interstellar gas (adopted from Stecker, 1971).
The curve is symmetric about E*, since the abscissa is

chosen to be log E. The figure is from Fichtel and Trom-

bka (1981).

modulation. The gamma-ray production from cosmic-

ray electron, matter interactions can be calculated using

the bremsstrahlung cross-section formulas of Koch and

Motz (1959). The calculations in general are very (:om-

plex. However, to a good approximation, if tll_, parent

electrons differential intensity has the form

dje
Je = dE---_= Ii E[ a (:t. 1)

then the gamma-ray source function is given by

q (E._) = _ j_dE_ (3.2)
S E_

where ps is the mass density of the particular nuclear

species and Xo is the radiation length. The sum is over

all target species. Assuming the interstellar composition

to be 10 percent helium and 1 percent heavy nuclei, the
result is

q(E,)_4.7x lO-2SnH \ a-1 / crnS ; -MeV

(a.3)
where nH is the number of protons per unit volume in

both atomic and molecular form. This last equation in-
cludes the effect of the nuclei heavier than the proton as

long as they are in the assumed proportions. Notice that
the spectral index of the gamma-ray differential source
function is the same as that of the differential electron

spectrum.

3.3.2 Cosmic-Ray Electron Interactions
with Matter

As cosmic-ray electrons pass through the interstellar

medium they interact with the matter and produce pho-

tons over a wide range of energies. In the case of the en-

ergetic electrons, the resulting high-energy photon spec-
trum reflects that of the electrons, at least qualitatively,

in the sense that it is a monotonically decreasing function

with increasing energy. The largest gamma-ray inten-
sity from electrons probably comes from bremsstrahlung.
The calculation of the radiation from this mechanism in

the region below 102 MeV is rather uncertain because

the interstellar cosmic-ray electron spectrum is not well

known at low energies, where the electron spectrum ob-
served near the Earth has undergone strong solar mod-

ulation which suppresses the lower energies. The de-

gree of the suppression is a function of the solar cycle.

This problem did not arise in the case of cosmic-ray nu-

cleon matter interactions because there the higher-energy
cosmic rays are most significant in the production of

gamma-rays, and their spectrum and general composi-

tion are well known and not affected markedly by solar

3.3.3 Compton Interactions

Cosmic-ray electrons also interact with starlight photons,

for which both the optical and infrared ranges are impor-
tant, and with the 2.7 ° microwave blackbody radiation to

produce Compton gamma-rays. The source function for
these interactions is much smaller in the galactic plane in

the vicinity of the solar system. The total contribution to

the galactic gamma-radiation, however, is significant, be-

cause the cosmic-ray and the stellar photon scale heights

above the galactic plane are much greater than those of

the matter. Of course, the blackbody photon density is

uniform. Hence, the integral intensity along a line of sight

is closer to that of the bremsstrahlung than the source
functions would imply.

The calculations associated with the production of

Compton gamma-rays are quite complex; however, they
have been performed in some detail for the cases of as-

trophysical interest by Ginzburg and Syrovatskii (1964).

A power law in energy for the electron spectrum of the

form given by Equation (3.1) will produce a power law

gamma-ray source function of the form

q (E.y) _x E_ ('_+1)/'_ (3.4)
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Whereas,in thecaseof bremsstrahlung,theastrophys-
icalgamma-rayscomepredominantlyfromelectronsof
energiessimilarto thoseof thegamma-rays,or onlya
factorofseveralhigherin energy,fortheComptoncase,
the energy of the parent electron is given approximately

by the equation

~ Ep (3.5)

where Ep is the photon energy before the electron in-
teraction. Therefore, if the interaction is with starlight

where the typical photon energy is a few eV, in order for
the gamma-ray to be about a hundred MeV, E_ must be
several GeV. For the 3° blackbody radiation, the typi-

cal photon energy is about 8 x 10 -4 eV; therefore, the

parent electrons must be in the range of 2 x l0 _ MeV

to produce 100 MeV gamma-rays. In the energy range

above a GeV, there is no serious uncertainty in the elec-

tron spectrum due to a lack of knowledge of the solar
modulation. However, in the few GeV range, the dec-

tron energy spectrum changes shape, so the calculation

must be performed carefully. At energies as high as a few
times 10_ MeV, the electron energy spectrum is less well

known, and an increased uncertainty in the calculated

gamma-ray intensity is introduced.

3.3.4 The Sum of the Three Processes

When the energy spectra for the three processes just dis-
cussed are combined, the bremsstrahlung and nucleon-

nucleon radiation dominate. This feature is generally

true regardless of direction, although at higher latitudes

the Compton radiation becomes somewhat more im-

portant. Because of the comparable intensities of the
bremsstrahlung and nucleon-nucleon emission, the latter

leads to a spectral feature better described as a change

in slope than a "bump," as will be seen in Section 3.6.

3.4 THE DETECTION

OF HIGH-ENEGY

GAMMA-RAYS

The instruments used to detect high-energy gamma-rays

bear no resemblance to optical telescopes; hence, it is

worth having some understanding of how they work so

that one can better appreciate the observations, including
what can be achieved and the limitations to the measure-

ments. The knowledge of the detection techniques also

gives a better understanding of why the field of high-

energy gamma-ray astronomy developed the way it did

and why it is truly a product of the space age.
In the region of the electromagnetic spectrum de-

fined by high-energy gamma-ray astronomy, the pair pro-

duction process dominates. There is no possibility of

using reflection or defraction techniques. One must de-

tect the secondary electron and positron formed in the

interaction, and, if one is to be able to obtain good
information on the direction of the arrival direction of

the high-energy gamma-ray, the directions of these two

charged particles must be determined before there is ex-
cessive electron scattering in the material in which the

gamma-ray has converted. It is also, of course, desirable

to have an estimate of the energy of the gamma-ray by

measuring that of the electron and positron. Finally, the

high-energy gamma-ray must be detected in a high back-
ground of charged particles, whose number is typically

ten thousand times that of the high-energy gamma-rays
that are to be detected and measured.

The properties outlined in the last paragraph have

led to the development of high-energy gamma-ray tele-

scopes which have as their central detector system an

automated pictorial device consisting of a series of thin
plates of high nuclear charge. The high nuclear charge is

chosen so that for a given probability for interaction of

the gamma-ray, the energy loss of the secondary electrons

is kept to a minimum. The location of the electron tracks
is made between each of these thin plates so that the di-

rections may be reasonably well determined before there

is large scattering. Of the instruments flown on satel-

lites, the spark chamber has been the detector of choice

thus far, because of its high reliability, rugged possible

design, and reasonable position accuracy. Other detec-

tors of greater position accuracy may replace it in the
future.

The spark chambers have been triggered by a direc-
tional counter telescope, either a Cerenkov system or a

time-of-flight system combined with an anticoincidence
shield. This latter is essential to the success of the tele-

scope because of the high charged-particle background.

These charged particles must be detected so that they
and any interactions they cause may be rejected. This

is true not only because the early and present telescopes
could not tolerate the high charged-particle rate, but also

because, even more critically, there are rare interactions

that could masquerade as gamma- rays. Early experi-

ments demonstrated that this was a very real problem
that could completely negate the validity of a result.

tlence, experimental groups took great care to be cer-

tain that the anticoincidence system was of very high

quality. The one used with The Energetic Gamma-Ray

Experiment Telescope (EGRET) flown on the Comp-
ton Gamma-Ray Observatory (CGRO), for example, was

known to be good to at least one part in ten million. A

schematic diagram of EGRET showing how a gamma-

ray event is recorded is shown in Figure 3.5, and a more

detailed illustration of the telescope is given in Figure
3.6. For a discussion of high-energy telescopes in gen-

eral, their variations, and the long history which led to

the current approach, see Fichtel and Trombka (1981).
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Figure 3.5: Schematic Diagram of EGRET

Figure 3.6: Detailed Illustration of the EGRET

In the data analysis, an automatic program searches

for the characteristic inverted "V" or "Y" and rejects

events that do not satisfy rigid criteria established to

identify the high-energy gamma-rays, which start in the

chamber wall or above the top deck. The program also

identifies any event that might be ambiguous, so that

it may be viewed on a computer display terminal and

analyzed further. The current computer program has

been found to be extremely reliable.

3.5 GALACTIC DYNAMIC

BALANCE

Several fundamental theoretical considerations plat(' col,-

straints on the cosmic-ray distribution. 11 is now gener-

ally accepted that the cosmic rays and magnetic fields are

primarily galactic and not. universal. The recerlt impor-

tant support for this belief from high-energy gamma-ray

observations will be described in Section 3.7 of this chal)-

ter. If these fields and cosmic rays are galactic, they

can only be constrained to the galactic disk by the grav-

itational attraction of the matter (Biermann and Davis,

1960; Parker, 1966. 1969, and 1977). The local onergy

density of the cosmic rays (_ 1 cV/cm 3) is abou! the

same as the estinlated energy density of the magnetic

field and that. of the kinetic motion of matter. Together,

the total exl)ansive pressure of these three effects is esti-

mated to be approximately equal to the maximum that

the gravitational attraction can hold in equilibrium. As-

suming the solar system is not at an unusual position in

the Galaxy, these features suggest that the cosmic ray

density throughout the Galaxy may generally be as large

as could be contained under near-equilibrium conditions.

Further theoretical support is given to this concept

by the cahzulated slow diffusion rate of cosmic rays in

the magnetic fields of the Galaxy and the small cosmic-

ray anisotropy. These considerations then lead to the

hypothesis that. the energy density of the cosmic ray is

larger where the matter density is larger on a coarse scale

such as that of the galactic arms. On a smaller scale,

the pressures of the cosmic-ray gas and magneti(: fields

cause the cosmic-ray gas and field system to expand be-

tween the large clouds through which the magnetic fields

thread. As noted earlier, the radio continuum measure-

ments and cosmic-ray results support the picture of the

cosmic rays having a large scale height relative to the

matter and spending only a relatively small amount of

time passing through the dense cloud region. This large

scale height is important in determining the Compton

contribution to the diffuse emission, as will be seen later.

The picture that seems to emerge is that cosmic

rays, at least below l016 or 1017 eV/nucleon, are bound

to the magnetic lines of force and the field lines are closed

(or else the cosmic rays would escape too quickly). The

cosmic rays are constrained and not free to escape in-

dividually. Thus, their escape is the result of cosmic-

ray group pressure inflating the magnetic field lines and

pushing outward from the Galaxy and diffusion.

The fact that the cosmic-ray density is approxi-

mately as large as can be contained suggests a plentiful

source. What is this source? At present most astrophysi-

cists in the field feel that cosmic rays come from super-

novae and flare stars, but may receive subsequent acceler-

ation. If supernovae were to supply the total cosmic-ray

energy, each supernova would have to produce between
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Figure 3.7: EGRET Gamma-Ray All-Sky Survey above 100 MeV (Courtesy of Carl Fichtel and the EGI/ET Instru-

ment Science Team)

1049 and 1050 er 9 of cosmic rays, assuming a supernova

rate of 1 every 30 )'ears. This seems not a prohibitive

amount of energy for a supernova to give to energetic

particles, provided a reasonable mechanism can be found
and verified. Even if supernovae are not the primary ini-

tial source, they may supply an important part of the

total energy of the cosmic rays by shock wave accelera-

tion of existing cosmic rays. (See Blandford and Ostriker,

1980.)

3.6 THE HIGH-ENERGY

GAMMA-RAY SKY

AND THE GALACTIC

DIFFUSE RADIATION

The most intense celestial high-energy gamma-radiation

observed is that from the galactic plane. This feature

was observed first by the pioneering counter telescope

flown on OSO-3 (Kraushaar et al., 1972), and the ma-

jor features of this galactic radiation were defined by
measurements made with the SAS-2 satellite launched

in 1972 (Kniffen et al., 1973; Fichtel et al., 1975; Hart-

man et al., 1979), and the COS-B satellite launched in

1975 (e.g., Mayer-Hasselwander et al., 1980). Te results
from these satelliles revealed the galactic plane gamma-

radiation is strongly correlated with galactic structural

features, especially when the known strong gamma-ray
sources are subtracted from the total radiation. These

important results now have been followed by the obser-

vations of (EGRET) flown on the Compton Gannna-t{ay

Observatory. Because EGRET is far more sensitive than

the gamma-ray telescopes on the earlier missions and has

improved angular resolution, the EG RET results are now
the ones to be considered and compared to theoretical ex-

pectations.

As Figure 3.7 shows, the gamma-ray sky looks quite

different from the optical sky, even when the detector

resohltion is considered. The galactic diffuse radiation

dominates strongly, as shown even more clearly in Figure
3.8, where tile strong point sources have been removed.

To the best of our knowledge, this gamnla-radiat.ion is

primarily diffuse. Not surprisingly, in view of the earlier

discussion in this chapter, it is more similar to the radio

sky, particularly the 21 crn sky. The radiation is par-

ticularly intense and more narrow in galactic latitude in

a quadrant centered about the galactic center and ]east
intense in the genera[ direction of the anticenter, where

it is also broader in galactic latitude. How well does the

expected radiation, based on calculations, mat, ch what is

observed? It matches very well, as il, will now be consid-
ered.

The number of gamma-rays per unit area and time
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Figure 3.8: Three-dimensional portrayal of the high-energy, gamma-ray intensity (E > 100 MeV) measured by
EGRET. (Courtesy of Carl Fiehtel and the EGRET Instrument Science Team)

within dE falling on a surface a distance r from a volume

element dV with a source strength q is

l
4rrr 2 q (E-y, r)dVdt'/ (3.6)

Hence, the differential intensity is

dJ 1 fo _c'J - dE - 4rr q (t':_'/') dr (3.7)

where j is tile number of photons per unit time, area,

solid angle, and energy. The "q" values have already

been described earlier in this chapter.
There are several considerations still to be ad-

dressed. First of all, for some t.ime, there had been

a debate on whether cosmic rays are galactic or recta-
galactic. This is a very important consideration because,

if they are metagalactic, they are likely to be uniform

in intensity throughout the Galaxy, whereas if they are

galactic, then the discussion of Section 3.5 applies. Al-

though there were many reasons for thinking that they

were probably galactic, it was the high-energy gamma-
ray measurements of the Magellanic Clouds. and particu-

larly the small one, that provided the definitive evidence

showing that cosmic rays are galactic. These observa-
tions will be discussed in Section 3.7.

With the clear elimination of the metagalactic al-

ternative for cosmic rays, the dynamic balance concept

(described in Section 3.5) is appropriate on a broad scale,

whose dimension must be determined. The coupling scale
is then an adjustable parameter to be determined on the

basis of the comparison of the observations to the pre-

dicted distribution. In fact, only the coupling scale and
the normalizing factor for molecular hydrogen are left as

adjustable parameters, if indeed the cosmic-ray density

is taken as being as large as it can be based on dynamic

balance, as supported by the local value.

There are two primary tests that may be applied to

see if there is good agreement between theory and exper-

iment. These are the energy spectrum and the spatial
distribution. Turning first to the energy spectrum, it ha.s

been found through an analysis of the EGRET results

(Hunter, et al., 1996) that the spectrum did not change

with position in the Galaxy within uncertainties. This

is consistent, with the electron-to-proton ratio being es-

sentially the same throughout the Galaxy. With regard

to the spectrum itself, the best spectrum is obtained in
the general direction of the galactic center, because the

intensity is larger and more photons are collected. This

spectrum is shown in Figure 3.9. Notice that one does

see the effect on the. st)ectrum caused by the neutral pion
decays resulting from the nucleon-nucleon interactions.

Generally, there is excellent agreement between the pre-

dicted spect.rum and the observed one in both magnitude

and shape. The exception is the deviation in the GeV
region. This deviation increases from about 1 to 5 GeV

and then remains fairly constant. The cause of this is not.

known. The two most likely explanations are the follow-

ing. One is thal for some reason, the cosmic-ray spectrum

seen at the Earth is different at higher energies than that

in the rest of 1he Galaxy. The second is that the theoret-

ical calculations of the gamma-ray production may not

be adequate because of the approximations made in the

case of the nucleon-nucleon interactions. Other possibil-

ities are considered in the paper of Hunter et al. (1996)

For the second set of tests, there are the spatial dis-

tributions. Figure 3.10 compares the longitudinal distri-

bution of the predicted galactic high-energy gamma-ray

diffuse radiation to that observed by EGRET, using the
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Figure 3.9: The average, diffuse gamma-ray spectrum

of the galactic center region, 3000 < 1 < 60 ° ,-10 ° <
b < 10°, by EGRET telescope. Expected contributions
from the nucleon-nucleon interactions, bremsstrahlung,

the inverse Compton interactions, and the sum of the

three. The point sources detected over 5(7 significance

are removed. (The figure is from Hunter et al., 1996).

results of Hunter et al., 1996. The theoretical model in
Hunter et al. is based on that of Bertseh et al. (1993). In

this figure, only the radiation from the five strong high-

energy gamma-ray pulsars has been subtracted; there are
other known sources. As can be seen, the agreement

is reasonable with the excesses generally seen associated

with point sources or with localized excesses. Figure 3.11
shows a distribution in latitude for one longitude range.

Again, the agreement is reasonable as it is for other longi-
tudes. More details can be found in the paper of Hunter

et al. (1996), including distributions in latitude at many
longitudes and distributions as a function of energy. The
radiation from local galactic clouds is generally consis-

tent with the cosmic rays at the local level as would be

expected (e.g., Hunter et al., 1994, Digel et al., 1995, and

Hunter et al., 1996).

Thus, there is generally good agreement between the
observed diffuse radiation and the expected high-energy

gamma-radiation based on the concept of cosmic-ray in-
teractions with matter and with photons and on the con-

cept of dynamic balance. It is not clear whether there

is any positive evidence for perturbations by supernovae.
Excesses have been seen in association with supernovae

(Esposito et al., 1994), but they are consistent, with the
resolution of the EGRET detector and may be the radi-

ation from a yet undiscovered neutron star pulsar.

Finally, there is a matter of the two parameters
that were determined in the process of the analysis of

the diffuse gamma-ray distribution. The first, is the
value of X, the conversion factor t.o proceed from the
CO data to the estimate of the molecular hydrogen nor-
malization discussed in Section 3.2. It was found to be

(1.56 + 0.05) x 1020 H-atoms cm -2 (K km s-l) -1, all

improved estimate over earlier ones, but. consistent with
other estimates. Tile value of the cosmic-ray, matter

coupling scale was found to be (1.75 + 0.20) kpc, consis-

tent with the expectations of radio observations, galac-
tic structure, and theoretical considerations. See Hunter

et al., 1996 for further details and Fichtel and Trombka,

1996, for a fuller general discussion.

3.7 THE LARGE AND SMALL

MAGELLANIC CLOUDS

These two galaxies are tile closest ones to our own. Al-

though they are relatively small, they are important for
astrophysical studies because they are close and there-
fore can be studied more fully. One contribution that

high-energy gamma-ray measurements of the Magellanic
Clouds have made is the determination that cosmic rays

are galactic. This conclusion can be reached in a very

straightforward manner. If the cosmic rays pervade the

metagalaxy, or some larger region, they must create high-

energy gamma-rays through their interaction with the in-
terstellar matter and photons in the Magellanic Clouds.

The high-energy gamma-radiation that is expected in this
case can be determined. It was also calculated for the

case of galactic dynamic balance, as noted by Ginzburg

and Ptuskin (1976).
These calculations have been made by Fichtel et al.

(1991) and Sreekumar and Fichtel (1991) using recent
radio information for the Large and Small Magellanic

Clouds. The values are listed in Table I along with the

experimentally observed values by EGRET (Sreekumar
et al., 1992, and Sreekumar et al., 1993). It is seen clearly

that the Small Magellanic Cloud high-energy gamma-ray
emission is inconsistent with a metagalactic (:osmi('-ray

concept. Since the Magellanic Clouds are the nearest
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Figure 3.10: Predicted and observed high-energy, gamma-ray galactic diffuse radiation within 10° of the galactic
plane. Hunter et al. (1996).

Table 3.1: Predicted and Observed Values for the Magellanic Clouds High Energy Gamma-Ray Emission

Predicted Intensities 1

Observed 2

LARGE MAGELLANIC CLOUI)

Quasi-Stable Equilibrium

Universal Cosmic Rays

Photons (E > 100 MeV) cm -2 S-1
(2.0-I-0.4) X 10 -7

(2.1 ± 0.4) x 10 -7

(1.9+ 0.4) x 10 -7

Predicted Intensities a

Observed 4

SMALL MAGELLLANIC CLOUD

Universal Cosmic Rays

Quasi-Stable Equilibrium

Disrupted

(2.4 zk 0.4) x 10 -7

(1.2 ± 0.3) x 10 -7

(0.15 to 0.3) x 10 -7
< 0.5 x 10 -7

1. Fichtel et al. (1991)

3. Sreekumar and Fichtel (1991)
2. Sreekumar et al. (1992)

4. Sreekumar et al. (1993)
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Figure 3.1 l : Comparison of the predicted and observed

high-energy, gamma-ray diffuse radiation of a function of

galactic latitude for i = 210 °. The figure is from Sreeku-
mar et al. (1995). Note the molecular cloud between

b= -10 ° and b =-20 o .

is specifically consistent with the assumption that the

cosmic rays are galactic and vary with position in the

Galaxy. The concept that the cosmic rays are galactic is
supported by a number of observations, but particularly

by the recent measurement of the high-energy gamma-
ray emission from the Small Magellanic Cloud, which
shows that the bulk of the cosmic rays are galactic, and

hence play an important role in galactic dynamic balance.

The cosmic-ray density seems to be at the local value in

nearby galactic molecular clouds-that is, there appears to

be nothing special about these clouds. The low value of
the high-energy gamma-radiation coming from the Small

Magellanic Cloud is consistent with that Galaxy being in
a state of disruption, consistent with other observations.

The Large Magellanic Cloud, however, seems to be in

quasi-stable equilibrium, or at least close to it.

galaxies to our own, the only reasonable conclusion is
that cosmic rays are galactic. This important conclu-

sion was anticipated on the basis of several less direct
measurements of other phenomena, but the observation

described here is the definitive one.

ttaving established that cosmic rays are galactic and
not metagalactic, the value shown in Table I for the Large

Magel[anic Cloud, on the other hand, shows that the
cosmic rays in the Large Magellanic Cloud are in quasi-

stable equilibrium or at. least close to it.

From Table 3.1, it is seen that not only is the

high-energy gamma-radiation from the Small Magellanic
Cloud not consistent with the metagalactic concept, but

also it is not consistent with quasi-stable equilibrium.

This finding is consistent with the belief that the Small

Magellanic Cloud is in a state of irreversible disintegra-
tion in agreement with the tidal interaction model of Mu-

ral and Fujimoto, (1980) and the experimental work of

Mathewson, Ford, and Visvanathan, (1986 and 1988).

The specific predicted level shown in the table was calcu-

lated by Sreekmnar and Fichtel (1991) based on the syn-
chrotron data and on the assumption that the Galaxy

was disrupted. Thus, the conclusion is that the Small

Magellanic ('.loud is in a disrupted state presumably as a
result of an encounter with the Large Magellanic Cloud

in the past and that it is not in quasi-stable equilibrium.

3.8 SUMMARY

The high-energy gamma-ray sky is dominated by diffuse
radiation front the galactic plane. The distribution has

some similarity to the 21 em radio sky, but is even more

enhanced in the centra_ quadrant of the galactic plane.

The majority of the high-energy gamma-radiation is ex-

plained well by the interaction of the galactic cosmic rays
with the interstellar matter and photons. The radiation
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Chapter 4

THE ROLE OF X-RAY

OBSERVATIONS IN

UNDERSTANDING SUPERNOVAE

AND SUPERNOVA REMNANTS

R. PETRE

Laboratory for High Energy Astrophyics

NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD 20771

ABSTRACT

Supernova (SN) explosions are the most energetic events observed in our Galaxy. The 1051 ergs of

thermal energy they release is one of the primary energy sources for the interstellar medium. They are

responsible for dispersion of all atomic species heavier than He. They also leave behind the exotica of

the stellar menagerie, neutron stars and black holes. The explosive release of such a large amount of
thermal energy leads to the heating via shock waves of both the supernova ejecta and the surrounding
interstellar medium to X-ray emitting temperatures for tens of thousand of years after the explosion.

X-ray imaging and spectroscopic studies of supernovae and their remnants provide insight into the
nature of the progenitor, the symmetry of the explosion, the degree of mixing of ejecta, the structure
of the ambient interstellar medium, and the presence of particle acceleration by a pulsar or via shock

acceleration. We present an up to date discussion of X-ray observations, placed in the context of the
fundamental issues that can be addressed.
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4.1 SUPERNOVAE AND

SUPERNOVA REMNANTS

IN THE GRAND SCHEME

One of nature's most dramatic events is a supernova, the

explosive self-destruction of a star. A supernova event

marks tile end of the life of one star, but stmmlates the

birth of the subsequent generation. These events play a

number of critical roles in galactic evolution. First, su-

pernovae are the only means by which most atoms heav-

ier than He are dispersed into interstellar space. It is no

understatement to say that we are supernova remnants.

Second, lnany atomic species are created exclusively in

the explosive nucleosynthesis that takes place during a

supernova event. Third, tile energetic shock waves pro-

duced by sut)ernovae trigger the collapse of interstellar

clouds into new stars. And finally, and most interest-

ing for high energy astrophysicists, supernovae give rise

to the exotica of tile stellar menagerie, namely neutron

stars and stellar mass black holes.

4.2 WHAT CAN X-RAY

OBSERVATIONS TELL US?

A sut)ernova explosion is extremely violent: a total en-

ergy of lO ss ergs is produced via the gravitational col-

laps(" of the stellar core, mostly in the form of neutrinos.

The small percentage of this that becomes kinetic energy

(_ 10 st ergs) is still an enormous amount of energy, suf-

ficient to heat. hundreds of solar masses of material to

millions of degrees, temperatures at which the primary

emission band is the X-ray. For most of their lives, su-

pernova remnants emit copiously in the X-ray band. By

contrast, most supernova events themselves emit X-rays

only briefly, if at all.

While X-ray astronomy as a whole is a relatively

young field, the observation of supernovae is younger still.

X-ray observations of supernovae can in principle reveal

some important information. For instance, it. can re-

veal the lnass, comt)osition, and spatial distibution of the

matter in tile circumstellar medium. Since this medium

consists primarily of material blown off from the star as

a wind during its blue supergiant phase, following the

evolution of the X-ray emission from a supernova can

provide us a history of the stellar wind evolution. Addi-

tionally, X-ray observations could reveal the presence of

a central corot)act object well before the shell of ejected

material becomes transparent at visible wavelengths. Fi-

nally, observation of line emission from Fe and Ni (whose

K shell transitions fall in the X-ray band around 7 keV)

can reveal the amount of these metals expelled by the

explosion. As will be discussed below, X-ray observa-

tions of supernovae have not yet fulfilled their potential,

largely because of the small number of events that have

been observed using detectors capable of making these
kinds of measurements.

On the other hand, X-ray observations of SUl)ernova

remnants (SNR) is nearly as old as the field of X-ray as-

tronomy. The Crab Nebula, the remnant of a supernova

that. was observed in 1054, is one of the strongest X-

ray emitters in the sky, and was the first, X-ray source

identified with a known object. While the evolution-

ary timescale of SNR is sufficiently long to prevent us

from detecting (in ,-- 35 y) any evolution, they are ideal

targets for both imaging and spectoscopic observations.

X-ray imaging observations can reveal a number of im-

portant properties, including the symmetry of the inital

explosion, the spatial distribution of the hot ga,s, the un-

derlying structure of the medium into which the remnant

is expanding, the clumpiness of the supernova ejecta, the

details of the interaction between strong shock waves and

small and large obstacles (interstellar clouds), an(l the

presence or absence of a stellar remnant (a neutron star).

X-ray spectroscopic studies reveal complementary infor-

mation, inclnding tile atomic composition of tile ejecta

(in young remnants) and the interstellar medimn (in old

remnants), the amount of thermal energy liberated in

the explosion, the mass of the progenitor star, and t,h¢_

effects of a pulsar. Most recently, it has been possible to

combine these two approaches and l)erform spatially re-

solved X-ray spectroscopy. This technique ha_s yielded a

number of important discoveries, such as the fact that in

some supernova remnants the ejecta are still stratified as

they were in the outer layer of the progenitor star. Most

recently, this technique has been used to prove the 40

)'ear old conjecture that supernova remnant shocks arC,

tile site of acceleration of high energy cosmic rays.

4.3 SUPERNOVAE

There are two basic classes of supernovae, as (leter

mined via optical spectroscopy. There are also two basic

physical mechanisms for producing supernovae. ]merest-

ingly, there is not a one-to-one match 1)et,w_en these two

schenles.

Optically, supernovae are classified by the l/resenc( ,

or absence of certain lines ill their optical spectra, llem-

nants are classified as Type I if no hydrogen lines are

detected. These kinds of remnants are usually (but not

always) found in elliptical galaxies, or sites dominated

by an old stellar population (Population II stars). Type

II relnnants, on the other hand, do show 11 lines, pri-

marily from the Balmer series. These objects are found

mainly in the spiral arms of galaxies, usually near tl II

regions, ttence they are associated with sites of massive

star formation.

A closer look at tile Type 1 remnants reveals a I)ifur-
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cation into three subclasses, Types Ia, Ib, and Ic. Type Ia

supernovae are distinguished observationally from Types
Ib and Ic by the presence of silicon absorption lines in

their optical spectra at maximum light. Similarly, Types
Ib and Ic are distinguished by the presence (Type Ib) or

absence (Type Ic) of helium lines. A more physical dis-

tinction is that Types Ib and Ic are found in similar lo-

cations to Type II events, and are the only Type I events
that can have strong radio emission (often detected from

Type II events). The presence of radio emission means
that the supernova shock is encountering an envelope of
circumstellar material. Thus the Type Ib and Ic super-

novae are thought to be physically more related to Type
II events than Type Ia events, and are massive stars that

have lost their hydrogen envelopes prior to exploding.

The fact that some Type I events are more similar

to Type II events than they are to other Type I's shows
how misleading the optical classification scheme is. This
is underlined by the fact that some supernovae change
their identities. For instance, the spectrum of SN 1993j,

in the nearby spiral galaxy M81, changed from a that of a

Type II to a Type Ib (and the supernova is now classified

as a Type Ic). The rest of this chapter will draw the
distinction between supernovae and their remnants based

on the explosion mechanism.

4.4 CREATION OF

SUPERNOVAE

The two basic mechanisms that produce supernovae are

the collapse of the core of a massive star, and the disrup-
tion of a solar mass star.

Type II, Ib, and Ic supernovae are almost certainly

due to the collapse of the Fe rich core of a massive star

(>9 Mo). Much of the strongest observational evidence
for this comes from the recent SN 1987a, in the Large

Magellanic Cloud. As a massive star evolves, its in-

ner layer undergoes successively higher stages of nuclear

burning. At each stage, the energy yield per atom be-
comes lower. Once an atomic nucleus is transnmted to

iron, there is no additional energy that can be liberated

via fusion, and it becomes inert. After a sufficient mass of

Fe has been produced at the core, about 1.5 M®, the cen-

tral temperature, determined by the gravitational com-

pression, rises above 3×109K, and the nuclei begin to

photodisintegrate. The pressure of the outer core can no
longer counteract the gravitational force of the outer lay-

ers, and the star collapses. This collapse releases an enor-
mous amount of gravitational energy, 1053 ergs. This is

mainly released in the form of neutrinos produced in the

photodissociation of the core atoms. About one percent
of this, 10 _x ergs, is converted into bulk motion, which

drives off the stellar envelope. It should be noted that
the details of how the neutrino luminosity is transferred

Pre-SN Structure of Type II/Ib SN

(1 5 Mo red supergiant)

H envelope
density ~ r**-n
(7<n<1 2)

Figure 4.1: Internal structure of a massive star prior to

gravitational collapse and creation of a Type II super-
nova. Primary fuel in each shell is indicated, along with

shell mass in solar masses.

into bulk motion is not well understood. One outcome

of the core collapse is that very little Fe survives; most is

swallowed in the core or destroyed (only about 0.07M<._ of
Fe was observed in the envelope of SN 1987a). The core

can become a neutron star or a black hole, or it. could be

completely disrupted.

The mechanism that produces a Type Ia explosion
is still not well understood, although many of the basic

attributes of the event are. It is currently thought that

these events are due to either detonation or deflagration

of a carbon-oxygen white dwarf star. (The difference be-

tween deflagration and detonation is whether the velocity
of the nuclear burning front through the stellar interior is

supersonic (detonation) or subsonic (deflagration)). This
occurs when a white dwarf accreting mass from a binary

companion approaches a critical core mass of 1.38M_:,. At

this point, the energy produced by the nuclear burning of
carbon exceeds the neutrino losses, the star experiences

a nuclear runaway, and it explodes. Only a small stellar
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Pre-SN Structure of Type la SN ical timescale of _<1 s. It decays by the following path

1
Matter accreting
from binary
Companion

Figure 4.2: Internal structure of a carbon-oxygen white
dwarf prior to explosion as Type la supernova.

remnant or no remnant at all is left behind. Deflagration

models predict that half of the stellar mass is converted
to Fe. The remainder of the mass becomes so-called in-

termediate a-burning products, such as Mg, Si, and S. In
the detonation models, most of the mass is Fe. The late

time light curves of these supernovae are powered by the

decay of 56Ni produced during the explosion.

4.5 X-RAY EMISSION

MECHANISMS

There are four mechanisms by which X-rays might be

produced in supernovae: impulsive shock heating, down-

scattering of gamma-rays from radioactive decay, ejeeta-

wind interaction, and leakage of synchrotron radiation

from an underlying pulsar.

Breakout: The breakout of tile supernova shock

through the surface of the progenitor star in a Type II

event could produce a burst of prompt X-ray emission

lasting for --,1,000 s (Falk, 1978; Chevalier and Klein,

1989). A radiative precursor to the breakout might oc-
cur when the shock approaches the radius at which the

optical depth to X-rays is _25. The X-ray luminosity
of this precursor could in principle reach 1045 erg s-1 (a

luminosity for a bright X-ray quasar) with a temperature
of--_2× 105 K. This would correspond to very soft X-rays,

less than 1 keV. As the shock breaks through the stellar

surface, it could produce 100 keV bremsstrahlung radi-
ation from a thin layer of shock-heated surface material

at. temperatures of 108-109K. This mechanism has not.

been observed in the X-ray band.

Radioactive decay: Radioactive 56Ni is produced

abundantly in the nuclear statistical equilibrium attained

during the explosion as a result of the high temperature

and density. The 56Ni is quickly frozen out on a dynam-

56Ni .___.._56Co _.....+56 Fe

6.1d 78.5d

Significant gamma-radiation accompanies each reaction,

as decay products are produced in excited nuclear states.

The key lines are

56Ni _.._56Co

0.158 MeV

$6Co _+56 Fe

0.847 MeV, 1.238 MeV,0.511 MeV

Deflagration/detonation supernovae produce >_ 0.5

MO of 56Ni per event, core collapse supernovae pro-

duce _< 0.1 M(:_. (Observational proof of the produc-
tion of 56Ni came from detection of the gamma ray lines

from SN 1987A). X-rays are produced by multiple Comp-
ton downscattering of the gamma rays. Models of this

downscattering predict a low energy cutoff of the X-rays
at Ecrit "_ 30 (1/4 keV, (where ( represents the metal-

licity of the gas) but not the shape of the spectrum. It

is unclear whether the high energy X-rays observed from

SN 1987A starting _6 months after the explosion were
produced by this mechanism.

Ejecta/wind interaction: When the high velocity

stellar ejecta en(:ounter resistance in the form of circum-

stellar matter from the progenitor wind, shock waves are

produced. One shock wave propagates rapidly through
the relatively low density wind material, while a "re-

verse shock" propagates into the ejecta. This reverse

shock heats the ejecta to X-ray emitting temperatures

(Chevalier and Fransson, 1994). The denser the wind,

the stronger the reverse shock, an the higher the lumi-

nosity of the X-rays. The luminosity arising from this
mechanism is estimated to be

(L_ 1.6x 10a'_ M wl r151 _ s_ 1
10-5]_oy -1 10 km _2-i erg

where M represents the presupernova mass loss rate, wj

represents the progenitor wind velocity, and 'I'9 the post

shock temperature in units of t09h ". For most super-
novae, the values of M, Wl, and T9 are expected to be

less than unity, ttowever, the observed properties of more

than one of the supernovae detected in X-rays suggest,
this is not always the case.

Another idea is that strong X-ray emission could

be produced via much the same mechanism if the stellar

wind material has dense clumps in it (Chugai, 1993). As

the ejeeta will be overabundant in Fe and intermediate c_-

burning elements compared with the wind, careful X-ray
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spectroscopicmeasurementsshouldbeableto discrimi-
natebetweenthesetwomodels.

Underlyingpulsar:Pulsars,likethat in theCrab
Nebula,areprodigiousemittersofsynchrotronradiation.
Someofthisradiationwould"leakout"oftheexpanding
supernovashell,butnotuntil thelaterstages(yearsafter
tileexplosion),whentile shellbecomesopticallythin to
X-rays.

4.6 X-RAY OBSERVATIONS OF

SUPERNOVAE

It is only in recent years that X-ray instruments have had

the sensitivity, and the good fortune, required to detect

X-rays from supernovae. There are now several detec-

tions of supernovae at varying ages, from 5 days to 16
years. Curiously, most of these would not be classified as

"typical" supernovae. Below are summarized the detec-

tions and some of the more interesting non-detections.

4.6.1 SN 1980K

This was a Type I1 event in the nearby starburst galaxy
NGC 6946. It was the first supernova detected in the

X-ray band, observed using the imaging detectors on the

Einstein Observatory (Canizares, Kriss, and Feigelson,

1982). It was detected at. 35 day's after optical maxi-

mum, but not at 82 days. Insufficient information was
obtained to det.ermine the emission mechanism, but the

discoverers speculated that inverse Compton scattering

of optical photons produced the X-rays, but could not
rule out other mechanisms. Based on subsequent obser-

vations of other supernovae, it is more likely they were

observing thermal emission from a SN shock/stellar wind
interaction.

4.6.2 SN 1987A

This is the closest known SN in _ 300 years, and the
first for which modern instrumentation facilitated de-

tailed study. It was an unusual Type II event, with a blue

supergiant progenitor (as opposed to a red supergiant,

thought to be the progenitor of a more typical Type II).

X-rays were first detected 130 d after optical maximum.

The broad, hard X-ray spectrum (6-30 keV, with a possi-

ble Fe line; Dotani et al., 1987, Sunyaev et al., 1987) indi-
cated that it arose from multiple components. The X-ray

emission decayed over the course of ,--1 year. The X-ray

emission above _15 keV is thought to arise from Comp-

ton downscattered "y-ray line radiation; the origin of the

lower energy emission, especially the Fe line, has never

been fully explained (see Sutherland, 1990 for a smnmary

of the early observations and the attempts to interpret

them). Recent ROSAT observations have detected SN

1987A weakly (Gorenstein, Hughes, and Tucker, 1994;

Beuermann et al., 1994). It is thought that this emission
arises from the interaction between a reverse shock and

the expanding ejecta.

4.6.3 SN 1986J

This is another unusual supernova, in the spiral galaxy
NGC 891. It was first discovered as a luminous radio

source. Its high radio luminosity indicates the presence
of a dense circumstellar medium. This is confirmed by

the X-ray detection of the SN, at. a luminosity of 2x 104°

erg s-1 (Bregman and Pildis, 1992). The X-ray spectrum
is thermal, with indications of line emission, which sug-

gests that the X-ray emission arises from shocked ejecta

(Houck and Bregman, 1996).

4.6.4 SN 1978K

This unusual supernova, in the nearby spiral galaxy NGC
1313, was the first supernova to be identified as such on

the basis of its X-ray emission (Ryder et al., 1993). It was
observed, but. not detected, 18 months after its explosion

in mid-1978. Thirteen years later, it was detected an
X-ray luminosity of 1x 104°erg s -1, at. least, a factor of

five brighter than the early upper limit. Since the first

detection in 1991, its luminosity and spectrum have not

changed (Schlegel et al., 1996). The luminous X-rays,

combined with a high radio luminosity, suggest that, like

SN 1986J, this object has a dense circumstellar medium,

in this case as large as 80 M o. Curiously, the X-ray

spectrum shows no evidence for X-ray lines, and might be
consistent with synchrotron emission (Petre et al., 1994).

4.6.5 SN 1993J

Located in the nearby spiral galaxy M81, this unusual

supernova evolved from a Type II into a Type Ib. This
metamorphosis can be explained if the progenitor star

had a very thin hydrogen envelope. Contrary to all theo-

retical models existing at the time, X-rays were observed

from this SN 5 days after optical maximum, and they are
still detectable after over 2 years (Zimmermann et al.,

1994). In its first "-,8 months, the temperature of the
X-ray emission declined from _10 keV (with a strong,

broad Fe K line) to _1 keV. The X-ray evolution of SN

1993J has provided the first opportunity for us to study

the wind structure in a red supergiant.

4.6.6 SN 1988Z

This is the most distant, and with a luminosity of

,-_1 x 1041 erg s-_ , the most luminous supernova detected

in X-rays (Fabian and Terlevich, 1996). It is another
member of the class of supernovae with evidence for mas-

sive circumstetlar envelopes. If the luminosity of the
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Figure4.3:ROSATimagesof M81, before (left) and after

(right) the discovery of SN 1993J.
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Figure 4.4: ASCA spectrum of SN 1993J, 9 days after
optical maximum. The temperature is higher than 10

keV, and a broad Fe emission line is marked by the arrow

(from Kohmura et al., 1994.)

supernova does not change dramatically, it will radiate
away all its kinetic energy in approximately 300 y (com-

pared with ,_105 y for a supernova remnant, in a more

typical environment.

4.6.7 SN 1992A

This is an important non-detection (Schlegel and Petre,

1993). SN 1992A was an archetypical Type Ia supernova,

in the elliptical galaxy NGC 1380. The X-ray upper limit,
of 3-5x 1038 erg s -I is more than an order of magnitude

lower than the previous best upper limit on emission from

Type Ia's. This limit constrains the mass loss rate of the

progenitor to less than 10-6M@ y-a.

4.6.8 Summary

It is clear from the above that the study of X-ray emis-

sion from supernovae is still in its infancy. Virtually all

the detected supernovae are anomalous in one way or
another, and there is still a substantial element of hack

involved in finding X-ray supernovae. Systematic studies

of groups of supernovae aimed at determining X-ray flux
have only just begun. A new generation of X-ray obser-

vatories with unprecedented sensitivity (NASA's AXAF,

ESA's XMM, Japan's Astro-E) will provide the clearest

view of X-ray emission from supernovae. And should by

chance a superova explode in our Galaxy in the next few
years, we are extremely well equipped to learn all we can

from whatever X-rays it emits.

4.7 SUPERNOVA REMNANTS

Supernova remnants are one of the primary sources

(along with the winds from massive stars) of heating the

interstellar medium (ISM). With a typical total energy
content of 1051 ergs, they can also power the galactic

halo. SNR are the primary means of transport of heavy
elements, and the interaction between their shock fronts

and interstellar clouds catalyze star formation.

Observationally, SNR are complicated objects, due

to the influence of both heredity (complexities in the SN

explosion) and environment (the multiphase ISM into

which they expand). We'll start with an idealized view

of SNR in order to establish a perspective on the ob-

servations, and then discuss the complications that have

the most important ramifications for X-ray observations.

We'll also ignore the issue of pulsars and synchrotron
nebulae, which are the subject of another lecture.

4.8 SNR EVOLUTION

The lifecycle of a SNR can be broken up into the main

stages, free expansion, the adiabatic phase, and the ra-

diative phase.

In the initial stage of expansion, the ejecta expand

unimpeded, carried along behind the supernova blast

wave. Energy from the blast wave is transferred to the

ISM (in ways we do not fully comprehend), and a pair of

shock fronts is formed. An outwardly moving shock front
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marks the periphery of the the remnant, which sweeps

up and accelerates the outer presupernova circumstellar

medium. A so-called "reverse" shock (in the ejecta frame
of reference) propagates into the ring ofejecta. The tran-

sition to the next evolutionary stage occurs when the
forward shock begins decelerating as a consequence of

sweeping up several ejecta masses of interstellar and cir-

cumstellar material. The exact age when this occurs de-

pends upon the initial shock velocity and the density of

ISM, but it is thought to happen when the forward shock
has swept up from the ISM 1-10 times the ejecta mass.

The second expansion stage is referred to as adia-
batic because radiative losses are small compared with

tile total energy, meaning that the energy of the rem-

nant is (nearly) conserved. On the other hand, the gas
moving across the shock suffers a large entropy increase.

During this phase a strong "collision]ess" shock forms,

and sweeps up the interstellar medium. Kinetic temper-
atures of _ IOrK are typical of this phase. The dynamics

of a supernova remnant propagating through a uniform

ISM can be described by a self-similar blast wave model,

first formulated independently by Sedov (1959) and Tay-

lor (1950). In this model, tile dynamics depend on only
two parameters, the age t, and E/n, the ratio between

the explosion energy E and the ambient density n.

_2/5 pc
R, = 13.744 no/

V, = 535 t_ 3/_ km s -1

= K

7"/s _ 4 n 0

= Rs3/5

(4.1)

The density of the shocked material is low, at most

only a few particles per cubic centimeter. Since the only
mechanism for ionization is electron-ion collisions and

these are rare at such low densities, atoms retain their

ionization state for a long time.

The onset of the radiative stage takes place when

tile radiative cooling timescale becomes comparable with
the expansion timescale. This happens approximately at

(Eo] 2/alt (_) = 2.9 (1022Lno) s/l' x 104 yr (4.2)
\no/

An abrupt and strong change in the character of the

shock occurs at this time. Since the radiative cooling is
now efficient, the shocked material cools rapidly. This

produces a drop in the pressure immediately behind the

shock. This in turn causes more rapid deceleration of

the shock, as well as an increase of the velocity of the

material further inside. As a result., inost of the remnant

mass compresses into a thin dense shell as it cools and col-
lects behind the decelerated shock. The shock becomes

isothermal, with its temperature driven by the that at
which the dominant atomic transitions occur. The ex-

pansion is driven by the momentum and the pressure of

the remnant interior. Meanwhile, the interior of the rem-

nant is too hot to cool radiatively, so it cools adiabatically

as the shell expands. The radius R, and velocity v, of

the shell are characterized by the following expressions

R,= 21(E_S/22(lO22Lno)9/44(t-_)a/4 pc
\no/

(E__35/_2 (102=Lno)9/44 , t ]-3/4
1/; = 280\,_o] ktTayl km s-

(4.3)

Ultimately (after about 106 y) when the shell veloc-

ity decreases to 10-20 km s-a, its internal pressure be-

comes comparable with that of the ISM. At that point,

further expansion is impeded, and the SNR disappears
into the ISM.

The idealization presented here is naive. The ISM
is full of structures on all size scales. These include small

(_1 pc), isolated clouds, large, dense molecular and HI

clouds, walls of swept up material left behind by older

SNR, and cavities produced by SNR and OB associations.
Oftentimes it is these structures, and not the ideal, that

the X-ray observations confront.

4.9 X-RAY PRODUCTION IN

SNR

As most of the SNR observed in the X-ray band man-

ifest at least some of the properties of the adiabatic

stage (and the models we use to model the emission are

based assume the adiabatic stage), the discussion of X-

ray production here will focus on that stage. As SNR in
this stage have shock velocities corresponding to I x 106 -

5x 107K, this is the stage at which tile X-ray luminosity

peaks. (Indeed, once the remnant reaches the radiative

stage, the dominant coolant, is the Lya line of hydrogen
so the temperature is more characteristically _ 104K.)

In this stage, X-rays are one of the three prime emission

bands. The others are the radio whose luminosity is of-

ten comparable, and the infrared which sometimes dom-

inates. Unlike the other bands, however, the X-ray ob-

servations provide more fimdamental information about
the remnant, its composition and its dynamics. This is

because the X-ray emission arises primarily as line emis-

sion from interstellar and eiecta gas heated directly by,
the forward and reverse shocks, while the radio arises

as synchrotron emission from electrons along the shock

front, and the infrared from dust, whose healing is less
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closelycoupledto theremnantdynamics.The X-ray lu-

minosity of a SNR, L_, can be described by

Lx = f dV f dEne2j(E,T) erg
8-1

where j(E,T) is the emissivity of the plasma and n_ is the

electron density. In the soft X-ray band, if we assume a

constant density, then the integral fdE j(E,T) is fairly
constant when integrated over a fairly broad band. So

the overall luminosity, and for imaging studies the surface

brightness, is dependent on ne 2.

Various models for j(E,T) have been used histori-

cally. The most simplistic view is that the gas is fully

ionized and dominated by the thermal bremsstrahlung
from the hot electrons. This model worked fine in the

early days of X-ray astronomy, until spectrometers were
developed with sufficient spectral resolution to demon-
strate that the emission is not dominated by a featureless

continuum, but by X-ray emission lines.

The gas in supernova remnants is low density, typi-
cally 0.1-10 cm -3. It is therefore optically thin to its own

radiation, a so-called coronal plasma. In such a gas, the

only mechanism for ionizing or exciting atoms is collisions
with electrons. If one assumes the gas is in ionization

equilibrium, then the population of a given ionic state

depends only upon the atomic physics of collisional ex-
citation and radiative recombination. Uncertainties that

creep into the comparison of this (or any plasma model)
with a measured spectrum arise from uncertainties in

atomic physics parameters such as collision strengths and

in astrophysical parameters such as the "cosmic" abun-

dances. Incorrect values of these affect the line strength

predictions, and thus lead to faulty conclusions about the

plasma.
A key fact about the atomic physics missing from

the coronal plasma models is that the actual timescale

for heating of electrons and the ionization of atoms in a
low density medium can be longer than the age of the

supernova remnant. For instance, any particle crossing

a shock boundary is given a boost in velocity. Since the

kinetic temperature is proportional to the square of the

velocity, the electron gas is cooler than the ion gas by
the ratio of the masses. If electron-ion Coulomb scat-

tering is the only mechanism by which the temperatures
equilibrate, then the electron equilibration time is

Teq = 2T3/2n-_ 1

or 8,000 y for T=107K, and no=l cm -3. This is longer

than the age of most remnants we observe. In the case

of electron heating, there are other mechanisms which

might come into play to equilibrate the electrons faster.
For instance, microturbulence due to plasma instabilities

might cause a rapid electron-ion energy exchange. Mea-

surements of the solar wind bow shock against the earth
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Figure 4.5: Ionization stage of Si as a function of nt, the

plasma density times the time since the atom encountered
the shock. Note that the atom enters its He-like state,

that most often observed in X-rays, only after a long
time.

shows a more rapid electron heating than would be ex-

pected from Coulomb processes alone, though electron-

ion equilibration is never attained. Our current spectro-
scopic capabilities in the X-ray band are insufficent for

addressing the issue of electron-ion equilibration.

More importantly than this, the collisions respon-

sible for ionization are so infrequent that gas takes long

time to reach ionization equilibrium. Thus the X-ray

emitting gas in SNR is always underionized compared to

its kinetic temperature, and always "ionizing up." The

ionization history of a Si atom is shown in the figure be-
low. In practical terms, this means that comparison of

an X-ray spectrum with equilibrium models will give two

wrong results. First, since the lines dominating the emis-

sion are at a lower ionization state than expected from

the kinetic temperature, the models will yield too low

a temperature. Also, since the strong lines are stronger
than they would be in equilibrium, the model would yield

too high an abundance. So to correctly interpret spectral

information, need to compare with model that correctly

includes time dependence of ionization.

A number of such non-equilibrium ionization (NEI)

models exist (e.g., Hamilton, Sarazin, and Chevalier,

1983; Hughes and Helfand, 1985). In general, they also

depend upon two parameters: a temperature, either the

shock temperature, the electron temperature; and a pa-

rameter characterizing the ionization conditions. Two

such parameters are at, the product of the ambient den-
sity and the age of the explosion, and q=n2E, where n is

the ambient density and E is the initial kinetic energy of

the explosion.
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4.10 HIGHLIGHTS OF

X-RAY SUPERNOVA

REMNANT

OBSERVATIONS

The study of the X-ray emission from supernova rem-
nants is continually producing new and interesting re-

sults. Below are a few examples indicating the kinds of

things we can learn by studying SNR images and spectra.

4.10.1 Cas A

Cas A is the youngest, known galactic SNR, with an age

of about 315 y, thought to be the remnant of a Type

II event. It is also the brightest radio source in the sky

and the brightest thermal X-ray emitting SNR (the Crab

is brighter, but all of its emission is from nonthermal

synchrotron processes). Its X-ray spectrum is quite dra-
matic, with strong lines from Mg through Fe (the lines

from lighter elements are obscured due to line-of-sight ab-

sorption by' interstellar gas). In Cas A, we observe several
dramatic effects. First, in the integrated spectrum, the

lines are broader than would be expected from thermal
effects. If we measure the line centroids from various

parts of the remnant, we find that they are narrow and
shifted in energy in a systematic way; when blended into

the integrated spectrum, the form the observed broaden-

ing. This is interpreted as a Doppler shift, with maxi-
mum velocity of _ -t-2,000 km s -]. The distribution of
shifts call be understood if the line emission is confined

to all inclined ring on the sky, half of which is approach-

mg and half receding (Markert et al., 1983; Holt et al.,

1994). Also, a comparison between the distribution of
emission from lines and from high energy continuum is

qualitatively different. The continumn image resembles
the radio image, suggesting that the continuum emission

is related to the nonthermal processes responsible for the

radio emission (Holt et al., 1994).

4.10.2 Typing the LMC remnants

For many renmants it is possible to use X-ray data to
determine the nature of the progenitor; i.e., whether the

supernova explosion was caused by core collapse of a mas-
sive star or deflagration/detonation of a white dwarf. It

is possible to do this because the two types of explosions

produce very different nueleosynthesis yields, which are
reflected in their X-ray spectra. Type Ia supernovae pro-

duce relatively large amounts of Mg, Si, S and Fe, and

virtually no O and Ne (e.g., Nomoto et al., 1986). Core

collapse explosions, on the other hand, produce an over-

abundance of O and Ne compared with Si, S and Fe (e.g.,

Thielemann et al., 1994). The qualitatively different re-

suiting X-ray spectra are shown in Figure 4.1.

358.95 358.9 358.85 358.8
R.A. (degrees)

Figure 4.6: X-ray "Doppler" image of Cas A from ASCA
spectra. 'File northwestern half of the remnant is reced-

ing, while the southeastern half is approaching. This

suggests that the supernova ejecta are confined to an in-

clined ring. Figure from Holt. et, a[., 1994.
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Figure 4.7: Simulated ASCA SIS spectra of shock heated

gas with metal abundances typical of the Large Magel-
lanic Cloud (left), LMC abundances enhanced by ejecta

from a core collapse supernova (center), and LMC abun-

dances enhanced by ejecta from a Type Ia supernova

(right). The qnalitative differences in the line ratios al-

low a straightforward determination of progenitor type

for young SNR. Figure from Hughes et al. (1995).

The Magellanic Clouds are among the most conve-

nient locations for studying the composition of supernova
remnants, for a number of reasons. The Clouds con-

tain quite a number of high luminosity remnants; they

are sufficiently nearby that SNR there have fluxes suit-
able for observation by existing spectrometers; the small

amount of intervening material in the direction (owards
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Data and folded model

sO_li124.sp
the Clouds means that, unlike most galactic remnants,

the spectra of Cloud remnants are not subject to the

severe absorption of low energy X-rays; and the metal
abundances in the Cloud ISM are considerably less than

solar, making differences due to enrichment by super-

novae easier to detect in principle.

The most definitive work to date for LMC remnants

(or any other remnants) using the X-ray spectral signa-

ture to determine the explosion type is that of Hughes

et al. (1995). Their comparison of two remnants whose

optical emission is dominated by H-a from nonradiative
shocks, and one with a peculiar X-ray morphology, shows

that all are products of Type Ia explosions.
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Figure 4.8: ASCA spectra three LMC supernova rem-

nants. The line ratios compare favorably with those ex-

pected for a Type ]a remnant. Figure from Hughes et ai.

(1995).

In Figure 4.2 we show the X-ray spectrum of the
brightest remnant in the SMC, E0102-72 (Hayashi et al.,

1994). Its nearly symmetrical, limb-brightened X-ray

morphology suggests a symmetric explosion into a rel-

atively uniform interstellar medium (Hughes, 1994). Its

small angular diameter (40 arc seconds) makes possible

a comparison between its integrated spectrum and those
produced by NEI models (Hamilton, Sarazin, and Cheva-

lier, 1983; Hughes and Helfand, 1985). However, we find

that even in this apparently symmetrical object no single

component NEI model provides a satisfactory represen-

tation of the spectrum. To achieve an acceptable fit,

at least three different (T, nt) components are required,

one for each prominent set of lines. This unanticipated
spectral complexity appears consistently in the supernova

remnants observed by ASCA and constrains our ability

to make more detailed comparisons with the predictions

of nucleosynthesis models. In E0102-72 it indicates that

each element is encountering different shock conditions,

and thus the ejecta are stratified.

Figure 4.9: ASCA spectrum of SNR E0102-72 in the

Small Magellanic Cloud. Unlike those of the LMC rem-

nants in the figure above, this spectrum is dominated by

O and Ne lines, consistent with a core collapse progeni-

tor. Figure from Hayashi et al. (1994).

Confidence contours

2_ Mg

8.5 I 2 3 4 5

kT(keV)

Figure 4.10: Confidence ranges for temperature and ion-

ization parameter derived from the line ratios in the
ASCA spectrum of E0102-72. The disjoint confidence

ranges indicates each element is encountering different
ionization conditions, and thus argues for stratification

within the shell of cjecta. Figure from Hayashi et al.

(1994).

4.10.3 Tycho

Tycho (SN 1572) is the archetype of Type Ia events.

Its X-ray spectrum is one of the most closely studied
of that of any SNR, and probably the best understood
and the most consistent with conventional wisdom. The

integrated X-ray spectrum can be understood in the con-

text of a model with a forward shock front propagating
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intoauniformISM,andareverseshockpropagatinginto
uniformdensityejectaconsisting of pure heavy elements,

stratified into layers (Hamilton et al., 1986). The total

ejecta mass of 1.4 M®, about 1M O of which is either

Si group or Fe group metals, is clearly consistent with
that expected from a Type Ia progenitor. Subsequent ob-
servations have confirmed the general predictions of this
model. A BBXRT observation showed that the ioniza-

tion conditions experienced by the Fe are different from
those of the other metals, suggesting that the Fe filling

the interior has lower density than the outer ejecta layers

(Petre et al., 1993). A comparison between the Einstein
and ROSAT HRI images (Vancura et al., 1995) and nar-

row band imaging using ASCA data (Hwang and Got-

thelf, 1996) suggests the presence of minor temperature
and abundance variations within the remnant. While

the presence of the abundance variations indicate that

at most incomplete mixing has taken place between the

ejecta layers, modeling of the radial profiles of the ASCA

narrow band images requires that some mixing must have

occurred.
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Figure 4.11: ASCA spectrum of Tycho. Spectrum is
dominated by lines from Mg, Si, S, and Fe, as expected

from a Type Ia remnant whose spectrum is dominated by

emission from ejecta. Figure from Hwang and Gotthelf

(1996).

4.10.4 SN1006

One of the most exciting ASCA results to date involves

SN1006. Koyama et al. (1995) demonstrated that the

dominant, featureless spectral component that has long

posed a mystery, is isolated to two segments of the limb,

and arises as synchrotron radiation from electrons accel-
erated within the shock to energies as high as a few hun-

dred TeV. As the physical processes responsible for accel-

erating relativistic particles to these high energies do not

i: : _i_i_¸

_ ...... iii_i_¸

Figure 4.12: Narrow spectral band X-ray maps of Tycho

from ASCA. The lack of significant differences suggests
well mixed ejecta and uniform dynamics (heating and

expansion. Figure from Hwang and Gotthelf (1996).

differentiate between electrons and ions, they infer that

the nonthermal X-ray spectrum in the rims of SN1006

is the first strong evidence for the acceleration of cosmic

rays by supernova shocks. The ASCA data showed that

everywhere else in the remnant, the X-ray emission has
a thermal spectrum, with strong line emission typical of

other supernova remnants. The strengths of the lines
from the intermediate a-burning elements, magnesium,

silicon, and sulfur, are significantly enhanced, requiring
abundances well in excess of solar. This is the first X-

ray evidence that SN1006 was a Type Ia supernova, as
inferred from its historical light curve (Stephenson et al.,

1977).

4.10.5 W49B

W49B has one of the more spectacular X-ray spectra

among supernova remnants, with intense lines from sili-

con through iron. Narrow band images constructed using
ASCA rays by supernova shocks. The data show that
while the Si and S line emission arise in a shell, the Fe

emission is centrally concentrated (Fujimoto et al., 1995).
This is clear evidence for metal stratification, similar to

that predicted by the Hamilton et al. (1986) model of

Tycho, and thus indirect evidence for a Type Ia progen-
itor. The X-ray emission suffers significant line-of-sight

absorption below ,_1.3 keV due to high column density,

however, rendering us unable to observe the strength of
the O and Ne lines, and the corresponding high optical

extinction makes impossible a search for optical line emis-

sion from O-rich ejecta. Thus the nature of the W49B

progenitor remains undetermined.
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Figure 4.13: ROSAT PSPC image of SN1006 (Willingale

et al., 1996). Brightness of image represents X-ray sur-

face brightness; color represents spectral "hardness," an

indication of effective temperature. The two bright rims

are substantially harder than the remainder of the rem-

nant.

4.10.6 Cygnus Loop

Most of the SNR discussed above are relatively young,

with their X-ray emission dominated by shock-heated

ejecta. We can also learn a great deal studying the X-ray

emission from more evolved remnants. Ln these remnants,

the mass of swept up interstellar material far exceeds that

of the eject, a, and so the shock heated ISM material dom-

inates the emission in all bands. As these SNR are older,

their shocks have also decelerated significantly, so that

the temperature is typically a few million degrees, as op-

posed the the tens of millions of degrees in the younger

remnants. Thus the X-ray spectrum is dominated by line

emission at. lower energies. In particular, the lines associ-

ated with helium-like and hydrogen-like Fe around 7 keV

are absent. [nstead, copious emission from the Fe L band

is produced, along with Lines from the He-like and H-like

ions of C, O, Ne and Mg. In these SNR it is possible to

use X-ray images to learn about the structure of the ISM

by virtue of the enhanced X-ray emission produced when

a SNR shock front encounters a higher density region in
the ISM.

The many X-ray observations of the _20,000 y oLd

Cyguus Loop, one of the nearest (_700 pc) and best

studied SNR, provide an example about what we can

learn about evolved SNR and their interaction with the
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Figure 4.14: ASCA spectra of rim (top) and interior (bot-

tom) of SN1006. The interior is dominated by line emis-

sion as expected from shock-heated gas. The feature-

less rim spectrum is indicative of a nonthermal emission

process, most likely synchrotron emission from very high

energy electrons. Figure from Koyama et al. (1996)

ISM. High quality spectral observations using the Era-

stein Crystal Sl)ectrometer and ASCA show that the X-

ray emitting plasma, even in this old SNR, has not at-

tained ionization equilibrium (Vedder et al., 1986; M iyat.a

et al., L994). The reason for this is the X-ray emission

is dominated by recently shocked gas, not by gas that

has had sufficient time to equilibrate. ASCA observa-

tions show that t.h(' X-ray emitting gas is densest along

the rim, and that the teml)erature increases toward the

interior, as would be expected from Sedov-Taylor dynam-

ics (Miyata el al., 1994). Imaging studies using ROSAT

show that along the rim, interactions of the shock front

with interstellar clouds lead to enhanced X-ray emission

as the shock progagates into the cloud, as well as from

regions behind clouds where reflected shocks propagate

(Graham et al., 1995; Levenson et al., 1996). Thus t.he

Cygnus Loop, through its X-ray emission has become a

laboratory for the study of strong shocks.
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Si - Cont.
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Figure 4.16: ROSAT PSPC image of the Cygnus Loop

'Aschenbach, 1993).

Be

Figure 4.15: ASCA images of W49B in the light of the

Si (1.86 keV), S (2.45 keV) and Fe (6.7) keV lines. Note
that the Si and S are distributed in a shell, and tile Fe is

centrally filled. This provides direct evidence for strati-
fication of SN ejecta. (from Fugimoto et al., 1995)

4.11 CONCLUSION

The discussion above was meant to be only an overview

of the role X-ray observations play in helping us to un-

derstand these important cosmic events. As improved
instrumentation becomes available, it will be possible

to examine in greater detail the interactions between

supernova shocks and the circumstellar and interstellar
medium into which they propagate, learn more about

explosive nucleosynthesis from more accurate measure-
ments of abundant, metals and the first X-ray detections

of lines from less abundant metals, and shed light on

other fundamental phenomena like cosmic ray' accelera-

tion.
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Chapter 5

PARTICLE ACCELERATION IN

ASTROPHYSICAL SHOCKS

FRANK C. JONES

Laboratory for High Energy Astrophysics

NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD, 20771, USA

ABSTRACT

Collisionless shocks in astrophysical plasmas are believed to be a primary source of energetic particles

in the solar system, the galaxy, and possibly in intergalactic space. We review the development of
this idea from its earliest expressions to its latest manefestations. We will also discuss the various

theoretical approaches to the process and discuss how well the current ideas and theories fit the

observations.
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5.1 INTRODUCTION

One of the most striking aspects of the tenuous plasmas

common in astrophysics is that they often contain par-
ticle populations which are not in thermodynamic equi-
librium. Nonthermal populations, often with power law

distributions 1, are observed either directly or by infer-

ence ( ie., from radiative properties) in most low den-

sity environments. The most exceptional example of this
aspect is the galactic cosmic ray distribution which ex-

tends from MeV energies to above 102° eV! The high-

est energy cosmic rays are, by far, the most energetic

particles known in the universe, and energies this high
have not occurred elsewhere since the temperature in the
early universe dropped below ,-_ 1024 K (about 10 -28 s

after the big bang). In a low density environment, parti-
cles "scatter collisionlessly" against magnetic turbulence

rather than against other particles, and the scattering
can be nearly elastic in the plasma frame• Particles are

forced to equilibriate with the collective body of parti-
cles held together by the nearly frozen-in magnetic field
rather than with each other, and individual particle en-

ergies can become extremely large. Nonthermal particle

distributions can develop and persist for long times.

Tenuous astrophysical plasmas differ from labora-

tory plasmas in another important way; in most environ-

ments where energetic populations are observed, typical

sound speeds are considerably less than easily obtainable

bulk flow velocities; and shocks are expected to develop.

In fact, shocks are associated with most energetic par-

ticle populations seen in astrophysics. The exceptions
include pulsar magnetospheres, the aurorae, and sites

where magnetic reconnection occurs (although shocks

may be important in reconnection as well). The dom-

inance of collective field-particle processes means that,
unlike terrestrial shocks, .the dissipation mechanism in

astrophysical shocks is almost always collisionless. In

the heliosphere, collisionless shocks are directly observ-
able with spacecraft, and they have received considerable

attention. In every case where direct observation has

been made, shocks are seen to accelerate particles, often

to power law distributions. Observations of heliospheric
shocks, along with a great deal of theoretical and simula-

tion work, also show that field-particle interactions con-

trol the shock dissipation and structure• Furthermore,

initial results from large-scale plasma simulations sug-
gest that not only is particle acceleration likely to accom-

pany collisionless shocks, but also that the injection and

acceleration of ambient particles may be even essential

for dissipation in quasiparallel shocks and in high Mach

number quasiperpendicular shocks• The plasma physics
of shock dissipation and particle acceleration seem to be

IA distribution in which the density in phase space is propor-

tional to the momentum or energy raised to a negative power, e.g.,
dN/dp oc p-C, where c_ is the spectral index.
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Figure 5.1: Shock geometry showing shock normal, ve-
locity, and magnetic field vectors.

intimately related. 2

The promise of shock acceleration as a "universal"

acceleration mechanism has prompted a great deal of
work in the past decade or so, and we refer readers to sev-

eral reviews for a full theoretical and observational back-

ground, including source references (Toptyghin, 1980;
Axford, 1981; Drury, 1983; VSlk, 1984; Forman and

Webb, 1985).

5.2 HISTORY

5.2.1 Early Ideas

Darwin (1949)

Perhaps the earliest suggestion that shock waves were

responsible for accelerating cosmic rays came from Sir

Charles Darwin (1949). Starting with a discussion of the

pitting of marine propellers by cavitation in the water,

Darwin noted that hydrodynamics could lead to regimes
where a few particles could be accelerated to extreme

energy. He then applied this idea to turbulence in the

solar atmosphere and suggested that cosmic rays might
be accelerated by this process. He pointed out that the
solar surface manifested such phenomena as flares and

prominences and that "from some of them will spurt out

spray, which occasionally will have very high velocities

indeed." Darwin suggested that even if this process could
not produce the cosmic rays directly, it could act as the

2The term quasiparalle] means shocks with normals within ap-

proximately 450 of the magnetic field direction; quasiperpendieular

means shocks with normals greater than 45 ° to the magnetic field

direction; oblique refers to any shock which is not strictly parallel

or perpendicular. See figure 5.1.
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injectorto Fermi's(1949,1954)statisticalacceleration
mechanism.

Thisnotionofahydrodynamicwavesteepeningun-
til it breaksandspewsout a froth of energeticparti-
clesclearlyprefigurestheideassetoutsomeelevenyears
laterbyColgateandJohnson(1960).It shouldbenoted
thatin thispaper,Darwinpointedout thephenomenon
of "equipartition of velocity rather than energy" that is
characteristic of such shock processes. This concept is,

today, an important ingredient of current shock acceler-
ation ideas as it leads to a preferred injection of heavy

nuclei into the accelerator.

Parker (1958)

Parker (1958) noted that the turbulent gas motions of
the galactic disk and halo were approximately Mach one

when the pressure of the cosmic rays was included in com-

puting the speed of sound. The Mach number is the ratio
of the fluid flow speed to the local sound speed. He pro-

posed that this was no accident, rather it was an example

of a self-regulating system: if the cosmic ray energy den-
sity were too low, the motions would steepen into shock
waves which would accelerate more cosmic rays. On the

other hand, when the cosmic ray energy density is high

enough to make the motions Mach one, the shocks fade
and there is no more acceleration. This self-regulation

was named the "Mach One Effect."

In Parker's work, however, the shocks were con-

sidered to be the moving irregularities that produced
second-order Fermi acceleration. Later work has changed

that picture somewhat, as we shall see.

Colgate and Johnson (1960)

Colgate and Johnson proposed that cosmic rays are the
last fraction of the atmosphere of a star that has under-

gone a supernova explosion. The shock traveling upward
through an ever decreasing density would achieve rela-
tivistic velocities and impart high energies to the last

particles that were shocked. In their model, the energy

spectrum depended on the density versus radius func-
tion of the exploding star. This result, derived from

the equations of radiative-hydrodynamic stability, pro-

duced a differential spectrum that was an inverse power

law. The spectral index that they derived was equal to

-3, somewhat steeper than observed but, considering the

complexity of the derivation, it was, perhaps, closer to
observation than one might have imagined.

Hoyle (1960)

Hoyle considered the case in which a considerable portion
of the momentum and energy of a gas through which a

shock is passing is carried by relativistic particles. He

pointed out that in this situation the ratio of specific

heats, 7, can approach a value of 4/3 and thus the com-

pression ratio can approach 7 rather than 5/3 and 4, re-

spectively, for a nonrelativistic gas. The increased com-

pression can result in a large increase in particle energy.

Hoyle gives an example of the cosmic-ray gas in which
a 23 fold increase in particle energy results for a shock

speed of l0 s cms -1. This appears to be essentially the

"cosmic ray dominated" shock of the two-fluid approach
to shock acceleration discussed in Section 5.5.

Schatzman (1963)

In an analytical calculation, Schatzman considered par-

ticles traversing a shock and was able to deduce that a

power law energy spectrum would result. He found that
on one traversal of the gyro-orbit through the shock front

the magnetic moment was conserved approximately and
when scattering was added, he obtained a power law spec-

trum, but without the simple relationship between the

exponent and shock parameters obtained in later work.

Fisk (1971)

Fisk was first to note that a shock propagating through a

diffusive medium would accelerate particles by scattering

the particles with converging scattering centers. Since he

applied this approach to a particular class of events ob-

served at travelling interplanetary shocks, the generality
of the method was not noticed. Also, Fisk did not ob-

tain the result, now well known, that the spectrum of the

accelerated particles depends on the shock's compression

ratio, r, as N _ p-O where N is the particle density in

space and in scalar momentum, p, and _r = (r+2)/(r-- 1)

is the spectral index.

5.2.2 "Modern Era" of

Shock Acceleration

The important breakthrough in understanding shock ac-
celeration occurred in 1977-78 when a series of indepen-

dent papers showed how a power law momentum spec-
trum of accelerated particles resulted from very general

properties of a plasma shock traveling through a medium
in which energetic particles were diffusing (Axford, Leer,

and Skadron, 1977; Krymsky, 1977; Bell, 1978a,b; and

Blandford and Ostriker, 1978). These papers showed that

the steady-state power law spectrum that resulted was
• independent of the injection spectrum, provided

the injection spectrum was steeper than the resultant

spectrum [to be shown],
• independent of the details of the scattering process

as long as the distribution function of the accelerated

particles could be considered isotropic to first order, and

• independent of the shock geometry if the diffusion
scale was smaller than any curvature of the shock frong

but larger than the shock thickness.
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Thewide appeal of this process is due to the fact

that, with the simplest assumptions, the particle spec-

trum depends only on the compression ratio of the shock.

Furthermore, most astrophysical shocks, since they are
strong, have compression ratios that are constrained to

a rather narrow range of values near r -- 4 (assuming
7 = 5/3). For shocks with Mach numbers greater than

about 4, 3.4 < r < 4 and 2 < _ < 2.3 as we see in Figure
5.2.

f 1 r - Compreulon Ratio

i
10 100

g Mach Number

Figure 5.2: Compression ratio, r, and spectral index, _,
vs. Mach no.

5.3 DIFFUSION THEORY

APPROACH

Axford, Leer, and Skadron (1977), Krymsky (1977),
and Blandford and Ostriker (1978) applied the diffusion-
convection equation (a differential equation that de-

scribes the diffusion of particles through a flowing

medium) to show that a shock, propagating through a

region in which energetic particles are diffusing, would
produce a superthermal population of particles with a
power law momentum distribution. The derivation is

quite straightforward in the one-dimensional case and in-

volves only the simplest notions. If we picture the shock

as an infinite, plane discontinuity in a flowing plasma, the
plasma flows in from x = -oo and out to x = +oo with a

discontinuous transition in flow speed from a supersonic
upstream speed, ul, to a subsonic downstream speed, u2,
at z = 0. If we assume that the distribution function in

space and scalar momentum of the accelerated particles,

f(z, p), is isotropic to first order [i.e., f(x, p) is the same

in all reference frames to first order in u/v, where u is
the plasma flow velocity and v and p are the individual
particle velocity and momentum measured in the local

plasma frame], then the steady-state Boltzmann equa-

tion describing the transport of particles with v >> u in
space and momentum can be written in the form of the

following diffusion-convection equation

0 [uf(x'P)--K_] = 1 (_X)_p[pf(x,p)]5
(5.1)

where x = KIIcos20nn + Kj. sin20nn is the diffusion coeffi-

cient in the direction normal to the shock, where 0B, is

the angle between the shock normal and the mean mag-

netic field, and where Xll and _a_ are the diffusion coef-

ficients parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field,
respectively.

As long as scattering is strong enough to insure that

the assumptions a of the diffusion-convection equation
are valid, this equation holds for all 0Bn and contains

shock-drift acceleration. Forman and Webb (1985) give
a good discussion of how one derives the diffusion coeffi-

cient, x, from a description of turbulent magnetic fields
employing a perturbation technique known as quasilinear
theory.

Integrating from x = -_ to x = +co and em-

ploying the boundary conditions f(x = -oo, p) = fl (p)

f(x >_ O,p) = f2(P) and Ou/Ox = (u2-ul)J(x) we obtain

u_f2(p) - uJfl(p) = "_(u2 - ul) [P/2(p)] (5.2)

Using the definition of the compression ratio r =

Ul/U2 > 1, we may express this differential equation ill p
for the downstream distribution function in the form

pOf2(p) (r + 2 _ 3r
+ \_-1] f2(P) - r - 1 fl(p) (.5.3)

the solution to this equation is

f_(P) = _-1 dp'p'°-i fl(P') + BP-° (5.4)
o

where cr = (r + 2)/(r - 1) is the spectral index, B is

an arbitrary constant of integration that multiplies the

homogeneous term, the distribution fl(P) is the far up-
stream spectrum of ambient particles which convects into

the shock and is accelerated, and p0 is large enough so
that the assumption v >> u holds.

If, in Equation (5.4), fl(P) is taken to be a J-

function distribution at momentum p(Ei), where E is
kinetic energy, normalized at an upstream number den-

sity nt, we may write the downstream spectrum a_s a

differential flux in particles/(cm_-s-steradian_E) given
by

da 1 nlc 3r 1 [ e(e +__2_)]-_/='
dE -- 4r mo c2 (r Z 1) _+ 2) Lei(ei + 2) J

(5.5)
3The particle distribution is very nearly isotropic and the flow

speeds are enough slower than that of the particles that this ap-

proximate isotropy holds in all fluid rest frames.
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where,s = E/(moc2), and m0 is the rest mass of the

particles.
This equation is properly normalized and fully rel-

ativistic. As a power law in kinetic energy

_, E -- (5.6)
NR

UR

the limiting nonrelativistic and ultrarelativistic spectral
indexes for the flux are _rNn = o'/2 and _run = _r, re-

spectively. When measured versus energy, the power law
differential flux steepens above E _ moc 2, and the spec-

tral index doubles.

No other source of particles is included in the above

equations other than fz (P). In actual shocks with no par-

ticle creation (such as electron-positron creation), the ho-

mogeneous term should be zero. The downstream spec-

trum, f2(P), is produced solely from the ambient up-

stream spectrum, fl(p)- It has been speculated by Drury

(1983) that the homogeneous term might represent the
injection into the acceleration process of particles from

the thermal plasma making up the shock. However, this
does not seem possible because the homogeneous term is

a pure power law with no cutoff, at. low or high energy
and hence cannot be normalized. If one were to impose a

cutoff at some convenient energy, the function would no

longer be a homogeneous solution. Furthermore, results
from Monte Carlo calculations, in which the diffusion of

charged particles in a fluid with a shock is simulated on
a computer, strongly indicate that the injection of ther-

mal particles should be treated exactly like the injection

of any other seed particles. This is shown in Figure 5.3,
which shows spectra produced by a Monte Carlo simula-
tion. The smooth curves are plots of Equation (5.5), and

they are shown to match quite well, in shape and normal-
ization, the Monte Carlo results at energies high enough

so that v >> u holds. Below about 1 MeV this condition
is not well satisfied, and the slopes of the Monte Carlo

results are a bit too steep. In the Monte Carlo model,

injection comes solely from upstream thermal particles

convected into the shock [i.e., £ (p)] when some fraction
of the shock-heated plasma scatters back across the shock
and is accelerated. It can be seen that the diffusion the-

ory and Monte Carlo results agree surprisingly well even
when the injected particles (the seed population, f]) have

thermal energies that are considerably less than that of

their flow energy. (The flow speed of 500 km s -1 corre-

sponds to a kinetic energy of 1.3 keV.) It is clear from
Figure 5.3 that thermal ions that make up the shocked

plasma are quite capable of serving as the seed popu-
lation and that there is no need for injection from the

homogeneous term.
In the proceeding discussion we have assumed that

the injected particles had a single (low) energy and were

accelerated to a power law spectrum. We can see, more-

over, that the same result prevails even if the injected
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Figure 5.3: Particle flux versus energy for nonrelativistic
shock velocities. The upper six curves were calculated

with ul = 500 km s -1, r = 4, and cr = 1. The lower
two curves were calculated with Ul = 100 km s -1. The

smooth curves are the test particle predictions, while the

histograms are the Monte Carlo results. All spectra here
and elsewhere are calculated in the reference frame of

the shock, at la downstream position. Particle fluxes
are normalized to 1 incoming particle/(cm2-s). Injection

energies are shown by arrows. Curves with numerical

factors have been displaced by those factors for clarity.

(Monte Carlo results from M. Baring private communi-

cation.)

particles already have a power law distribution, provided

that the initial spectrum is steeper than the spectrum
that we have previously calculated. Assume that fl(P)

is a power law of the form fl(P) c¢ p-a+_ for p > P0

and zero for p < P0, where _ may be any value, then the

spectrum given by Equation (5.4) is proportional to

- p_0) (5.7)p-O (P_

If fl (p) is steeper than p-a (i.e., $ < 0), at momenta
well above the lowest injection momentum (p >> p0), the

second term in the parentheses will dominate the first

term and the shock will produce an accelerated spectrum

proportional to p-_'. If, on the other hand, fl (P) is flatter

than p-a (i.e., _ > 0), the first term will dominate and
the accelerated spectrum will retain the flatter slope of

the injected spectrum with the injected particles shifted
up in energy. Since most ambient distributions are ex-

pected to be thermal or steeper than p-a, strong shocks

naturally produce power law distributions with spectral
indexes near 2.

The most remarkable property of this result is that

the power law index depends only on the compression
ratio, all details of the scattering process and 0Bn (con-

tained in n) drop out as long as the assumptions used to
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derivetheequations,namelythat theacceleratedparti-
cleshavespeedssufficientlylargethat theycanappear
isotropicinboththeupstreamanddownstreamfluidrest
frames(i.e.,v >> u), continue to hold. While it is clear

that these assumptions must breakdown at some point,

many plasma shocks in astrophysical settings seem to

approach the ideal case over a wide dynamic range. The
simplicity and lack of free parameters, coupled with the

fact that shock acceleration has been observed taking

place at the Earth's bow shock and interplanetary shocks,
are the major reasons why shock acceleration has received

such a great deal of attention.

5.4 INDIVIDUAL PARTICLE

APPROACH OF BELL

A different approach was taken by Bell (1978a,b) who
considered the average energy gain experienced by a par-
ticle that traversed a discontinuity in the flow of a fluid

to which the particle was bound. From the general trans-

port Equation (5.1) it is straightforward to see that the

rate of change of momentum of a particle is given by

p=- p (5.8)

Integrating this equation through the shock from

upstream (region 1) to downstream (region 2) we obtain

i_dt = - 5 p -_x = 5 (ul - u2)

(5.9)
where tt is the cosine of the angle that the particle's ve-
locity makes with the shock normal.

The rate at which particles cross the shock is pro-

portional to/J (because particles approaching the shock

straight on are more likely, in a given increment of time,

to hit and cross it than those approaching from an oblique

angle). Therefore, the average momentum change of a

particle crossing the shock is given by multiplying the

right hand side of Equation (5.9) by tt and integrating
over the 21r solid angle (flux averaging). This proceedure
gives

2 [D\

3_v) (ul- u2) (5.10)

For particles traversing the shock in the opposite

direction, ul and u2 are interchanged but the sign of

vx is also reversed so the equations remain unchanged
and a particles energy is incremented on each traversal
regardless of the direction of the traversal. It should be

noted that this same expression is obtained by arguments

involving frame transformations (Drury, 1983).
We now can see that if a particle with initial mo-

mentum P0 has traversed the shock N times its average
momentum will be

(p(N)} = 1-I 1 + -_(ul - u2)/v, Po (5.11)
i=1

In order to obtain a distribution of particles, how-

ever, we must include the probability that a particular
particle will cross the shock N times. The probability

that a particle that has traversed the shock from up-
stream to downstream will return to the shock can be

calculated by means of a simple argument first given by

Bell (1978a) and generalized to relativistic shocks by Pea-
cock (1981).

Passthrough Passthroughto
left

Shock Plane

udt_

I

X

Figure 5.4: Return Probability from velocity space. The

circle shown is the projection on the x - z plane of a

sphere with radius vdt, a portion of which protrudes
through the shock plane.

From Figure 5.4 we see that the probability that a
particle that crosses the shock from left to right will re-

turn to the shock and cross it from right to left is given

simply by the ratio of the respective fluxes. If the par-

ticles are isotropic in the downstream fluid frame, then

the probability of return is given by

P(return) - ½(u2 - v)2 (1-u2/v_ 2½(u---7+ 77.-77-7) (5.12)

The probability that a particle that has traversed
the shock from upstream to downstream will return to

the shock at least N/2 times and thus cross the shock at
least N times is given by

P(N) = 1-I T u2/v,
i=l

= -- U2/V i

Li: 1 7ff2/t'i

(5.13)
Taking the logarithm of Equation (5.11) we obtain

[_] 4 N/2I (5.14)h, = 5(u'- v.
f----1
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and taking the logarithm of Equation (5.13) we obtain

N/2 1 (5.15)
ln[P(N)] _ -4u2 E v-_

i:I

Combining these two equations gives

ln[P(p)] - ul - u2

or

(5.17)
P(P) : \po /

Equation (5.11) represents the probability that a

particle will cross and recross the shock enough times
to achieve a momentum of p or higher. If the upstream

number density is No particles per unit volume, the re-

sulting differentiM spectrum is given by

(;0) (;0)= nl 3r p (5.18)

where the extra factor of r = ux/u2 in the first equal-

ity accounts for the simple compression of the upstream

density by the shock.

If we set fl(P') equal to nlS(p'-Po) in Equation

(5.4) we obtain the above equation showing that the two

approaches are equivalent.

5.4.1 Problems and Limitations

Four aspects of this approach to shock acceleration limit

its validity

• it assumes isotropy and u (< 1,
• it assumes shock thickness << __-,
• it assumes shock curvature radius >> _u,
• it assumes presence of turbulence.
It is often stated that these four conditions are nec-

essary for shock acceleration to occur at all. This is a

myth! These limitations are only a problem for the math-
ematics of the simple theory. Anisotropy of the particles

in the acceleration process has been treated by Kirk and

Schneider (1987a,b, 1989). The finite thickness of the

shock, which affects the spectral shape, has been treated

by Drury, Axford, and Summers (1982). The effects of
the finite size of the shock, which imposes an upper limit

to the energy that may be achieved, has been treated

by Eichler (1981) and Lee (1982,1983). It can be seen
that there are means of carrying the simple theory into

more complicated regimes. The problem is that the re-

sulting equations get complicated very quickly, and it is

never completely clear just how good the approximation
is. In Section 5.5 we will see that certain nonlinear ef-

fects lead to quite different methods for studying shock

acceleration. Bell (1978 a,b) employed a self-consistent
treatment of the generation of waves upstream from the

shock. These waves were generated by the streaming of

the particles reflected from the shock front and moving
in an upstream direction. Lee (1982, 1983) developed a

similar theory of the Earth's bow shock and interplan-

etary shocks traveling in the solar wind. Both authors
were able to show that particles initially reflected from

the shock front would generate, via a plasma streaming

instability, enough wave turbulence to scatter the parti-

cles. This scattering is required to produce the particle
diffusion back and forth across the shock front and allow

diffusive shock acceleration to occur.

5.5 HYDRODYNAMIC

EFFECTS OF THE

ACCELERATED

PARTICLES:

TWO FLUID THEORIES

If a plasma shock is at all efficient in converting some

of its flow energy into energetic particles, the pressure
exerted by these particles must play some role in defin-

ing the structure of the shock itself. We may express
the pressure of the energetic particles, Pc, as due to a

"second" fluid that carries pressure and energy but no

mass. Including the effects of this fluid with the basic

plasma that supports the shock, yields the "Two Fluid"

model of shock acceleration (Drury and V61k, 1981). The

energetic particle pressure is given by

47r f0 _Pc = -_ pavJ'(p)dp (5.19)

where f(p) is the distribution function of the energetic

particles. If we multiply Equation (5.1) by p3v and inte-

grate over momentum, we obtain

OPt 0
(uPc) + (% - 1)Pc cou

O

0-7+ - (5.20)

where, in order to make the equation look more hydro-

dynamic, we have converted the factor 1/3 on the right

hand side of Equation (5.1) to the expression % - 1 where

7c (= 4/3) is the ratio of specific heats for a gas of rela-

tivistic particles.
We may express the continuity of the flux of mass,

momentum, and energy through the shock with the fol-

lowing differential equations

0(pu) _ 0 mass flux (5.21)
0x
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0 (pu2 + pg + Pc) 0 momentum flux
Ox

(5.22)

0 (1 a 7g

+- U_

7g - 1

+ 72 lUP_ -d OPt)7c - % - 10x = 0 energy flux

where Pg is the pressure of the "first" fluid or plasma and

_g is the ratio of specific heats of the thermal particle gas.
Equations of this type are usually used to determine

the jump conditions af various fluid properties across a

fluid shock transition, the Rankine-Hugoniot conditions.

We have simply extended the usual set of equations to in-

clude the dynamic effects of the energetic particles. The

difficulty with this set of equations is that it is not com-
plete; there are three equations and four unknown quan-

tities; p, u, Pa, and Pc. These equations do not supply
enough information to integrate a set of starting values

through the shock transition. In principle, one could em-
ploy Equation (5.20) as the fourth equation, but a sim-

pler solution is effected by employing two supplemental

assumptions.

The first assumption is that the energetic particles

do not transfer any heat to the gas, they only push it

around. We may, therefore, add to the above equations
one that describes the continuity of the entropy flux of

the gas

a(Pgu_') - 0 (5.23)
Ox

This equation may not be used to deduce continuity of

the entropy flux across a shock transition in the thermal

plasma. In the gas shock, dissipative processes will pro-

duce an increase in entropy and continuity will not be

preserved across the discontinuity.
We must find some other consideration to reduce

tile number of independent variables. The additional as-

sumption used in the two-fluid approach is that the pres-

ence of a gas shock has no "local energetic" effect on the

energetic particle population, and, thus, its pressure and

energy flux are continuous across the shock. This implies
that, although the thermal background gas is undergoing

a strongly dissipative transition ill which flow energy is

being converted to heat, the energetic particles do not

participate in this highly localized event. (The conserva-
tion of entropy and the continuity of the energetic par-

ticles across the thermal gas shock can, in fact, be de-

rived from the three conservation equations plus Equa-

tion (5.20) However, it is equally true that one may take
entropy conservation and continuity on an equal foot-

ing with the conservation equations and derive Equation

(5.20) from them.)

With this set of equations one may solve for the

shock structure as modified by the pressure of the ener-

getic particles. Dissipative effects in the thermal gas still
can produce a discontinuity in the gas but there is also a

long range slowing down of the gas upstream of the shock

due to the pressure gradient of the energetic particles.

Actually solving the above equations can be a rather

complex procedure requiring several piecewise processes

using different equations in different regions. For a more
complete look at such solutions one should refer to the re-

view article by Drury (1983), where it is pointed out that

three following basic types of solutions occur, depending
on the input parameters

• Weak Shock Solution - as described above - regular

shock in the gas but with upstream slowing,

• Cosmic Ray (energetic particle) Dominated Solu-

tion - no shock in the thermal gas,

• Efficient Shock Solution - no energetic particles

upstream, but with such particles downstream even
with no thermal shock!

5.5.1 Advantages of Two Fluid Approach

The basic diffusion equation or test particle approach to
shock acceleration is very difficult to extend into the non-

linear regime where the accelerated particles influence the

shock structure. The Two Fluid approach handles this

difficulty very nicely by turning the entire problem into

a purely hydrodynamic one. One unusual solution, the
cosmic ray dominated solution, is one that would never

occur with the other approaches. While the appearance

of this solution is somewhat startling, there appears to

be no reason such cases could not exist under the right
conditions.

5.5.2 Problems with the

Two Fluid Approach

No number conservation law

for the energetic particles

The lack of a conservation law for the number of ener-

getic particles leads to the Efficient Shock Solution with

these particles being "created" out of nothing. Since the

energetic particle fluid has nothing but pressure or en-

ergy density, this property can be obtained easily from
the low energy fluid or plasma. This technique, there-

fore, does not address the problem of energetic particle

injection in real shocks. For this reason it is believed that
this solution is probably not a physical one.

No spectral information

Since the particles are treated entirely as fluids, no in-
formation about the distribution function of either the

plasma or the energetic particles can be obtained. Since
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theparticlespectrumisusuallywhatisdesiredinastro-
physics,thisomissionmustbeconsideredserious.

5.6 NUMERICAL

SIMULATIONS

Although a discussion of this topic is beyond the scope
of this lecture, many of the problems that one encounters

with the techniques discussed so far may be overcome by

modeling the shock acceleration process on a computer.

Although, this technique does not come under the strict
heading of the "theory" of shock acceleration, many in-

teresting characteristics of the process have been revealed

by these studies. It is now understood that plasma shocks
can often act as their own "injectors," picking up parti-

cles from the background plasma and subsequently ac-

celerating them to high energies. Also, the "universal"

spectrum (a strict, power law in momentum) is not pro-
duced whenever the pressure of the accelerated particles

is strong enough t.o broaden the shock transition. A more
detailed discussion of these and other results and an ex-

tensive reference list. can be found in the review article

by Jones and Ellison (1991).
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Chapter 6

511 keV ANNIHILATION RADIATION

FROM THE CENTER OF THE

MILKY-WAY

MARVIN LEVENTHAL

Department of Astronomy

University of Maryland

College Park, Maryland 20742

ABSTRACT

Annihilation of electrons and positrons (anti-electrons) can produce 511 keV gamma-ray line radia-

t,ion. Such radiation has been observed coming from our own galactic center. This chapter describes
those observations and discusses the pros and cons of various models for the source of the radiation.

A favored interpretation of the data set is in terms of a disk plus spheroid model. It is suggested that.

the I E 1740.7-2942 source, a "microquasar" like system located near the galactic Center can account

for most of tile observations within a few degrees of the center of our Milky Way galaxy.
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6.1 INTRODUCTION POSITRONIUM ANNIHILATION

For the past 20 years more than a dozen balloon and

satellite observations have been reporting 511 keV elec-

tron/positron annihilation line radiation from the general
direction of our own galactic Center (GC). The history

of these observations and their implications have been

reviewed by a number of workers (Tueller et al., 1993;

Skibo et al., 1992; Von Ballmoos 1991; Lingenfelter and

Ramaty, 1989). The data set has now grown large, com-

plicated, and confusing. No general consensus yet exists
as to what it all means. Quite the contrary, a certain

amount of controversy surrounds these observations. The
most fundamental questions remain unresolved such as:

What is tile origin of the positrons?; What is their spa-
tial distribution on the sky?, Does a variable point source

near the GC really exist?, etc. What we will attempt to
do is first present a balanced overview of the observa-

tional situation emphasizing some recent measurements

while pointing out the areas of controversy and then sug-
gest. a possible interpretation, which on the surface at

least appears to tie together many of the conflicting re-
sults. This will naturally lead us to a "microquasar" near
but not at the GC. In the end the reader lllust decide for
himself what the truth is.

We will be discussing galactic "positron" annihila-
tion but what is really meant by that, most of the time

is galactic "positronium" annihilation. In dilute astro-

physical gases and plasmas when the temperature is be-

low --, 106 K the positronium annihilation mode usually

dominates (Guessoum et al., 1991). (Positrons annihilat-

ing in earthly laboratories usually do so from the "free"
state. An electron and a positron wave function will

briefly overlap and the mass energy will reappear as two

anti-parallel 511 keV gamma-ray line photons.) Positro-

nium is the hydrogen like atom of an electron bound to a

positron. Its annihilation modes are indicated in Figure

6.1. Depending on the spin alignments, one either gets

the familiar two anti-parallel 511 keV photons or the 3-

photon orthopositronium continuum. The orthopositron-

ium continuum extends from 511 keV to 0 kcV having its
maximum value at 511 keV. In real detectors gamma-ray

are counted one a time, their energy measured and a spec-

trum accumulated. Real detectors all have a finite energy
resolution which determines the mininmm width which a

line like feature can have. A pure positronium spectrum

folded through detectors of degrading energy resolution is
shown in Figure 6.26 . The peak in the distribution even-

tually shifts to energies below 511 keV as more and more

of the continuum is included in the line in an asymmetric

fashion. This is purely an instrumental effect due to the

finite detector resolution. Practically what this means

is that observers are usually dealing with a low energy

tail on the annihilation line. In the most general case

one would expect, some combination of positronium and
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Figure 6.1: The annihilation modes of positronium.

"free" annihilalion which always gives 511 k_V photons.

Detailed calculations and laboratory simulation experi-
ments indicate that in H1 regions (neutral atomic hydro-
gen) and in cool molecular clouds a positronium fraction f

of _ 90% is expected (Guessoum et al., 1991; Brown and

Leventhal, 1987). 1lore f is defined as the fraction of inci-

dent positrons annihilating from the bound posilronium

state i.e. (positroninm/(positronium + free)).

6.2 OBSERVATIONS

Until quite recet,tly all of the "telescopes" were of a rather
primitive nature. Since mirrors don't work at. these en-

ergies the "telescopes" were simply arrays of detectors

and collimators. As a modern example the Gamma-

Ray Imaging Spectrometer (GRIS) balloon "telescol)e"

is shown in Figure 6.3. It is built around an array of 7

of the largest, available high purity Ge detectors (Tueller
et al., 1994). The detectors are operated as electrical

diodes and cooled to cryogenic temperatures to reduce

the leakage current. The gamma-ray energy generates

a large number of electron-hole pairs causing a current

to flow through the detector. The charge is integrated
and proportional to energy. A resolution of _ 2 keV is

achieved at 511 keY. Surrounding the Ge detectors is

an active anti-coincidence shield made from gamma-ray

sensitive Nal. NaI is a light scintillator (the gamma-ray

energy is conwerted to light, within the transparent crys-
tal) with an energy resolution of,-- 40 keV at 511 keV.

The amplitude of the light flash is measured with photo

multipliers attached to the crystal and is proportional to

gamma-ray energy. The shield is doing 3 things:

1. It defines the field-of view in this case 18o FWHM.

2. It suppresses less than full energy deposition events

in the Ge detectors. (There is a significant probability

that a fraction of the incident gamma-ray energy will be
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Figure 6.2: A pure positronium spectrum convoluted with degrading resolution functions. The broken line is the

3-photon ortho-positronium spectrum shown by itself.

Compton scattered out of the detector.)

3. It suppresses a large gamma-ray background generated

by cosmic-ray interactions.

Energetic cosmic-ray particles, mostly energetic protons,
are continually striking the atmosphere and the telescope

and creating secondary gamma-rays. GC annihilation

line spectra achieved in May and October of 1988 with
GRIS are shown in Figure 6.4. Data were accumulated

in alternating 20 minute target background segments al-

lowing the instrumental background to be determined
and subtracted before plotting in Figure 6.4. Line flux,

line width, and f values were determined by doing least-

squares curve fitting of the data to a function consist-

ing of a single Gaussian, a positronium continuum of
adjustable amplitude and an inverse power law contin-
uum. The sum of the squares of the deviations between

the observed data points and the theoretical model is

constructed (chi-squared) and minimized by varying the

adjustable parameters (Smith et al., 1995). The October

balloon flight was long enough to allow a pointing at a
target in the galactic plane but removed by 250 from the

GC. The off-center signal has almost completely disap-

peared confirming the fact that GRIS is studying a source
that is largely localized in the GC region. GRIS observed

the GC again in April and May of 1992 (Leventhal et al.,

1993). These results are shown in Figure 6.5. The line

fluxes appear to be intermediate between the 1988 val-
ues. All of the GRIS results are tabulated in Table 6.1.

A fundamental question to ask about the GRIS data set
is whether or not statistically significant changes in line

flux and line width are being observed with the implied

presence of a variable point source. (Astronomers often

make a light travel time argument which implies that an
astronomical source observed to vary in its emission on
a time scale t must be able to communicate with itself

on this same time scale and hence is less than ct in ex-

tent.) This question can be answered in a quantitative
way by assuming that GRIS is looking at statistical fluc-
tuations in the emission from a steady source. Weighted

mean quantities and chi-squared per degree of freedom

(the number of data points minus the number of variable

parameters) values for this simple model are indicated in
Table 6.1. The probability of getting chi-squared values

this large or larger by chance are 0.18 and 0.10 for the
lines fluxes and line widths, respectively (Smith et al.,

1995). Hence the evidence for source variability within
the GRIS data set alone is suggestive but not compelling.

We will see shortly that within the larger historical data

set the case for variability is much stronger.

Some of the telescopes involved in this saga have
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centraldetectorsmadefromNaI.Themostsensitiveof
theseis theOrientedScintillationSpectrometerExperi-
ment,(OSSE)currentlyflyingontheComptonGamma-
RayObservatory(Johnsonet al., 1993),launchedin
April 1991andshownin Figure6.6.Thefield-ofviewof
thisinstrumentis ,-_ 40 x 11 °. As of April of 1992 OSSE

had viewed the GC region for seven two-week observing
periods. The last period ended 3 days before the first

GRIS 1992 balloon flight. A typical OSSE GC spectrum

is shown in Figure 6.7 clearly indicating the annihilation

line and the positronium continuum (Purcell et al., 1993).

For its first two years of operation the OSSE data suggest
that they are looking at a steady source within a few de-

grees of the GC with flux ,-_ 2-3× 10 -4 photons cm-_s -1 ,
be it a point source, a diffuse source or some combination

(Purcell et al., 1993). This flux value is about a factor of

4 less than that reported by the near simultaneous GRIS

balloon flight and seems to be independent of the orien-
tation of the OSSE collimator. OSSE data obtained since

then continues to support this conclusion but has not yet
been published. One obvious conclusion to reach from

this comparison is that the GRIS data cannot be under-

stood in terms of emission from a single point source near

the GC. Additional information on the spatial extent of

the distribution has been obtained by OSSE pointing in

GRIS
SUPERNOVA

CONFICiURATION

4.04 m

Figure 6.3: A schematic diagram of the GRIS balloon

instrument (Tueller et al., 1994).
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Figure 6.4: Spectra and model fits in the vicinity of the

511 keV line for the 1988 GRIS observations (Gehreis
et al., 1991). The galactic plane observation was made
in the direction 1 = 3350 , b = 0°.

the galactic plane away from the GC as indicated in Fig-
ure 6.8. The innermost dotted curve is a model fit to a
point source at, the GC and the outermost solid curve is

a model fit to a disk plus spheroid model. Various model
fits to the data will be discussed below.

The complete history of these measurements

through April 1992 is shown in Figure 6.9. The verti-
cal axis is the point source equivalent flux which would

have produced the observed 511 keV signal. Each obser-
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for the 1992 GRIS observations (Leventhal et al., 1993).

vation is plotted with +/- 1 sigma (1 standard deviation)

statistical error bars only. The FWHM field-of view of

each instrument is indicated. Short horizontal bars indi-

cate experiments having central Ge detectors. Possible

systematic errors in the various experiments are thought

to be small and are ignored in the discussion to follow.

Many workers studying this data set have reached two

general conclusions. The first is that instruments with

larger fields-of view seem to be detecting larger signals.

The second is that the narrower field-of view Ge detec-

tors seem to be detecting a variable signal which per-

haps was high in the late 1970s, went low in the early

1980s and reappeared in the late 1980s. These conclu-

sions were formalized into a two-component model for

4 x II °

PHOSWICH

OSSE Detector

Figure 6.6: A schematic diagram of 1 of 4 identical OSSE

modules.
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Figure 6.7: The OSSE GC spectrum accumulated over

the period 13-24 July 1991 (Purcell et al., 1993).

the source by Lingenfelter and Ramaty (1989). They sug-

gested that the source contained a truly diffuse compo-

nent extended over the galactic disk probably due to the

radioactive byproducts of galactic supernovae and novae

(such as 56Co, 44Ti, 26A1 etc.) and a compact, variable

source located near the GC, probably an aecreting stel-

lar mass black hole producing pairs by gamma-gamma
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interactions in a relativistic plasma near the inner edge
of an accretion disk. Gas falling into a black hole will,
in general, carry some angular momentum with it and

first form a hot disk outside of the event horizon. It is

generally believed that about 10% of the mass energy of

accreted material is radiated away before disappearing
into the black hole. At temperatures above about 10s K

electron positron pairs are generated spontaneously by
the scattering of energetic photons offofeach other in the

hot plasma. A number of other sources of galactic disk
positrons have been considered in the past such as radio

pulsars and secondary cosmic-ray production but have ul-

timately been discarded because they do not produce suf-

ficient quantities. Recently Ozernoy has suggested that

star burst activity in the GC might contribute to the
central component.
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Figure 6.10: The Hexagone 1989 GC spectrum showing a
possible 170 keV backscattered feature (Lingenfelter and
Hua, 1991).

6.3 DISCUSSION

At the heart of the controversy surrounding this data set
is the need for a variable point source of narrow 511 keV

emission near the GC. The NaI gamma-ray spectrom-
eter on the Solar Maximum Mission, SMM, monitored

the GC source during January and February for most on

the decade of the 1980s (Share et al., 1990). While the

scatter in their results is more than one would expect
statistically, they concluded that their data set is consis-

tent with but does not require the presence of a variable

point source with time-averaged flux _ 4 × l0 -4 pho-
tons cm-2s -1. This conclusion has been reinforced by

the OSSE results which suggest steady emission for most

of 1991-93. However, the earlier Ge results (particularly

the Bell/Sandia and HEAO-3 results) seem inconsistent
with steady emission. An additional complication is a
controversial re-analysis of the HEAO-3 results which di-

minishes but does not eliminate the variability in the

HEAO-3 results (Mahoney et al., 1994). Indirect evi-

dence supporting the presence of a variable point sources

can also be found in the occasional detection of 170 keV

features in the GC spectra (see Figure 6.10). These have
been interpreted in terms of backscattered 511 keV line

photons from the inner edge on an accretion disk sur-
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Figure 6.11 The intensity distributions for the six as-

sumed models integrated over latitude (Smith et al.,

1993).

rounding a compact object (Lingenfelter and Hua, 1991;

Smith et al., 1993). However no such features have been

detected in the OSSE data set (Smith et al., 1995).

The OSSE team (Purcell et al., 1993) and a sec-

ond group based at Goddard Space Flight Center (Skibo

et al., 1992) have independently attempted to resolve

this controversy by doing model fits to the complete data

set.. Both groups agree that no single component model

based on previously obtained galactic distributions at

other wavelengths, which conceivably might be related

t.o the positron distribution, fits the data. The problems

are that the 511 keV line distribution is too strongly

peaked in the GC direction and the variability. The var-

ious distributions tried by the Goddard group are shown

in Figure 6.11. The nova (thought to be explosions on the

surface of accreting white dwarf stars in binary systems)

distribution is taken from Higdon and Fowler (1989) and

gave the best of the unsuccessful fits. This distribution

is also believed to be similar to the galactic Type la su-

pernova (thought to be disruptive explosions of accreting

white dwarf stars in binary systems) distribution. An

escape fraction of _ 1% for the 56Co positrons produced

m galactic Type la supernovae could account for much

of the observed distribution. The analytical form of the

20 (a) N+I_

o
--20 i z flux = 1.81 x 10 -4 "Y s- cm

100 0 - 100

I- ' ' ' / ' ' ° Y" [ "X, ' ' ' [ ° ' ' -'1
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Figure 6.12: Fitted contour maps of the 511 keV line

intensity in galactic longitude and latitude with an added

point source or an enhanced spheroid. The intensities

along the contours are 0.5, 1, 2.5, 5, 10 and 20 where

the outer contours represent the 0.5 x 10-aph cm-2s -1

intensity (Ramaty et al., 1994).

distribution is

e(p, z) = Nnexp[-44.5z 2- 0.297(p- RO) ]

for the disk, and by

e(R)=N, phexp[lO.093(1- \-_o,}(R'_I/4_]/J

[( R [1-
for the spheroid

x 1.25 _ R_<0.0aR®

o.o866o _ R > 0.0aR®

This indicates its disk plus spheroid (--, 8 ° FWHM)

nature. A more successful but still not completely sat-

isfactory (2 sigma) fit to the complete data set is ob-

tained either by significantly enhancing the intensity of

the spheroid component as preferred by the OSSE team

or by adding a GC point source as preferred by the God-

dard group. Contour maps of the fitted 511 keV line

intensity in galactic longitude and latitude are shown in

Figure 6.12. The total number of counts required in the

spheroidal component is about 4 times that in the disk

component , the total number of galactic annihilations

per second is ,_ 1043 and the flux from the central radian

of the galaxy is ,-_ 2 × 10 -3 photons ern-2s -1. Successful

models can also be obtained by adding a point source or

a spheroid to a number of the other one-component dis-

tributions. A basic conclusion to reach about the galactic

positron distribution is that it has a bright central com-

ponent (FWHM < 5 - 10 °) which has remained steady

over the last few years.
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The question of the existence of time variable nar-
row 511 keV line emission from the GC remains contro-

versial with the debate turning on how to include the ever

increasing number of OSSE observations in the fitting.
The inclusion of the large number of OSSE measurements

which show little variability on an equal footing with the
historical measurements seems to statistically reduce the

need for a variable source to about the 2 sigma level.

However those favoring an historically variable source ar-

gue that the OSSE results are just indicating that the
source has been steady in the recent past.

6.4 THE GREAT

ANNIHILATOR

A dramatic development in this saga took place on Octo-

ber 13-14, 1990 when the French SIGMA experiment (an
imaging NaI "telescope") on the Russian GRANT space-

craft detected an intense 1 day long burst of annihilation
radiation from the X-ray source 1E1740.7-2942, a stellar

mass black hole candidate located in the galactic plane at

an angular distance of 0.9 ° from the GC (Bouchet et al.,
1991; Sunyaev et al., 1991). In Figure 6.13 we show this

transient feature superposed upon the continuum seen of-

ten from this highly variable source. A broad annihilation

line feature with flux _ 1.3 × 10 -2 photons cm-2s -1 cen-

tered at _ 480 keV with a FWHM of _ 240 keV is appar-
ent. This broad feature is clearly different from the his-

torically observed 511 keV galactic line discussed above,
which is much narrower, much less intense and centered

exactly on 511 keV. The continuum shown in Figure

6.13 is thought to come directly from the hot plasma in

an accretion disk and is best fit by the Coml)tonized disk
model of Sunyaev and Titarchuk (1980) with an electron

temperature of 30-60 keV and an optical depth 1-2. This

spectrum is similar in shape and intrinsic luminosity with

that seen often from the classic black hole candidate Cyg
X-1. It should be pointed out however that a number of

other workers viewing the 1E1740.7-2942 source at other

times have not been able to detect transient line features

near 511 keV(Harris et al., 1994; Jung et al., 1995).
Since the detection of the broad annihilation feature

from the 1E1740.7-2942 source it has been the leading
candidate for the variable, narrow 511 keV GC feature.

It was quickly pointed out that this source is aligned with

a dense (n --_ 105 crn -3) giant molecular cloud (Bally and
Leventhal, 1991). A contour map of the 13(70 emission

from the GC region showing gas in the velocity range -

200 to -100 krn s-lis shown in Figure 6.14. This cloud

is dense enough to slow down and annihilate energetic

positrons on a time scale of about 1 year and cold enough
to yield a narrow 511 keV line. Hence Ramaty et ai.,

1992, suggested that positrons injected impulsively into
the cloud from the 1E source could account for the histor-
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obtained by SIGMA on 1990 October 13 (crosses); the

spectrum derived from 1990 March/April (diamonds) is
shown for comparison (Bouchet et al., 1991).

ically variable results. In this model the thermally broad-

ened features arises from positrons stopping promptly in

the inner region of a hot (T ,-_ l0 s K) and dense accre-
tion disk surrounding the black hole. The apparent red-

shift requires the annihilation region to be closer than
--- 10 Schwarzschild radii from a stellar mass black hole.

Roughly equal numbers of positrons annihilating in the

disk and escaping into the cloud coupled with a duty cy-

cle of a few percent for the broad line state are required

to make such a model work. It is interesting to note that
a simple Bondi-Hoyle accretion calculation indicates that

the system could be powered by accretion directly from

the molecular cloud rather than from a stellar compan-
ion. Dust obscuration in the galactic plane (50 mag in the

visible) severely hampers the search for an optical com-

panion. Nevertheless no companion has been found to

17th magnitude K band suggesting that the companion

is not a giant star as in the case of Cyg X-137.

A recent series of remarkable Very Large Array
(VLA) of radio telescopes in Socorro New Mexico obser-

vations, by Mirabel et al., 1992 and his colleagues, have
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establishedtileexistenceof ahighlyvariable,nonthermal
radiocounterpartof the 1Esourcewhichin manyre-
spectsexhibits"microquasar"likeproperties.(Quasars,
QSOs,arethemostluminousobjectsin theknownuni-
verse.Theyarebelievedto bethenucleiof youngac-
tivegalaxies,AGN'sandoftenexhibitvariabilityandjet
like morphologyemanatingfromanunresolvedcentral
core. They are widely believed to be massive, accreting
black hole engines. See Table 6.2.) The central radio

source was unambiguously identified by demonstrating

correlated X-ray and radio variability (by about a factor

of 4). The radio spectrum was similar to that of Cyg X-I,

following a power law with variable index _ - 0.8. In fact
the best argument that the 1E source is an accreting stel-
lar mass black hole system is the similarity of its X-ray

and radio spectrum with that of Cyg X-1. Perhaps the
most surprising discovery is the detection of twin radio

jets and lobes emanating from a central radio source. See

Figure 6.15. Mirabel and Rodriguez (1994) have deter-
mined that the particles in the jets from the October 1990

flare are moving at _ 0.9c and will reach the outer lobes
at the tip of the jets by the end of 1994. The jets which
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Figure 6.14' A contour map of laCO emission around the

position of 1E1740.7-294223. The position of 1E1740.7-
2942 is indicated by a star.
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Figure 6.15: The radio jet morphology of the 1E source.
The thin solid lines are the 6 crn VLA contour map

(Mirabel et al., 1992) overlayed on the tlCO+ contours
of the molecular cloud along the line of sight.

are about 0.5 arcmin in extent or about 1 pc at the GC

distance are probably due to synchrotron emission from

e+e - pairs streaming out at high velocities from the high

energy source. Similar radio morphology has also been
detected from a second black hole candidate GRS1758-

258 removed about 5o from the GC although no anni-

hilation radiation has yet been detected from it. Chen,

Gehrels, and Leventhal (1994) have concluded that the

1E black hole is likely to have a stellar companion with
a mass less than 9 Mo and that the accretion is mainly

from the ISM. They also suggest that the bipolar jets are

composed of a combination of e+e - pairs and ordinary

matter.

6.5 CONCLUSIONS

It is tempting to try and tie together the entire his-

tory of variable annihilation radiation from the GC center

with the model indicated in Figure 6.16. Here we have a
stellar mass black hole slowly moving through and aceret-

ing material from a giant molecular cloud near the GC.
Instabilities in the accretion process temporarily produce

a relativistic pair plasma. Some of the positrons annihi-

late promptly within a few hundred kilometers of the

black hole producing the broad line observed by SIGMA.
Some fraction of the e+e - pairs will be accelerated by

radiation pressure and collimated perhaps by magnetic
fields or an accretion disk. These pairs streaming away

at relativistic velocities will produce the aligned radio

jets observed with the VLA. After spending several years

traversing the jets the positrons will eventually slow down

and annihilate in high density clumps in the molecular
cloud on a time scale of 1 year giving rise to the variable

narrow line seen historically (Misra and Melia, 1993).
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Table6.1:GRISgalacticCenterRegion511keVLineResults
Flight
1988May1
1988Oct29
1992April 26
1992May7
WeightedMean

Flux(photonscm-2s -z )
(7.5 + 1.7) × 10-4

(11.8+ 1.6) × 10 -4

(7.7 5: 1.2) × 10 -4
(8.9 5: 1.1) × 10 -4

(8.8 5: 0.7) × 10 -4

FWHM (keV) Centroid (keV)
__<3.6 511.465:0.38

2.9 5:0.6 510.97 5:0.26

t.3 :t: 0.7 511.34 5:0.18
3.65:1.0 511.375:0.30

2.5 5:0.4

Chi-Squared 1.65 (3 D. O. F.)
Probability 0.18

2.29 (2 D. O. F.)
0.10

Positrons reaching dilute regions of the molecular cloud
or other dilute components of the ISM will slow down

and annihilate on a much longer time scale giving rise to
a quasi-steady source which is perhaps what the OSSE
experiment is observing. A crucial piece of observational

data remains to be achieved before this exciting model
can be taken seriously, namely a clear association of the
1E source with a narrow 511 keV line. SIGMA searches

for such a line have only yielded upper limits of a few
x l0 -4 photons cm -2 s -1 so far. However some new

support for such a model has recently been produced by

rlSaeller, Purcell, and Leventhal (private communication).
There have only been two OSSE scans of the GC taken

with the collimator perpendicular to the galactic plane.

This scanning mode should give the highest spatial reso-

lution for determining the galactic longitude centroid of

the 511 keV distribution. The result is shown in Figure

J
Ipe

1

Figure 6.16: Schematic diagram for the "Great Annihi-

lator" as a microquasar source of GC positrons (Mirabel
et al., 1992).
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Figure 6.17: OSSE scans of the GC 511 keV line along

the plane with the long dimension of the collimator per-

pendicular to the plane. The peak emission is 4.1 sigma
off of the GC. The data are fit with a 4 ° FWHM, trian-
gular response.

6.17. The error bars indicate the statistical uncertainty

on]y which is believed to be the dominant uncertainty.
Clearly the peak of the distribution is not at the GC

but is shifted off to negative longitude by an amount

consistent with the location of the 1E source. A bright
GC spheroid component might well be due to one or a

small number of black hole systems periodically injecting
positrons into the interstellar medium. In this regard it is
interesting to point out that a second transient annihila-

tion line source has been detected in the archival HEAO

A4 data set by Briggs (1991). This source is removed in

latitude by about; 140 from the GC. The idea that accret-
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Table 6.2: Quasar and 1E Properties

Property Quasar 1E1740.7-2942

Mbh --, 10 s-s Mo ,-_ 101-2 Mo

Size _ 106 _ lOty

Lz-ray _ 10_ erg s-1 _ 1037 erg S -1

Lradio _ 1044 erg s -1 ,_ 1030 erg s -1

ing black hole systems can generate bursts of positrons
is also substantiated by the detection of a transient anni-
hilation line from Nova Musca (Goldwurm et al., 1992).

It seems more than coincidental that all of the essential

ingredients of an AGN or a QSO seem to be present in
the 1E source i.e. a black hole, an accretion disk and

collimated radio jets although all are greatly reduced in

scale. Table 6.2 compares some of the fundamental prop-

erties of a quasar and the 1E source. Perhaps nature has

indeed provided us with a microquasar right here in the

Milky-Way.
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Chapter 7

PULSARS: PERSPECTIVES FROM

X-RAYS AND GAMMA-RAYS

ALICE K. HARDING

Laboratory for High Energy Astrophysics

NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD 20771

ABSTRACT

With the increased sensitivity of gamma-ray detectors on the Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory

(CGRO) the number of presently known gamma-ray pulsars has grown. The new detections are
beginning to provide clues to the origin of the high-energy radiation in the form of emerging patterns
and correlations among observed quantities such as gamma-ray efficiency and spectral index vs. age.

But there are still many questions about the location of the emission and its relation to the radio,

optical and X-ray pulses. This chapter will describe some of the basic physics of pulsars and their

high-energy emission.
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7.1 INTRODUCTION

Since their serendipitous discovery in 1967 (Hewish et al.

1968) during radio observations of sources of interplan-

etary scintillation, more than 500 radio pulsars have

been detected. Presently, seven have been discovered to

pulse at gamma-ray energies and ten have pulsed emis-

sion at X-ray energies. The Crab and Vela pulsars, the

two youngest, have been known gamma-ray pulsars for

nearly two decades. Both show pulsed enfission up to

several GeV, and the Crab has unpulsed emission up to

at least several TeV. Increased sensitivity of detectors

on the Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory (CGRO) has

now tripled the number of gamma-ray pulsars. These

detections provides new clues to the origin of the high-

energy radiation, which is a powerful source of informa-

tion on the acceleration of particles in the pulsar magne-

tosphere and thus on the origin of emission at all other

wavelengths.

This lecture is intended to be a summary of and an

introduction to the high-energy emission from pulsars.

This emission is the most direct way to study the produc-

tion of the high energy particles by a pulsar. Gammarays

are the "smoking gun" that tell us that these particles

must exist. In addition, the pulsed-radiation efficiency

reaches a maximum at the highest energies, which is an

incredible 30% of the rotational energy loss in PSR1055-

52 (Thompson, Chapter 4). Therefore, high-energy emis-

sion is also an important part of the pulsar energy budget.

A brief summary of the basic model for pulsars

based on a rotating, magnetized neutron star will be

given in the next section, followed by a discussion of the

high-energy emission, including the physics of the radi-

ation processes thought to be operating and the current

acceleration and emission models. A number of reference

books on pulsars give a good background on the observa-

tional aspects of radio pulsars (Manchester and Taylor,

1977; Lyne et al., 1990) and on the theoretical aspects

of pulsar magnetospheres (Michel, 1991). However, the

models for high energy emission and acceleration are still

being developed and compared to the data, so we do not

yet have a clear picture of how pulsars radiate.

7.2 THE ROTATING

NEUTRON STAR MODEL

The periods of observed pulsars lie in the range 1.5 ms

- 4.3 s and are remarkably stable to 1 part in 107. Such

stability requires a compact object with high inertia, ei-

ther a neutron star or white dwarf. Stellar pulsation

is ruled out because the expected periods would be too

short (--_ ms) for neutron stars and too slow for white

dwarfs. Orbital motion in a binary system is also ruled

out for white dwarfs, because the period would be too

long, and for neutron stars because gravitational radia-

tion would cause the orbit to decay too quickly. Finally,

, rotation of a white dwarf can be ruled out because a 10

ms period would cause break up of the star due to cen-

trifugal forces at the surface. Thus, by process of elim-

ination, it is believed that pulsars are rotating neutron

stars. This model has been adopted as the explanation

for pulsar periods and has held up for over two decades to

numerous tests and predictions. The most fundamental

prediction (Gold, 1968; Gunn and Ostriker, 1969) is that

pulsar periods should undergo a secular increase as a re-

sult of the torque from magnetic dipole radiation. This

dipole radiation causes a rotational energy loss (Shapiro

and Teukolsky, 1983)

E = B 2 sin a_4R 6 = lgt_ (7.1)
6c 3

where Bo, _2, R and 1 are the surface magnetic field

strength, rotation frequency, radius, and moment of in-

ertia of the neutron star and _ is the angle between the

spin axis and magnetic dipole axis Figure 7.1. All pul-

sars exhibit period increases at rates consistent with that

expected for magnetic dipole radiation.

Expressing the change in pulsar rotation frequency

in terms of a "braking index" n

f_ = -I_'_ _ (7.2)

one can differentiate this equation to obtain an expression

for ?1

n = _ (7.3)

that involves only directly measurable quantities. The

braking indices measured for several pulsars, including

the Crab (n = 2.515, Growth, 1975) and PSR1509-58 (n

= 2.83, Manchester eta]., 1985), are near but. slightly

below the braking index n = 3 for magnetic dipole radia-

tion from Equation (7.1). The fact that n is observed to

be less than 3 may be due to the distortion of the field

by plasma near the light cylinder, e/f_, where the coro-

tation velocity reaches the speed of light. Integration of

Equation (7.2) allows us to derive a "characteristic age"

for spindowu of the pulsar

r - -Q 1 - (7.4)
(n - 1)D _//

If we assume that the initial spin frequency of the pulsar,

f_i >> D, and n -- 3 for dipole spin-down, one obtains the

commonly used formula, r __ P/2/_. This is an upper

limit to the true age of a pulsar because there are other

mechanisms, such as gravitational radiation, which can

contribute to the rotational energy loss.

The identification of the rotational energy loss of

a pulsar with magnetic dipole radiation in Equation
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(7.1) also allows an indirect measure of the surface field

strength

.._ (3Ic3p/5_ 1/2

Zo_ \ ) (7.5)

where P = 27r/_ is the pulsar period. Observed values
of P and /5 for most of the pulsars gives Bo between 1011

and l013 G, for assumed values of I (_ 1045 g cm 2) and

f_ (_ 106 cm) consistent with neutron star equations of

state.

\

\

\

B

Figure 7.1: Schematic illustration of pulsar magneto-
sphere: dashed lines are the null charge surface (ft • B =

0), the + and - symbols indicate the sign of the corota-

tion charge; light shaded areas are the closed field regions;
dark shaded areas are the active outer gaps. RLC = c/_

is the light cylinder.

The concept of a charge-filled neutron star magne-

tosphere was born of the observation by Goldreich and

Julian (1969) that if one assumed that a rotating mag-
netized star were surrounded by a vacuum, the derived

component of the induced electric field parallel to the

magnetic field at the surface

v × B _ R Bo (7.6)Ell -_ __ =
C C

would produce a force on a charged particle much larger

than the gravitational force. Thus, charges of one sign

would be pulled from the surface to short out the Ell and
make E . B = 0, so that an observer not rotating with the

star will see only a component of E perpendicular to B.

The resulting E x B drift, velocity of the charges causes

the plasma to corotate with the neutron star. The charge

density which maintains corotation of both the plasma

and the magnetic field is obtained by solving V-E =

41rpe with the condition E. B - 0 and is known as the
corotation or Goldreich-Julian charge density

$t.B
(7.7)

P_ - 21rc

Pulling primarily one sign of charge from both polar caps

would charge up the neutron star, an undesirable result,

unless the charge were being simultaneously replaced.
While it is believed that pulsars must maintain current

closure, how this happens is one of the major unsolved

problems in pulsar physics. (See Michel, 1991.)
The plasma can maintain corotation only out to the

light cylinder, RLC = _/c, beyond which the field lines
are distorted by the plasma into an open toroidat config-

uration. This open field plus plasma forms a wind that

flows away from the pulsar at a relativistic speed, and

carries a Poynting flux nearly equal to that carried by

an electromagnetic dipole wave. The open dipole field
lines, those which intersect the light cylinder, map out

a polar cap region at the neutron star surface about the

magnetic axis which has an opening angle

sin Opt = (7.8)

Particle acceleration and radiation will occur in the open

field region and will thus define the geometry of the

pulsed emission.

7.3 HIGH ENERGY EMISSION

Models for pulsar gamma-ray emission divide into two

classes: the so-called polar cap and outer gap models.

Gamma-rays can originate from any location in the pul-

sar magnetosphere where particles are accelerated to high

energies. The polar cap model (Sturrock, 1971; Daugh-
erty and Harding, 1982) assumes that acceleration takes

place near the neutron star surface at the magnetic poles,

a picture generally supported by studies of radio emis-
sion properties. The outer gap model (Cheng, Ho, and

Ruderman, 1986) assumes that particles are accelerated

in the outer magnetosphere, in vacuum gaps that de-

velop along null charge surfaces. In both cases, elec-

tromagnetic cascades develop, creating large numbers of

electron-positron pairs which radiate most of the ob-

served gamma-rays. The pairs produced in these cas-
cades may be responsible for radiating the observed emis-

sion at other wavelengths, such as X-ray, optical, and ra-
dio. It is believed that electron-positron pairs may be re-

quired for production of the radio emission by a coherent

radiation process, possibly coherent curvature radiation

by particle bunches.
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7.3.1 Acceleration

The potential drop across the open field lines, found by

integrating Equation (7.6) from the magnetic pole to the
edge of the polar cap Equation (7.8), provides an upper

limit on pulsar acceleration

2rr)Vp¢= -_ BoR 3= 10 la eV BI:_P-2 (7.9)

where B12 = Bo/lO 12 G. In the standard (Goldreich-

Julian) model for a pulsar magnetosphere, the charges

can only undergo drift perpendicular to the magnetic
field to enforce corotation. The magnetosphere is force-

free (i.e., no acceleration of particles) because the mag-

netic field lines are equipotentials and there is no parallel

electric field. In the frame corotating with the plasma
there is no electric field at all. How then does particle

acceleration take place to generate the observed emis-

sion? Acceleration and, therefore, gamma-ray emission

can take place only in parallel electric fields caused by
local departures from force-free conditions. In polar cap

models, these departures from the corotation charge oc-

cur above the magnetic poles; in the outer gap models

they occur in the outer magnetosphere. These possibil-
ities are not mutually exclusive', acceleration could be

taking place in both regions of the magnetosphere in the

same pulsar.

There have been several suggested ways of causing

acceleration due to an Ell near or above the polar cap.

One early model by Ruderman and Sutherland (1975)
proposed that it would be easier to pull electrons than

ions from the neutron star surface, due to the higher ion

work function, causing a depletion of charge and result-

ing potential drop near the surface of one pole. More re-

cent calculations of the ion work function (Flowers et al.,

1977) give lower values than that assumed by Ruderman

and Sutherland, so that the surface vacuum gaps may

not grow as easily. However, Arons and Scharlemann
(1979) realized that even with a free supply of both signs

of charge, the constraint that the particles move along

curved field lines will cause the supply of charge to fall

short of the corotation charge along those magnetic field

lines curving toward the rotation axis (favorably curved),
allowing parallel electric fields to grow. Acceleration oc-

curs only over half of the polar cap in the original pic-

ture, with acceleration to the highest energies occurring

in "slot gaps" or in a narrow range of magnetic colati-

tudes where pair production is minimal. However, the

general relativistic effect of inertial frame dragging near

the neutron star surface produces an additional Eli (Mus-
limov and Tsygan, 1992) even along unfavorably curved

field lines, which could substantially change any polar
cap acceleration model.

In these models, growth of accelerating potential is
always self-limited, ultimately by electron-positron pair

production in the strong magnetic field (see next section),

since pairs can short out Ell. In the Arons-Scharlemann
model, the strong variation of pair production optical

depth with magnetic colatitude across the polar cap leads

to the formation of "slot gaps," where the pair produc-
tion optical depth is minimal and where acceleration to

the highest energies occurs (Arons, 1983). The resulting
maximum polar cap potential available for acceleration

in the slot gap gives approximately

"_ ns/21 (7.10)_PC - 1.7 _, 1012V p-3/s P > 0.02 _12

Due to the dependence of both the Eli and the pair pro-
duction optical depth on P and B, the potential drop
along B is, at most, weakly dependent on these parame-
ters.

Vacuum gaps may grow in the outer magnetosphere

along null charge surfaces, which separate regions of the

opposite sign of the corotation charge. Along unfavorably
curved open field lines threading this surface (see Fig-

ure 7.1) charges of one sign will escape through the light

cylinder and cannot be replaced because charge coming

from the polar cap below has the opposite sign. Parti-

cles can be accelerated by the resulting Ell in the gap to
energies limited by curvature radiation reaction (Cheng,
Ho, and Ruderman, 1986). The maximum gap potential
(Ho, 1989) depends on several free parameters that in-

clude the gap height a, the length L and the radius of

curvature of the field lines Pc. If one takes a = 0.5p_

and p,. = L = el12, then the maximum gap acceleration

voltage is

(bog _ 8 x 1011VB12 P -2 (7.11)

and the curvature radiation reaction limited primary en-

ergy is

- 131/4p -1/4 (7.12)_ 5 x 107 _1_

Thus, the outer gaps are capable of achieving somewhat

higher particle acceleration energies than the polar cap.

7.3.2 Gamma-Ray Emission in Polar

Cap Models

If the accelerated primary particles reach energies of 3'

106 , then curvature radiation losses

dt - 3 mc 3 -_ 74 (7.13)

will dominate, as the particles move along field lines with

radius of curvature, pc. The curvature radiation spec-

trum of the primary accelerated particles is a power law

that extends to the critical energy

E¢ = 3 c73 (7.14)
2 p_
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abovewhichit cutsoffexponentially.If 7 _ 106, inverse

Compton scattering of X-rays, either nonthermal cascade
emission or thermal emission from a hot polar cap, will

be more important. More specifically, the energy loss for
curvature radiation of an electron moving parallel to a

magnetic field with radius of curvature P6 -- Pc/107 cm
will exceed the energy loss due to non-magnetic inverse

Compton scattering of blackbody radiation at tempera-
ture 716 -= T/106 K, which is valid for 7 _ 104 in fields

around 1012 G (Dermer, 1990), when

"Ycurv _ 2 × 106pTT_ (7.15)

At 50 g "_ g 104, resonant Compton scattering will be

important because the soft photons at temperatures near
106 K will be blueshifted into the cyclotron resonance in

the electron rest frame, greatly enhancing the scattering

cross section and thus the energy loss rate (Daugherty

and Harding, 1989; Dermer, 1989).

OPEN B

FIELD LI

NEUTRON STAR SURFACE

Figure 7.2: Schematic illustration of pulsar polar cap cas-
cade initiated by curvature radiation of primary acceler-

ated electron.

The accelerated particles will radiate gamma-rays

by curvature radiation, by inverse Compton scattering, or

by a combination of both. These photons then pair pro-
duce by the process, 7 _ e+ e-, in the strong magnetic

field. This process, known as magnetic or one-photon

pair production, occurs only in very high magnetic fields
when the product of the photon energy Ew, angle to the
field sin 0 and field strength B satisfy both the approx-

imate condition (Erber, 1966; Daugherty and Harding,

1983)
E_ sin 0 B

me 2 Bet _ 0.1 (7.16)

where Bcr = 4.413 × 1013 G is the critical field strength

for quantum effects to become important, and the thresh-

old condition, E-_ > 2mc2/sin 0. The pairs are produced
in excited Landau states that decay by emission of syn-

chrotron photons, many of which will also produce pairs.

The cascade will continue reprocessing and thus softening

the primary emission spectrum until the photons escape.

Figure 7.2 shows an illustration of a polar cap pair cas-

cade initiated by curvature radiation.

These pair cascades are the basis for models of the

high energy emission from the polar cap. The predicted
spectrum is made up of photons that are produced in the

cascade and escape from the magnetosphere. One impor-

tant prediction of the polar cap models is a cutoff of the
emission around a few GeV due to magnetic pair produc-

tion. In fact, such a sharp turnover is seen ill the spectra
of most of the observed pulsars and may be an indication

that the gamma-radiation originates in the strong field

region. The gamma-ray emission pattern from each po-

lar cap will be a hollow cone centered on the magnetic

pole. In both curvature radiation and inverse Compton
initiated pair cascades, the emission peaks at the polar

cap rim where the field line radius of curvature is small-
est. Thus, an observer viewing emission from a single

pole may see a pulse profile with a single broad peak
or two narrower peaks (Daugherty and Harding, 1994;
Sturner and Definer, 1994), depending on the viewing

angle to the magnetic axis. Observers viewing emission

from both poles (which requires a large obliquity angle

a) will see two narrow peaks always separated by 180 °.

Pulse profiles like those seen in the Crab and Vela pul-
sars (see Thompson, Chapter 8), where the two peaks are

separated in pulse phase by 140 o must be produced by

single-pole emission when the obliquity angle c_ is com-

parable to the polar cap angle 0p_ Equation (7.8).

7.3.3 Gamma-Ray Emission in the Outer

Gap Model

Unlike the case in polar cap models, the magnetic fields

in the outer gap are too weak for one-photon pair produc-

tion to play a significant role in the cascade. Instead, the

curvature photons undergo photon-photon pair produc-
tion with thermal X-rays from the polar caps (as in the

case of Vela or Geminga) or nonthennal X-rays produced

by the cascade pairs (as in the Crab). In the Crab pul-

sar, the gamma-ray emission is produced by synchrotron
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self-Comptonradiationfromthepairs,withtheloweren-
ergypartofthespectrumdominatedbythesynchrotron
componentandthe higherenergyspectrumdominated
by inverseCompton. In Vela-like pulsars with periods

around 0.1 s, the gaps are at larger radii, the gap mag-
netic fields are weaker, and the pairs do not radiate much

synchrotron emission. The spectra of these pulsars will
be primarily curvature radiation.

The gamma-ray pulse profiles from the outer gaps
are considerably more complicated than those from the

polar caps. Detailed pulse profiles from cascade calcula-

tions in the outer gap model have not been computed,

but the profiles based on a simple outer gap geometry

have been studied (Chiang and Romani, 1992; Romani
and Yadigaroglu, 1995). Most of the observed radiation

comes from the two outer gaps closest to the star, as

shown by the shaded regions in Figure 7.1. The emission

from gap accelerated particles is beamed along the mag-

netic field lines bordering the closed field regions and is

thus radiated in a fan beam having a larger solid angle
than polar cap emission. Because electron-positron pairs

are accelerated in opposite directions in the gap, an ob-
server, depending on orientation, may see one or both

beams of radiation from one or both gaps. Thus, up to

four peaks in the pulse profile may be visible. Two peaks

with phase separation of 140 ° is fairly easy to generate.

7.3.4 Energetics and Efficiency

There are presently six known gamma-ray pulsars de-
tected by CGRO, but one of these, PSR1509-58, is de-

tected only at energies below about 4 MeV. Another

of these, Geminga, identified as a pulsar by ROSAT

(Halpern and Holt, 1992) at the location of the mys-
terious COS-B point source of that name and confirmed

by EGRET (Bertsch et al., 1992), is radio-quiet. The
five pulsars detected above 100 MeV are listed in Ta-

ble 7.1 with their maximum luminosity as derived from

the observed flux by assuming an emission solid angle

of 1 steradian. Also shown is the gamma-.ray efficiency,
r/_(> 100 MeV ) - L-y(> 100 ieV )/E or the frac-

tion of the dipole spin-down power,/_, radiated in pulsed

gamma-rays. Unfortunately, our lack of knowledge of the

emission solid angle introduces an uncertainty of possibly

an order of magnitude or more in the actual gamma-ray
luminosity as well as in other quantities derived from it,

such as in the gamma-ray efficiency. Despite this un-

certainty, there is a striking trend among the observed

gamma-ray pulsars that the efficiency increases with ap-
parent age, r = P/2P. This trend is actually expected

in polar cap models because the gamma-ray luminosity

should be proportional to the current of primary parti-

cles from the polar caps which flow out in the open field

line region,

Np __ 2p, rrR_c/e- _R3B°
ec

: 2.7)< 10a°s-lBz2P -2 (7.17)

where p_ is the corotation charge density, R v =

R(12R/c) 1/2 is the polar cap radius. Values of/Vv for the
known gamma-ray pulsars are listed in Table 7.1. The

total power available for pulsed gamma-rays is Ltot -_

NpEp, where Ep is the energy to which primary parti-

cles are accelerated. Since E (x B2p -4 Equation (7.1),
then qn o( ra/2P, if Ep is assumed to be only weakly de-

pendent on B and P and B _x (pp)l/2 Equation (7.5).

This dependence is somewhat modified by magnetic pair
production attenuation of the high energy portion of the

gamma-ray spectrum and the predicted efficiency (Hard-
ing, 1981) is r/_ c( rlap 1"3. Figure 7.3 shows that the

five high-energy gamma-ray pulsars do fit this relation

reasonably well, although there is some uncertainty in

the distance to Geminga, as well as possible dispersion

in the emission solid angle. (A solid angle of 1 sr has
been assumed for all of the pulsars.)
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Figure 7.3: Efficiency vs. apparent age for known
gamma-ray pulsars.

Requirements on the energy to which the primary

particles, must be accelerated come from comparing
Ltot "2_ NpEp to the observed gamma-ray luminosities.

For an emission solid angle of 4_r, primary energies must

be at least several hundred TeV, which is much larger
than the estimated polar cap potential drops but which is
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Table 7.1: Observed Gamma-Ray Pulsars

PSR P E L_a _ r/-y Np

(s) (erg/s) (erg/s) (s- 1)
Crab 0.033 4.8 × 1038 3.9 × 1034 8.2 x 10 -5 1 x 1034

Vela 0.089 7.2 × 1036 1.7 × 1034 2.3 × 10 -3 1.4 x 1033

1706-44 0.102 3.6 × 1036 2.6 x 1034 7.3 × 10 -3 8 × 1032

1951+32 0.039 3.7 × 1036 1.4 x 1034 4 × 103 1.7 × 1033

Geminga 5 0.237 3.5 × 1034 2.2 x 1033 6.3 x 10 -2 8 x 1031
1055-52 0.197 3.1 × 1034 9.2 × 1033 0.30 7.3 × 1031

aFrom observed flux > 100 MeV(Thompson et al., 1994), assuming

1 sr solid angle
bDistance of 100 pc is assumed

achievable in outer gap models. However, polar cap mod-

els would predict a higher degree of beaming and only
tens of TeV are required if the solid angle is 1 steradian.

7.4 POLAR CAP HEATING

AND THERMAL X-RAY

EMISSION

In models where high-energy gamma-rays produce pair

cascades, some fraction of these particles will be accel-
erated toward the stellar surface and will heat the polar

cap. Thus, this process will add to any other heating

or cooling that may be present to produce thermal X-

rays. The contribution from polar cap heating has been
estimated for both polar cap and outer gap accelerators

and can be compared to observed X-ray fluxes and can

also be extrapolated to make predictions for fluxes from

millisecond pulsars.
In the polar cap. model where electrons are accel-

erated along favorably curved magnetic field lines, the

break down of Ell occurs in a thin "pair formation front,"
above which E • B = 0. The fraction of the total number

of positrons produced by the accelerated primary elec-
trons that are produced in the pair formation front and
which can be accelerated back toward the neutron star

surface is small. Consequently, the energy going into po-

lar cap heating in this model is smaller than the energy
radiated directly in nonthermal emission. Arons (1981a)
estimates that the X-ray luminosity from polar cap heat-

ing is

LPxC__2× 1026p-27/SB12erg s -1 P> P1D

L_ c '__ 1 × 1029 _r)-9/5 u12r_2/5erg s -1 P < P1D (7.18)

r_s/21 is the period below which a one-where P1D = .03 _12
dimensional model of the acceleration zone may be used.

Arons (1981b) finds that positron trapping may be im-

portant in pulsars with weaker magnetic fields and longer
periods, which would significantly increase the estimated
luminosities in Equation (7.18).

Electrons and positrons produced in cascades in the

outer gaps are accelerated in opposite directions along

open field lines that are connected to the polar caps. Be-

cause the outer gap acceleration is radiation reaction-
limited, half of all of the particles produced in the gaps
are accelerated toward the star and will heat the polar

caps. Therefore, the X-ray luminosity due to polar cap

heating can be comparable to the gamma-ray luminosity.
An estimate of the X-ray luminosity from polar heating

in the outer gap model is given by (CHR; Halpern and

Ruderman, 1993)

Lx g _ E(R) )Qg _- 2 x 1031 p-5/3 B12 erg s -1 (7.19)

where /Vg is the maximum pair flux directed toward the

polar cap from an outer gap accelerator (basically the
Goldreich-Julian current) and E(Ro) is the energy per

particle at the polar cap after curvature radiation losses.

E(Ro) depends on train, the radius at the inner edge of

the gap which decreases with increasing c_. An average
value of rmm -- 0.5 RLC was assumed to obtain Equation

(7.19). However, tl-,e polar cap heating luminosity may
be somewhat smaller than the estimate given in Equation

(7.19) since it also will depend on the pitch angles of the

particles as they come out of the accelerator.
Table 7.2 compares the predicted luminosities for

the polar cap and outer cap models to the observed X-ray
luminosities of those pulsars with pulsed thermal emis-

sion. The general trend is for the predicted outer gap
luminosities to be higher than observed and for the pre-

dicted polar cap luminosities to be too low. However, the

polar cap (as well as the outer gap) luminosity is higher
than observed for the single millisecond pulsar which has

detected X-ray emission, J4037-4715. In general, X-ray

luminosity due to sources other than polar cap heating
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Table7.2:PredictedX-raysfromPolarCapHeating

X-RAYLUMINOSITY (erg s -1)
Observed a Predicted

PSR Polar Cap b Outer Gap e
0833-45 5 × 1031 4 × 1030 4 × 1033

0656+14 6 × 1032 3 × 1028 4 × 1032

Geminga d 8 × 1030 6 x 1028 3 X 1032

1055-52 4 × 1033 7 × 1028 3 × 1032

1929+10 _ 1 × 1029 2 × 1028 1 × 1032

J0437-4715 1 - 3 x 10a° 7 x 1031 9 x 1031

from Ogelman (1994), and references therein
6 Arons (1981a) and Equation (7.18)

c Halpern and Ruderman (1993) and Equation (7.19)
assmning a distance of 100 pc

Yancopoulos and Helfand (1994)

will be present. Thermal emission from initial cooling of

the neutron star and emission due to internal heating
from friction between the neutron star superfluid and

crust (Shibazaki and Lamb, 1989; lhneda et al., 1993)
both decrease with increasing age. The observed X-ray

emission from several of the younger pulsars (Vela and

0656+14) could be due primarily to initial cooling (Ogel-
man, 1994). The observed ratio of X-ray to gamma-ray

luminosity of Geminga is explained very well by Arons'

(1981a) polar cap heating model (Harding et al., 1993),
but to produce the X-ray luminosity from polar cap heat-

ing alone requires its distance to be around 40 pc. Fits to

spectra of magnetized atmospheres (Meyer et al., 1994)

(which deviate from blackbody spectra) are compatible
with Geminga being at such distances, nmch closer than

the distance limits derived from blackbody fits (Halpern
and Ruderman, 1993). The luminosity observed from

30437-4715, whose age is 8 x l0 s 9v, is well above that

predicted for both initial cooling or for internal frictional

heating and so must be due t.o polar cap heating and/or
maguetospherie emission.

7.5 SUMMARY

It. was hoped that with the improved sensitivity of CGRO

and the detection of more gamma-ray pulsars we would
be able to identify the site(s) of partMe acceleration in

pulsar magnetospheres. So far, this has not been pos-

sible; primarily, because attempting to explain the very
diverse gamma-ray and multiwavelength behavior of the

observed pulsars is difficult with either model. In addi-

tion, several features of the observed high energy emission
can be explained in either model.

Both models are capable of producing almost any
phase separation of the pulses, including 140 o for the

Crab and Vela, as well as interpulse emission. However,
in the outer gap model one would not expect, to see a 1800

phase separation by chance as in the case of Geminga. It

is also possible t.o observe as many as four pulses front

the outer gaps for some observer orientations, so it. may
be surprising 1hat all the pulsars observed so far show no
more than two.

Both models can predict high energy spectral
turnovers, although the location of the turnover in the

outer gap spectra can be moved up or down more freely

by changing free parameters. The outer gap model spec-
trum for the Crab pulsar predicts a dip between the in-

verse (_ompton and synchrotron portions of the gamma
ray spectrum, which has not been observed. Howew_r,

synchrotron radiation from the outer gap can account for

the observed ('.rab optical emission, whereas synehrotron

radiation from the inner magnetosphere where the cy-
clotron energy is well above optical, cannot. The outer

gap predicts an order of magnitude higher ratio of X-ray

to gamma-ray h,minosity due to polar cap heating than

is observed in Geminga (Halpern and Ruderman, 1993).
On the other hand, the polar cap model of Arons (Arons,

1981) predicts L_/L-_ "_ 10 -3 for Geminga (tlarding, Oz-
ernoy, and Usov, 1993), about what is observed.

There is convincing evidence that. radio emission in

pulsars occurs near the polar cap region. For example,

the sweep of polarization position angle through the pulse

profile displays the characteristic "S" shape expected for

an observer seeing emission from near the magnetic pole.

Detailed studies of radio pulse morphology and polarime-

try (Lyne and Manchester, 1988; Rankin 1990) find that

the pulse widths exhibit the dependence on period ex-

pected in the polar cap model with remarkable regularity.
It is not so clear that the gamma-ray emission observed

from some of these pulsars also comes from the polar cap

cascade. However, both peaks of the optical pulse pro-

file of the Crab pulsar show a polarization position angle
sweep of nearly 180 °. One might argue that the gamma-

ray pulses are produced near the magnetic pole since
they are coincident ira phase with the optical pulses. In

other pulsars like Vela and PSR1706-44, though, the ra-

dio pulses are not coincident with the gamma-ray pulses.

In the present situation, we need both better ob-

servations of high-energy emission from pulsars, e.g., de-
tect.ion of more gamma-ray pulsars and better measure-

ments of the spectra and pulse profiles of the known pul-

sars, and more detailed theoretical predictions, e.g., cal-
culations of phase-resolved spectra and statistics on num-

bers and profile types expected. It is becoming clearer

that the emission geometry may be the deciding test for
the models and the most accurate probe of the radiation

physics and, ultimately, the acceleration process.
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Chapter 8

X-RAY EMISSION AS A TRACER OF

MATTER

KEITH JAHODA

Laboratory for High Energy Astrophyics

NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center

Greenbelt, MD 20771

ABSTRACT

X-rays can be used to trace the distribution of matter within the local interstellar medium, the galaxy,

and the universe at large. This chapter reviews the characteristic, and energy dependent, interaction

path lengths for X-rays and provide several examples of how the X-ray surface brightness constrains

the distribution of hot gas responsible for the soft X-ray background and how more energetic X-rays

trace the distribution of matter in the nearby universe.
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8.1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this chapter is to provide several exam-

ples of how X-rays can be used to trace the distribution

of matter. The scales that are accessible are a func-

tion of both the energy band observed, the solid angle

covered, and the resolution of the experinlent. The dis-

cussion is restricted to measurements of X-ray surface

brightness (rather than catalogs of sources). The ab-

breviation SXRB for Soft X-Ray Background refers to

surface brightness measurements in the band below 0.28

keV and the abbreviation CXB for Cosmic X-ray Back-

ground refers to surface brightness measurements in the

band above 2 keV.

This chapter is divided into several sections. Sec-

tion 8.2 provides an operational definition of an X-ray

and examines the scales which are accessible to different

energies. Section 8.3 presents maps of the X-ray back-

ground in three energy ranges in order to emphasize how

different the "X-ray sky" appears. Section 8.4 gives ex-

amples of several topics that are related largely as dis-

tinct methods which nonetheless all use X-ray emission

to trace the distribution of matter.

8.2 DEFINITION OF AN

X-RAY

What is an X-ray? I adopt a practical definition related

to the interaction between photons and matter: if photo-

electric absorption is the primary interaction, then that

photon is an X-ray. This definition has the disadvan-

tage of depending on the type of absorbing matter, but

in general the condition is met for photons between 0.05

and 100 keV. Above about 100 keV, C,ompton scatter-

ing becomes the dominant interaction. Figure 8.1, re-

produced from Evans (1955), shows the energy at which

photoelectric and Compton interactions have equal cross-

section, as a function of z. Figure 8.1 illustrates the

energies at which photoelectric and Compton cross sec-

tions are equal, but does not display the magnitude of

the cross section, or give any indication of the range.

Figure 8.2a, reproduced from Morrison and McCammon

(1983), shows the absorption cross section per hydrogen

atom, under the assumption that the relative abundances

of the elements are as measured in the local interstel-

lar medium. Note that the vertical scale is multiplied

by E 3, removing the strong energy dependence. There

are sharp jumps at the K- and L- absorption edges of

elements that are abundant in the interstellar medium.

From such data, we can estimate the unit optical depth,

measured in atoms, as a fimction of energy. Figure

8.2b gives the X-ray range as a function of energy, un-

der the assumption that the path traverses regions with

the mean interstellar density of 1 atom crn -a. At 1 keV,
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the mean free path is < 1 kpc while at 2 keV the range

is 8 kpc, about the distance to the center of the galaxy.

At energies substantially below 1 keV it is, therefore,

not possible to see out of our own galaxy, while at ener-

gies above 2 keV, the galaxy is largely transparent. The

opacity of the galaxy, which varies substantially over the

X-ray band, controls the range over which X-rays are a

useful probe of the distribution of matter.
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8.3 VIEWS OF THE SKY

8.3.1 The Soft X-Ray Background

The observed two-dimensional structure of the SXRB has
been used to infer details of the three-dimensional orga-

nization of the local interstellar medium.

Figure 8.3 (McCammon and Sanders, 1990) shows
the soft X-ray background in a band that covers 0.1-0.28
keV. It has been observed for a long time that the SXRB

is anticorrelated with the neutral HI in the galaxy (Mc-

Cammon et al., 1983 present the HI data). The sim-

plest explanation is that we are observing an extragalac-
tic source of the SXRB and absorption by intervening

and local material is responsible for the anti-correlation

This explanation remained popular for two decades

despite several difficulties. At a minimum this expla-
nation is incomplete; the large column densities in the

plane of the galaxy, and the nonzero X-ray flux observed
at low latitudes, require that at least some X-rays are

produced locally. It is simply not possible to observe an

extragalactic source at low latitude in this band.
Second, at high latitude, the variation of X-ray sur-

face brightness is not as strong as predicted by the varia-
tion in measurements of the HI column density. Although

the HI is used as a tracer of all matter, and the number of

helium, and heavier, atoms must be estimated as a func-
tion of the number of hydrogen atoms (and similarly for

any molecules, including H2), the band below 0.28 keV

is particularly simple. Only Hydrogen and Helium are
significant absorbers. Since the Helium number density
is well known to be ,--1/10 of the Hydrogen number den-

sity (from nucleo-synthesis arguments), the predicted ab-

sorption cross section is simple to calculate. Because the

apparent variation of X-ray brightness is not a.s strong as
even the absorption accounted for by H and He, ignoring

the possible presence of Hz or other atomic or molecu-
lar species can only make the problem worse. Before the

launch of the ROSAT satellite, there was limited evidence

that any individual feature observed in the HI maps of

the sky cast a shadow in the SXRB. (But see the section
on shadows in the SXRB below.)

8.3.2 Intermediate Energies

Figure 8.4, also from McCammon and Sanders (1990),
shows the X-ray sky in the 0.5-1.0 keV band. The sky

looks quite different from the lower energy band. Im-

mediately obvious is a large-scale enhancement, at the
center of the map (which is coincident with radio loop I

(Berkhuijsen et al., 1971)). Outside of this enhancement,
the map is surprisingly uniform, particularly as a func-

tion of galactic latitude. Although the mean free path
in this band is expected to be _1 kpc for typical galac-

tic densities, there is no hint of the galactic plane, either

as a source of X-ray emission or as casting a shadow

on an extragalactic source. Though puzzling, this result

seems to require that any galactic emission (which must
exist as stars emit in this band (Schmitt and Snowden,

1990)), which should be enhanced at low latitude where
the path length through the galactic disk is large must be

balanced, nearly exactly, by absorption of extragalactic

flux by neutral material in the plane.
In this band, we turn around the argument used be-

low 0.28 keV: the presence of emission at high latitudes

requires that at least some emission is extragalactic, as
there is no plausible source from stars or hot gas that can

produce the entire observed flux.

Figure 8.3: The X-ray Sky in the 0.1-0.28 keV band. The
sky is variable and largely anticorrelated with neutral

hydrogen column density.

8.3.3 High Energies

Figure 8.5 shows the X-ray background observed by the
HEAO-1 A2 experiment (Boldt, 1987; Allen et al., 1994).

The effective band for this image is 2-20 keV, and the

sky is different again. At these energies, the galaxy is

virtually transparent to X-rays. The striking features
of this map are the uniformity of emission at. high lati-
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tudes,thepresenceofaridgeofemissionalongthegalac-
i icplane,andahandfulofbrightindividuallyunresolved
sources.(Thesourcesareamixtureof galacticbinaries,
supernovaremnants,andstarsandextragalacticsources;
galaxies,activegalaxies,andclusters(Piccinottiet al.,
1982;Woodet al., 1984)).Theunifornlityof tile high
latitudeemissionarguesthat.theskyisdominatedbyan
extragalactic source (Shafer, 1983: Boldt, 1987), which
is now believed to be a combination of individually un-

resoh, ed point sources (Fabian and Barcons, 1992). The
ridge of emission along the galactic plane is believed to be

galactic in origin, and while much is known about many
classes of sources which must be partial contributors, the
complete picture is still unknown.

8.4 SEVERAL TOPICS

8.4.1 Shadows in the SXRB

The X-ray band below 0.28 keV, first observed in the

late 1960s (Bowyer et al., 1968; Bunner et al., 1969), has
long been known to be anticorrelated with the column

density of neutral hydrogen as inferred from measure-

ments of 21 cm emission. The anticorrelation remained

Figure 8.4: The X-ray sky in the 0.5-1.0 keV band. Out-

side of the Loop I enhancement there is very little struc-
ture associated with galactic latitude.

Figure 8.5: The X-ray sky in the 2-20 keV band. The

sky is largely uniform, with emission from the galaxy and
several point sources detectable.

striking even after the whole sky was mapped by sev-
eral experiments (McCammon et al., 1983; Marshall and

Clark, 1984; (;armire et al., 1992) and was a primary mo-
tivation of the absorption model in which the bulk of the

SXRB arises as an extragalactic or coronal source which
is absorbed by the neutral galactic material.

There were several difficulties with this simple pic-
ture: 1) The SXFIB flux does not fall to zero in the

galactic plane, as would be expected if an extragalac-

tic source were responsible; 2) The variation in intensity
with increasing column density is not as strong a.s pre-

dicted from photo-electric cross sections; 3) There was

no clear evidence of any shadows cast by galactic objects
with substantial column density.

Additional features were added to tile absorption
model to overcome these drawbacks. The hypothesis that

there is also a local source component, arising in the hot
gas left by a recent supernova, allows a nonzero flux at
low latitude. The predicted absorption cross section of

neutral material can be reduced under the assumption
of clumping of the absorbing medium, which results in a

screening of some of the absorbing material. And the lack

of detailed shadows can be hidden by variations in both

the local and distant components which are uncorrelated

with the galactic absorber. Searches for the required

clumping, however, via detailed mapping of the 21 cm

brightness distribution (Jahoda et al., 1985; 1986) failed
to detect the required clumpiness and the requirements
that variations in emission conspire to hide variations in
absorption seemed contrived.

By the launch of the ROSAT satellite in June of

1990, most researchers in this field believed it was likely

that greater than 90% of the soft flux originated from the

near side of most of the absorbing material (see review by
McCammon and Sanders, 1990). Nonetheless, ROSAT

provided an unprecedented ability to produce detailed

images of fields 2 degrees in diameter (or larger using
survey data and the mosaicing techniques of Snowden
and Petre (1994)).

Early in tile ROSAT mission two independent inves-
tigations of the Draco region provided evidence of shad-

ows in the SXRB cast by neutral material which was

known to be 600 pc distant and >400 pc above the plane
of the galaxy (Burrows and Mendenhall, 1991; Snowden
et al., 1991). Figure 8.6 is from Burrows and MendenhaU.

The gray scale image shows SXRB brightness while the

contours represent the brightness at 100 pro, measured
by the IRAS satellite, and a good tracer of neutral mate-

rial. The 100 #m emission itself arises from the glow of
interstellar dust. It is immediately apparent that at this

scale, and in this direction, there is a shadow which cuts

out 50% or more of the SXRB. This leads to the conclu-

sion that we are indeed observing, on either side of the
dust finger, emission from beyond the neutral material.

It is unlikely that the distant emission represents a
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trulycosmologicalbackgroundastheextragalacticemis-
sionmustbe palchy. This requirenaentcomesfrom
assumingthat the deriveddistantflux is typicaland
puttingthat fluxbehindthegalacticabsorbinglayerin
alldirections.Thisresults,however,inapredictionoftoo
muchSXF1Bflux(i.e. morethanisobserved)in many
directions.

Shadowingobservationshavenowbeenmadeinnu-
merous(_30) directions.In eachdirectionwherethe
distanceto theabsorbingmaterialcanbeestimatedand
wherethedepthofashadowcanbemeasured(including
anull result)thefractionof theemissionarisingin front
ofandbehindthecloudcanbemeasnred.In thiswaya
three-dimensionalmapoftheimportantemissionregions
canbeconstructed. Though the wide field of view

Figure 8.6: The X-ray shadow in Draco. The contours
represent 100/ml surface brightness while the gray scale

gives SXRB brightness.

instrument aboard ROSAT (the Position Sensitive

Proportional Counter) is no longer usable, most of the
suitable shadowing targets (i.e. substantial changes in

optical depth occurring over a spatial scale smaller that
the 20 diameter field of view) have been observed. While

the simplest model for the origin of the SXRB, the ab-

sorption model, remains too contrived, it is now known
that there is a distant contribution in at least some di-

rections.

The study of the location of the source of the SXRB
emission is most nearly parallel to the vernacular use of

the verb "X-ray" ; a shadow or an absence of expected flux
is used to infer absorption and thus locate the emission

beyond the shadowing objecl. This is possible because

an'optical depth at these energies is comparable to the
column density of dense objects which happen to reside

nearby in the galaxy. Although shadowing is physically

possible at higher energies, nature does not provide thick

enough targets.

8.4.2 CXB as a Tracer of Matter

Having demonstrated that the galaxy is transparent to
radiation with energy >2 keV, and concluding from the

basic isotropy of the observed surface brightness that
the radiation is primarily extragalactic, deviations from

isotropy can be used to study the distribution of matter
in the local universe. There are several categories of pos-

sible anisotropy: bumps, microscopic, and macroscopic.

Bnmps are individual features; microscopic anisotropies
are statistical variations; and macroscopic anisotropies

(which could include bumps) are large angular scale, per-
haps entire sky, anisotropies. Examples of each follow.

Bumps

Figure 8.5 above shows that the most prominent feature
in the >2 keV sky, after the large scale isotropy, is the

ridge of emission associated with the galaxy. Ignoring
this feature, if possible, one can attempt, to ask what

is the largest anisotropy not obviously related to some

feature of the galaxy? On a more limited scale one can
search for emission that is correlated with some other
feature of the known universe. In the late 1980s, the

discovery of the Great Attractor, an overdensity believed

to make a significant contribution to the peculiar velocity
of the Local Group of Galaxies, motivated such a search.
The search was based on the assumptions that. (a) light.,

and in particular X-ray light, is a tracer of matter, and

(b) that the Great Attractor is not a point mass but
spread out over a substantial solid angle in the sky.

Figure 8.7 shows the X-ray sky in the vicinity of
the Great Attractor, again using data from the A2 ex-

periment. The coordinates are ecliptic, the easiest for
describing the shape of the beam, and the dashed con-
tour outlines the redshift survey of Dressler (1988) which

showed a peak near 4000 km s -1. The area is centered
on the nominal direction of the Great Attractor identified

by Lynden- Bell et al. (1988) at I = 307, b = 9 (though
note that the precise center is not well deternrined: Faber

and Burstein (1989), using the same galaxy velocity data,

derive a position of l = 309, b = 18). Although numer-

ous point sources are visible in Figure 8.7, and all of the
sources with 2 or more closed contours are identified, very

few have a redshift that allows an identification as part.

of the Great Attractor (Jahoda and Mushotzky, 1989).

This object, which has an inferred mass equal to a su-

percluster, could not be identified by the usual means, as
it has no clusters of galaxies.

Jahoda and Mushotzky (1989) searched for a dif-

fuse enhancement by subtracting from each pixel within
the Great Attractor region the pixel exactly 180 degrees
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1989). This chapter illustrates only one: correlations be-

tween the CXB and another population of objects.

The hypotheses here are quite simple. Since it, is be-

lieved (a) that the CXB results from the combined ends-

sion from many individually unresolved sources, and (b)

since objects such as galaxies are known to both emit

X-rays themselves and trace the underlying matter dis-

tribution, it should be true that a complete survey of

galaxies is correlated with the CXB, either because the

galaxies themselves are X-ray emitters or because the

galaxies are distributed like X-ray emitters. Turner and

Geller (1980) give an elegant description of the problem

although they do not detect a correlation.

More recent efforts have detected correlations be-

tween the CXBbrightness distribution and optically se-

lected galaxies (Jahoda et al., 1991; 1992; Carrera eta[.,

1995) IRAS selected galaxies (Lahav et al., 1993; Miyaji

away. For a completely uniform sky, this would produce a

distribution with 0 mean, and width governed by count-

ing statistics. For the actual sky, which contains point

sources, the distribution has large outliers at, positive and

negative fluxes (corresponding to the sources) and a de-

cidedly nonzero mean as shown in Figure 8.8, reproduced

from Jahoda and Mushotzky (1989). This evidence alone

is not enough to convince one that, the enhancement is not

galactic. However, this enhancement is the largest any-

where on the sky when the same technique is repeated; in

particular it is larger than the offsets obtained from other

points that are at similarly located (reflections through I

= 0, b = 0 or both) with respect to the likely symmetry

axes of the galaxy.

Under that assnmption that the excess flux is asso-

ciated with the Great Attractor, Jahoda and Mushotzky

derive that 25% of the mass of the Great. Attractor could

exist, in the form of hot. baryons in equilibrium with the

gravitational potential. This seems consistent with ex-

pectations based on the fraction of cluster mass which

appears as baryons.

Microscopic Anisotropies

Figure 8.9 shows the 2-20 keV map, although with a

greatly enhanced contrast. This emphasizes that while

the sky is often described as "isotropic," there remain

small fluctuations that, represent cosmic (rather than

measurement) variations. The study of the distribution

and magnitude of these fluctuations, believed to arise

from sources that are not, individually resolved, can yield

insights into the source population.

There are many statistical measures that might give

insight into the underlying distribution of sources of the

XRB such as the autocorrelation fimction (Danese et al.,

1993) or fluctuation analysis (Shafer, 1983; Hayashida,

Figure 8.9: Same data as Figure 8.5, but with contrast

enhanced to emphasize cosmic fluctuations.

et al., 1994) and at greater distances, the faint blue galax-

ies (Treyer et al., 1995).

In principle this is a simple test based on a correla-

tion statistic

w(o) =
(x) (i)

where (N) is the average number of galaxies per square

degree, (I) is the average X-ray surface brightness, and

the numerator is the sum of the product of deviations

from the average summed over all pairs of cells separated

by fl degrees. If there is no correlation between the two

data sets then W(fl) is expected to be 0. Evaluating

and interpreting, W(fl) has many subtleties, which are

discussed in the papers referenced above.

An immediate difficulty is how to perform a fair

comparison between a surface brightness survey and a

galaxy catalog which is just a collection of locations

where a galaxy is known to exist. The solution is to smear

the galaxy catalog by "observing" it with an experiment

with the same point spread function as the X-ray sur-

vey (Jahoda et al., 1991). Although there is unavoidable

loss of information in the galaxy catalog, this allows a

binning on the sky which maintains, by design, the same
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cosmic correlation between adjacent cells, due to the fi-

nite beam, in both surveys. Jahoda et al. (1991; 1992)
evaluated the correlation in cells of several square degrees

at 0 ° lag: W(0). Although the galaxy surveys are shal-

low (Jahoda et al. used subsets of the UGC and ESO
catalogs with effective depths <100 Mpc), and the CXB

is believed to originate at truly cosmological distances

(Boldt, 1987), one can interpret the value of W(0) in
terms of an X-ray volume emissivity in the local universe

which is sampled by the galaxy catalogs. This is extrap-

olated to predict the contribution to the C,XB expected

from a nonevolving population of X-ray emitters corre-

lated with present epoch galaxies but integrated back

over the redshift range where the CXB originates. 3a-
hoda et al. (1992) concluded that a large fraction, greater

than half, of the CXB could be produced by such sources.

The analysis of Jahoda et al. however, ignored two

possible, and indeed certainly present, effects of source

clustering. The first effect is a self-correlation. If some

fraction of the galaxies are themselves also X-ray emit-

ters, then some cells in the analysis will be enhanced in

both galaxy surface density and X-ray surface brightness.
Failure to account for this causes an overestimate of the

X-ray volume emissivity and consequently of the fraction

of the CXB arising from a nonevolving population. A sec-
ond effect is the potential clustering of sources. Since it

is well known that the positions of galaxies are correlated

(c.f. Lahav et al., 1990), it is reasonable to assume that

the positions of X-ray emitters correlated with galaxies
may also be clustered. This too increases the measured

value of W(0) (Lahav et al., 1993; Miyaji et al., 1994;

Miyaji, 1994). Corrected for clustering, W(0), evaluated
with both optical and IR galaxy catalogs, allows about

20% of the CXB to be produced by nonevolving popula-

tions. Given that strong evolution is observed in source

counts (Maccacaro et al., 1991) this may be a less sur-
prising result.

Carrera et al. (1995) have extended tile formalism

in order to evaluate, simultaneously, the values measured

for W(0) for 0 <_ 0 _< 5 °, where the upper limit is large

enough so that the intrinsic signal due to source clus-

tering has vanished. Although some assumptions about
tile underlying parametrization of the correlation func-

tion must be made, these results are largely consistent

with the 0 lag results that account for clustering (La-

havet al., 1993; Miyaji et al., 1994). Treyer and Lahav

(1995) have recently extended the formalism to allow the

correlation of faint blue galaxies with the CXB; because

these galaxies cover a wide range of redshift, it is neces-

sary to allow for a parametrization of the X-ray volume

emissivity as a function of redshift. Although this study
was done in the context of the SXRB observed with the

imaging ROSAT experiment, which allows small cell sizes

that can sensibly be correlated with tile limited solid an-

gles over which there are deep optical surveys, the for-

malism will allow an extension to data from ASCA or

Astro-E which will be more directly relevant to studies

of the harder CXB and comparable to the series of studies
outlined in this section.

Macroscopic Anisotropies

There may also be anisotropies that are truly all sky.
Indeed, one predicts a dipole effect due to our peculiar

motion with respect to the inferred source of the. bulk of

the CXB. Though other large-scale features are plausi-

ble, this section is limited to a discussion of the possible
existence and detection of an all sky dipole.

The microwave background has long been known to

have a dipole with amplitude of about 1 part in 1,000
(Smoot el. al._ 1992) of the mean temperature. This is

interpreted as the signature of motion with respect to the

distant origin of this radiation. The net motion is mea-
sured to be "-365 km s -a in the direction of 1 : 2650 ,

b = 48 °. This motion is the sum of several terms: the

peculiar motion of the sun relative to tire local standard

of rest, galactic rotation, tire motion of the galaxy with

respect to the Local Group of galaxies, and peculiar mo-

tion of the Local Group. Under the assumption that the
CXB arises from a distant source (beyond whate.ver mass

anisotropy causes the motion of the Local Group) one
predicts that there will be a dipole anisotropy of about

+0.5% (Boldt, 1987). ]'his effect, known as a Complon-

Getting effect (C.ompton and Getting, 1935), results as
a combination of a Doppler shifted input, spectrum ob-

served with a fixed instrumental energy band combined

with special relativistic aberrations, which concentrate

the solid angle in the direction of motion

Observation of such a dipole, however, is compli-
cated by the anisotropies previously discussed. The

galactic plane is clearly large compared to 0.5(_, and even

at high latitudes there is a galactic contribution of _ 1% of

the total flux (lwan et al., 1992). The peak enhancement

associated with the Great Attractor is 4ff_ (Jahoda and

Mushotzky, 1989) and there are possible enhancements

associated with the Super Galactic Plane (Mushotzky

and Jahoda, 1992; Jahoda, 1993). The galactic enhance-

ments are pure noise in this search. The extragalactic

enhancements, however, to the extent that. X-ray light

traces matter (the central assumption of this sectiou) are
expected to have some relationship to the matter respon-

sible (through gravitational acceleration) for the peculiar

motion of the Local Group. The direction of motion of

the Local Group (towards l : 277, b = 30) is not far from
the net direction of the solar system relative to the mi-

crowave background. The search for a true all sky dipole
is, therefore, complicated by the facts (a) that some re-

gions of the sky arc masked by the relatively bright galac-

tic emission, and that a galactic correction may be nec-

essary everywhere; (b) the presence of poiu! sources of
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Figure 8.10: Interesting directions in super galactic co-
ordinates.

emission such as nearby galaxies; and (c) the emission,

potentially patchy, which traces the mass distribution ill

the nearby universe.

A good observation of the motion induced dipole
would be an important confirmation of the interpreta-
tion that the microwave dipole is due to motion (though

not in doubt, this important result rests on a single ob-
servable feature of the universe), and therefore several at-

tempts have been made to look for the dipole despite all

of the foreground noise described above. Jahoda (1993)

performs a vector sum of the high latitude X-ray emis-

sion, ignoring directions with bright point sources and
their antipodes as well as the galactic plane. He corrects

for a galactic contribution using the model of Iwan et al.

(1982) and a predicted Compton Getting effect. The re-

sults, shown in super galactic coordinates in Figure 8.10,
show that the corrected sum lies on the lille between the

galactic center and the direction of motion of the Local
Group. The + marks the super galactic center; the map

is centered on (90,0); GC marks the galactic center; LG
is the direction of motion of the Local Group; CG is the

direction of the predicted Comption Getting effect; X' is
the direction of the inferred vector sum of the X-ray sky.

The dominant uncertainties are likely to be related to

the excluded regions and the galactic model. Further at-

tempts at a reconstruction with more complicated models

of the foreground emission are underway.

8.5 CONCLUSIONS

The X-ray sky has several different appearances, depend-

ing on the energy band selected and the method of ana-

lyzing the data. At, the lowest energies where absorption
is important, cosmic X-rays can be used to "X-ray" the

interstellar medium and yield clues as to the organization

of hot (emitting) and cold (absorbing) regions. At higher

energies, where absorption is negligible, the emission can

be used to give clues about the distribution of matter in
the nearby universe through searching for enhancements

in the CXB, either related to large-scale or statistical
features that are known or suspected from other surveys.
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Chapter 9

AGN AND PULSARS: HIGH ENERGY

GAMMA-RAY BEAMS

D. J. THOMPSON

Laboratory for High Energy Astrophysics

NASA Goddard Space Flight Center

Greenbelt, MD 20771

ABSTRACT

Nonthermal, high-energy physical processes that produce energetic gamma-radiation indicate particle
acceleration, which can occur in beams in some astrophysical sites. Gamma-ray studies of pulsars

and blazars help understand both the particle acceleration and the beaming process.
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9.1 INTRODUCTION

In astrophysics, the goal is to understand the physical

nature of whatever is being studied. In short, "What

is it?" and "How does it work?". Meeting this goal in

high-energy astrophysics is often complicated by unfamil-

iar physical processes, nontraditional detectors, and chal-

lenging observational conditions. This chapter addresses

two classes of objects that involve beams of gamma-rays:

pulsars and active galactic nuclei (AGN). Because the

emphasis is on what can be learned directly from gamma-

rays, the first part of the discussion is a brief review of

gamma-rays in astrophysics.

A schematic diagram of the electromagnetic spec-

trmn Figure 9.1 shows gamma-rays occupying a broad

band at the high-energy end. Although the transition

from X-rays to gamma-rays is somewhat arbitrary, most

photons with energies above 105 electron volts (100 keV)

are considered gamma-rays. In other terms, gamma-rays

have frequencies above 2.4 × 1019 Hz and wavelengths

shorter than 1.2 × 10 -11 meters. Gamma-rays, because

of their high energies, are important to many astrophys-

ical studies involving large energy transfers.

9.1.1 Gamma-Ray Production

Although the lowest energy gamma-rays can be produced

ill thermal processes, most sources of gamma-rays involve

nonthermal processes such as radioactive decay, annihi-

lation radiation, nuclear collisions, and electromagnetic

interactions. The first three of these are discussed in

more detail in other chapters. Electromagnetic processes,

which appear to be the most important ones for the top-

ics of this chapter, are summarized below in terms of

gamma-ray production.

Synchrotron Radiation

For an electron energy Ee (in MeV) in a magnetic field

B (in gauss), the peak of the resulting synchrotron spec-

trum is at frequency u (in Hz)

u __ 5 × 1026BE_ (9.1)

In order to produce 100 MeV gamma-rays (u = 2.4 x

10 %_ Hz), several combinations of parameters are possi-

ble, as shown in 'Fable 9.1.

Inverse Compton Scattering

For an electron with energy Ee to scatter a photon with

initial energy Ei up to a final energy of Ey requires

El "_ ((E_/mc2)UEi (9.2)

where the electron rest mass energy mc 2 = 0.511 MeV.

Some possible parameters to produce a 100 MeV gamma-

ray by inverse Compton scattering are given in Table 9.2.

Table 9.1: Gamma-Ray Production by Synchrotron Ra-
diation

B (gauss) E_( eV ) Site

10 -6 7 × 1016 Space

1 7 × l013 AGN

1012 7 × 107 Pulsar

Table 9.2: Gamma-Ray Production by Inverse Compton

Scattering

Target Photon gi (eV) Ee (O'eV)

Microwave 0.001 160

Optical 1 5

X-ray 1000 0.16

For both synchrotron radiation and inverse Compton

scattering, the gamma-ray energy spectrum starting with

a differential electron spectrum

J(E_) I:'_7%lrctrons/( era 2 s MeV ) (9.3)

has the approximate form

J(E) E-('+m)/_photons/( cm 2 s MeV ) (9.4)

9.1.2 Gamma-Ray Detection

Gamma-rays interact with matter in three principal ways

which can be used to construct gamma-ray detectors

1. Photoelectric Effect the gamma-ray energy is

transferred to an atomic electron. The photoelectric ef-

fect dominates at low gamma-ray energies, below about.
0.5 McV.

2. (7ompton Scattering a gamma-ray scatters

a low energy electron to higher energy. This process

dominates at imermediate energies, between about 0.5
MeV and l0 M_:V.

3. Pair produc:tion -- a ganmla-ray converts into an

electron and it.s antiparticle, a positron. Pair produc-

tion is only possible above 1 MeV and is the dominant

process at higher energies. Conservation of energy and

nlonleutnnl prevents spontaneous pair t)roduction. Some

possible mediators of this effect are matter (an atomic

nucleus), a magnetic field, or another photon.

What all these gamma-ray interaction processes

have in common is that a significant fraction of the

gamma-ray energy is transferred to one or nlore charged

particles. There are immediate implications for observa-

tional gamin a-ray astrophysics

1. (;anln_a-rays cannot be reflected or refracted.

There are no mirrors or lenses for ganuna, rays.
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Figure 9.1: The Electromagnetic Spectrum

2. Gamma-ray telescopes are in reality charged par-

ticle detectors.

3. No single type of detector can operate success-

fully over the entire gamma-ray part of the spectrum.

The most comprehensive study of the gamma-ray

sky to date is being carried out by NASA's Compton

Gamma-Ray Observatory. A space mission is necessary,

because the earth's atmosphere is opaque to gamma-rays.

The Compton Observatory, a 16,000 kg satellite which

was launched by the Space Shuttle Atlantis on April 5,

1991, carries four gamma-ray telescopes, shown schemat-

ically in Figure 9.2.
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9.2 GAMMA-RAY PULSARS

First discovered by radio astronomers in 1967 (Hewish

et al., 1968), pulsars are now known with high confi-

dence to be spinning, magnetized neutron stars which

were formed in supernovae. The collapsed star has a mass

about 1.4 times that of the Sun and a radius of about

15 kin. At the implied density (1014 9/cm 2) neutrons

are more stable than independent protons and electrons;

hence much of the star is composed of neutrons.

A pulsar is characterized by its spin period P and

its rate of slowing dP/dt =/5. Based on these observable

quantities and reasonable physical models, other param-

eters can be approximated for pulsars (see the chapter

by Harding in this volume for some details)

Age (Timing age):

t = P/2P

Rate of energy loss:

dE�dr = 1_ = 4rr 2 I/5 p-3erg s-1

where I = moment of inertia -_ 1045 gcm 2

Surface magnetic field:

B _ 3.2 x 10i9(p p)l/2 gauss

Figure 9.2: The four gamma-ray telescopes on NASA's

Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory. The combined en-

ergy range spans nearly six orders of magnitude.

In addition to these derived quantities, the distance

can be estimated from the dispersion of the radio signal

in the interstellar medium. A summary of data for 558
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MAGNETOSPHERII[

TO EARTH

Figure 9.3: Pulsar schematic. In general, tile angle be-

tween the rotation axis and the magnetic dipole axis of
the neutron star is not known.

known pulsars is given by Taylor, Manchester, and Lyne

(1993). Figure 9.3 shows a schematic diagram of a pulsar
ill one possible configuration.

Despite the wealth of knowledge about pulsars,
some critical questions remain open

1. How do pulsars evolve? Does the magnetic field

decay? What is tlle origin of millisecond pulsars?

2. What is the beaming geometry, the relationship
of tile magnetic field to the spin axis?

3. How is the rotational energy converted into ob-
servable radiation?

With tile strong magnetic field expected at a neu-

tron star (on the order of t012 gauss), coupled with the

rapid rotation, large electric fields can be produced which

can in principle accelerate charged particles to high en-

ergies (up to 10a6 eV). As described in Section 9.1.,

gamma-rays can be produced by such charged particles

interacting with magnetic fields and with lower-energy

photons. (;aroma-rays may, therefore, help answer some

of the questions about these high-energy objects.

Seven pulsars have now been seen at gamma-ray ell-

ergies. The shapes of the pulses (light, curves) at gamma-

ray and other wavelengths is shown in Figure 9.4.

It is clear from this figure that, not all pulsars are

alike, either within one wavelength band or from one
band to another. The beams of radiation appear to have

a complicated geometry. The region above the dipole

magnetic field poles is the likely location for particle ac-

celeration and gamma-ray production. Whether this re-

gion is (:lose lo the poles or near the speed of light cylinder

(at. a distance r = ¢P/2rr beyond which the rnagneto-

sphere would t)c rotating faster than the speed of light)
remains an open question. The commonality of double

pulses, coupled with the absence of many 180 ° separa-
tions, argues against orthogonal rotator models in which

both poles are sources of gamma-rays. The gamma-ray
light curves are consistent with single-pole, hollow-cone

models of emission (see the chapter by Harding).
A second observable property of a pulsar is its ell-

ergy spectrum. The energy spectrum of the Crab pulsar
across much of the electromagnetic spectrum is shown

ill Figure 9.5. This type of presentation multiplies the

energy flux by frequency, so that the plotted quantity

represents the observed power per decade of frequency.
It is clear front Ibis figure that the vast majority of the

observed power from the Crab pulsar is in the X-ray and

gamma-ray bands of the spectrum. This pattern holds

for all seven gamma-ray pulsars, a fact which emphasizes

the importance of studying the high-energy radiation.
Another feature of pulsar energy spectra is visible

in Figure 9.5: the gamma-ray spectrum is fairly well rep-

resented by a straight line (power law). In terms of a
photon (rather than energy) spectrum

J(k:_) EZ"l, hoto,ls/( c._ "_s MeV ) (9.5)

the spectral index n for the Crab is 2.15 + 0.04 (Nolan
et al., 1993). For the six pulsars which are seen above

100 MeV (PSRB1509-58 is seen only up to 1 MeV),

the spectral index shows a trend as a function of pulsar
age, illustrated in Figure 9.6. The implication is that

older pulsars (at least those which have been detected)
preferentially produce higher energy gamma-rays.

The observed energy spectra can be integrated to

give an obserw_d gamma-ray energy flux Fw. Using the

pulsar distance D obtained from radio or optical observa-

tions, the high-energy (X-ray and gamma-ray) luminosity
can be determined from

L-_ = ft__D 2 (9.6)

where _2 is the solid angle into which the gamma-rays

are beamed. As discussed above, the beaming geometry
is not known. _ must lie between 0 and 4_', and different

pulsar models predict it to be between 0.1 and nearly 47r.

An intermediate choice of 1 steradian provides a result

which is easily scaled to any particular model prediction.

The results are shown in Table 3. The efficiency is the
ratio of the observed gamma-ray energy flux to the to-

tal available energy from the rotational spin-down of the
pulsar, E.

The older pulsars show a significantly higher effi-
ciency for converting rotational energy into gamma-rays,

with PSRB1055-52 reaching over 15% under these as-

sumptions. The high efficiency calculated for B1055-52
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CRAB PSR B 15.09-58

RADIO I

OPTICAL

GAMMARAY

VELA PSR B1706-44 PSR B1951+32 GEMINGA PSR B1055-52

P - 33 mSEC P - 150 mSEC
P ~ 89 mSEC P - 102 rnSEC P - 39 mSEC P - 237 rnSEC P - 197 mSEC

TIME IN FRACTIONS OF A PULSE PERIOD

Figure 9.4: Multiwavelength light curves for the known gamma-ray pulsars. Crab: Manchester, 1971 (radio), Groth,

1975 (optical), Harnden and Seward, 1984 (X-ray), Nolan et al., 1993 (gamma-ray). B1509-58: Uhner et al., 1993

(radio and gamma-ray.), Kawai et al., 1991 (X-ray). Vela: Kanbach et al., 1994 (radio and gamma-ray), Wallace

el. al., 1977 (optical), Ogelman, 1994 (X-ray). PSRBI706-44: Johnston et al., 1992 (radio), Thompson el. al., 1996

(gamma-ray). PSRB1951+32: Kulkarni et al., 1988 (radio), Safi-Harb et al., 1995 (X-Ray), t_amanamurthy el. al.,

1995 (gamma-ray). Geminga: Bertsch et al., 1992 (gamma-ray), Halpern and Ruderman, 1993, and Halpern, 1995

(X-ray). PSRB1055-52: Fierro et al., 1993 (radio and gamma-ray), Ogehnan and Finley, 1993 (X-ray).

shows that assuming a much larger solid angle would pro-

duce a nonphysical result of more than 100% efficiency.

A variety of models have been developed to inter-

pret these results on gamma_ray pulsars. Several of these

are summarized in the chapter by Harding. At present,

none of these models is completely successful in explain-

ing the observed properties of these high-energy pulsars.

In particular, all models predict that some additional

gamma-ray pulsars should have been seen. Upper limits

(Nel et al., 1994) to gamma-ray emission from other radio

pulsars suggest that the true physical conditions around

these rotating neutron stars are more complicated than

the first, generation of models.

In summary, the gamma-ray observations of pulsars

show

1. Pulsars must accelerate electrons to high ener-

gies, at least into the GeV range.

2. Galnma-rays can be an important part of the

energy loss of pulsars.

3. The beaming geometry of pulsars is complicated.

4. Models for gamma-ray pulsars do not yet explain

all the observable features.

9.3 ACTIVE GALACTIC

NUCLEI

The term Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) encompasses a

wide variety of objects, including quasars, BL Lacertae

objects, Seyfert galaxies, and radio galaxies. All these ar_"

characterized by unusually luminous central regions com-

pared t.o normal galaxies like the Milk)' Way. Many prop-

erties of AGN are discussed in the ehal)ter by Kazanas.

Although not accepted by all astrophysi('ists, the "'Stan-

dard Model" of an AGN is a superlnassive (1[) _ to l() "_'

solar masses) black hole surrounded by an accretion disk

formed by material that is spiraling into the cenler. Of_

ten a "jet" of material and radiation is thought t,o emerge

perpendicular to the accretion disk, along the rotation

axis of the black hole. Figure 9.7 is a skel,ch of this con-

cept of an AGN.

Many questions about AGN are important topics in

current astrophysics. Among these are

1. What is the origin and evolution of A(;N?

2. How does the accretion disk form and evolve?

3. What produces "jet.s," and how do they evolve'?
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Figure 9.5: Multifrequency energy spectrum of the Crab Pulsar. Radio: Taylor, Lyne, and Manchester, 1993; IR:

Middleditch, Pennypacker, and Burns, 1983; Optical: Oke, 1969; X-ray: Pravdo and Serlemitsos, 1981; Gamma-ray:
Ulmer et al., 1993; Bennett, et al., 1993; Nolan et al., 1993; TeV: Vacanti et al., 1991, Akerlof et al., 1989.

Table 9.3: Gamma-Ray Pulsar Characteristics

Pulsar Period(s) Age(yr) Luminosity(ergs -1) Efficiency
Crab 0.033 1300 4.5 x 1035 0.001

B1509-58 0.150 1550 1.9 × 103_ 0.010

Vela 0.089 11,000 2.3 x 1034 0.003
B1706-44 0.102 17,000 3.7 × 1035 0.011

B1951+32 0.040 110,000 1.4 x l034 0.004

Geminga 0.237 340,000 2.6 × 1033 0.080

B1055-52 0.197 530,000 5.0 × 1033 0.150

4. How is gravitational energy converted to observ-
able radiation?

Gamma-radiation has been found to be important
in two classes of active galatic nuclei

1. Low energy gamma-rays are seen from a number

of Seyfert galaxies, such as NGC 4151 (Maisack et al.,

1993). Based on their energy spectra, these gamma-rays

are thought to be radiation from the hot gas in the ac-

cretion disk. Beaming is unlikely for such sources.
2. High-energy gamma-rays are seen from a number

of quasars and BL Lacertae objects. These are likely to
be beamed and are the subject of the remainder of this
discussion.

In its survey of the high-energy gamma-ray sky,
EGRET on the Compton Observatory found evidence

that more than 50 Active Galactic Nuclei are powerful

sources of gamma-radiation (von Montigny et al., 1995;

Thompson et al., 1996). None of these are Seyfert galax-

ies. Many are Optically Violent Variable (OVV) quasars,

some are BL Lacertae objects, and several show evidence

in radio of having apparently superluminal components.
All were known as radio-bright objects with fiat radio

spectra in the 2-5 GHz range.

Figure 9.8 is a multi-wavelength energy spectrum
for one of these gamma-ray AGN. Others are similar.

The distinguishing characteristic is the extremely high

power per decade seen in gamma-rays, exceeding that of
other parts of the spectrum by an order of magnitude or

more. If the radiation is assumed to be isotropic at the

source, then the gamma-ray luminosity L_ = 41rF_D 2
for a gamma-ray flux F_ and a distance D. For some of

the observed AGN, the implied gamma-ray luminosity is
1048 erg s-x

A second observable feature of the gamma-radiation

from these AGN is time variability, as shown in Figure

9.9. Most of the AGN seen at high energies show some

variability. In this case, the gamma-ray flux changes sig-

nificantly on a time scale of 1-2 days.
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Figure 9.8: Multiwavelength (uF_) energy spectrum of

PKS 0208-512 (Bertsch et al., 1992). On this type of
plot, uF, is the observed power per decade of frequency.

Figure 9.9), the emitting region size is on the order of 10 x_

cm, about twice the size of the orbit of Pluto. This rela-

tively small size might suggest that the gamma-rays are
produced near the central black hole of the AGN. Such

a region has a high density of X-ray and other photons,

however, and gamma-rays can be absorbed by photon-

photon pair production 7 + 7 --+ e+ + e-.
The cross section for this process peaks at about

Figure 9.7: Artist rendition of an active galactic nucleus.

Observed variability of a source on a time scale AT

sets a limit on the size of the emitting region. Causality

implies that the region size R cannot be larger than light

can travel in AT,

R <_ cAT�(1 + z) (9.7)

where z is the redshift of the object. The (1 + z) is a

Doppler shift due to the motion of the object away from
us. For time variability with a scale of 1 day (as seen in
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Figure 9.9: Gamma-ray time variability of quasar 3C279
in June 1991 (Kniffen et al., 1993).
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twicethethreshold,sothat

e_yEt _ 2(meC2) 2 _ 0.5 MeV (9.8)

where E_ is the gamma-ray energy and Et is the target
photon energy. For 1000 MeV gamma-rays, the principal

target photons are X-rays with energy about 0.5 keV.

The optical depth for gamma-rays due to this pro-

cess is large when the dimensionless compactness param-
eter I is greater than about 10.

l = (Lx/R)(O'T/meC 3) _ (Lx/AT)/]O 39 (9.9)

where Lx is the X-ray luminosity in erg s- 1, R is the size
of the emitting region, (_T is the Thomson cross section

(7 x 10 -25 cm2), and AT is the variability time scale

in seconds. For several of the AGN seen by EGRET,

I is greater than 10. If the gamma-rays were produced

isotropically, they should not be able to escape to be seen.

Tile solution to this dilemma is that the gamma-rays
probably originate in the jet. The class of AGN seen by
EGRET is often termed "blazars", and the model for

these objects is one in which the jet is directed nearly

along the line of sight. For a jet with flow velocity vv,

_p = vv/c and Fp = (1 - ¢]_)-1/2

The Doppler factor 5, for an angle 0 between the jet and
the line of sight, is (for/3 = 1)

= F;1(1 - C080) -1 (9.10)

with typical values of 3 to 10.

Beaming changes many of the calculat, ed properties
of the AGN

1. The size implied by the time variation is increased
from R to (fR.

2. The intrinsic luminosity Lint is related to the

observed luminosity Lobs by

Lint = _-_ Lov, (9.11)

where n is between 3 and 4 (depending on the assumed

shape of the emitting region). This beaming changes
the calculated gamma-ray luminosity by several orders

of magnitude, although some are still found in the 1046
erg s- 1 range.

3. For beamed radiation, the optical depth is re-
duced to 6 -(4+2_) of the isotropic value, where a is the

power law energy index of the absorbing X-rays, typ-

ically 0.5 - 1.0. The observed GeV gamma-rays have
lower energy before the Doppler shift by the beam, so

that the absorbing X-rays lie in the multiple keV range
(and are, therefore, less numerous). Even the highest en-

ergy gamma-rays observed by EGRET can escape with-
out significant attenuation in this case.

Models for gamma-ray blazars all require accelera-

tion of particles to very high energies in the jet. Three
general model types are

1. Synchrotron Self Compton. Within the jet, high-

energy electrons radiate in the radio to optical bands by
synchrotron radiation. Some of these synchrotron pho-

tons can then be upscattered by the same electron pop-
ulation to gamma-ray energies.

2. External Compton. Photons from outside the
jet, either thermal radiation from the accretion disk itself

or photons scattered into the jet., can be inverse Comp-

ton scattered to gamma-ray energies by the high-energy
electrons in the jet.

3. Proton Neutron Cascade. High-energy protons

or neutrons start a cascade of secondary particles within
the jet, including electrons and photons.

In all these models, high-energy particles aro as-

sumed. Some possible origins of these energetic particles
are

1. The rotation of the black hole and the accretion

disk sets up large electric fields, which accelerate particles

to extremely high energies. In effect, this is analogous to
the acceleration in a pulsar, although on a much larger
scale.

2. Particles are accelerated to high energies in the
jet by shocks traveling along the jet.

At present, the data do not provide definitive an-

swers about the models or the acceleration processes.

In addition to the study of the energy spectrum at all

wavelengths, a key test for models is the relationship of

time variability in different parts of the electromagnetic

spectrum to each other. For example, in Synchrotron
Self Compton models, the same electrons produce UV

by synchrotron and gamma-rays by Compton scattering.
Variations at these wavelengths should be simultaneous,

with variations in the IR and hard X-ray lagging. Mod-

els with external Compton scattering of photons offer at.

least two possibilities. If the electrons are being acceler-
ated in the jet, then the higher energy variation should

come later than the lower energies. If the electrons are in-

jected into the jet with high energy, then the high energy

variation may start first (assuming they are far enough

out to avoid gamma gamma pair production).

The gamma-ray observations of blazars can be sun>
marized

l. For some blazars, gamma-rays are the dominanl
observable form of radiation.

2. The time variability of the gamma-radiation im-

plies emission in a jet, probably directed toward us.

3. Various models for these jets have been devel-

oped, although there is no consensus on either the parti-

cle acceleration mechanism or the gamma-ray production
process.

4. Multiwavelength studies of spectra and time vari-

ability should help resolve at least some of the open ques-
tions about these objects.
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9.4 CONCLUSION

Pulsars and active galactic nuclei that are gamma-ray

sources are sites in which particles are accelerated to high

energies. Beaming, as evidenced by periodicity in the

pulsars and time variability in the AGN, is a character-

istic of both object classes. The gamma-rays help study

both the beaming and the underlying particle accelera-

tion.
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Chapter 10

AN INTRODUCTION TO THE

PHYSICS OF AGN

DEMOSTHENES KAZANAS

Laboratory for High Energy Astrophysics

NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center, Code 665
Greenbelt, MD 20771

ABSTRACT

Orders of magnitude of the relevant physical parameters and the basic processes and physics associated
with Active Galactic Nuclei are given. The two most broad and distinct AGN classes (the radio loud

and radio quiet) are discussed. The characteristics and physical processes believed to be responsible
for the emission in these two classes are discussed with particular emphasis on the recent observations

of high-energy 7-rays from radio loud AGN.
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10.1 INTRODUCTION

Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) are, as the term indicates,
the central regions of certain galaxies at. which there is

apparent activity, manifest by the emission of radiation,
which can rival or even surpass the power output of the
entire galaxy by as much as a thousand fold. What makes

AGN exceptional is the fact that all this power is emitted

from a region which is quite small by galactic standards,
and whose size is of the order of that of our solar system.

AGN come under a host of names depending on
their total luminosity, morphology, and frequency band
in which they were first discovered or studied. The most

familiar name to the nonexpert is that of "quasar," de-
noting a class of objects, controversial at the time of their

discovery, precisely because of their prodigious power re-
quirements, if they indeed were at the distances indicated

by their redshifts. We now know that quasars are only
the brightest members in the AGN class, which came to

include other objects such as Seyfert galaxies, and radio

galaxies. The difference between a quasar and a Seyfert
is their absolute luminosity and their distance to the ob-

server: Because quasars are very far away and much

brighter than the host galaxy, it is almost impossible

to detect the associated (but much fainter) galaxy, thus

giving the impression that quasars represent "naked"
sources of energy output.

To appreciate the extreme conditions associated

with AGN, the following scaling analogy is instructive.
If the electric power output of a major metropolitan area

(e.g. Washington or Boston) represents the light distri-

bution in a galaxy, then a Seyfert nucleus would represent
the same power output from the volume smaller than the
head of a pin, while a quasar in the same scale would emit

as much power as the entire United States from the vol-

rune of a basketball. It becomes thus apparent that AGN

physics deal with extremes of power and power density,
higher than those which could be attributed to nuclear re-

actions. It was precisely these power requirements that

genererated controversy with the name of quasars and
AGN in general. The absolute values of the power asso-

ciated with AGN are < 10 t2 L® = 1044 crg 8 -1 for a

Seyfert and 102 - l0 3 times higher for a quasar.

The requirement for such tremendous power outputs
leaves only one choice for the source that powers AGN:

gravity. It was proposed that, by radiatively releasing
the energy available from the accretion of matter into

a deep gravitational potential of a black hole, one could

achieve efficiencies approaching mc 2. In contrast, nuclear

reaction efficiencies cannot exceed 10-3me 2. Therefore,

it. has been accepted, and it is generally agreed within

the community, that AGN are powered by matter accre-

tion onto a black hole. Although the source of energy is

agreed upon by almost everyone, that is where the agree-

ment, for the most part, stops. Despite twenty years of

study of these objects, the particular details of the accre-

tion process and the energy release remain elusiw_. Their

study still yields surprises and an in depth understanding
of the physics involved is still lacking.

10.2 THE PHYSICS OF AGN

This section presents an incomplete summary of the

physics of AGN. Its purpose is to help a nonspecialist

develop a feeling of the order of magnitude of the physi-

cal quantities involved and the observational signiticance
of the various processes associated with the emission of
high-energy radiation in photons and neutrinos.

10.2.1 The Physical Quantities

The assumption that AGN are powered by accretion of
plasma onto a black hole does provide estimates of the

order of magnitudes of the various quantities associated
with the accretion in terms of the mass of the black hole
M and the accretion rate _'I.

1. Length

The size of the black hole horizon sets the natural

unit of length in the problem. The length of the
Schwarzschild radius in cm is given in terms of the black
hole mass by

Rs =3 x 1014M9 cm (10.1)

where M9 is the mass of the black hole in units of

109 M_. With this unit of len-gth one can scale the

radial distance r by defining the dimensionless radial co-

ordinate x = r/Rs,.

2. Velocity and Time Scales

The characteristic velocities and time scales usually
quoted in association with AGN variability are tlw fre_,-

fall velocity _/I "0 (2GM/r) 1/2 = c/x _/2 and the free-fall

time scale t]] __ r/vii __ ]04xa/2M9" These expressions

are usually employed when trying to est.imate the size

of the AGN "central engine" region and the mass of the

putative black hole, responsible for powering the ACN.

It should be cautioned that in the most popular models,
namely those involving accretion disks and viscous dis-

sipation of energy, the associated time scales are much

longer than the above estimates (See below, item 3).

3. Accretion Rate

The unit of a,:cretion rate in AGN used (arbitrarily) is
one solar mass per year because the observed A(;N lu-

minosities imply accretion rates which range from a few

orders of magnitude smaller to roughly 100 t.inws larger
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thanthis value.Onesolarmassperyear,therefore,is
roughlythe geometricmeanof the extremevaluesof
thisquantityassociatedwithAGN.Theluminositycorre-
spondingto theunit of accretionrate,at anefficiencyof
energyconversionintoradiationequalto mc 2, is 5 × 1046

erg s -1. It is certain that the efficiency is less than this,

and it. is loosely assumed that it is _ O.lmc _, so that

M = 1 (i.e., one solar mass per year) provides roughly

1046 erg s -1 . A more natural unit for the accretion rate
will be discussed later on in this section.

4. Particle Density

The density of matter in the vicinity of the acereting

black hole apparently depends on both the accretion

rate, M, the mass, M9 (i.e., the mass in units of 109

solar masses), and the dimensionless distance, x, from
the black hole. Unfortunately, it also depends on the

speed with which matter is accreted onto the black hole,
a quantity not very accurately determined. A lower limit

on the density can nonetheless be obtained by assuming

the highest possible accretion speed, which in the case

of accretion is given by the free-fall velocity, i.e., by as-

suming a largely spherically symmetric free-fall of the

accreting matter. Under this assumption, the density of

the accreting matter is

(10.2)
n(x) _-- 109x -3/2 M---_9 c m-3

Different assumptions about the mode of accretion can

lead to vastly different estimates for the values of the par-

ticle density in the vicinity of the black hole. In partic-

ular, in the popular accretion disk models, the accretion

of matter, (and therefore the rate of energy release per
unit mass) takes place over (largely unknown) viscous
time scales leading to much different values and func-

tional dependences for the particle density. (Shapiro and

Teukolsky, 1983).

5. Luminosity

The fact that AGN are powered by gravity-induced ac-

cretion provides a natural scale for the luminosity of

these objects, the so called Eddington luminosity LEdd,

given the requirement that the radiation pressure does
not overcome the force of gravity. This yields

GMmp L (10.3)
r 2 4?rr2c fiT

or

LEdd : 4_rGMmpcaT _- 1.3 x 103SM0

= 1.3 × 1047/149 erg s -1 (10.4)

Because both forces, for spherically symmetric geometry,

drop-off like r -2, the condition of balance between radi-

ation pressure and gravity does not depend on the radius

but only on the mass of the accreting object. The ex-
istence of this characteristic luminosity then allows the

definition of an equivalent accretion rate, the so called

Eddington accretion rate, through the relation

mEdd _--- LEdd/c2 _- 2M9 MO yr -I (10.5)

It should be pointed out that the above expression implic-

itly assumes that the accreting material is fully ionized
and therefore the coupling of radiation with the infalling

matter involves only the scattering of radiation with the
ambient electrons, that is scattering at the Thomson

cross section O'T (fiT -_ 8rr_/3 = 6.65 × 10 -2_ cm 2; re =

e2/m_c 2 is the classical electron radius). Were the mat-
ter non-fully ionized, one would have to use, instead of

C_Tin Equation (10.3), the relevant atomic cross sections

which are larger by several orders of magnitude. Steady
state accretion would then be impossible even for lumi-
nosities well below the Eddington values. In principle,

the ionization structure of the accreting gas has to be

solved in conjunction with the dynamical effects of radi-

ation pressure, which will not be attempted here.

6. Energy Density

Estimates of the particle energy density suffer from the
same uncertainties as those of number density. In the

case of quasispherical accretion, in which the density can
be estimated rather accurately and in which the velocity

dispersion of the accreting matter is of the same order as
the free-fall velocity, the energy density, similar in mag-

nitude to the ram pressure, is

p pv I _.m c (v1i/c) 2
• _ 1.5 × 106x-5/21(4M9 2 erg cm -3 (10.5)

In the case of a thin accretion disk one has to bear in

mind that the ambient density n(x) can be much higher

and that the velocity dispersion can be much less than

the azimuthal velocity v_ __ vI].

7. Magnetic Field

This is the most poorly determined parameter associated

with AGN. Yet, its knowledge is important because, in

many cases, it is believed that the continuum emission

is due to synchrotron radiation. The magnitude of this

parameter is simply determined from equipartition ar-

guments, that is by equating the energy density asso-
ciated with a magnetic field B, Um_g = B_/8r, wity

a characteristic energy density. As "characteristic en-

ergy density" it is typically used the photon energy den-

sity L/4rr2c (mainly because it can be easily estimated
from the observed luminosity and from the variability

of a source which provides an estimate of r). An upper
limit to the mean magnetic field value in quasi-spherically
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symmetric accretion can be obtained by using as a char-
acteristic energy density the ram pressure. These consid-

erations yield values for the magnetic field which scale in-

versely with the mass of the black hole, B -_ 1- 100 M_ -1
gauss.

10.2.2 The Physical Processes

This section deals with several of the physical processes

associated with AGN. The list is by no means complete,
reflecting mainly the author's personal prejudices and

the limited of the available space. Some references for

luther reading for the interested are provided. The pro-

cesses discussed include dynamics, radiation processes,
the opacities of high-energy radiation, and the effects of
relativistic beaming on the emission from AGN.

1. The Dynamics of Accretion

The notion that the prodigious energy output of AGN

is due to accretion onto a compwct object (most likely a
massive black hole) dates back to the late sixties. The

mode of accretion in these earliest models was considered

to be spherical accretion. The dynamics for this process

are sufficiently simple to be easily reproduced here. They

are governed by the mass, momentum, and energy con-

servation of a fluid in the presence of a gravitational field,
assumed to be that of a point mass. These are the mass

Equation (10.6) and momentum Equation (10.7) conser-
vation equations below (given in steady state), supple-

mented by an equation of state for the gas (assumed to

be a polytrope i.e., P = Kp r, with h', F constants)

v.(,.) = =o (lO.6)

du 1 dP GM

U_r -- p dr r _ (10.7)

These equations can be integrated to yield the familiar

mass conservation and Bernoulli integrals

47rpr2u =/V/= constant

1 2 1 2 GM 1 2
_u + _---_a r - F - 1a°¢ = constant

where we have used the boundary conditions at infinity
to determine the constant in Eq (10.7), and a s = dP/dp
is the speed of sound of the accreting gas.

These equations govern the rather idealized prob-

lem of matter accretion onto a point mass embedded

into an infinite "sea" of gas with sound speed aoo. It

is apparent from these equations that when the gravi-

tational potential dominates the dynamics, the pressure

terms can be neglected and the gas free-falls with velocity
u o¢ (2GM/r)I/2. This law for the velocity, when com-

bined with the mass conservation constraint gives the

expression for the density profile in spherical accretion

given in Equation (10.2). On the other hand, if the pres-
sure term is dominant (i.e., at distances at which the
speed of sound is much larger than that of the local es-

cape velocity), the effects of the presence of the point
mass are irrelevant, and the density is almost constant.
This condition, in conjunction with the mass conserva-

tion integral, indicates that in this case, u cx r -s.

The above equations can be used in conjunction
with the polytropic equation for the gas to determine the

qualitative behavior of the accreting flow. In particular,
one would like to estimate whether gas can, in fact be in

free-fall. This latter condition is realized only if the local
gas pressure P(r) is much less than the ram pressure of

the accreting gas pu s ocr -5/2. If the gas is isothermal
(F= l) there is no doubt that free-fall can be achieved

for sufficiently small distances. However, for a general

adiabatic flow (F > 1) this condition is not guaranteed,

since, the increase in gas pressure due to the compression

induced by its infall could, in principle, surpass the gain
in kinetic energy due to the infall.

By solving the the mass conservation equation, p (x
1/rSu(r), for the density p and substituting it into the

polytropic equation of state, one can obtain the following

expression for the pressure of the accreting as a function

of the radius 7"(assuming the free-fall law for the velocity
u(r)o<r-l12),

Pg cx r -3r12 < Pram cx r -'_/2

This last inequality then translates to a condition

for the adiabatic index F < 5/3. Therefore, in order that

a gas be in free-fall in the gravitational potential of a

black hole it should be less "stilT' than a monatomic gas.
For F = 5/3, the gas is almost in hydrostatic equilibrium

in the sense that its pressure gradient matches the force
of gravity. The speed of sound increases a.s the radius r

decreases (a 2 v¢ l/r), and the accretion flow never be-

comes supersonic (except close to the horizon where the

acceleration of gravity becomes stronger than its Newto-
nian value).

In reality, the accreting gas is presumably fully ion-

ized due to the compressional heating. The subsequent,
line, or inverse Compton cooling, can decrease the adia-
batic index sufficiently to allow its free-fall inflow, tIow-

ever, it was realized (Shapiro, 1974) that spherical accre-

tion, coupled with free-free emission by the compressed

and heated gas is an inefficient means of radiation pro-

duction. Because of the very low radiative efficiency of

free-free emission, most of the available thermal energy

is advected into the black hole and never radiated away.

The problem of low radiative efficiency prompted
the consideration of disk rather than spherical accretion

to provide the required radiative efficiency. In the case

of disk accretion, matter is considered to be in Keplerian

orbit, slowly sinking toward the black hole by dissipat-
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ingandradiatingawayits azimuthalkineticenergy.The
differencebetweendiskandsphericalaccretionis tkat,
indiskaccretion,mattercanaccreteonlyby losing(ra-
diatively)itsazimuthalkineticenergy,thusguaranteeing
highefficiency.Noadvectionof thermalenergyintothe
blackholeoccursin thiscase.

Themajorproblemwithmodelingdiskaccretionis
that theviscosityresponsiblefor thedissipationof the
azimouthalkineticenergyiscompletelyunknown,afact
whichmakesquantitativepredictionsofthismodeldiffi-
cult (ShapiroandTeukolsky,1983).Nonetheless,accre-
tiondiskmodelshavebeenusedextensivelyto modelthe
emissionofAGN,especiallyin theoptical-UVpartofthe
spectrum,asdiscussedlater.Thesemodelsassumethat
thediskemitslikea blackbody(Malkan,1983),which
requirestheviscosityof thediskbesufficientlysmallto
allowit tobeopticallythicktofree-freeabsorption.This
is nota severerestrictionexceptfor thefact that it is
notconsistentwith theobservedoptical-UVvariability.
Thereis little doubtthat, at leastneartheblackhole,
thedynamicsofaccretionaredominatedbytherotation,
since,evenasmallamountofangularmomentumwould
dominatethedynamicsat smalldistances.(Remember
that a fluidelementwithangularmomentumL "sees"

an effective potential "L=/2r 2''.) The issue then is what

are the parameters of the resulting disk, i.e., density and

temperature, which would determine the character of the
radiation we observe.

An alternative class of models, based mainly on the

spherical mode of accretion is that of Kazanas and Ellison

(1986a). These models use a standing shock surrounding
the black hole as a means for randomizing the accretion

kinetic energy and slowing down the infali, thereby in-

creasing the radiative efficiency. Similar models are those
of M_sz_iros and Ostriker (1983) and Babul et al. (1989).

The problem with these models is that formation of a
shock in spherical accretion requires a boundary condi-

tion on the horizon other than simple free-fall. The model

of Kazanas and Ellison (1986a) addresses this issue by

providing the required back-pressure for shock formation
with a sufficiently high concentration of relativistic pro-
tons which are not pulled by gravity and do not fall into

the black hole.

These relativistic protons are thought to be pro-

duced by the Fermi acceleration mechanism at the same
shock whose existence they guarantee by their presence.

Protons are necessary for such a model, as relativistic
electrons suffer losses on time scales much shorter than

the free-fall time and cannot provide the required back-

pressure to ensure the formation of such a shock.

The interesting feature about this model is that once
a mechanism can convert a sizable fraction of the accre-

tion power into relativistic protons, the subsequent for-
mation of the shock is almost inevitable. In addition,

the dissipation of energy within this model is understood

very well. The dissipation time scale is the proton-proton

collision time scale t;_ - n(r)capp, (app __ 3.10 -26 cm -2
is the strong interaction cross section) and it is com-

putable from first principles once the density of the am-

bient gas is given. The position of the shock is then set

at r_ __ vlltpp. The dynamics of accretion in this case
depend on the ratio of the dissipation time scale to the
free-fall time scale tll/tv o¢ M/M9 "_ MISlEad. One
should not that this ratio does not depend on M and M

separately! Kazanas and Ellison (1986a) indicate that
AGN cover a rather limited range in this parameter, de-

spite the wide range of their luminosities.

2. Radiative Losses

The energy distribution across the AGN spectrum sug-
gests the presence of relativistic particles within the AGN

central engine. The origin of these relativistic particles
is not certain. However, given that velocities approach-

ing that of light are present, shocks could be the mech-
anism for producing nonthermal particle populations (F.

C. Jones, this lecture series).

The main energy loss process for relativistic elec-
trons in the AGN environment is that of inverse Comp-

ton scattering, in which a photon of energy e increases

its energy by scattering with an electron of higher en-

ergy, considered to be relativistic of Lorentz factor %

If 0 is the angle between the electron and the photon,
in the electron rest frame the photon energy will be

eI = "_e(1 - 13cosO). If this energy is much smaller than
the electron rest mass, then the scattering takes place

in the Thomson regime, and the effects of electron re-

coil and the quantum structure of the electron can be

ignored. The electron in this approximation behaves like
a billiard ball in its interaction with the photon. The col-

lision will be elastic in the electron rest frame. Retrans-

forming the final photon energy back to the lab frame,

we obtain eI _- 272e(1 - 13cos0), i.e., the final energy is
472 times larger than the original. To calculate the

total rate of energy loss by the electrons one has to in-

tegrate the rate of interactions aTC(1 --_cosO) times the

energy gained per interaction over all angles and over all
photon energies weighting each photon with their spec-

tral distribution n(_)dc. The assumption that the target

photon distribution is isotropic gives the value 4/3 for

the integral of (1 - 13cosO)2 , over all angles and yields for
the total electron loss

4 24 72_'Tcn(c)_d_ or /_ = _7 ffTCprad

where [tad is the total energy density of the radiation
field present. The latter quantity is given in terms of

the total luminosity L and the radius of the source r by

Prad = L� rR2c and given that E = m_c27, the electron
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Comptonloss time scale is

to= 7_.~_ mec _r R 2
"y 9'O'T L

Compare the expression above to the light crossing time
through the source t,¢ = R/c

$1c L o" T

tc - R m---'_ 7

This ratio depends only on the combination L/R of the
parameters of the source which is called compactness and
it can be expressed in terms of the natural units associ-
ated with accretion

tc 3 -- r (10.8)

The lifetime of electrons (even those with 7 -_ 1), in

a source emitting close to its Eddington rate, is much

shorter than the light crossing time through the source.
This condition guarantees that the pressure of relativistic

electrons cannot have any dynamical effects in AGN and
that there is need for an efficient accelerator of electrons

if these particles play any role in the formation of AGN

spectra.

The above estimates hold for any process which op-

erates at the Thomson cross section rate: the particular
value of the cross section guarantees that the radiative

losses will be faster than any dynamical change in the

system. Such a process is the production of e+e - pairs

in photon-photon collisions. This process is possible for

photons with energies E_ > mec _ interacting with pho-
tons of lower energy e fulfilling the threshold condition

E.ye _ (mec_) _. The opacity to this process is effectively

the ratio of the photon escape time to the photon inter-

action time scale to produce a e+e - pair. Because the

r-ray photons interact with photons of lower energy to

produce a pair, the expression for the opacity depends on
the spectral distribution of lower energy photons. If the

energy spectrum of the lower energy photons is oc e-_

the latter expression reads

()27r mp L 3 s E_ (10.9)

One should note the emergence, in the above ar-

guments, of a compactness, namely the combination

_rmeea/aT, which depends only on natural constants,

namely aT, me, c. The value of this quantity in cgs
units is _rmeca/aT __ 1029 erg s -1 cm -1. This value

(which would make the opacity of MeV 7-rays approx-

imately one) is equivalent to having a solar luminosity

of high-energy radiation being emitted from a room of

size of a few tens of meters; nonetheless, this value is still

much smaller than the characteristic compactness asso-
ciated with accretion problems i.e., LEdd/Rs --_3 X 1032

erg s -1 cm, implying that r-rays cannot escape to the

observer if created at regions close to the black hole.

3. Relativistic Beaming

The term "relativistic beaming" is used to indicate

the perceived amplification of the radiation emitted by
plasma moving with a bulk Lorentz factor F >> l, if

viewed at a sufficiently small angle 0 with respect to

its direction of motion (typically 0 < 1/I'). Light travel
time effects cause any intrinsic variability of the emis-

sion to be shortened by one power of the Doppler factor,
6 = [r(1 - _cosO)] -1 . At the same time, conservation of
the photon phase space implies both an increase of the

observed radiation flux density by (f3+(' (where the in-

trinsic emission has an intensity of the form F, oc v -s)
and also an increase in the observed bolometric luminos-

ity by 54 (Rybiki and Lightman, 1979). Thus, emission

from plasma in bulk relativistic motion could appear ex-

tremely luminous and yet vary on time scales short com-

pared to the light travel time across the emitting source.

If a "blob" of plasma moves relativistically at an an-

gle 0 with respect to the observer's line of sight, its appar-

ent transverse velocity will be v.vp = c/3 sinO/(1-_cosO).
The factor in the denominator comes about because the

"blob" chases the light which itself emits and, there-

fore, wavefronts emitted at points separated by a dis-

tance L come to the observer separated only by a dis-

tance L(1 - _cosO). The above expression for v,pv has
a maximum value v_pp,,n = Fc for cosO = _3 or 0 __ l/F,

indicating that such "blobs" will appear moving superlu-
minally on the plane of the sky.

While the observation of radio "blobs" moving su-

perluminally has unequivocally established the presence
of bulk relativistic motion, its effects on the spectra of

these sources, though potentially extremely important,

are far from being firmly established in a quantitative

manner, mainly because the emitted radiation depends

on a large number of parameters, each of which can sig-
nificantly affect the resulting spectrum.

10.3 AGN PHENOMENOLGY

Armed with the knowledge of the physical quantities and

the processes relevant to the study of AGN physics, we
now can discuss some associated phenomenology and see
how these processes are applied in the observational con-
text.

One feature that distinguishes AGN from other

galaxies, is their spectra: Figure 3.1 shows the spectra of

a number of AGN in a vF_, vs. v diagram, in which the lu-

minosity per decade is plotted as a function of frequency.
The striking features of this diagram are its extent in fre-

quency (it covers roughly 12 decades for certain objects

extending from radio to X-rays and gamma-rays) and the

fact that the energy per decade seems to be roughly con-

stant across the electromagnetic spectrum.

These spectra are radically different from those of
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normalgalaxies,that (representingtheensembleof the
spectraof theresidentstars)spanamuchsmallerrange
in frequency,fromIR to UV. It is preciselythesetwo
propertiesthat havepromptedseveralauthors(Jones,
O'DellandStein,1974)to suggestthat nonthermalpro-
cessesareresponsiblefor the emissionof radiationin
AGN.Theseauthorshavesuggestedthattheobservedra-
diationistheresultofsynchrotronemissionfromapopu-
lationof relativisticelectrons(spanningtheradioto UV
frequencyrange),coupledwithinverseComptonscatter-
ingof thesynchrotronradiationbythesamerelativistic
electrons(toproduceobservedtheX-rayandgamma-ray
radiation).Thismodel,referredto as"synchrotron-self-
Compton" (or SSC),hasbeenthebedrockof thenon-
thermalmodelsof AGNemission.Interestingly,theob-
servedspectralenergydistributionin AGN(ofroughly
equalenergyperdecade)is that expectedby theSSC
process,if theradiatingrelativisticelectronpopulation
wastheresultof accelerationin a strongshock.The
form of the spectralenergydistributionin AGNhas
beenamotivatingforcein thedevelopmentofsuchmod-
els(ProtheroeandKazanas,1983;KazanasandEllison
1986a).
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Figure 10.1: Energy distribution in AGN across the elec-

tromagnetic spectrum (from Ramaty and Lingenfelter,

t982).

The broad spectral distribution of the AGN emis-
sion does not necessarily guarantee the nonthermal char-

acter of the radiation, despite the comments given above.

Reprocessing of high frequency radiation by matter dis-
tributed over a large range of radii could stretch the emis-
sion into the IR and far IR part of the spectrum. More

careful examination of the spectral distribution in the

optical-UV rang_ uncovered a hardening of the spectrum
towards high frequencies. This feature, ter-med "the

Blue Bump," has been interpreted and modeled as the

spectrum of an accretion disk emitting thermal radiation

(Malkan, 1983; Sun and Malkan, 1989). It was suggested

(Sanders et al., 1989) that the emission in the infrared,
rather than being nonthermal, is due to reprocessing of
the Blue Bump photons by dust present in a region of

size _ 1 - 100 parsec (_ 10 is- 102° cm) surrounding

the AGN "central engine." In fact, the absence of AGN

variability in the IR spectra of Seyfert galaxies (Edelson

and Malkan, 1987) supports this conclusion and suggests
that, at least for this class of objects, the IR emission,

thought to be due to synchrotron radiation in the context
of the SSC models, is probably due to thermal emission
due to dust.

Subsequent observations have made clear the dis-
tinction of AGN in two major classes: the radio quiet

and the radio loud. While quite similar in their spectral

distribution from IR to UV and X-rays, the spectral ra-

dio properties of these two classes are distinctly different:
Besides the more powerful radio emission associated with

the radio loud compared to radio quiet AGN, their dis-

tinction can, in fact, be made on the basis of the radio
emission in relation to their bolometric luminosity alone:

The 1 GHz luminosity of the radio quiet AGN comprises

only _ 10 -6 of their bolometric luminosity while that of
the radio loud is a much larger fraction of it, _ 10 -3. In

addition, the emission in radio loud AGN is continuous
between the radio and the IR-O-UV bands (see Figure

10.2), indicating that a single emission mechanism oper-
ates across this entire frequency range; this is suspected

to be synchrotron radiation, based on the observed po-
larization and variability of the radio - UV spectra of

radio loud AGN (however, some fraction of it might also

be due to reprocessing from dust as is thought to be the
case in radio quiet AGN). By contrast, the emission in ra-

dio quiet AGN essentially cuts off at frequencies < 101=
Hz. The observed radio emission in the GHz band from

this AGN class, besides being much a smaller fraction of
the bolometric emission, it is also extended, indicating

processes at work far from the AGN central engine.

The distinction of AGN in radio loud and radio quiet
has been made more clear with the recent observations by

the EGRET instrument aboard the Compton Gamma-

Ray Observatory, which detected roughly 55 AGN at en-

ergies in excess of 100 MeV, all belonging to the general
class of radio loud AGN and, in particular, to its sub-

category of blazars (see Figure 10.2). Members of the
blazar class exhibit high polarization and large ampli-

tude variability from optical to radio frequencies). Most

important, the "/-ray luminosity, in most objects, out-
shines that in any other band, sometimes by more than

a factor of 30. The discovery of high-energy gamma-rays
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Figure 10.2: Schematic continuum energy distribution in

quasars (Sanders et al., 1989). Note the difference in

the fraction of the total luminosity emitted in the radio
__ 10 l° Hz for radio loud and radio quiet AGN.
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Figure 10.3: The energy distribution from radio to 7-rays

in the radio loud quasar 3C 279 (from Marachi et al.,
1994). The EGRET results are not simultaneous with

those at other frequencies. The X-ray flux during the
EGRET observations was closer to that of the June 1987
observation.

from this particular class of AGN confirmed the suspicion

that nonthermal processes (i.e., SSC mechanism) are at
work at least in this class of AGN and that observations

of radio emission imply the presence of highly relativistic

electrons in regions of high photon densities, naturally

accounting for the observed high-energy gamma-rays.

The level of high-energy 7-ray emission exceeded the
the most optimistic estimates based on the SSC mech-

anism. Indeed, the observed 7-ray flux implies, under

conditions of isotropic emission from a stationary source,

")'-ray luminosity in excess of 1048 erg s -1. Such prodi-

gious power outputs are exceptional even by AGN stan-

dards and pose severe problems with their fueling. Of
particular interest is the fact that the EGRET observa-

tions cover the energy range in which where the gamma-

gamma opacity should be very large (_ 103) if the im-
plied luminosity is emitted by a source of size consistent

with the observed gamma-ray variability. In such a case,

the large opacity should manifest itself as a sharp break

in the spectra of the EGRET sources. Figure 3.3 shows

the spectrum of such a source namely that of the quasar

3C 279. As it is apparent, no obvious breaks are present

in its gamma-ray spectrum, thus precluding the presence
of significant gamma-gamma absorption.

The absence of gamma-ray absorption has been con-

sidered as a model independent evidence for the presence

of beaming in this class of objects: the absence of gamma-

ray absorption implies that the instrinsic luminosity is

much smaller than that implied by multiplying the ob-
served flux by 47rD 2, where D is the luminosity distance

to the source. Because relativistic beaming boosts the

apparent luminosity by 54, values of 5 _ 10 could render

the 7-ray observations compatible with the gamma-rav
absorption constraints.

The presence of radiation of such high-energy from
a relativistically moving fluid puts several severe restric-

tions on the dynamics and on the associated particle ac-
celeration. Although bulk relativistic motion in AGN ha.s

been taken as a given (as the natural explanation of the

apparent superluminal motion of radio "blobs"), models
which could account in a simple fashion for the accelera-

tion of an electron (actually e+e - for neutrality) plasma

to bulk Lorentz factors P __ 10 simply are not readily

available. The difficulties are compounded by the addi-
tional demand that the individual electron Lorentz fac-

tors, in the fluid rest frame, be in excess of 10 4 . Models

that can fulfill these constraints do exist but it is not ap-
parent that any of them can address the issue of beamed

AGN emission with a sufficiently small number of pa-
rameters to provide a coherent model for the emission

of radio loud AGN across the electromagnetic spectrum.
While most models assume the acceleration of relativis-

tic electrons in situ by shocks within a given relativistic
outflow, the recent observation of Mkn 421 in the TeV

range with the atmospheric Cerenkov imaging technique

(Punch et al., 1992) (the luminosity in this energy band is

similar to that in the O-UV and EGRET range), presents

difficulties for this mechanism, too. The energy loss rates

for electrons of these energies would be so fast that it is

generally assumed that the particles responsible for the

TeV radiation are protons. This fact suggests that this

may indeed be the case for all the other EGRET sources,
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a point which we will not pursue further at present.

The issue of detailed AGN classification, despite in-

tense study over three decades, is far from complete. A

great leap forward has been made in the past several

years with polarization observations of radio quiet AGN

which indicated that Seyfert 1 galaxies (which exhibit

prominent broad lines and strong X-ray emission) and

the Seyfert 2 ones (of strong narrow lines and weak X-

ray emission) are manifestations of tile same entity (a

point-like source surrounded by an optically thick torus)

viewed from different angles with respect to the torus

axis. Similar arguments have also been made for the in-

terpretation of subclasses within the more general class

of radio loud AGN. This subject is a very interesting and

fertile one. For more information and developments the

reader can consult the recent review by Antonucci, 1993;

Osterbrock, 1991.

The most interesting fact about AGN classification,

in my opinion, is that such schemes can exit at all. The

extent of AGN emission, both in frequency and in radius,

suggests that modeling this emission can easily involve

10-20 parameters. Clearly, neither all these parameters

are important nor the associated parameter space is not

covered uniformly, because, in such a case it would be

extremely hard to discern any distinct AGN classes. To

sec why this is indeed the case, one has only to bear

in mind that the entire classification of stars in main

sequence, red giants and white dwarfs (plus the stellar

evolution) can be achieved to a large extent with only one

parameter, namely, their mass. In light of this argument,

the fact that any AGN classes can exist at all, means, at

least to me, that AGN are much more constrained than

the freedom of our models seems to imply. Understanding

the physics of AGN, therefore, boils down to discovering

the additional pieces of physics that limit the apparent

freedom of our current models. In this direction, I think,

we have got quite a way to go.
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Chapter 11

EXTRAGALACTIC GAMMA-RAY

BACKGROUND

NEIL GEHRELS AND CYNTHIA CHEUNG

Laboratory for High Energy Astrophysics

NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD 20771

ABSTRACT

We first provide a historical overview on the observations and theoretical interpretations of the extra-

galactic gamma-ray background that were obtained before the launch of the Compton Gamma Ray
Observatory. We then summarize the recent observations by Compton that may help to explain the

origin of the extragalactic gamma-ray background.
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11.1 INTRODUCTION

The question of whether cosmic gamma rays can be de-

tected among primary cosmic rays has been investigated

since the earliest balloon-borne experiments (Hulsizer
and Rossi, 1949). At that time, the only measurable

gamma-ray fluxes identified as extraterrestrial in origin
were from solar flares. The rest were attributed to the

Earth's radiation belts. It was not until the launch of
deep space probes that carried instruments far from the

Earth's high radiation environment did scientists mea-

sure an interstellar flux of gamma rays. An extraterres-

trial and non-solar component of gamma-rays was first

positively detected by the Ranger 3 Moon probe (Arnold
et al., 1962). Historically, the measurement of the diffuse

gamma-ray background (GRB) was beset by great exper-
imental difficulties. The high charged particle intensities

in the balloon and near-Earth space environment induce

an intense radioactive background in gamma-ray instru-

ments. Most early instruments also had large fields-
of-view and poor spatial resolution, which added com-
plexities to the extraction of the diffuse GRB. The Or-

biting Solar Observatory-3 (OSO-3) (Kraushaar et al.,
1972) was the first satellite to carry a directional detec-

tor and the analyses showed that the detected cosmic

gamma rays could be separated into two components: a

highly anisotropic galactic component, and an isotropic

extragalactic component with a softer energy spectrum.

Subsequently, data were obtained by many balloon- and

satellite-borne instruments in the last 30 years (Table

l l.1). Each experiment attempted to achieve greater

sensitivity by increasing the detector size and/or using
better background-reduction techniques.

Many science students have become familiar with

the infrared background radiation that is the relic of the

Big Bang due to the well-known measurements made by

the Cosmic Background Explorer (COBE). But many are
not aware that an extragalactic component of the diffuse

background is detected in all wavelength regimes of the

electromagnetic spectrum, including X-rays and gamma

rays. Their origins are not that well understood (see

for example, articles in Calzetti et al., 1995). Recent

ROSAT observations (Hasinger et al., 1993) seem to have

resolved the puzzle concerning the diffuse X-ray back-

ground which was discovered by the first X-ray satellite

Uhuru. The low-energy X-ray background is likely to be

the integrated emission of active galactic nuclei (AGN)
(Zdziarski et al., 1995; Chen et al., 1996). However, in
the gamma-ray regime, five years after the launch of the

Compton Gamma Ray Observatory (Compton), there is

still no general consensus on the origin of the extragalac-

tic GRB, although the new data are beginning to shed
some light on the problem.

The extragalactic GRB is of particular interest, to

cosmology because of the transparency of the Universe to

gamma rays back to redshifts of 100 or more. A determi-

nation of the isotropy of the GRB can be a sensitive test

of its cosmological origin and a detailed study of the com-

plete GRB spectrum and its spatial fluctuations may pro-
vide constraints to different cosmological models. There

are several possible origins for the extragalactic GRB: it
is truly diffuse, it is the integrated emission of various dis-

tant unresolved gamma-ray sources, or it may be a com-

bination of diffuse and point sources and each component

may predominate in different portions of the gamma-ray
band. This is according to our understanding of the ra-
diative processes that produce gamma-rays at these pos-

sible sites and how their relative importance vary accord-

ing to the energy range (Stecker et al., 1993). From below

10 MeV to 100 MeV, the most likely gamma-ray pro-

duction mechanisms are electron-positron annihilation,
bremsstrahlung between cosmic ray electrons and inter-
stellar nuclei, and inverse Compton interactions between

cosmic ray particles and lower- energy photons. Abow,

100 MeV, the dominant process is likely fro decay from
nucleon interactions.

Though some of the earlier experimental results gave
only upper limits, the general form and magnitude of the
GRB spectrum had been measured with reasonable ac-

curacy before the launch of Compton (Figure 11.1). The

low-energy t)ortion (l 0 ke V to 60 ke V) was characterized

by a bremsstrahlung spectral shape that could be approx-
imated by a power-law segment of energy index _0.4. It

transitioned to a power law of index _1.6 above 60 keV,

flattened to an index of-_0.7 around 1 McV, then steep-
ened again above several MeV t.o an index of _1.7 that

extended to energies well above 100 MeV. When plot-

ted in intensity per logarithmic energy interval EIE , the
GRB spectrum exhibited two peaks, one at _30 keV due
to thermal bremsstrahlung and the other at. a few Met,"

(called "the MeV bump") (Figure I1.2). There were un-
certainties concerning the measurements in the 10 to 30

MeV range because of the extraordinary high instrumen-

tal and atmospheric background. Recent results by the
Imaging Compton Telescope (COMPTEL) instrument on
Compton have revised downwards the measurements in

this range and called into question the existence of the

MeV bump (Kappadath et al., 1995). Better data have

also been obtained for the higher energies by the Ener-

getic Gamma Ray Experiment Telescope (E(;RET) in-

strument (Sreekumar and Kniffen, 1996). The updated

GRB spectrum (Zdziarski, 1996) is given in Figure 11.3.

In this chapter we summarize the state of our knowl-

edge on the extragalactic GRB. We present the observa-

tions and their interpretations in two parts: (1) for en-

ergies from 0.1 to 10 ._':[el/, and (2) for energies greater
than 10 Me/.". We then presenl t.he recent results from
Corot)ton obsorvations and discuss their relevance Io the
GRB.
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Table11.1:ObservationsoftheDiffuseGamma-RayBackground(adaptedfromGruber(1992))

EnergyBand Detector Platform Reference
0.1-3MeV scintillator Ranger 3 Arnold et al. (1962)

Vette et al. (1969)1-6 MeV scintillator ERS 18

1-5 M e V scintillator balloon

0.1-8.5 MeV scintillator balloon

0.03-4.1 MeV scintillator Kosmos

0.1-4 MeV scintillator balloon
0.3-10 MeV scintillator Apollo

2-10 MeV Compton telescope balloon

0.3-6 MeV scintillator balloon

3-60 keV proportional counter HEAO-1 A2
1.1-10 MeV scintillator balloon

0.013-4.0 MeV scintillator HEAO-1 A4

0.45-10 MeV Ge spectrometer HEAO-3

> 50 MeV seintillator/Cerenkov OSO-3
30-50 MeV spark chamber balloon

35-200 MeV spark chamber SAS-2

4-100 MeV spark chamber balloon

Vedrenne et al. (1971)

Daniel et al. (1972)

Mazets et al. (1975)

Fukuda et al. (1975)
Trombka et al. (1975)

White et al. (1977)

Mandrou et al. (1979)

Marshall et al. (1980)
Sch6nfelder et al. (1980)

Gruber et al. (1985)

Wheaton et al. (1995, 1996)

Kraushaar et al. (1972)

Pinkau et al. (1973)
Fichtel et al. (1978)

Lavine et al. (1982)
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Figure 11.1: The pre-Compton energy spectrum of the

diffuse extragalactic background (Gruber, 1992).

11.2 LOW-ENERGY

MEASUREMENTS

(0.1- 10 MeV)

11.2.1 Spectral Characteristics

The first measurement of the GRB was obtained by a Csi

scintillation detector onboard the Ranger 3 Moon probe

in 1962 in the energy range of 0.1 to 3 MeV (Arnold

et al., 1962). The lunar missions Apollo 15, 16 and
17 in the early 1970s carried identical NaI scintillation

spectrometers and obtained data in the 300 keV to 10
MeV energy range (Trombkaet al., 1977). Tile measured

spectrum was well-fitted by an electron bremsstrahlung
model after subtracting the unwanted background com-

ponents caused by charged particle activation of the de-
tector and the spacecraft. The data points between 100
keV and 10 MeV were supplemented by measurements

from balloon experiments (Vedrenne et al., 1971; Daniel

et al., 1972; Fukuda et al., 1975). The results generally

agreed within experimental uncertainties and connected
smoothly to data between 30 MeV to 200 MeV from the
Small Astronomical Satellite-2 (SAS-2), the first high-

energy gamma-ray satellite that was launched in 1972

(Fichtel et al., 1975) (Figure 11.2). There was some indi-
cation of a flatter slope in the 1 to 5 MeV region (Figure

11.1). In the EIE plot (Figure 11.2), this translated into

a peak, called the MeV bump.

The High Energy Astronomy Observatory 1

(HEAO-1) was launched in 1977 with one of its pri-

mary objectives to measure the spectrmn of the high-
energy cosmic diffuse background. Two of the exper-

iments, the Goddard Space Flight Center's Cosmic X-

Ray Experiment (A-2) and the Hard X-Ray and Low-

energy Gamma-Ray Experiments (A-4) by the University
of California, San Diego and the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology, together spanned the X-ray to low-energy

gamma ray regime from 3 keV to 4.0 MeV. They used
different detection techniques, yet obtained two spectra
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Figure 11.2: The extragalactic background spectrum in intensity per logarithmic energy interval (adapted from Zycki

et al., 1993). Circles correspond to the data points compiled by Gruber (1992) in Figure 11.1. The elongated 0.5-2
keV error contour gives the ROSAT results (Hasinger, 1992). The dashed region is the systematic error contour for

the Apollo results (Trombka et al., 1977), with the middle dot-dashed curve the best estimate of the spectrum. The
35-100 MeV error contour is the SAS-2 result from Fichtel et al. (1978).

that joined smoothly and fitted remarkably well to a sin-

gle thermal bremsstrahlung model characterized by kT

--_ 40 keV in the transitional energy range of 60 to 100

keV (Marshall et al., 1980, Gruber eta]., 1985). Besides
measuring the GRB, the A-4 experiment also detected

about 50 X-ray sources in the Galactic plane (Levine

et a]., 1984), the diffuse Galactic ridge that extends ap-

proximately 4-500 in longitude and ±5 ° in latitude (e.g.,
Gehrels and Tueller, 1993 and references therein), and

around 20 active galactic nuclei (AGN). The AGN have
simple power-law spectra with energy indices clustered

around the value of--,0.7 (Mushotzky, 1982, 1984; Roth-
schild et al., 1983).

There was also evidence in the HEAO-1 A-4 data

of spectral flattening around a few MeV. Data from

balloon-borne Compton telescopes in the energy range
of 1 to 20 MeV (Sch6nfelder et al., 1980; White et al.,
1977) were consistent with the existence of the MeV

bump. Beyond 5 MeV, the balloon data showed that

GRB spectrum steepens to a power law of energy index

--,2 (Sch6nfelder et al., 1980), in excellent, agreement with

the extrapolation of SAS-2 measurements (Fiehtel et a].,
1978) towards lower energies.

Gruber (1992) has performed a best fit using all the

available spectral data published prior to 1990 (Figure
11.1). He found that below 60 keV, the diffuse back-

ground energy flux was fitted well by a bremsstrahlung
spectrum. But above 60 keV, he needed to add to the

bremsstrahlung extension a power law component with

an index of-_0.7, which characterizes the energy spec-
tra of AGN measured by HEAO-1 A-4 experiment. His

empirical functional fit to the energy flux between 3 keV

and 6 MeV (in units of keV / cm 2 - s - keV - sr) is:

( )7"877E-°29exp 41.13 keV 3 keV

1652E-2 °° + (1.75 x E-0.70)60 keV

< t{ < 60 keV

< b) < 6 MeV

Recent detailed analysis of A-4 Medium Energy I)e-
rector (MED) data by Kinzer et al. (1996) confirmed the

spectral fit. between 100 to 400 keV. However, the analy-
sis also indicated thai, above 400 keV, scintillation detec-

tors may not be able to discriminate between the internal
instrumental background and true cosmic flux. This calls

into question the accuracy of the data points above _500

keV and the existence of the MeV bump.

Data from other kinds of gamma-ray detectors (:an

provide an independent measurement of the GRB. A ger-
manium High Resolution Gamma-Ray Spectrometer was

first flown on tiEAO-3 in 1979 (Mahoney eta]., 1981).

A preliminary GRB spectrum that resulted from using

a new data analysis approach (Wheaton et al., 1996)
matched Gruber's fit from 50 keV to 150 kcV.

11.2.2 Spatial Characteristics

Comprehensive studies have been performed on the spa-
tial structure of the low-energy GHB using IIEAO-I
data (Boldt, 1987). The HEAO-1 detectors had nominal

fields- of-view of 3 ° ×30 , 3 ° × 1.5 ° , and 30 x 60 Shafer

(1983), using the A-2 High Energy Detector (HED) data

from 2.5 to 60 keV, derived a dipole amplitude of dl/I0
= (0.510.2)%, with a peculiar velocity v = 475 + 165

km s -a and apex at / = 2820 , b = 30 ° . Gruber (1992),
using the A-4 Medium Energy Detector (MED) data from

95 to 165 kcI/, found a similar dipole anisotropy with

dl/I0 = (2.2+0 7)%, v = 1450 4. 440 km s -1 and al/ex at
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Figure 11.3: The updated extragalactic background spectrum ill intensity per logarithmic energy interval (from
Zdziarski, 1996). The crosses marked by filled circles below 5 keV are the ASCA results from Gendreau et al. (1995).

Crosses in the 3-100 keV correspond to the data points from HEAO-1 A-2 and A-4 LED compiled by Gruber (1992)

in Figure ll.1. The data marked by open triangles and open circles are from HEAO-1 A-4 MED (Kinzer et al.,

1996), and Nagoya balloon (Fukada et al., 1975) measurements. The bold crosses in the 0.8-30 MeV range are from
COMPTEL (Kappadath et al., 1995), and the filled squares in the > 30 MeV range are from EGRET (Kniffen et al.,

1996).

l = 304 °, b = 26 °. These results are consistent, within the

experimental uncertainties, with each other and also with
the recent microwave result from COBE (Smoot et al.,

1992, Kogut et al., 1993), which gives a peculiar velocity
u = 627 + 22 km s -1, and apex at l = 264 ° , b = 48 ° •

Gruber noted that the large peculiar velocity measured

in A-4 could be due to a local enhancement of the diffuse

background.

11.3 INTERPRETATION OF

LOW-ENERGY GRB

SPECTRUM

The empirical bremsstrahlung shape of the low-energy
GRB spectrum prompted early models to attribute its

origin to thermal bremsstrahlung by a hot diffuse in-

tergalactic gas at a temperature of ,-,4x10 s K (Mar-
shall et al., 1980; Daly, 1988; Brown and Stecker, 1979;

Olive and Silk, 1985). These models were essentially

ruled out. after the recent observations by COBE (Mather

et al., 1990, 1994). The lack of significant deviations

from a blackbody spectrum in the microwave background

implies a much smaller Sunyaev-Zel'dovich (1980) y-

parameter than predicted. The y-parameter is an indi-

cator of the temperature of the intergalactic gas. So the
COBE results exclude the possibility that the Universe

was filled with hot intergalactic gas in the past (Tera-

sawa, 1991; Rogers and Field, 1991).

Other models attempted to explain the low-energy

GRB spectrum by the integrated flux of extragalactic
sources. These were confronted by the well-known spec-

tral paradox: AGN such as Seyferts and quasars which
are the most likely contributors produce continuum spec-
tra that are markedly different from that of the GRB

(Mushotzky, 1984). The average AGN spectrum is char-
acterized by a power law of energy index a _ 0.7, whereas

the GRB spectrum has an index of a --_ 0.4 below ,-_60

keV. To calculate properly the contribution of cosmo-

logical sources to the GRB, one needs to take in account
the evolutionary effects of the AGN luminosity function.

Avni (1978) found that the contribution from AGN de-

pends on the form and amount of density evolution, on
the deceleration parameter, and on the AGN formation

epoch. The observed integrated flux is given by

1 _o zv dzdV(z) (1 + z)BN(E(1 + z),z)IN(E) = 4-_ dz 47rd[(z)

dY(z) _ 4rrc 1 _d2L(Z)dz Ho (1 + z) 3

where I;v is the flux in keV cm-_s -l- keV, BIv(E,Z)

is the emissivity in erg/(s-MpcZ-keV), and ZF is the

epoch of first formation. V(z) is the comoving volume to
redshift z, dL(Z) is the luminosity-distance to redshift z

(Weinberg, 1972), and q0 is the deceleration parameter.
For a pure density evolution where the source density

p(z) can be parametrized by (1 + z) k, the emissivity is
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givenbyBN(E(1 +z), z) = (1 + z)k+aBu(E , z = 0), and
o_ is the energy spectral index.

Since the AGN luminosity function in the gamma-
ray regime is not well-known, work to estimate the AGN

contributions to the GRB has to adopt extrapolations

of X-ray or radio luminosity functions in the computa-

tion. Assumptions about the emissivity BIv(E, Z) of a
class of AGN also have to be made based upon the few

measurements or existing upper limits of 'typical' AGN
of that class. Rothschild et al. (1983) and Bassani et al.

(1985) integrated the X-ray luminosity function of the

HEAO-1 AGN derived by Piccinotti et al. (1982) to ob-
tain the relative contributions of different classes of AGN.

The results are shown in Figure 11.4. They found that

Seyferts are likely to be the most important contributors

to the GRB. Radio galaxies, quasars, field galaxies and

BL Lac objects contribute only a small percentage. The
Seyfert contribution increases from around 20% at ener-

gies ,.- 40 keV till at ,-_ 160 keV, they can account for all

of the observed background. In fact, the observed spec-
tral shape and intensity of GRB are used to set limits

on the luminosity cutoff and spectrum break energy of
AGN (Rothschild et al., 1983; Zycki et al., 1993) to pre-

vent an overproduction of diffuse background above 100

keV. Indeed, recent AGN observations by Compton and

GRANAT are indicating that Seyferts do typically have
low-energy spectral breaks (see Section 11.6).

GRB MEASUREMENTS

Figure 11.4: Contributi6ns of the different classes of AG N

to the GRB (Bassani et al., 1985)

After subtracting the Seyfert contribution, a signifi-
cant residual GRB remains below 100 keV that needs to

be explained. Various authors have postulated the exis-

tence of different AGN populations in earlier epochs to

explain the residual spectrum: for example, Eddington-
limited thermal-type sources (Boldt, 1987), AGN pre-

cursors with high compactness (Leiter and Boldt 1992),

and AGN with harder power-law spectra (Gruber, 1992).
The recent ROSAT deep survey detected an unexpect-

edly high number of faint QSOs at 1 < z < 2 (Shanks

et al., 1991; Hasinger et al., 1993; Georgantopoulos et al.,
1993). When the new QSO X-ray luminosity function
(Boyle et al., 1993) with its derived evolution is inte-

grated to a maximum redshift of zma_ "" 4 , it is found

that QSOs can account for 30% to 90% of the diffuse

background at ,,,2 keV. The respective contributions of

different classes of AGN: Seyfert ls, strongly-absorbed

radio-quiet Seyfert 2s, and QSOs to the low-energy GRB

have also been re-computed by Madau et al. (1993), Co-

mastri et al. (1995), Zdziarski et al. (1995), and Chen
et al. (1996) using the Boyle et al..'s (1993) observed X-

ray luminosity function. They are plotted in Figure 11.3.
It can be seen that the low-energy GRB up to the 100's

keV range is well-explained by the integrated emission of
various types of AGN.

11.4 HIGH-ENERGY

MEASUREMENTS OF

GRB (>10 MeV)

The first all-sky survey of cosmic gamma rays of energies
above 50 MeV was carried out by OSO-3 in 1967 1968.

The directional scintillator/Cerenkov detector recorded

621 "sky events" in 16 months of operations (Figure
11.5). The observations can be attributed to three com-

ponents: (1) a Galactic component concentrated along
the Galactic plane and well-correlated with the colunm

density as deduced from 21-cm radio measurements; (2)
a Galactic center component; and (3) an isotropic, ex-

tragalactic component with a steep power-law spectrum.

Subsequent measurements made using an entirely differ-
ent technique - spark chamber detectors - confirmed the

general picture. These included the SAS-2 (Fichtel et al.,

1975) mission and several balloon flights (Table 11.1).
SAS-2 measured a diffuse GRB component with a very

steep differential power law of energy index a --_ 1.7 (pho-
ton index = a+l _ 2.7) between 35 MeV and 200 MeV

(Fichtel et al., 1978) (Figure ll.6). The extrapolated in-

tensity of this component to lower energies agreed well
with measurements at l0 MeV. Above several hundred
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Figure 11.5:OSO-3 sky events plotted in galactic coordinates (Kraushaar et al., 1972)

MeV, the flux of the extragalactic GRB falls below the

galactic high latitude background and the determination

of its value is highly dependent on data analysis tech-

niques.

11.5 INTERPRETATION OF

HIGH-ENERGY GRB

SPECTRUM

Before the launch of Compton, only one extragalactic

source, 3C 273, had been detected above 10 MeV (Big-

namiet al., 1979). So theorists tended to explain the

origin of the high-energy GRB spectrum by diffuse mech-

anisms rather than by a superposition of unresolved dis-

crete extragalactic sources. This has now been changed

by Compton observations of blazars by EGRET and the

GRB measurements by COMPTEL (see Section 11.6),

though the diffuse models can still explain some portions

of the high-energy GRB spectrum. Below we describe

four theoretical models that postulate a cosmological ori-

gin for the 1-100 MeV GRB.

11.5.1 GRB from Proton-Antiproton

Annihilation

Stecker et al. (1971) proposed a diffuse emission model in

which the GRB arises in a baryon symmetric Big Bang

cosmology from matter-antimatter annihilations. In a

grand-unified-theory model with spontaneous CP (charge

parity) violation (Stacker, 1985), it is possible for the Uni-

verse to have evolved very large regions of pure matter

and pure antimatter containing masses the size of galaxy

clusters or superclusters in its early history. These re-

gions are essentially the fossils of the vanished CP do-

mains. In a baryon symmetric cosmology, annihilations

occur at the boundaries between these regions at all red-

shifts to produce an extragalactic GRB. Puget (1973) has

computed the annihilation rate as a function of redshift.

The annihilations produce _ro-mesons with gamma-ray

producing decay modes. (no decay is also the principal

mechanism for producing the galactic high-energy dif-

fuse gamma radiation.) Figure 11.7 shows a typical rest-

frame spectrum produced by proton-antiproton annihila-

tion with 7to decay (Stecker, 1971), with maximum inten-

sity at m,c2/2 _ 70 MeV. The spectrum is nearly flat

near the maximum, with a minimum energy of ,-_5 Met;

and a maximum cutoff at HI GeV. To arrive at the pre-

dicted GRB spectrum observed at the current epoch, it is

necessary to solve a cosmological photon transport equa-

tion and take into account pair production and Compton

scattering at high redshifts which may cause energy loss

(Stecker et al., 1971). The resultant spectrum (Stecker,

1989) matches the observed steep slope of the extragalac-

tic GRB above _1 MeV very well. Furthermore, it cau

account for the observed MeV bump (Figure 11.8). Ab-

sorption due to Compton scattering and pair production

causes the spectrum to bend over below _1 MeV.

11.5.2 GRB from Primordial Black

Holes

Page and Hawking (1976) postulated a population of pri-

mordial black holes (PBH) created ill the early Universe

that could explain the GRB. The PBHs cannot be cre-

ated in the present epoch since the necessary compres-

sional forces do not exist. They undergo quantum me-

chanical decay by radiating gravitons, neutrinos, elec-
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Figure 11.6: Differential photon Sl)(_ct, rum of the SAS-2

(liffusc gamma-ray t)ackground (Ficht_'l _'t al., 1978)

irons, positrons, and gamma rays. PBlls with initial

masses less lhan a critical mass of 5× 104 9 would have

COml)letely evaporated by now. PBlls of slightly greater

initial mass would be radiating energy at the rate of

2.,5X l017 err ,_-1. As they reach lhe end of their life.

t.hey ¢'val)orate by ejecting all J'(_maining rest mass in a

very short time. The particles emitted in this final re-

lease would decay rapidly (t << 1 see), giving a short

I)ursl of gamma rays between 100 M c L" and 1 (;e V. The

1';(7;111'2'l' instrllillellt onboard ("oliiplon lll;t 3, be able t.o

(let.eeL I}Btl bursts with this par! i('ular timing signature,

but has not seen any such events to (Jat._,. A uniform

distribution of PBHs of initial mass > 5× 104 g, when

integrate(t over the cosmological lime scale, would give a

(;RB photon spectrum of power law ind_.x _3 above 120

_I_ I'. T'his nmt('hes the observ('d (IRB spectral slope in

tad

,c
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Figure ll.7: Gamma-ray spectrum from proton-

antiproton annihilation at rest (Stecker, 1971)

the 100 AI__I/ range rather well. Below 120 MeV, the

spectrum may flatten depending on the space density of
PBHs.

11.5.3 GRB from Deuterium Formation

Leventhal (1973) suggested that deuterium production

by the two-body recombination process (p+n -+ D+2.22

MeV 7 ray) in an environment transparent to the emit-

ted ganm]a rays could give rise to the observed 1 MeV

bump in the GRB. He noted that the abundance ratio

n(D)/n(H) might be an order of magnitude higher than

those of other radioactive elements that produce gamma-

ray lines and could more easily account for the excess.

For example, the deuterium 2.22 MeV line has been

clearly detected in solar flares (Chupp et al., 1973). The

line can also be produced in the outer envelope of a su-

pernova by spallation reaction (Hoyle and Fowler, 1973).

('Fo date, (?ompton has not detected the 2.22 MeV D

line from sut)ernova remnants.) The integrated contri-

bution to th(, GRB over cosmological history from this

deuteriunl line is expected to take the form of an edge

at the rest energy of 2.2 Me!/ and a continuous distri-

bution towards redshifted energies as one looks at earlier

epochs (Clayton and Silk, 1969). The spectral shape fits

the McV bump well.

11.5.4 GRB from Type Ia SN

The cumulative gamma-ray spectrum of Type Ia super-

novae (SN la's) during the history of the Universe are
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Figure 11.8: Contribution to the extragalactic back-

ground by proton-antiproton annihilations ill a baryon-

symmetric universe (Stecker et al., 1971 and Zdziarski

et al., 1993).

expected to contribute significantly to the GRB. This

idea was first advanced by Clayton and Silk (1969), fol-

lowed by a more detailed discussion by Clayton and Ward

(1975) and a recently improved calculation by The et al.

(1993). SN Ia's emit strong gamma-raylines at 847, 1238,

2599 and 3250 keV from the radioactive decay of 56Ni

56co --+ 56w_ produced in the explosion. This has been

confirmed by the observations of SN 1987a (e.g., Leising

and Share 1990). Integrating over tile cosmological his-

tory of nucleosynthesis smears the lines and they become

edges near the rest energies in the GRB spectrum. In par-

ticular, the SN la's may contribute a significant fraction

of the GRB at ,-_1 MeV (Figure 11.9). Zdziarski (t996)

indeed found that the SN Ia contribution was necessary

to explain the discrepancy between the latest COMP-

TEL measurements of the GRB and theoretical model

predictions due to AGN. If high resolution spectral mea-

surements can be made of the GRB between 0.1 and 1.0

MeV, the model of The et al. (1993) may be used to de-

rive the history of SN Ia nucleosynthesis in the Universe.

Such high resolution spectral measurements of the GRB

have never been made.

11.6 COMPTON RESULTS

AND IMPLICATIONS FOR

GRB

11.6.1 Compton Observations of AGN

Before the launch of Compton, only four AGN had been

detected at gamma-ray energies: 3C 273, Cen A, NGC

4151 and MCG 8-11-11 (see, e.g., Bassani et al., 1985).

3C 273 was the only quasar that has been detected above
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Figure 11.9: The differential tlux of COSlUi(' Type' la su-

pernovae in the Einstein-de SiIler (q, = 0.5) universe.

The data points are measuremenls of the (;I_l_. (The,

et al., 1993)

10 MeV. It was during one of 1,tie early (k)ml)ton poinl-

ings which included 3C 273 in the" field-of-view l}lat an

other quasar, 3C 279, was first, dclected by the E(]RI':T

instrument from 30 MeV l.o over ,5 (,'t _," (tiarl man el. al.,

1992). The photon flux intensity of 3C 279 was very high,

comparable to that of the Crab or (;eminga above 100

McV. The differential photon specl,run_ is w(ql r,'l)r('-

senled by a single power law of photon i,,dcx _2 over

the entire observed energy range. The lack of d(,l('clioll

by COS-B in 1976 implies that 3C 27(1 is highly variab[('.

Later observations by EGRET confirm('d lhal ::_(: 27!)

was initially detected in a flaring state and i! is variabh'

on the time scale of days with no signilicanl ('hang(' in

spectral index (Kniffen et al., 1993). Subsequently, many

more AGN have been detecled by EGItI':T. (_OMI)Tt:,I,

and OSSE.

Table 11.2 (from Dermer and (;ehrels, 1.995) lisls

the AGN detected by Compton in Phase I (19,91 A[)l il to

1992 Novernber) and Phase II (1992 N()vemb('r to 199:_

September), together with their charact('ristics (s('(' ('.g.,

Thompson et al., 1995; Fichtel, 1993; P,(wts('h ('t al., 19!)3;

SchSnfelder 1994; McNaron-Brown el. a[., 1.0!)'); and r('['-

erences therein). These are supt)lcmcnted })Y A(;N dct(w-

tions by, other high energy missions and t,h(' ground-based

Whipple Observatory. The 20 165 hcV column refers to

HEAO-1, Exosat, and (;inga observalious, the 50 150

keV column to OSSE and SIGMA/Granal (a French-

Russian mission) observations, the 1 30 M c 1" column lo

COMPTEL observations, the E > 1O0 Me/' ('olumn Io

EGRET observations, and the E > 0.5 7"(1" column to

Whipple Observatory observo_ ions.

All the AGN detected in high-energy gam_ua rays

are core-dominated, flat spectrum radio quasars or ra(lio-

loud BL Lac objects (or "blazars"). Blazars generally

exhibit strong variability, significant optical l)olarizatioI_
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and superluminal flow. The rapid variability indicates
that the radiation is likely to be beamed in a relativistic

jet, which also produces the radio emission. The BL Lac

object Mrk 421 has also been detected in TeV gamma
rays by the Whipple Observatory ground-based Cerenkov
telescope (Punch et al., 1992). The data are consistent

with a single power law of photon index ,-,2 from the

100 MeV to the TeV energy range, though it must be

kept in mind that the Whipple observations were not

simultaneous with the EGRET observations (Lin et al.,

1992). Note that no Seyfert galaxies have been detected
by EGRET in the 100 MeV range.

In the intermediate-energy range (1 to 30 MeV),
the COMPTEL instrument team (Bloemen et al., 1995;
Blom et al., 1995) has reported evidence of MeV blaz-

ers that have not been detected by EGRET. These are

compact, flat-spectrum radio-loud AGN, with a spec-
tral break around a few MeV, where the radiated power
strongly peaks.

In the low-energy range of 50 keV to 10 MeV, the

Oriented Scintillation Spectrometer Experiment (OSSE)
instrument has observed 26 AGN and reported 24 detec-

tions, with 12 detected at a significance of 4s or higher
(Cameron et al., 1993; Johnson et al., 1994; McNaron-

Brown et al., 1995). Of the 24 OSSE-detected AGN,

12 are Seyfert 1 galaxies; 5 are Seyfert 2 galaxies (in-
cluding NGC 4151); 5 are QSOs; and 2 are BL Lac

objects. The spectrum of NGC 4151 obtained in July

1991 by OSSE is steeper than most previous observations

(Maisak et al., 1993). Such a steep spectrum has been
observed once before by the Granat instruments SIGMA

and ART-P (Jourdain et al., 1992; Apal'kov et al., 1992).
The data can be fitted by a broken power law or a ther-

mal Comptonization spectrum (Sunyaev and Titarchuk,

1980). There is evidence that the spectrum steepens at

times of source brightening (Perola et al., 1986; Yaqoob

et al., 1989). It is possible that Seyfert galaxies in general

have variable spectral states correlated with luminosity
(Paciesas et al., 1993). These results together with ob-

servations from Ginga (e.g., Williams et al., 1992) and
ROSAT (e.g., Turner et al., 1993) at lower energies in-
dicate that AGN have more complex spectral character-

istics than can be represented by a simple "canonical"

power-law spectrum that resulted from HEAO-1 (Roth-
schild et al., 1983). For example, Ginga observations

have revealed an additional flat component in the > 10

keV portion of Seyfert 1 spectrum (e.g., Pounds et al.,

1990; Matsuoka et al., 1990). This has been attributed

to reflection or Comptonization of the incident power-law
spectrum by an accretion disk.

Johnson et al. (1994) have combined the OSSE ob-

servations of Seyferts to produce an average Seyfert spec-
trum (Figure ll.10), excluding the most intense sources
like NGC 4151 so as not to bias the result. The av-

erage Seyfert spectrum clearly exhibits a break around

50 keV. Below 50 keV, the HEAO-1 "canonical" power

law with photon index 1.7 characterizes the spectrum
well. Above 50 keV, the spectrum is much softer. The

spectrum can be described by a simple exponential with

e-folding energy of 46+5 keV, but thermal Comptoniza-
tion models provide the best parameterization. These

are plotted in Figure 11.10 for comparison. This new

result helps to solve the potential excessive Seyfert emis-

sion problem mentioned in Section ll.3, and brings the
composite AGN spectrum more in line with the observed
GRB spectrum.

A picture is emerging that the gamma-ray emit-
ting AGN can be divided into two classes (Dermer and
Gehrels, 1995) with different emission mechanisms: the

comparatively weak Seyferts and radio galaxies, in which

we observe quasi-isotropic gamma rays with inferred

isotropic luminosities in the range --,1041 - l044 erg s-l;
and the radio-loud blazars, in which we observe beamed

emission from collimated relativistic jets, and which are

highly variable and have luminosities in the range ,_,1045

- 1049 erg s -1.

11.6.2 Compton Observations of GRB

Careful background analyses are beginning to yield pre-
liminary results from COMPTEL and EGRET oil the

GRB spectrum. Both of these instruments have been

designed to maximize their use for obtaining the extra-
galactic diffuse background. The preliminary COMP-

TEL results (Kappadath et al., 1995) indicate that the

GRB flux in the 2-10 MeV range is 5 to 10 times lower

than those measured by Trombka et al. (1977) and bal-
loon experiments. The 10-30 MeV flux is consistent with

other measurements. The existence of the MeV bump is
called into question because of better background reduc-
tion technique and the identification of additional con-

tributions by long-lived radioactive nuclei to the internal

background. The MeV bump, if present, is restricted for

COMPTEL to energies of less than "-,2 MeV.

The preliminary EGRET result for the GRB above

100 MeV is consistent with the previous measurement

by SAS-2. Much work remains to be done to make sure

that there is no contamination from the galactic diffuse
emission. Both the COMPTEL and EGRET results have

been included in the updated GRB plot in Figure 11.3.

11.6.3 Implications for GRB

The Compton observations firmly identify AGN as

gamma-ray emitters that can contribute to the GRB.

In the low-energy regime, several groups have proposed
schemes to explain the GRB spectrum based on the "re-

processed" AGN model (Zdziarski et al., 1993; Madau

et al., 1993; Rogers and Field, 1991; Terasawa, 1991;
Mereghetti, 1990). The intrinsic AGN spectrum can be
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Table11.2:ActiveGalacticNucleiDetectedat > 20keV(DermerandGehrels1995)
20-165 50-150 1-30 >100 >0.5

Source Type z keV keV MeV MeV TeV

NGC 4151 Sy 1.5-2 0.0033 Y: 3.4-10 Y: 15.-31 N N: <0.05 N

NGC 7582 Sy 2 0.0049 Y: 2.6-5.1 N

NGC 6814 Sy 1 0.0053 Y: 2.6 Y: 3.2 N
MCG-6-30--15 Sy 1 0.0078 Y: 4.0-5.0 N N: <0.1

MCG-5-23-16 Sy 2 0.0082 Y: 3.3 Y: _4.0
NGC 4388 Sy 2 0.0087 Y: 6.4

NGC 3783 Sy 1 0.0092 Y: 0.8 Y(2_):_4 N N: <0.12

IC 4329A Sy 1 0.0157 Y: 4.2-5.9 N N
NGC 5548 Sy 1 0.017 Y: 0.6 Y(3a):_4 N N

MCG+8--ll-ll Sy 1 0.0205 Y:8.0 Y:2.2-4.0 N N: <0.11

Mrk 279 Sy 1 0.031 Y: 1.0 Y: 2.6 N: <0.07
Mrk 509 Sy 1 0.0355 Y: 1.1 Y(3cr):,_4 N N: <0.08

ESO 141-G55 Sy 1 0.037 Y: 0.6 Y(3a):--,3 N N: <0.15
Cen A RG, Sub,Sy 2 0.0008 Y: 28. Y: 25.-63. Y N: <0.15 Y(?)

NGC 1275 RG, Sub,Sy 2 0.0183 Y: 3.3 N: <2.4 N: <0.09 N

3C 120 Sy 1,RG,SL 0.0334 Y: 1.8 Y(3a):,-*3 N N: <0.09

3C 111 Sy 1,RG,SL? 0.049 Y: 2.1-3.1 N N: <0.09 N
3C 390.3 Sy 1,RG,SL? 0.0569 Y: 3.0 Y: <1.5-4.1 N: <0.07

Mrk421(l101+384) FS,BL 0.031 Y N: <0.9 Y:0.14 Y: 1.5
PKS 0521 365 FS,HP 0.055 (4 a): ,-_0.2

PKS 2005-489 FS,BL,OV 0.071 Y(4a): ---0.18

1219+285 FS,BL,HP,OV 0.102 Y: 0.17
PKS 2155-304 BL 0.117 Y(?) Y: <2.0-4.9 N

3C273(1226+023) FS,SL,HP,OV 0.158 Y Y: 3.6-19.7 Y Y:<0.13-0.21 N
0829+046 FS,BL,OV 0.18 Y(4_r): ,-_0.14
PKS 1510-089 FS,HP,OV? 0.361 Y: 0.18-0.23

0954+658 FS,BL,HP 0.368 Y: 0.21

4C21.35(1222+216) FS 0.435 Y: 0.17
3C279(1253-055) FS,SL,HP,OV 0.538 Y: <2.4-6.2 Y Y: 0.9--2.7 N
1E 1227+0224 QSO(near 3C273) 0.57 Y(SIGMA)

4C29.45(1156+295) FS,SL,HP,OV 0.729 Y: 0.63
PKS 0454-463 FS 0.858 Y: <0.16-0.29

3C454.3(2251+158) FS,SL,HP,OV 0.859 Y: <2.2-4.5 Y(?) Y: 0.8-1.35 N
PKS 0537-441 FS,BL,HP 0.894 Y: 0.17-0.32

PKS 0420-014 FS,HP,OV 0.92 Y: <0.14-0.45

PKS 0235+164 FS,BL,SL?,HP 0.94 Y: <0.3-0.82
PKS 1933-400 FS 0.966 Y(4cr): ,-,0.88

PNS 0208-512 FS,HP 1.003 Y: 0.4-1.1

PKS 0454-234 FS,HP 1.009 Y(4_r): --_0.14

CTA 102 (2230+114) FS,SL?,HP 1.037 Y: <1.6-4.0 Y(?) Y: 0.25-0.46
PKS 1229-021 FS 1.045 Y(4_): _0.12
PKS 1741 038 FS,HP 1.054 Y: 0.2-0.34

PKS 2356+196 FS 1.066 Y(4a): --,0.29
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Table 11.2: Continued

20-165 50-150 1-30 >100 >0.5
Source Type z keV keV MeV MeV TeV

PKS 0506-612 FS 1.093 Y(?) Y(4cr): "--0.06
PKS 0446+112 FS 1.207 Y: <0.16 1.04

PKS 1313-333 FS 1.21 Y: 0.1-1.3

4C28.07 (0234+285) FS,SL,HP 1.213 Y: 0.16

4C10.45(1606+106) FS 1.23 Y:0.27 0.53
4C51.37 (1739+522) FS 1.38 Y: 0.36

1611+343 FS,OV 1.40 Y: 0.33

0804+499 FS,HP 1.43 Y: 0.29

PKS 2052-474 FS 1.489 Y: 0.26

PKS 1406-076 FS 1.494 Y: <0.10 0.41

4C38.41 (1633+382) FS,SL,OV 1.81 Y: 1.0 N
0827+243 FS,OV 2.046 Y: 0.21

PKS 0528+134 FS,OV 2.06 Y: 2.0-4.5 Y Y: <0.5--1.6 N

4C71.0 (0836+710) FS,SL,HP 2.17 Y: 0.14 0.34 N

PKS 0458-020 FS,OV 2.286 Y(4c_): _0.28
4C15.05(0202+149) FS,HP _ N: <8.7 Y: 0.26

0716+714 FS,BL,SL?,HP _ N: <1.4 Y: 0.2-0.5 N

4C15.54(1604+ 159) BL,HP _ Y(4a) : --,0.17
PKS 1622-253 FS _ Y: 0.19-0.47

2022-077 FS _ Y: <0.15-0.63

PKS 2209+236 FS _ Y(4a): ,--0.15
H1517+656 BL _ Y: 4.9

Type: Sy --- Seyfert, RG -- radio galaxy, Sub --subluminal, SL -- superluminal, FS -- flat spectrum radio galaxy, BL = BL

Lac, HP = high optical polarization, OV -- optically violent variable (OVV).

Note 1. - With some exceptions, the columns refer to detections by instruments as follows: 20-165 keV: HEAO-I, Exosat,

and Ginga; 50-150 keV: OSSE and SIGMA; 1-30 MeV: COMPTEL; >100 MeV: EGRET; :>0.5 TeV: Whipple.

Note 2. - A "Y" indicates a detection of significance greater than 5.0a for the > 100 MeV column and greater than 3.5a for

the other columns. The significance level for marginal detections is given in parentheses, where, for example, 3sigma means
between 2.5a _ significance <: 3.5a.

Note 3. - Numbers in detection columns are fluxes where available. Units and references are: 20-165 keV: lO 3 ph
cm-_s-l(Rothschild et al., 1983, from luminosities in their Table 11.2; NGC 4151 from Baity et al., 1984; MCG-t-8-11 ll

from Ubertlnl et al., 1984; Cen A from Baity et al., 1981); 50-150 keV: l04 ph cm-2s-l(Johnson et al., 1994; O.l MeV times

numbers in their Table ll.1); _100 MeV: 106 ph cm-2s -1 (Fichte] et al., 1994; Linet al., 1993; yon Montigny et al., 1994): 2>
0.5 TeV: 1011 ph cm-2s-l(Punchet al.,1992).
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Figure 11.10: Average OSSE Seyfert spectrum. Best fit thermal Comptonization, power law and exponential are
shown. The OSSE NGC 4151 spectrum from June 1991 is shown for comparison with thermal Comptonization fit

(Johnson et al., 1994).

generated either through thermal Comptonization of low-

energy photons by hot plasma or by non- thermal pair
cascade process in a compact plasma (Svensson, 1987).

Both mechanisms produce a spectral break at -_80 keV.

Zdziarski et al. (1993), using a Seyfert 1 thermal Comp-
tonization model and the X-ray luminosity function de-

rived by Boyle et al. (1993), integrated the contributions

over redshift and obtained a good fit to the GRB spec-
trum from 2 to 100 keV, including the 30 keV bump

(Figure ll.ll). The dominant contribution comes from
the AGN at the highest redshift. However, the model

did not seem satisfactory at the time because it could

not explain the MeV bump as the Seyfert spectrum cuts
off above 80 keV. Now the MeV bump problem seems

to have disappeared, the AGN models (e.g., Zdziarski,

1996) can very well explain a good part of GRB spec-

trum, though Zdziarski (1996) still found that AGN con-
tributions alone cannot account for all emission in the

few MeV range. He obtained a good fit with the pre-
liminary COMPTEL measurements by adding the SN Ia

contribution (The et al., 1993). If there is indeed a class
of MeV Blazers as indicated by the COMPTEL obser-

vations, then they could also contribute significantly to-

wards the MeV range GRB emission.

In the high-energy regime, Padovani et al. (1993),

Dermer and Schlickeiser (1992), and Stecker et al. (1993)
estimated the contribution of blazars to the GRB. Since

the gamma-ray luminosity function of blazars has not yet

been determined, they used the radio luminosity evolu-

tionary function by Dunlop and Peacock (1990) instead.

This is based on a significant (possibly linear) correlation

between the 100 MeV gamma-ray luminosity and the
5-GHz radio luminosity seen in the gamma-ray blazars

(Figure 11.12). The computed background falls an or-
der of magnitude below that observed by SAS-2 in the

100 MeV range (Stecker et al., 1993) and so fails to be

a major contributor to the GRB in this energy range.
Moreover, the average blazar spectrum is a power law of

photon index _2, which is much harder than the observed

GRB (Figure 11.6). However, if the hard spectrum con-
tinues unattenuated to higher energies, blazars could be

important contributors to the GRB in the nmlti-GeV en-

ergy range. Recently, Stecker and Salamon (1996) have

recomputed the contribution of blazars to the G RB based
on the second EGRET catalog (Thompson et al., 1995),

taking account of their high variability and the apparent.
hardening of their spectra when they are in a flare state.

They found that the entire extragalactic GRB can be

explained by the contributions from unresolved blazars.

It may well be that the GRB is the sum of a number

of different components with different, origins. Each com-

ponent's contribution varies as a function of energy. We
need to keep in mind that when we study the gamma-

ray background, we are looking at an energy span of

over six decades. A particular physical mechanism prob-

ably dominates in a specific energy range, for example:
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Figure 11.11: Contribution to the GRB by thermal AGN.

The solid and dot-dashed curves are Comptonization

models without and with absorption. The dashed curve

gives the thermal component, and the dotted curve the

reflection component. (Zdziarski et al., 1993)
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Figure 11.12: Gamma-ray luminosity vs. radio luminos-

ity plot for blazars in the EGRET survey. The filled

circles represent solid detections, the hollow circles rep-

resent marginal detections, and the crossed arrows rep-

resent the upper limits for those radio sources which

EGRET did not detect. (Stecker et al., 1993)

the radio-quiet AGN at < 1 MeV; the diffuse matter-

antimatter annihilations at ---1 to 100's MeV; the McV

blazars and/or the SN Ia's at _1 MeV; the primordial

black holes at 100's MeV; and blazars at 100's GeV.

11.7 FUTURE OBSERVATIONS

In some energy bands there will be significant new data

on the diffuse gamma-ray background from current or

planned missions, while in other bands there are no mis-

sions. Prospects are particularly bright in the 30 MeV

- 30 GeV band where EGRET will provide a definitive

observation. The task is not easy though, requiring full

understanding of the dominant galactic diffuse emission.

OSSE and COMPTEL also have diffuse background ob-

jectives, but both have high internal backgrounds that

must be modeled and subtracted. This is a generic prob-

lem in the 100 keV - 30 MeV range.

There are several possible future approaches to mea-

suring the diffuse background in the MeV range. One

idea is to make a differential measurement in which iden-

tical and exchangeable detectors with different fields-of-

view observe the sky. The internal background level

should be the same in both detectors, so that subtracting

their rates should give the diffuse flux in the differential

field-of-view. Another idea is to have a detector with

very little surrounding passive material located on a long

extendible boom from a light spacecraft flown outside the

Earth's magnetosphere. The small background contribu-

tion from the spacecraft could be determined by moving

the detector in and out on the boom (like with the Apollo

measurements (Trombka et al., 1977). The diffuse signal

would be maximized by having an almost unobstructed

view of the entire sky. The internal background in the de-

tector itself from beta decays could be minimized by us-

ing background-reduction techniques such as pulse-shape

discrimination (Roth et al., 1984), detector segmentation

(Gehrels, 1985) or detector isotope enrichment (Gehrels,

1990). A third idea is to have an aperture with a change-

able field-of-view. If this is done carefully with active

anticoincidence shield and aperture elements, it should

be possible to have the internal background be almost

constant as the aperture changes, so that the only the

diffuse flux is modulated.

The history of SN Ia nucleosynthesis in the Uni-

verse can be derived if high resolution spectral measure-

ments can be made of the GRB between 0.1 and 1.0 MeV

(The et al., 1993). The current generation of germanium

gamma-ray spectrometers has sufficient spectral resolu-

tion to measure such edges in the GRB spectrum. For

example the GRIS balloon instrument has successfully re-

solved the 56Co lines of SN 1987a (Tueller et al., 1989).

Observations of the GRB by GRIS have been carried out

in 1995 and analysis is in progress. Better spatial resolu-

tion in future instruments would allow determination of

the GRB fine-scale anisotropy. This is essential to distin-

guish between the baryon-symmetric cosmological origin

and the AGN origin of the GRB (Gao et al., 1990a,b;

Cline and Gao, 1990), as these models predict different

intensity fluctuation patterns in the GRB+
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The great hope with these future observations will

be to accurately determine the spectrum of the diffuse

background and thereby learn about its origin. Ques-
tions we hope to answer include: Is the MeV bump
real? What is the contribution of Seyfert AGN to the

low-energy gamma-ray background? What is the con-
tribution of blazars AGN to the high-energy gamma-ray

background? Is there a residual true cosmological back-

ground?
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Chapter 12

THE X-RAY SKY AS A MEASURE OF

HISTORY

ELIHU BOLDT

Laboratory for High Energy Astrophysics

NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center

Greenbelt, MD 20771

ABSTRACT

The high latitude X-ray sky is dominated by an isotropic cosmic background that provides a powerful

demonstration of the cosmological principle - that we are not in a special place. The observed flux

represents the emission of all the X-ray sources in previous epochs of the universe. Analysis of this

background within the context, of accretion driven active galactic nuclei indicates that most black

hole galactic nuclei must be dormant at present, but suggests that they were X-ray bright during a

brief epoch signaling an early phase of galaxy formation.
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12.1 INTRODUCTION

There are only two bands of the electronlagnetic spec-

trum where tile sky is dominated by a clearly isotropic

extragalactic background. The most celebrated is the mi-

crowave band (Mather et al., 1990) in which resides the

2.7 ° h" black body relic radiation cooled from an early

stage of the expanding universe when its energy equiva-

lent mass density exceeded that of ordinary matter. The

other is tile X-ray band (Giacconi et al., 1962) where

we find a well-defined component associated with the

subsequent epochs in which subrelativistic matter dom-

inates. This all-sky Cosmic X-ray Background (CXB)

has a characteristic photon energy (E) in the sense that

the spectrum of energy flux [](erg s-lcm-2sterad-X)],

when expressed as dI/d(logE), peaks at. E = 29 keV,

corresponding to an equivalent Boltzmann temperature

of about 3 x 10 s K (Boldt, 1987). Since the Planck spec-

trum of tile 2.7 ° K background is undistorted the possi-

ble Compton scattering with intervening ionized matter

must be minimal. Hence, there is not an extensive hot

intergalactic plasma contributing t.o the (;XB; the X-rays

must then arise mainly from discrete sources

The volume X-ray emissivity [i.e., the power

(erg s -1) radiated in X-rays per unit volume] in the

present epoch universe is mainly due to galaxies with

clearly active nuclei (Miyaji et al., 1994) even though

such objects represent less than 1% of all galaxies. The

concept of what we mean by the present epoch is chal-

lenged when we consider that, the typical distance be-

tween such neighboring "local" active galaxies corre-

sponds to a light travel time of several million years,

not. short compared to the time scales that could be as-

sociated with the growth of a central black hole in the

nucleus, due to the matter accretion process thought to

power such sources (e.g., see Rees, 1984). Clearly, space

and time are inexorably intertwined for the CXB. As we

shall exhibit, its flux provides us with a revealing measure

of all the accreted matter responsible for the growth of

supermassive black hole galactic nuclei, integrated over

the entire visible history of the baryonic universe.

Recent broadband X-ray observations of active

galaxies (Johnson et al., 1994) with the Compton

Gamma-Ray Observatory indicate that such sources also

have a characteristic photon energy, but its value is about

three times that characteristic of the CXB. This shows

that the major contribution of such sources to the ob-

served CXB must be highly redshifted from substan-

tially earlier epochs. Observations of soft X-rays with

the ROSAT focusing telescope have in fact. directly traced

X-ray bright active galaxies back to the earliest epochs

already revealed by quasars detected optically at the very

highest redshifts, corresponding to a look-back time that

is about 90% the age of the universe (Warren, Hewitt,

and Osmer, 1994).

12.2 EXTRAGALACTIC

SCALES

Distances in extragalactic astronomy are common[y ex-

pressed in megaparsecs (1 Mpe= 3.09 x 1024c?tl, the dis-

tance traveled by light in 3.26 million years). Although

the core diameter of a rich cluster of galaxies is about

1 Mpc, the chance is only one m a million that a clus-

ter eentroid is actually to be found within a randomly

located sphere of this diameter (e.g., see Bahcall, 1988).

The number density of active galaxies is greater. In par-

ticular, data from the HEAO-2 Einstein Observatory and

ROSAT have been used by Boyle et al. (1993) to deter-

mine that, for X-ray luminosities _> 1042h-2er9 s -1 (0.3

- 3.5 keV), the number density of AGN (active galactic

nuclei) isn = 1.9> 10-Sh 3 Mpc-3 where h- Ho/(50

km s-l/ Mpc) exhibits the dependence on tile Hubble

constant (tfo), discussed later. This number density is

comparable to that of Seyfert 1 galaxies at MB < - 17.5

(Huchra and Burg, 1992). According to the unified model

for Seyfert galaxies (Antonucci and Miller, 1985; Awaki,

1991) Seyfert. 1 AGN are the same as Seyfert 2 but viewed

from a direction that avoids the obscuring matter intrin-

sic to such objects. Although Seyfert 2 galaxies are likely

to dominate the AGN population their X-ray spectra are

highly absorbed, making these sources relatively inacces-

sible within the soft X-ray spectral band considered by

Boyle et al. (1993). From a representative vantage point

in the present epoch, a survey depth of _ 20h-IMpc

would be needed to encounter one Seyfert 1 galaxy, on

the average, within the corresponding horizon in look-

back time of _ 60h -l million years.

In general, the radiation reaching us from sources

having a velocity, of recession due to the expansion of

the universe, is Doppler-shifted in wavelength (A), mani-

fested as a redshift. This redshifted wavelength depends

on source recession velocity (v) as follows

A
i7. = L(c-,,)J _ 1+(,,/_.) fo,.,.,<<c (12.1)

where c is the velocity of light, and A_ is the wawqellgth

emitted at. the source. By defining the redshift as

it follows that

(A - A,)
z_

A E_

A-7 = -E- = (1 + z) (12.2)

We note further that z ,._ (v/c) for v << c. Hubble's

law states that, for v << c, the distance (D) to an ob-

ject receding with the expansion velocity (v) of the uni-

verse is D = v/Ho. Assuming that the observed red-

shift arises from the Doppler effect, we note that. this
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implies D = (c/Ho)z, for z << 1. [For z > 1 the dis-
tance used for determining luminosity is a more compli-
cated function of z that depends on _, the ratio of overall

gravitational mass density to the critical closure value of
an Einstein-deSitter model (e.g., see Weinberg, 1972)].
Tile Hubble distance that characterizes the cosmologi-

cal scale is (c/Ho) = 5996h-IMP c. The Hubble time

Ho 1 = 19.6 x 109h -l years is a measure of the age since
tile "big bang" marking the origin of the expansion; for
f_ = 1 this age is tg = (2/3)Ho 1 = 13 x 109h -1 years.

12.3 BLACK HOLE MASS

GROWTH

An active galactic nucleus is generally regarded to be

powered by the accretion of matter induced by the grav-
ity field of a massive black hole at the core (Rees, 1984).

The resulting bolometrie luminosity (Lbol) is related to
the rate of mass infall as

Lbot =e c2 ( dM)-_ (12.3)

where ¢ is the efficiency for the conversion of accreted

mass energy into radiation. In typical cases this luminos-

ity is limited by the ambient mass fuel supply available for
accretion. There is, however, a limiting luminosity deter-

mined by the mass of the black hole itself. In particular,
the total luminosity can not exceed the Eddington limit
where outward radiation pressure would cancel out the

black hole's gravitational pull on infalling matter. For

aecreting matter where there is one electronic charge per
atomic mass unit, this occurs at

LEdd -_ 1.26 × 1038 MB___.HHerg s -1 (12.4)
MO

where MBH/Mo is the black hole mass in units of solar
mass; for an incisive discussion see Begelman (1978).

The growth of black hole mass (MBH) arising from

accretion is given by

2dMBH -- (Lbe°--_l Lbo,) (12.5)c -_

In terms of the Eddington ratio (A = Lbol/LEdd <_ 1) the

expression for mass growth is

dMBH] A(e -1 1)MB, (12.6)
_] rE.d=

where
M c 2

TEdd -- -- 4.5 x 108 years (12.7)
LEdd

In general, the effective e-folding time (T) for black hole

mass growth is then

T -- TEdd (12.8)

[(A(_-, - 1)1

As emphasized by Begelman (1978) the luminosity from

a steadily accreting compact neutron star or white dwarf

is always of order (dM/dt)(GM/r), where r is the ra-
dius of the stellar surface. Black holes, of course, do not

have a hard surface. Instead, the maximum value for

the radiation efficiency (_) for an accretion disk around

a black hole is determined by the binding energy per

unit mass (ec 2) of the most tightly bound stable or-
bit. For a non-spinning Schwarzschild hole this occurs

at r = 6GMBH/C 2, where e = 0.057. For an extreme

Kerr spinning hole (i.e., characterized by a specific angu-
lar momentum GMBH/C) the most tightly bound orbit
co-rotates with the spin at r = GMBH/C 2 where _ =

0.42. Although the matter swallowed by the hole from
an accretion disk would by itself eventually spin the hole

up to the theoretical Kerr limit, radiation from the disk
swallowed by the hole produces a counter torque which

prevents spin-up beyond 0.998GMBH/C (Thorne, 1974);
this then limits c _-, 0.3 for the physically more realis-

tic limiting case of a "canonical Kerr" hole. The spin-up
time from a Schwarzschild to a canonical Kerr hole is

comparable to the effective e-folding time (T) for mass

growth, as given by Equation (12.8). In tiffs connection,
it is interesting to note that, for c = 0.057 - 0.3

AT = (3- 19) x 107 years

a span of possible characteristic growth times compara-
ble to the look-back horizon time needed to encounter a

neighboring Seyfert 1 galaxy; see Section 12.2.

12.4 SURFACE BRIGHTNESS

The surface brightness (l) of a black body of temperature

T ° K is given by

S -1 C_-2 s,erad-1)___ (_)T 4 (12.9)I(erg

where c_ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. With the

understanding that the temperature is as observed this
law is universal in Friedmann cosmology, in which a

redshifted black body is also a black body. Since the

mean photon energy (E) is proportional to T, [i.e.,

(E> = 2.68 kT], and gets redshifted as (l+z) we note
that Equation (12.9) implies

lob ..... ed = (1 + Z)-4I ...... (12.10)

As stressed by Sandage and Perehnuter (1990) this re-
sult for surface brightness is completely general for an

expanding universe, independent of both D and Ho. In
terms of volume emissivity q(erg s-lcm-3), the differ-

ential contribution to the surface brightness, observed at

close range, may be expressed as

5t
_l = q c -- (12.11)

4zr
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where(at) is theassociateddifferentialintervalin light
traveltime.FromEquations(12.10-12.11)wederivethe
generalexpressionfor I observed now,

4rr I = e /(1 + z) -4 q _t (12.12)

obtained by integration over the finite interval (At) from
any earlier cosmic time of interest to any later time t <

tH, the Hubble age of the universe. Considering discrete

sources of number density (n) and mean luminosity (L)
at cosmic time (t), we substitute q = nL in Equation

(12.12) to obtain the expression for the corresponding
surface brightness of the sky

47rI = e/t1 + z)-4nLdt (12.13)

arising from all such sources within the At starting at

tinitial. (The maximum look-back light travel time is

then tu - tinitial.) In terms of the comoving density n _=
n(1 + z) -3, which is invariant with redshift for conserved

objects, we obtain the simple and powerful result that

4rrI = of(1 + z)-lnLdt (12.14)

Defining the comoving volume emissivity as q _ nL, then
yields the succinct and useful expression

4rrI = c J(1 + z)-lqdt (12.1,5)

12.5 ACCRETION HISTORY

Taking q = nLbot as the comoving volume emissivity aris-
ing from the bolometric luminosity of the associated black

hole galactic nuclei, Equation (12.5) implies that the co-

moving mass density of accreted matter (PAY increases
with cosmic time at the rate

dp__AA__e_2(e_ x _ l)q (12.16)
dt

which integrates to

-"f(PA = C - C- 1 _ 1)qdt (12.17)

As pointed out by Soltan (1982), Equation (12.17) is

remarkably similar in form to Equation (12.15), both
being integrals over the radiative history. However, if

we take the sky surface brightness (1) as that of the

CXB, we must take into account that the appropriate

q for x-radiation in Equation (12.15) is then a frac-

tion (l/r/) of the bolometric q in Equation (12.17), since

7]= Lbot/L_ > 1. From Equations (12.15, 12.17) we ob-

tain that the present-epoch mass density of black hole

growth arising from accretion (PAY is proportional to tho

total CXB omnidirectional flux (4rrl), viz

Pa : c-3[(r/(_ -a - 1)(1 + z))](4zvl) (12.1_)

where the proportionality constant depends on 7/, ( aml z

via the indicated average over the teleran! history of ac-
cretion.

12.6 COSMIC X-RAY

BACKGROUND

The nearest resolved AGN X-ray sources (at : < 0.02)
exhibit, a highly anisotropic full-sky distribution indica-

tive of the pronounced underlying large-scale structtire

of the present-epoch space sampled (Miyaji and lloldt.,
1990). Evidently then, a region of this size is still much

too small a portion of the universe for invoking the

key cosmological principle of sl)atia] homogeneity and
isotropy (Weinberg, 1972). These foreground sourc<_
(at z < 0.02), however, make no more lhan a one-

percent contribution to the total flux of cxl,ragalactic

X-rays (Miyaji et al., 1994); the bulk of the Iota] tlux

comes from the X-ray sources at much larger redshifts

that. constitute most of the CXB. This all-sky (:XB is in

fact remarkably isotropic (Boldt, 1987), thereby demon-

strating that the matter-dominated regime of the uni-
verse tha_ it traces is indeed consistent with the cosnlo-

logical principle. In effect, this validates our use of light
travel look-back time as the appropriate "third dimen-
sion" coordinate for tracking X-ray source evolution in

cosmic time. The principal component of the (:XB has a

spectrum which may be integrated in closed form. This

spectrum characteristic of the CXB (Boldt, 1992), based
on observations over the 3-50 /,'eV band with HEAO-I

A2 proportional counters (Marshall et al., 1980), is well
described by' the simple function

IE = dE -- 78£'-°29exp cm "s sr
\ _0/

(_2.J9)
where Eo = 40 kcV.

Results from HEAO-I A4 scintillators indicate that

this spectrum (as given by Equation 12.19) provides a

good fit to the data up to about 100 keV (Gruber, 1992)
while recent CCD data from the ASCA orbiting X-ray

observatory (Gendreau et al., 1995) indicate that it also
remains valid all the way down to 1 keV, below which

a softer component a_ssociated with our galaxy becomes
evident. Expressed as Elf this spectrum exhibits a well-

defined peak at E = 28.4 keV. Considering a three-

component, six-paranleter fit to the broadband compos-
ite HEAO-I (A2 + A4) spectrum (Gruber, 1992) yields a
peak in E1E that occurs at E = 29.2 kel/ with a flux that

is within 3% of the simple fit. The total omnidirectional
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energyfluxassociatedwith integratingEquation(12.19)
overall energiesis

47rI= 2.8× 10-6ergs -1 cm -2 (12.20)

Considering the more complete broadband background
observed with HEAO-1 (Gruber, 1992) increases this flux

by only _ 20% (for energies up to 0.5 MeV). Hence

the dominant background component having the spec-

trum given by Equation (12.19) provides an especially

good measure of the CXB flux. Under the currently fa-
vored hypothesis that essentially all the CXB arises from
sources associated with black hole galactic nuclei powered

by accretion (Daly, 1991) this flux is particularly appro-

priate ill evaluating Equation (12.18) to obtain the total

present-epoch mass density of black hole growth resulting
from the entire history of accretion.

Using the flux given by Equation (12.20) in Equa-

tion (12.18), under the assumption that 7/ and _ are in-
variant with epoch (i.e., independent of z), yields

(M:)) = 1.6x 1037}(c-1_1)(1+(z))(12.21)PA Mpc 3

Evaluating Equation (12.21) for

gives the lower limit

< 0.3 and rI > 2

Me (12.22)
pa > 7.5 X 103(1 + (Z)) Mpc 3

Since the Seyfert galaxies observed with the Compton
GRO exhibit spectra that peak in ELE at E -_ 90

kcV (Johnson et al., 1994), their main contribution to
the CXB, which peaks in EIE at 29 keVis expected to

be coming from redshifts at z _ 2. Indeed, the X-ray

luminosity evolution for AGN obtained with ROSAT by

Boyle eta[. (1993), for the case f_ = 1, increases strongly
with redshift only up to z _ 2 and is then relatively flat

up to z = 3. On the other hand, the evolution of comov-

ing density for the optically brightest quasars peaks at z

= 3.3 (Warren, ttewitt, and Osmer, 1994). Hence, it is
reasonable to anticipate that (z) >_ 2 for the CXB; using

this in Equation (12.22) yields

Me (12.23)
PA > 22X 103 Mpc3

Assuming that the AGN at > 1042erg s -1 (0.3-

3.5 keV) in the sample used by Boyle et al. (1993) are

mainly Seyfert 1 galaxies and that the number of Seyfert

2 galaxies is 2.3 times greater (Huchra and Burg, 1992)
we can employ the mass function for Seyfert 1 galax-

ies (Padovani, Burg, and Edelson, 1990) to infer that
the corresponding total present-epoch mass density of all

Seyfert AGN nuclei is

pAGN "" 2 X 103h Me (12.24)
Mpc 3

with a mean black hole mass

(MAGN) _' 3 X 107h-2M(-i (12.25)

From Equations (12.23-12.24) we conclude that

PA > IOh-lpAC,'N (12.26)

12.7 BLACK HOLE

POPULATION

Stellar-kinematic evidence for dark central masses in sev-

eral galaxies (Kormendy and Richstone, 1992) indicates
that the total density of supermassive Black ttole Galac-

tic Nuclei (BGN) in the present epoch (pBC, N) is consis-
tent with the lower limit for PA from Equation (12.23) ,

much larger than pAaN, viz

pBGN "_ 14 X 104h (Me, / Mpc 3) (12.27)

and hence dominated by dormant objects, whereby

PBGN _ 70 pAa:; (12.28)

With nAGN '_' 6 X 10-5h 3 Mpc -3 we obtain that

flBGN _ 2 X 109h-2Me (12.29)

IIAGN

a mass much larger than the average value cited in Equa-

tion (12.25) for present-epoch Seyfert nuclei. Even if we
consider only the accreted mass density (PA) directly in-
ferred from the CXB, clearly a lower limit for p_GN, the

same trend emerges, viz

flA > 4 x 10Sh-3Me (12.30)

nAGN

This indicates that the duty cycle for mass accretion

(and hence being on as an X-ray [)right AGN) has been
small during the overall lifetime of an average mdivid-

tim black hole galactic nucleus (see also Padovani, Burg,

and Edelson, 1990). It implies that the history of ac-

cretion responsible for the CXB was distributed over a
substantially larger underlying population of BGN. Tak-

ing (MBGN) = {MAaN), in the spirit of generalizing the
unified AGN model, we conclude that the current AGN

number density nAGN) is probably only a few percent

that of the underlying population nBGN) and that

PBGN _ (MAGN} (12.31)
nBGN

Since the comoving number density of Seyfert galaxies

(nAaN) appears to be invariant with respect, to redshift
for the X-ray sample considered by Boyle et al. (1993), at

least up to z = 3, the constant comoving number density

(nBGN) expected for the much larger underlying popu-
lation would imply that the probability for being "oil'
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isessentiallythesamethroughouttheevolutionalready
traced(butseeSmallandBlandford,1992).It hasbeen
speculated,however,thatduringtheepochofgalaxyfor-
marion,whentherewasamplefuelfor accretion,there
couldwellhavebeena briefphaseat z > 3 when all

these nuclei were on as strong Eddington limited X-ray

sources (l, eiter and Boldt, 1993; Boldt and Letter, 1994,
1995).

12.8 A COMPLETE HISTORY?

Boyle et al. (1993) have used ROSAT and HEAO-2 Ein-

stein Observatory data on AGN observed up to z = 3

to determine the X-ray luminosity evolution of these ob-
jects. Since the luminosity determined for each AGN de-

pends on the luminosity distance to the source as well as
the observed flux the actual nunlerica] values derived are

not independent of the assumed cosmological model, as

characterized by f/, especially for z > 1. For f_ = 0 they

find that the luminosity function (dn/dL) is a power-law

that breaks at. a luminosity that increases with redshift,
reaching 3.9 × 1045erg s -1 (0.3-3.5 keV) at z = 3. For

= 1 the break lunainosity reaches 1.2 x 104Ser9 s -1 at
z = 2 and remains essentially invariant to z = 3. The

corresponding broadband X-ray luminosities relevant to

the CXB are appreciably larger. Using the appropriate

luminosity functions, the associated average broadband

X-ray luminosities may be obtained by assuming AGN
spectra of the form compatible with that of the CXB.

The resulting average broadband X-ray luminosities can

be used to evaluate the corresponding mean mass values

for black hoh" galactic nuclei at z -- 3 (Letter and Boldt,
1996). This yields

for _ = 0

(,1)(MAc;:,,) = 15 x 10 _ _ M:_, (12.32)

for ft = 1

(',)<MAa_V> = 7 x 106 _ M_?: (12.33)

where we expect, q/A > 2.

Since the comoving density of the brightest quasars de-

creases sharply at z _> 3.3 (Warren, Hewitt, and Osmer,

1994), the mass values given by Eqnations (12.32-12.33)
are taken to characterize the supermassive black holes

that already exist at the presumed onset, of the AGN
phenomenon at. z _ 3.

Where did these massive black holes already present

at z _ 3 come from? Haehnelt and Rees (1993) consider

that, in the course of galaxy generation, the baryonic

component of the central part of a newly forming dark
matter halo collapses into a self-gravitating structure.
They suggest that relatively rapid black hole creation

could then occur by protogalactic core collapse via a pro-

cess of "supply driven" accretion whose initial rate vastly

exceeds the Eddington value (dM/dt > M/7-Edd). hi

this situation radiation is initially trapped (i.e., does not
escape). However, in their model, most of the actual ma.ss

buildup occurs during the final phase of core collapse
when the corresponding Eddington limit for accretion

has grown to be comparable to the externally enforced
rate and during which time essentially all of the total

radiation that eventually escapes actually does emerge.
Efficient production of X-radiation during this brief final

phase would yield a significant CXB component. For Ed-
dington limited accretion the characteristic time for black

hole mass growth and spin-up could be as short, as 3 x 107

years, as shown in Section 12.3. During this phase these
objects would qualify as viable candidates for the Pre-

cursor Active Galaxies (PAG) proposed a.s the sources to

be associated with the earliest epoch of CXB generation
(Leiter and Boldt, 1982, 1993; Boldt and Leiter, 1987;
Zdziarski, 1988).

Another possibility involves the pre-galactic / post-
decoupling formation of seed black holes having a Jeans
mass (105-SMo) at z _ 10u-3 (Carr, 1980; Carr and

Rees, 1984; Gnedin and Ostriker, 1992). A subsequent
brief period (e.g.,at z _ 3- 4) of black hole exponential

growth to supermassive ( > 107Mo) galactic nuclei via
Eddington- limited accretion could then also account for

a PAG component of the CXB. Cosmological creation of
full-grown supermassive black holes at z = 10 2-3, such as

considered by Loeb (1993), would not yield a significant

X-ray signal directly. Such objects could yield appre-

ciable X-radiation only after the onset of the AGN phe-

nomenon at much lower redshifts during the presumed
epoch of galaxy formation.

As the total CXB intensity (IcxB) is a direct, mea-

sure of the entire history of accretion responsible for pro-

ducing the supermassive black hole galactic nuclei (BGN)
that exist in the present epoch (at z = 0), we likewise

expect that there is a PAG portion (IpAa) of this back-

ground that signals the early history of accretion respon-
sible for producing the BGN already present at the on-

set of the AGN phenomenon, here taken to be at z =

3. Assuming the comoving density nBG N and the effi-
ciency ¢ as invariant, and that the mean BGN mass at z

= 3 already greatly exceeds that of possible earlier seed

masses, we use Equation (12.18) to construct, the ratio
[p(z = O)/p(z = 3)] that provides the relation

IpAG (r/t1 + Z))pA a (MAGN)o =

ICXB (r](l -{- Z)>CX B (MAGN> 3 (12.34)

where <MAc;N)0 is the mean AGN (BGN) mass at z = 0

(see Equation 12.25), (MAGN)3 is the mean mass at z =

3 (see Equations 12.32-12.33), and the indicated averages
<,1(1+ z)>are over _tl z for the CXB and only z _ 3 for
the PAG portion. Taking r//A > 2 for the AGN at z =

3, _PAG 5 IIAGN,<ZAGN> _-' 2 and 6 > <gPaG> _
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3 yields
IpAG

> 0.2 (12.35)
ICXB

These PAG are not only probable major contrib-

utors to the unresolved CXB (as suggested by Equa-

tion 12.35) but should be so numerous as to render the

surface brightness of such a residual background much
smoother on small angular scales than expected on the

basis of AGN alone (Leiter and Boldt, 1996); this is

due to the fundamental aspect of a picture in which

npa(; = nBGN >> _,AGN. Preliminary evidence ob-
tained from I-/OSAT already suggests that there may in-

deed be an especially large number of faint unresolved

sources of the residual CXB (Hasinger et al., 1993; Bar-

cons eta[., 1994).
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Chapter 13

INVESTIGATING DARK MATTER IN

THE UNIVERSE WITH X-RAY

OBSERVATIONS
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ABSTRACT

An overview of the motivation and methods of the X-ray astronomy approach to the dark matter

problem is presented. The basic equations and techniques of solution are given, some recent results
are reviewed, and the historical and cosmological contexts are briefly discussed.
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13.1 INTRODUCTION

Between 75 and 99 percent of the mass in the universe is

invisible, detectable only through its gravitational influ-

ence on luminous matter. This fact is of great interest to

particle physicists and cosmologists trying to understand

the most fundamental questions about the very early uni-
verse and the subsequent formation and evolution of the

galaxies, clusters of galaxies, and clusters of clusters of

galaxies that make up the observable universe today.

Current dark matter research efforts can be thought
of as an attempt to seek answers to the following three
major questions:

1. What is the dark matter made of?

2. How much dark matter is there, and is there enough
to close the universe?

3. Where is the dark matter? (How is it distributed in
the universe and within individual objects?)

Because hot, X-ray emitting gas in elliptical galaxies and

clusters of galaxies traces the dark matter in these sys-

tems one can use X-ray observations to directly address
questions (2) and (3). And because different kinds of

dark matter are expected to be distributed differently
question (1) can, in principle, be indirectly addressed as
well.

13.2 HISTORICAL CONTEXT:

THE MISSING MASS

PROBLEM

If one measures mass and luminosity in solar units then

the mass-to-light ratio (M/L) for observed populations of

stars is generally within the range 1-5, depending on the
age, metallicity, and distribution of stellar masses. When

dynamical estimates of the mass divided by the observed

integrated light greatly exceed this value in some system

there, historically, was said to be a 'missing mass' prob-

lem (even though the light, rather than the mass, is what
is actually missing). Discrepancies between the observed

light and the inferred mass have been noted at least as

far back as the early 1930s with studies by Oort (1932) of

the dynamics of stars in the local galaxy and by Zwicky
(1933) of the dynamics of galaxies in the Coma Cluster,

with other important milestones including the extensive
work on flat rotation curves in spiral galaxies by Rubin,

Ford, and Thonnard (1978) and the estimate of the mass

needed to bind the hot gas in the elliptical galaxy M87
by Mathews (1978).

For more detailed historical background see one of

the reviews by Trimble (1987, 1995) or tile popular text

by Parker (1989).

13.3 HYDROSTATIC EQUILIB-

RIUM

13.3.1 When is Hydrostatic Equilibrium

a Good Approximation?

A point mass in a circular orbit, at a distance r from t.]]_

center of a galaxy has a speed (the circular speed)

1

vcirc = - (13.1)

where M(< v) is the mass within the sphere enclosed by

r. Crudely, this is how the mass distribution in spiral

galaxies is estimated from the mea.sured speeds of gas
clouds or stars.

Similarly, the equation of motion (or, equivalently,

an expression of the conservation of lnonlentunl) for a
gas in an external gravitational field is

Ou Ou 10P v_.._.
0-7+ u0,- - p o,. ,. (1:).2)

I have assumed that, spherical symmetry holds and will

continue to do so; however, everything can be general-

ized to two or three dimensions. In Equation (13.2), i' is
the radial coordinate, u the gas flow speed, p the mass
density of the gas, and P the gas pressure. The circu-

lar velocity is defined as abow_ with the mass refi_rring
to the total mass enclosed within r. The firsl term <)n

the right-hand side indicates that forces are induced if

there is a gradient in the pressure. From the ideal ga.s

law P = pk7'/#m_, = pc 2, where/e is Bohzmann's con-

stant, T the gas temperature, #nip the mean mass per

particle, mp the proton mass, and c, =_ (kT/Ctmp) 1/2 the
isothermal sound speed. I have assumed that all nonther-

mal/nongravitational forces (e.g., from magnetic tields)
are negligible.

Equation (13.2) simplifies considerably (to the equa-

tion of hydrostatic equilibrium) if one ignores the two
terms on the left-hand side. Under what conditions is

this justified? A necessary (but not always sufficient)
condition for neglecting the time-dependent first term is

that there has been sufficient time for any initial inho-

mogeneities to be erased. Since disturbances propagate

at the sound speed, a spherical gas distribution will have

settled down out to a radius equal to the the sound speed

times the age of the system Iv) the sound crossing radius

1

T /101(3 yr Mpc (13.3)

where temperature and age are in units appropriate for
clusters of galaxies. This expression can also be derived

by comparing the first, and third terms in Equation (13.2)
and using dimensional analysis.
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If onecomparestheorders of magnitude of the sec-

ond and pressure gradient terms in Equation (13.2) it is

easy to show that the former is negligible if the flow speed
is much less than the sound speed (u << cs). Another

way of expressing this condition is in terms of the mass
flux, M =_ 4rrr2pu,

u << c_ --+ M << 2 105 10 -27 g cm -3

1 l_pc 108 K

where again quantities have been scaled to physical units

appropriate for the intracluster medium. I apply this

equation, as well as Equation (13.3), to intracluster and
elliptical galaxy interstellar media in subsequent sections.

13.3.2 Hydrostatic Equilibrium and

Characteristic Temperatures

In the previous subsection it has been shown that if a

system has been undisturbed for a length of time longer
than the time for a sound wave to cross the system, and

if any gas flows are subsonic (u << c_), that hydrostatic

equilibrium is a good approximation. One can then write

Equation (13.2) as

2 1 dR 1 d (pc_)
vcirc (13.5)

r p dr p dr

that expresses the balance between (inward) gravita-

tional and (outward) pressure forces.
The following sinfilar equation holds for the stars

orbiting in a galaxy, or for galaxies orbiting in a cluster

of galaxies (Binney and Tremaine, 1987):

2 1 d(p.v ) 2/3v 
Vcirc __ ____ ..... (13.6)

r p. dr r

This equation, the spherical Jeans equation, essentially

treats a system of self-gravitating particles as a collision-

less gas with mass density (for stars in galaxies or galaxies
2 is the squarein clusters) p. and pressure p.v_, where v_

of the radial velocity dispersion at r. Unlike the case

for a system of collisional gas particles, the velocities in

a collisionless gas may not be isotropic; thus the extra

term in Equation (13.6). The anisotropy of the velocity

distribution at r is characterized by

/3= 1- (13.7)

where v 2 is the square of the tangential velocity disper-
sion. If the velocity dispersion is isotropic (v_ = vt) then

/3 = 0. In general, there is no a priori way to estimate/3,
which lends the application of Equation (13.6) a built-in

uncertainty lacking in the application of Equation (13.5).

Systems in hydrostatic equilibrium have a charac-

teristic 'gravitational' temperature that can be derived

from Equation (13.5) under the assumption that the gas
is isothermal, i.e., the temperature and sound speed are

constant. In that case

_2 _dlogp
t c,_ = -c, _ (13.8)

Since the density slope is generally on tile order of unity;

equating the sound speed and circular speeds defines the

temperature

-1Tgrav =-- k r _ 0.3 Ix" (13.9)

For galaxies, where M _ 1012 M,._ and r _ 3 l04 pc,

Tg_ ,-_ 107 K, while for clusters M _ l015 M_ and

r _ 3 l06 pc so that Tg_, "-" l08 K. These temperatures
correspond to X-ray energies, which is why X-ray obser-

vations of hot gas in hydrostatic equilibrium is a primary

method for deriving the gravitational potential in these

systems.

13.4 APPLICATION TO REAL

X-RAY EMITTING

GRAVITATIONALLY

BOUND PLASMAS

Using the definitions for circular velocity and thermal

pressure Equation (13.5) can be rewritten as

M(< r)- kTr (dlogp dlogT_
Gpmp \ dlogr + d_ogr ) (13.10)

So, in principle, all one need do is measure the temper-

ature, and density and temperature gradients at every
radius of interest to derive the mass distribution. In prac-

tice one can only measure the three-dimensional density

and temperature distributions projected onto the plane

of the sky and with limited precision and angular resolu-
tion.

13.4.1 Isothermal Plasmas

Since there is considerable simplitication if one assumes

isothermality it is instructive to initially consider the con-

stant temperature case. Observationally, isothermality

seems to be not too bad an approximation over a sub-

stantial range in radius for many clusters and elliptical

galaxies. Under this assumption the temperature gra-
dient term in Equation (13.10) vanishes, and the mass

simply depends on the values of the (constant) tempera-

lure and the density gradient.
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Now,thegasdensityis notdirectlyobserved.In-
steadtheX-raysurfacebrightness(_), whichisthevol-
umeemissivity(_) integratedalongthelineofsight(z),
ismeasured.

Oo
x.2x(R) = 2 e_:dz (13.11)

where the factor of two is a result of mirror symmetry

about the midplane, and R (as distinguished from r) is
the distance from the center of the system in projection
so that z2 = r 2-R 2 and

? c_rdrE_(R) = 2 (r 2 _ R2)1/2 (13.12)

This integral is of the Abel form (see Binney and
Tremaine, 1987) and can be inverted to yield

1 f_ d_ dR

e_ = -- Jr (13.13)n dR(R 2 -- 7"2)1/2

For hot, diffuse plasmas in elliptical galaxies and clusters

of galaxies emission mechanisms include free-free (ther-

mal bremmstrahlung), bound-free (recombination), and

bound-bound (collisionally excited line emission) pro-
cesses (Sarazin, 1986). A common property of all these is

that they depend on collisions between ions and electrons

and, therefore, the total emissivity is proportional to the
square of the gas density and can be written as

e_ = p2A(7') (13.14)

The function A subsumes the temperature dependence

of the emissivity derived from detailed consideration of

the appropriate atomic physics (and can be generalized

to include the instrumental efficiency if the above surface

brightness is actually observed with a detector).

The temperature itself is derived from spectral fit-

ting. For diffuse plasmas of the sort observed in elliptical

galaxies and clusters of galaxies the shape of the energy

spectrum depends only on the temperature and elemen-

tal abundances. Therefore, by varying these parameters
until a model that reproduces the observed spectrum is

obtained one can measure the temperature (and metal-
licity) of the hot gas.

Once the temperature and surface brightness distri-
bution have been measured it is possible to derive the

density profile from Equations (13.13) and (13.14) and

thus the total mass profile from Equation (13.10). Often

the surface brightness is well-fit by a function of the form

R="_ -_E_ =Eo l+ a2] (13.15)

from which it follows from Equations (13.13) and (13.14)
that

where

t,2) -(2c_+1)/4P=po 1+_-_ (13.16)

( r or( + 1/2)
po = \v/TA(T)ar(c_) ] (13.17)

and F is the gamma function. Therefore, fitting the sur-
face brightness profile for the core radius a, the normal-

ization Zo, and the slope a determines the density profile

and, therefore the total gravitational mass profile as

M(< r)
kT(o + 1/2)

Gprnp r 2 + a:

3 1014(cr + 1/2) l0 s K

r r 2

(1 _lpc) (r2+a2) M':_(1318)

13.4.2 Relaxing the Isothermal

Assumption

At present one can obtain very accurate X-ray surface

brightness profiles with good spatial resolution for el-

liptical galaxies and clusters of galaxies using the imag-

ing instruments on the ROSAT satellite. Because A(T)
(Equation 13.14) is a weak function of temperature accu-

rate density profiles can be obtained even when the gas
is not isothermal. With the recently (1993) launched Ad-

vanced Satellite for Cosmology and Astrophysics (ASCA)
very accurate spatially resolved X-ray spectroscopy from

which precise temperature profiles can be derived (see

section 13.7) is now possible. However, the spatial res-

olution of ASCA is relatively crude; therefore, Equation
(13.10) cannot be directly applied.

Instead, recast Equation (13.5) into yet another
form

kT p_ l [r GM(< r)P dr (13.19)
prop P p J_o r2

where p_¢ is a pressure boundary condition. The t,otal

mass (M(< r)) can be broken up into an observed com-

ponent (consisting of the hot gas observed in X-rays plus

all the stars in the case of galaxies or all the stars in

all the galaxies in the case of clusters) that is directly

measured plus a dark matter component that one hopes
to place constraints on. The dark matter component is

assumed to have some functional form, and the parame-

ters of this function are then varied until the temperature
calculated using Equation (13.19) matches the observed

temperature profile. One choice, motivated by recent nu-
merical simulations of cluster formation, is
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,_idarJ,.= 4_pdarkadark3(logr + adark 7" I
adark r n I- adark

(13.20)

where the dark matter normalization, pdark, and scale-

length, ad_,.k, are the parameters to be fit for.
l now turn to some applications of the methods just

des(:ribed.

13.5 DARK MATTER IN

ELLIPTICAL GALAXIES

It is now well-established from the study of rotation

curves that spiral galaxies have extended dark halos that
account for _ 90% of their total masses (e.g., Persic and

Salucci, 1990). For elliptical galaxies the situation has

been nmch less (:lear. There are, generally, no extended

ftI disks from which to derive rotation curves. One can

measure the stellar density and velocity dispersion pro-

files and apply Equation (13.6); however, there are two

substantial difficulties. Firstly, the degree of anisotropy
of the velocity dispersion (Equation 13.7) is not known

some uncertain assumptions about stellar orbits must

invariably be made. Secondly, deriving stellar velocity

dispersions in elliptical galaxies involves precise measure-
ments of weak absorption lines and becomes increasingly

difficult at. radii beyond 3-10 kpc where the optical sur-

face brightness falls to very low levels. The optical data is
consistent with little or no dark matter inside a few kpc;

however, in spiral galaxies dark matter becomes more im-

portant the further out. one looks and this could very well

be the case in ellipticals as well.
This is where observations of X-ray emitting gas be-

come crucial. Many elliptical galaxies, including virtually
all of the most luminous ones, have very extended distri-

butions of hot gas. Advantages of X-ray observations of

hot gas over optical observations of stars include freedom
from uncertainties due to velocity anisotropy and the fea-

sibility of measuring the density and temperature out to

tens of kpc where one might, expect dark matter to dom-
inate the gravitational potential. For a review of X-ray

properties of elliptical galaxies see Fabbiano (1989).

13.5.1 The Origin of the Gas in Ellipti-

cals and the Hydrostatic Assump-

tion

By measuriug the X-ray surface brightness profile one
can derive the gas density profile as explained in the pre-

vious section and integrate this to derive the total gas

mass. For a typical bright elliptical galaxy (L _ 1011

L___)Mj_, _ 109-10 l° M<_. The gas originates as stellar
mass loss from red giant winds and planetary nebulae

that collide and are shock-heated to approximately the

gravitational temperature of "-_ l07 K (Equation 13.9).
Additional heating may result, from supernova explosions,

and some galaxies in cluster environments may. accrete

intracluster gas. The amount of mass return, M., is on

the order of 1 M o yr -1 per l011 L o, so that. the total gas
masses are easily explained as the accumulated mass loss

over 101° yr. Actually, because the mass-losing stellar

population has evolved, M. was larger in the past and

some gas must have either been converted into stars or

escaped the galaxy.

Hydrostatic equilibrium is generally a good approx-

imation in elliptical galaxies. The sound crossing radius

(Equation 13.3) is much larger than than the size of a

galaxy, so there is adequate time for the gas to have set-
tled down. The evolution of the source of the hot gas

(M.) means that a steady state is never exactly attained,
but the evolution is slow enough that the time-dependent

term in Equation (13.2) can generally be neglected. In

this quasi-steady state the flow of gas throug.h the galaxy
will be on the order of the mass input rate, M,. Plugging
in the observed values (p _ 10 -26 g cm -a and T _ 107

K at r _ 10 kpc) into Equation (13.4), one finds that

the gas flow must be highly subsonic, and that the hy-
drostatic assumption is justified.

13.5.2 Dark Matter Estimates in NGC

4636 and Other Giant Ellipticals

One of the best studied elliptical galaxies in X-rays is

NGC 4636. Figure 13.1 shows the temperature profile

from Mushotzky et al., 1994. Superposed on the ob-

served temperature is the best-fit model obtained using

Equation (13.19). The mass-to-light ratio required to

bind hot gas with the observed density and temperature

profiles is shown in Figure 13.2. The ratio starts to sig-
nificantly deviate from the stellar value (--, 11) inside 10

kpc (close to the radius that encloses half of the light in

NGC 4636), and dark matter dominates beyond 20 kpc

where M/LB monotonically increases outwards, Nearly

isothermal gas distributions extending well beyond the

optical galaxy have been found in a number of giant el-
liptical galaxies and absolutely require the presence of
dark matter if they are bound.

Table 13.1 shows a 1994 compilation of various X-

ray mass estimates for elliptical galaxies, the radii within
which these estimates were acquired, and the satellite

used to obtain the temperature profile. The mass-to-light

ratios range from 25 to 150, all well above the stellar value
of _ 5-10. The total mass mostly ranges from 1012 to

1013Mo; however, larger masses are inferred for galaxies
with very extended gas halos - these may be more ap-

propriately categorized with intragroup media (see next

section).
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Table13.1:DarkMatterin Elliptical Galaxies

galaxy mission R

(NGC) (kpc)
1399 BBXRT 38

1399 PSPC 125

1399 ASCA 750

720 PSPC 22-44

1332 PSPC 44

507 PSPC 460

499 PSPC 140
4261 PSPC 620

4472 PSPC 100

4472 ASCA 80

4406 ASCA 88

1404 ASCA 13
4374 ASCA 15

4636 ASCA 100

M(< R) M/L8 M(< R)/R

(Mo) (Mo/L®) (101° Mo/kpc )
,_ 2 1012 ,-_ 40 "_ 5
4.3- 8.1 1012 38- 75 3- 6

_,, 5.0 1013 --- 400 -_ 6

0.41-1.4 101_ 35- 120 2-3

0.38-1.71012 32-143 1-4
1.8-2.6 1013 81-113 4-5

0.82-1.1 1013 76-104 6-8

1.5-2.6 1013 115-200 2.5-4

5.8 - 6.9 1012 78 - 93 6 - 7
3.8- 4.6 101_ _ 45 _ 5

2.8 - 3.6 1012 --_70 ,_ 4

--_6 1011 _ 40 ,_ 5

,-_ 1 1012 ,-_ 24 "_ 7

4.4- 5.2 1012 126- 153 4- 5

13.6 DARK MATTER IN

GALAXY GROUPS

Roughly half of all the galaxies in the universe (including
the Milky Way) reside in loose groups that consist of 3-30

F._ I I I I

I I I I

0.9 , , ',
_ I-- _f

I I_ _ Im, L

I I I

Oa .T
_' L-Y-H_- ' _ ,-._.-,I L _

_0.7 ! I

0.6 , ,
0.5

0 20 40 60 80

R (kpc)

Figure 13.1: Filled boxes and open trianges with error

bars show the observed temperature profiles from ASCA

and ROSAT, respectively. The filled disks connected by

the solid line show the temperatures derived using Equa-
tion (13.19) and the mass model shown in Figure 13.2
that represent the best-fit to the data.

galaxies within a ,_ 1 Mpc region. Detection of very faint,

diffuse gas in the space between galaxies in groups (the

intragroup media) has become possible only relatively re-
cently using ROSAT. Forty-eight groups have been ana-

lyzed by Mulchaey et al., 1996, and intragroup gas with a
temperature of about l0 T K has been detected in about
half of them. The centroid of the extended emission is

150

100

A"

50

I_lVl'l''lrllW II[I I,II

0 _ ' _ ' I J , , , I , , , , I , , , , I , , , , I L

-0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2

log R (kpc)

Figure 13.2: The mass-to-light ratio, M/LB, that pro-

vides the best fit to the observed temperature profiles
shown in Figure 13.1.
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notnecessarilycoincidentwiththebrightestgalaxyin the
group.Thetemperaturegradientisgenerallynotwellde-
termined(andwhenit is,isconsistentwithbeingflat),so
isothermalityis assumed.Equations(13.15)-(13.18)are
thenusedto derivethetotalgravitatingmass.Typically
thesegroupsarefoundto havemassesof 1-41013 Mo
within radii of 200-600 kpc. When all the mass in all the

groups in the universe is summed a mass on the order of
that needed to close the universe is obtained.

13.7 DARK MATTER IN RICH

CLUSTERS OF GALAXIES

Rich clusters of galaxies are the largest bound entities
in the universe and are much more rare than groups.

Each cluster can contain hundreds or even in excess of a

thousand galaxies and spans several Mpc. X-ray emis-
sion from clusters was discovered 30 years ago and identi-

fied as hot intracluster gas ten years later. (See Sarazin,

1986 for a comprehensive review.) Soon after, Equation

(13.10) was applied to estimate the total mass in clus-
ters and it was immediately clear that dark matter was

required to bind the hot gas (Mathews, 1978). The total
amount of hot gas exceeds that in stars by factors of two
to five, and the temperature of the hot gas ranges from

2-15 107 K. The hot gas is mostly primordial material

left over from the galaxy formation epoch; however, early
star formation activity and supernova-driven ejection in

galaxies has enriched the intracluster gas to, typically,
one-third solar abundances.

From Equation (13.3) it is clear that clusters should
be relaxed out to _ 10 Mpc and thus in a steady state.

However, it should be noted that many clusters are still

forming at the present epoch, and in these systems the
steady state assumption breaks down. Clusters form by

the aggregation of smaller units (subclusters), and evi-
dence of substructure is seen in many clusters. Equation

(13.5) and its variants cannot be applied to such sys-
tems, or can only be applied by 'removing', with due cau-

tion, regions of substructure. Somewhere between one-
and two-thirds of nearby systems are relaxed. As with

galaxies and groups, the gas density profile can be ob-
tained from the X-ray surface brightness profile (Equa-

tions 13.13-13.17) and integrated to give the total gas

mass. Mgas ranges from _ 1013 to several times 1014

M@. If the gas were flowing supersonically the mass flux
would exceed the expression given in Equation (13.4) and

the cluster would be emptied of gas in Mgas/M _ 10s-

109 yr. Since this is much less than the age of clusters

and hot gas is observed in all rich clusters the gas must
be, by-and-large, subsonic and one is justified in treating
the intracluster media in relaxed clusters as hydrostatic.

13.7.1 The _ Model

A commonly used and fairly accurate function used to
characterize the density of galaxies in clusters is the King

(1962) function,

(r2) -3/2pgaJ= pgal,o 1 + _ (13.21)

This is an analytic approximation for a distribution of

galaxies with isotropic orbits and a Gaussian radial ve-

locity distribution with a constant velocity dispersion.

Now, assume that both the gas and galaxies are in hy-
drostatic equilibrium in the same potential. One can

then equate the right-hand sides of Equations (13.5) and

(13.6). Moreover, assume that the galaxy orbits are
isotropic - f_ = 0 in Equation (13.6) - and that both
the gas and galaxy distributions are isothermal - v_ and

c_ are independent of r in Equations (13.5) and (13.6).
One can then easily derive the relationship

2

dlogpga, _ v,. (13.22)
dlogpg_, c_

or

pg , p o, (13.23)

or

pa,_, = pg.,,o 1 ÷ _ ] (13.24)

where (utilizing the definition of the isothermal sound

speed from section 13.3)

2 i_mp v2r
vr (13.25)

Z=c - kT

(Unfortunately, the same Greek letter, _, is used to de-
note this galaxy-to-gas energy ratio that is used for the
orbital anisotropy parameter defined in Equation 13.7.)

The _ parameter is related to the surface brightness slope

a (Equation 13.15) by cr = 3_- 1/2. The _ model form

for the gas density (Equation 13.24) is often utilized as a
convenient parameterization, even in cases where the gas

and/or the galaxies are not isothermal.
A simple way to parameterize a nonisothermal gas

distribution is to assume a polytropic relation between

the pressure and density (Cowie, Mushotzky, and Hen-

riksen, 1987),

and therefore

P ¢x p_,T _ p.y-I (13.26)

r2 / _3_(.__ 1)/2T = To 1 + _-_ (13.27)
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where7 iscalledthepolytropicindex.Equation(13.10)
cannowbeusedto generalizeEquation(13.18)to

r2/a 2

x (1 + r2/a2)l+3_(w-1)/2 M°" (13.28)

13.7.2 Recent Determinations of Masses

of Rich Clusters of Galaxies

An important uncertainty in all mass determinations us-

ing X-ray observations prior to 1990 or so was the lack

of availibility of accurate temperature profiles. This has

been remedied with the launch of ASCA. Figure 13.3

shows the ASCA spectrum of the central region of the
Virgo cluster.

>

o
¢J

o

o o

M87/Virgo Central 6' ASCA SIS

...... i

I

0.5 I 2 5

channel ener_v (keV)

I0

Figure 13.3: ASCA X-ray spectrum (error bars) and best-

fit spectral model (histogram) for the central 6' (,_ 25

kpc) of the Virgo cluster (courtesy of U. Hwang). The
best-fit model consists primarily of hot gas with a tem-
perature of--, 2 x 107 K and elemental abundances about

one-half solar. The features are emission lines from O,

Mg, Si, S, Ca, Ar, and Fe (as the hot gas increases in
temperature there are fewer of these features as more

atoms become fully ionized). Because of the good en-

ergy resolution and signal-to-noise ratio the temperature
is determined to a precision of a few percent.

The spectral resolution E/AE _ 10-30; therefore,
the shape of the spectrum is very well determined and

the temperature can be derived with errors of only a few

percent. The ASCA detectors are imaging spectrome-
ters, and temperatures in 3-7 concentric annuli can be

obtained out to a radius of,,_ 20' (or the radius where the

cluster ends, whichever comes first). This angular scale

(assuming a Hubble constant Ho = 50 km s -1 Mpc -1)

corresponds to _ 80 kpc for the nearest rich cluster (tile
Virgo cluster at a distance of _ 15 Mpc), and _ 1.6
Mpc for a typical well-studied rich cluster at a redshift

of 0.05 (a distance of ,-- 300 Mpc). When combined with
the gas density profiles derived from the ROSAT surface

brightness profiles these temperatures have been recently
utilized to constrain the dark matter distribution in clus-

ters via Equation (13.19). The total mass within the
radius where the temperature is measured can now be

determined to accuracies of 10-30%; at larger radii one

must extrapolate and the uncertainties grow with radius.

At the maximum radius where hot intracluster gas is de-

tected - typically 2-3 Mpc - the total mass is generally
determined to within a factor of two.

Table 13.2 on the following page shows the total

mass, in units of 1014 Mc..), evaluated at the indicated ra-

dius (R,-na_: measured in Mpc) for five clusters of galax-

ies with X-ray surface brightness profiles measured using

ROSAT and temperature profiles measured using ASCA.
Also shown are the mass breakdowns, in terms of frac-

tions of the total mass at Rm_x, into stars (in galaxies),

gas, and dark matter. The sum of the stellar and gas
mass fractions is called the baryon fraction. This quan-
tity generally slowly rises with radius (the dark matter

is more concentrated than the intracluster gas). The

baryon fraction is 20-25% for the largest (i.e., hottest,

most X-ray luminous, most massive) clusters such as
Abeli 496, Abell 2199, and Abell 1795 and seems to show

a wider range of variation from 10-25% for smaller clus-

ters. Table 13.2 also provides a rough idea of the global
range for the total mass and mass breakdown in the

three types of systems - giant elliptical galaxies, groups
of galaxies, and rich clusters of galaxies discussed in

this review. Interestingly, the range of baryon fractions

is quite similar from giant elliptical galaxy through group
all the way up to rich cluster scales although, on aver-

age, there may be a tendency for more massive systems to

have larger baryon fractions. The form that the baryons

take changes dramatically with scale: most of the bary-

onic matter in rich clusters is intracluster gas, while most

of the baryons in galaxies are in stars. In groups the

relative proportions of gas and stars vary considerably;
however, on average the two components are cOral)arable.

13.8 DIGRESSION: HUBBLE

CONSTANT

DEPENDENCES

It should be noted that the quantities in Table 13.2 are

calculated assuming a Hubble constant H0 = 50 km s- l

Mpc-1 and scale in various ways with Ho. Directly ob-

served quantities such as the flux and temperature are, of

course, independent of Ho. All length-scales (including
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Abell496
Abell2199
Abell1795
Abell1060
AWM7
clusters
groups
e-galaxies

Table13.2:TotalMassandMassBreakdown
Rmax Mtotal gas/total stars/total dark/total

(Mpc) (1014Mo)
0.95 2.9-3.2 0.19-0.21 0.019-0.021 0.77-0.79

0.86 2.4-2.7 0.17-0.19 0.045-0.050 0.76-0.78
0.92 3.8-3.9 0.20-0.22 0.028-0.032 0.75-0.76

0.38 0.68-0.76 0.069-0.077 0.053-0.059 0.86-0.88

0.61 1.1-1.4 0.15-0.19 0.056-0.074 0.73-0.79

1-5 3-30 0.1-0.3 0.02-0.05 0.7-0.9

0.3-1 0.3-1 0.01-0.15 0.03-0.15 0.7-0.9

0.03-0.2 0.01-0.2 0.01-0.08 0.05-0.3 0.7-0.9

R,_ax in Table 13.2) scale as Ho 1, as does (by Equation

13.9 or 13.18) the total mass. Optically determined stel-
lar masses also scale as Ho 1, and since luminosities (in

any wavelength band) scale as Ho 2, (optical or total)

mass-to-light ratios scale as Ho. The X-ray luminosity

is the integral of Equation (13.14) over the emitting vol-
ume, from which it follows that the gas density scales as

H1/2 the gas mass as Ho 5/2 and the baryon fractiono _

(when X-ray emitting gas is the dominant form of bary-

onic matter) as Ho 3/2. When comparing results from

different investigators it is necessary to confirm that the

quantities of interest are normalized to the same Hubble
constant.

13.9 COSMOLOGICAL IMPLI-

CATIONS

I would like to conclude with a brief discussion of how

the results summarized at the end of the previous sec-

tion fit in (or don't fit in!) with the standard view of

the origin and early evolution of the universe. We can
divide this view into two parts: cosmology - the origin,

geometry, and composition of the universe as a whole,

and cosmogony - the origin and evolution of structure in
the universe.

13.9.1 Dark Matter and Cosmology

The standard Friedmann-Robertson-Walker cosmology

assumes only that the universe is homogeneous and

isotropic, that. Einstein's general theory of relativity is
correct, and that energy is locally conserved (e.g., Pee-

bles, 1993). Model universes constructed under these as-

sumptions expatJd from an initial singularity (the Big

Bang), the evolution of the expansion depending on the

total average mass-energy density in the universe. If the

average density exceeds the critical density,

3H°_ -- 4.7 10-3°h_0 9 cm -3 (13.29)
pcrit- 8rrG

the universe will eventually turn around and recollapse;

if the average density is less than pcrit it will expand for-
ever. The Hubble constant has been expressed in units

of 50 km s -1 Mpc -x (hs0). The symbol fl is used to

express density in units of Pcrit. An inflationary model
of the universe with fl = 1 exactly is now theoreti-

cally favored since it resolves a number of cosmological

paradoxes (e.g., the 'flatness problem') and is a natural
consequence of some of the more popular grand unified

theories in particle physics.

One of the pillars of the Big Bang model (along with

the expansion of the universe and the microwave back-

ground radiation) is its ability to predict the abundances

of light elements (2H, aHe, 4He, 7Li) that. are mostly
or exclusively synthesized in the primeval fireball during
the first three minutes after the universe began. Since

the elements are created by reactions among neutrons,

protons, and light nuclei their abundances depend on the

total baryon density of the universe and are correctly re-

produced only if

0.03 < _'_baryor*,BBN < 0.1 (13.30)

Standard inflationary big-bang cosmology then predicts
that 90-97% of the universe is nonbaryonic, and that clus-

ters of galaxies should have baryon fractions (fbarvon) of
3-10% instead of 10-30% as is observed (section 13.7, Ta-

ble 13.2). Assuming the X-ray results are correct, one

(or more) of the following must be true:

1. Clusters of galaxies (or at least those regions we

have observed) are not representative of the universe as
a whole.

2. The theory of Big Bang nucleosynthesis is incorrect

and _'_baryon,BBN _ 0.2.

3. The inflationary model with 9t = 1 is incorrect, and
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_ f_ba_yo,,BBN _ 0.15 -- 0.5 (13.31)
f baryon

Since there is no theory that explains why clusters of

galaxies should have more baryons than average and we

have no indication that fba_o, is decreasing with radius
in clusters, alternative (1) seems unlikely. Therefore it

seems that the standard cosmological model is inconsis-

tent with the observed universe. This paradox is some-
times referred to as the 'baryon catastrophe'.

13.9.2 Dark Matter and Cosmogony

The standard model of the formation of structure in the

universe is the hierarchical clustering model where galax-
ies form as gas cools and falls into dark matter halos,

and clusters form by the accretion and merging of galax-

ies and groups of galaxies. The evolution is controlled by
gravitational interactions. Numerical simulations predict

dark matter halos of the form given by Equation (13.20).
The X-ray data are indeed consistent with this functional

form for the dark matter with scale lengths, ad_k, con-

sistent with those predicted by the simulations. However

there is a fundamental discrepancy. Clusters of galaxies
in the simulations reflect the average baryon fraction in

the universe with little dispersion; however, as we have
seen, real clusters show variations of factors of 2-5. This

might imply that some process in addition to gravity has
a hand in determining the formation and state of struc-

tures on scales of galaxies and larger.

13.10 SUMMARY

In this contribution I have presented an overview of the

investigation of dark matter in the universe using X-ray
observations, data analysis, and modeling. The presenta-

tion has been, to a large extent, pedagogical with expla-
nations of the fundamental dimensions of the dark mat-

ter problem, the basic equations needed to address the

problem, and the bases for the techniques of solution. I
have also included some of the latest results on the dark

matter content in elliptical galaxies, groups of galaxies,
and rich clusters of galaxies. Finally, these new results

have raised great challenges to standard cosmological and

cosmogenic scenarios, and I have tried to offer a glimpse
of some of the outstanding issues and puzzles that are

directing current research and motivating new lines of

inquiry regarding the most fundamental of astrophysical
questions.
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Chapter 14

THE MYSTERY OF

GAMMA RAY BURSTS:

UNDECIPHERED RADIATIONS

FROM UNKNOWN ORIGINS

THOMAS CLINE

Laboratory for High Energy Astrophyics

NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, MD 20771

ABSTRACT

The history of an unsolved astrophysical puzzle is reviewed here. Through the 1970s to the present

time, explanations of gamma-ray bursts have ranged from a minor variation in neutron-star X-ray
burst phenomenology to evidence for an unusually energetic and new process in Nature. Some of
the latest observations are interpreted as giving confirmation for the cosmological extreme, and other

GRB data seem to present greater confusion. This topic has become more fascinating than ever.
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14.1 INTRODUCTION

The galnma-ray burst (GRB) phenomenon, for the third
time in twenty some years, has become a preoccupation

of many astrophysicists and a favorite subject of science

popularizers. Tile peculiar space-age drama of its discov-
ery ill 1973 not tile result of scientific research but an

accidental byproduct of the cold war • inspired source
ideas varying from concepts ill 'new physics' to fantasies

of space warfare. Tile early observations of GRBs could
set. few limitations, so modelling was free to range from

the conservative and presumably sensible models involv-

ing neutron stars or stellar flares to the exotica of an-
timatter mmihilation, the explosion of black holes into

gamma-ray visibility, or the collapse of stars at cosmo-

logical distances. Thus, with source distances permitted
all the way from the solar system to the edge of the uni-
verse, the resulting uncertainty in energy, going as the

square of the distance, clearly set a world's record for
scientific ignorance of an observed natural phenomenon.

Following the few years' time needed t.o develop
some necessarily primitive burst detection instrumenta-
tion that could be adapted to the space vehicles then

available, a rash of new clues renewed interest in this un-

solved mystery. Meanwhile, X-ray bursts had been dis-
covered and were quite amenable to rapid phenomenolog-

ical definition and to galactic neutron-star source identifi-

cations. 1)espite the observational uncertainties and the
awkward or contradictory data regarding GRBs (some

of which appeared to be consistent with neutron-star

sources), and despite the continuing lack of confirmed
source identification, opinions seemed to force a consen-

sus, almost by default, that nearby neutron stars must

produce gamma-ray bursts as well.

After another period of languish from the lack of
further new results (and from the common assumption

that any loose ends t.o the neutron-star model would

soon be tied up), the present and third period of ex-
citement centers on the results from the new missions

of the 1990s. The Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory,

ASCA, and Ulysses measurements force the conclusions
that the sources of the primary burst population still can-

not be identified and that the GRB phenomenology is

murkier than ever. Rather than solving the gamma-ray

burst mystery with the galactic disk source pattern re-

quired of the interstellar neutron-star paradigm, the re-
sults from the very sensitive burst experiment on Comp-
ton(lRO show a continued and amazingly precise fit to

isotropy, itowever, the CGRO results also exhibit too

mauy bright (or too few weak) events to be compatible
with an extended and uniform source region, given its

calibrated detection capabilities. This result implies a
source vs. distance relationship such as a limited source

vohmw or even a source region cutoff. This combina-

tion of this result with isotropy would indicate a source

region of unknown shape but necessarily spherically cen-
tered around us, clearly incompatible with any fit t.o the

galactic disk.
Dramatic results from these various missions also

confirm that. a subclass of transients comes from dis-

rant supernova remnants, i.e., at. considerably greater
distances than the typical X-ray burst sources. These

repeaters, intermediate in energy above the X-ray burst
and below the usual GRB regimes, are rare, with only

three having been found m our galaxy and in its two satel-

lite (Magellanic Cloud) galaxies, combined. They were,
in fact,, responsible for some of the neutron-star clues

formerly attributed to all gamma-ray bursts. Whether
or not. there is an astrophysical kinship between these re-

peaters and the apparently nonrepeating, primary GRB

population is, however, a completely open issue. Further,
quite unexpected new gamma-ray burst properties keep

turning up, more curious and difficult to model than ever.
Thus, with the mystery ever deepening and with a source

volume appropriate to a Ptolemaic celestial picture (ren-

dering a cosmological model as likely a bet as any), it's

deja vu, all over again.

The appeal of this subject, attracts a considerable
amount of scientific talent. Experimenters and theorists

have devoted great efforts to the scrutiny of the observa-

tions, suggesting over 100 different source ideas. New ex-

periments have been developed, not only to study GRBs
directly, but to search for associated effects in the X-

ray, radio and optical domains as well. This consider-

able industry goes with the claim so often printed (ar-

rogant, naive, or biased as it may be) that gamma-ray
bursts present one of the major unresolved problems in

astrophysics. Despite the number of published GRB re-
views, one more, from the perspective of someone in-

volved nearly from the start, may yet be justified here:
tailored to this audience. Given the time delays inherent

in the promotion, development and execution of new re-
search, it. is quite possible that the definitive GRB clue

could be found by someone now in the student genera-

tion.

14.2 DISCOVERY

The first chapter in any GRB review begins with the dis-

covery, published after more than a dozen of the inexpli-
cable increases of the extraterrestrial >lO0-keV photon
count rate had been detected over several years' time.

This observation, made outside the Earth's atmosphere

and magnetosphere, was not accomplished with NASA

or foreign scientific instrumentation, but was an acciden-

tal finding with the 'Vela' spacecraft system, designed at
Los Alamos for the detection of nuclear explosions be-

yond the atmosphere, to monitor adherence to the 1963
test-ban treaty. The publication was delayed until after
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several years of the consistent accumulation of data had

provided confidence in the effect, with all attempts to ex-

plain it away exhausted. The events occurred rarely and

at random, and really did seem random in other regards

as well, with irregular intensity vs. time profiles differ-

ing in shape and in duration. Although the electronics

employed counted the photons in geometrically length-

ening time bins (no doubt, to fit the gamma-ray flashes

expected from nuclear devices), specific timing marks or

fiducials could be established at each spacecraft, with

uncertainties short compared with the roughly 1-second

light travel times that separated the various Vela space-

craft from each other in their orbits, about halfway out

to the Moon. It was thus possible to measure the arrival

direction of each burst as, one presumes, must have been

intended in the case of nuclear weapons tests. The source

pattern found in this manner was adequate to demon-

strate no relationship to the locations of the Earth, Moon,

or Sun.

There was also no apparent ecliptic or galactic plane

correlation. Further, no evidence for event repetition

from a single source was found, indicating that numerous

source objects must independently exist. The maximum

GRB counting rates were similar to those seen from so-

lar flares, indicating many orders of magnitude greater

total emission energy, to say the least, assuming that the

events originated somewhere well outside the solar sys-

tem. With no relationship found between the events and

known or candidate supernovae (the only astronomical

sources at that time having been suggested as capable

of some sort of gamma-ray transients), and since this

discovery predated that of X-ray bursts, this novel ex-

perience took the high-energy astrophysics community

completely by surprise.

14.3 CONFIRMATION

The year before the discovery publication, we had be-

gun a low-energy gamma-ray astronomy effort at God-

dard, with a search for the gamma-ray transients then

predicted from distant supernovae. We were building a

balloon experiment for this purpose and also had been

plowing through spacecraft data records to look for ev-

idence of anomalous rate increases, requesting simulta-

neous data from other missions in order to eliminate

spurious effects. Only weeks before the discovery pub-

lication, several large increases were found in the back-

ground rates from our IMP-6 solar flare X-ray detector,

too ephemeral to have been noticed immediately. If the

Velas had never been flown, these data and other obser-

vations that were soon to come could have established the

existence of a curious new effect, although without the

Vela directional picture, at first. Our events all turned

out to be on the Vela list, giving immediate confirma-

tion to the GRB phenomenon, and also providing the

first, primitive burst energy spectra. These were con-

sistent with maximum strength in the several-hundred

keV region rather than with, e.g., a high-energy exten-

sion of a typical X-ray spectrum. Thus, 'gamma-ray' had

been an appropriate term, although, of course, processes

other than nuclear transitions (the original definition of

gamma-rays) could be involved.

The GRB source process still remains, in fact, un-
defined.
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Figure 14.2: Early gamma-ray burst total-event spectra

in the 0.1 to 1.0 MeV range. These appeared to form

a population separate from, e.g., a high-energy exten-

sion of X-ray bursts. However, despite a roughly uniform

appearance of the time-averaged spectra in this energy

band, each event spectrally varies with time, and in both

the lower and the higher energies, the average event spec-

tra vary rather dramatically.

The potential of this new specialty injected real ex-

citement into gamma-ray astronomy. Despite an ear-

lier prediction in 1958 that astrophysical information

might be transmitted by nuclear gamma-rays in the few-

MeV band and by positron-electron annihilation radi-

ation, the new field of X-ray astronomy, instead, had

matured in the intervening 15 years with more gener-

ous rewards. Also, higher energy (>100-MeV) gamma-

rays had been found from the galactic plane, but more

as a neutral component of the cosmic radiation than as

signals from individual astronomical objects. The devel-

opment of "gamma-ray" (roughly 25-keV to 25-MeV)

astronomy had seemed to require such elaborate instru-

mentation as to be quite difficult. Yet, here in GRBs were

huge counting rates from unsophisticated detectors that

didn't even have collimation or shielding to enhance the

signal- to-noise ratios! And, regardless of their origins,

enormous energies could be inferred, guaranteeing some
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new astrophysical relevance. Further, the curiosity value

of this discovery was enhanced by the surprisingly brief,

several-second, durations of these events. The fluctua-
tion times were fractional-second and were possibly more

rapid than the detectors could sense, certainly shorter
than ahnost anything then known in traditional astron-

omy. The thrill of all that, while prompting many imag-
inative ideas and speculations, left researchers unable to

immediately respond with productive new experiments:

space experiments generally took more than a few years

to get through the mission schedules. And, with a rate
of several big bursts per year, a rocket or even a bal-

loon flight had a poor chance of being aloft during one
such event. Weaker events should presumably be more

numerous, but it was not verified until recently that no

arbitrarily sensitive bMloon-borne instrument could ac-
cumulate more than several per week.

Only one of our half-dozen IMP events turned up to
be in the data records from other spacecraft: a bright in-

crease out of a list of hundreds of count-rate fluctuations

logged by OSO-7 in near-Earth orbit. Its energy spec-
trum, agreeing with the IMP spectrum but extending it
at both ends, providing the second confirmation of the
burst, effect. However, as the only GRB detection thus

far using a collimator, it was of even greater interest.

The source definition of tens of square degrees was no

improvement in resolution, but its location verified their
method with agreement. Also, at high galactic-latitude,

the source direction provided no new key to the mystery

but complicated it with a location far from the region

of typical X-ray emitters along the disk, enhancing the

feeling that a truly new scientific phenomenon was ripe

for exploration.

After a year or two, the total number of GRBs found

with the IMPs had exceeded the initial Vela total by sev-
eral times. The timing resolution of the solar flare detec-

tors used was too coarse to record the spectral evolutions

of the bursts, but the total-event GRB spectra were found
to all cluster around the same curve in the 0.1-MeV to

1.0-MeV interval. This result could tell nothing of the

details within a burst, of course, but it did confirm that

the GRB population formed a class qualitatively distinct
from other known transients.

14.4 CHALLENGE

The second chapter in this history concerns the early gen-

eration of experiments and projects that were undertaken
to research the GRB topic. Our supernova search was, of

course, continued in order to look for smaller-sized GRBs

that might occur more frequently. A balloon flight in
1974 found no new events, and even the successful 1975

attempt to use two gondolas (simultaneously flown sev-
eral midwestern states apart in order to better reduce

background count-rate fluctuations) also came up with
no new bursts. The balloon-borne measurements of many

groups suggested a deficiency in smaller events but were
statistically inadequate to quantify this, vaguely preview-

ing the ComptonGRO result of two decades later that the
all-sky rate of bursts is barely more than two per day.
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Figure 14.3: Early gamma-ray burst, size spectra. GRB
detection rates, then obtained circumstantially, were sta-

tistically weak and often difficult to quantify in a fully

objective manner. The apparent change of slope towards
the smaller sizes was ambiguously interpreted either as

instrumental - promising a higher event detection rate

when superior detectors could be used - or as a genuine

absence of weaker events.

Meanwhile, we also promoted the opportunities to

modify space hardware then under construction and to
use any capability available on missions in progress, for
burst detection. NASA responded positively to our plea,

permitting some piggyback instruments and certain mod-

ifications, also enabling, e.g., the Los Alamos group to

place a GRB monitoring experiment on a mission to
Venus. These primitive devices ultimately formed an

interplanetary network, designed to make possible pre-
cise GRB source localization by the timing of each burst

arrival at the widely separated locations. European re-

searchers also enthusiastically started building new GRB

instrumentation, with French detectors getting rides on
several Soviet satellites and two Venus probes. By the

late 1970s, four deep space probes had augmented the
near-Earth complement of over a half dozen more, cre-

ating the first interplanetary gamma-ray burst network.
This was accomplished one and a half decades before

the launch of ComptonGRO, the first mission to carry

a full-scale, major experiment designed for the study of

gamma-ray bursts.
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14.5 NETWORK

The first instrument to be intentionally put into space
for GRB studies was our initial contribution to the in-

terplanetary network, a 1-kilogram package piggybacked
on a previously designed cosmic-ray experiment on the
Helios-2, then under construction. Later, we were able

to add more advanced burst capabilities on another, rela-

tively nearby mission, as well. Helios-2, launched in early
1976 into a solar orbit that carried it up to twice the Sun's

distance from us, made possible source precision superior

to the previously obtained several-degree variety but
with a catch. For the first two and a half years when no

other burst detector existed at great distance from the

Earth, timing comparisons could employ only this sin-
gle baseline to near-Earth missions, such as the surviv-

ing Vein spacecraft. The resulting analyses gave celestial
source fields in the shape of ring segments, as thin as one

arc minute but from several to several tens of degrees in
length. Although these source loci were too large and too
irregular in shape to be useful to astronomers or to iden-

tify single stars or galaxies from catalogs, the location
of any object of interest in the high-energy astrophysics

category could be meaningfully compared for agreement
or rejection. It resulted that the Helios-2 annuli did not

include any of the known objects such as pulsars, quasars
or cosmic X-ray sources that could have been candidates
for identification. This result, of course, showed that the

source objects were 'dim' over many wavelengths, and
heightened the GRB mystery.

The interplanetary network was fully completed in

1978 when Helios-2 was given company in deep space
with the burst monitor from Los Alamos on Pioneer-

Venus Orbiter and with two Franco-Soviet missions sent

to and beyond Venus. The near-Earth collection included

those Veins that still operated, Franco-Soviet Earth or-
biters, and ISEE-3, with several of our detectors at five

light-seconds distance in an orbit maintained at the 'first

Lagrangian point.' Circumstantial GRB detection could

sometimes also occur with other near-Earth missions as

well, including even the Einstein X-ray observatory. For
about the first year, PVO and the two Veneras were all

on the way to or in the vicinity of Venus. Helios-2 thus

optimized the long-baseline array with a separately di-
rected baseline. After the Veneras cruised past Venus

into solar orbits, all five elements of this array became

mutually well separated for a year or so, until the com-
ponents began failing in the early 1980s. This network

finally made possible the first relatively precise GRB
source field locations. Naturally, the critical element or

potential Achilles' heel in this novel arangement was the

interspacecraft timing: great efforts were made to expose
inappropriate assumptions and to eliminate errors of all

kinds. For all the near-Earth spacecraft, at least, the dis-

persion was found to be less than the burst fluctuation
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Figure 14.4: A GRB energy spectrum with multiple vari-
ations. This was taken as confirmation that simple vari-

ations in GRB spectra could be identified as cyclotron

resonance features, supporting the high magnetic field

neutron star burst origin model. However, no features,
single or plural, have yet been observed with two instru-
ments simultaneously.

times. In one event with a rapid onset, it was shown to

be at the 2 ms instrumental limit. For the distant space

probes, the only way to verify the absolute timing was
to send artificial burst commands, since there were no

naturally occurring calibrations with all the network de-

tectors too insensitive to known X-ray sources. (A new
kind of emitter the "bursting pulsar", could provide con-

firmation of the time calibration for the Ulysses-based

interplanetary network in ]996, however.)

The network scheme determined source regions with

greatest accuracy for those events having the highest in-
tensities and the shortest temporal fluctuations. These
fields or "error boxes" varied in size down to less than one

square arc minute, small enough that narrow-field opti-
cal scrutiny could be carried out, particularly at high
galactic latitudes where the stellar background is min-

imal. With the exception of the March 5, 1979 event,
discussed below, the regions found contained no known

X-ray emitters, neutron stars, pulsars, and other exotic

objects. Also, the source areas were generally empty
of stars, or they contained foreground stars within ran-
dom expectations. Further deep optical searches of these

source fields to even fainter limits, such as with Kitt Peak

Observatory, gave no further clues. Thus, GRB sources

(and their possible companion objects as well) had eluded
all methods of identification available.
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Figure 14.5: The first interplanetary network. This
artist's schematic illustrates the placement in the 1970s
of four GRB detectors into deep space, along with other

missions near the Earth. The mutual separations of

up to 1000 light-seconds made possible the timing that

produced about ten arc-minute-sized GRB source fields,
and several tens with less precision, during the full-

complement lifetime of under two years.

14.6 PHENOMENOLOGY

14.6.1 Number

Progress in defining the phenomenology of GRBs pro-
ceeded only slowly at first. Although several hundred
events had been accumulated by all the instruments in

operation over the decades of the 1970s and 80s, only
those bursts detected with any one sensor in a given con-

figuration could provide an internally consistent sample
for study. Each all-sky survey consisted of a limited sam-

ple of events for various circumstantial reasons, and each
was consistent with an isotropic source pattern for its

population. However, due to the varying instrumental
threshold levels in energy or in counting rate, these var-

ious samples could not be reliably mixed together for

quantitative comparisons. Of particular interest was the
burst size distribution: the number of events observed

to have a given size or greater when plotted as a func-
tion of intensity or some other measure of 'size' (the
so-called N > S vs. S plots). This function should, in

principle, provide source region information. In particu-

lar, a three-dimensional volume of sources uniformly dis-
tributed throughout a region of space of infinite extent or

extent beyond visibility limits would exhibit, a power law

of index -1.5. An index nearer -1.0 would result for a pop-

ulation of events coming from a two- dimensional source

volume such as the galactic disk (and, of course, in that

case an anisotropy should be observed). An obvious COln-

plication to any quantitative deduction from this is the
lack of knowledge regarding the possible source luminos-

ity function the distribution of sizes and types of (3RBs
to be seen at a calibrated distance. Also, possibh' varia-

tions with distance, such as a cosmological red shift, or

an ageing factor could be relevant. With this ignorance,
the luminosity function could lie anywhere between one

imaginary extreme, with all bursts having similar max-
imum brightnesses but situated at a great range of dis-
tances from us, to another, with most sources clustered

in similar apogees but having greater intrinsic size vari-

ations. However, given that the distribution of bright-
nesses could range well beyond the visible, and that the

temporal fluctuations could exceed the limits of detector
resolution - and with the event diversity and the chaotic

appearance of most bursts - the assignment of a mean-

ingful 'size' to any event could well be a subjective act,.
Nevertheless, the GRB size spectrum was researched

over the years, always with a great, deal of uncertainty

but generally with finding a persistent flattening, or deft-
ciency in small events. This could have been interpreted
as evidence for a population transition to the galactic

disk, except that the expected disk anisotropy was never
seen. This fact provided the basic problem that had

been the subject of great concern, with compromises in

those years ranging from the suggestion of a galaclic halo

source region, with a rough isotropy consistent with the
limited measurements, to the redefinitions of 'size' (using,

for example, peak intensity rather than total intensity).
The default view that burst sources are surely (:lose by

could neither be ruled out nor proven.
The issue of the true number of burst, sources is an-

other question of obvious relevance. Do sources repeat
and so is the vast number of events detected over the

years due to the poor directional resolution of a consid-
erably smaller number of objects that emit repeatedly?

Or, could the emission be so tightly beamed that the
number of sources nmst be much greater than can be

seen here? The fact that the well-determined error boxes

never overlap could be due simply to their scarcity in

number, if the repetition time constant is long enough.

In fact, there has always been relatively poor evidence

that the primary GRB sources do not repeat (except for
the subclass that, by definition, does see below).

14.6.2 Spectra

The temporal and spectral properties of G RBs have been

studied for any possible clues regarding the source pro-
cess. The brevity of the temporal fluctuations requires

that the source regions be small. Estimates of the pho-

ton densities in the emission voh,me, along with self-

absorption considerations, seemed at. first, to support l, he

claim that the distances to the sources must be less than
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Figure 14.6: One of several high-precision GRB source

fields. With the one exception described below, no can-

didate source objects existed in the catalogs of known
astronomical high-energy sources or could be found with

optical surveys of moderate power. Deep optical scrutiny,
on the other hand, reveals too many faint objects in all
fields of this size.

several kpcs. This interpretation is no longer popular.
Studies of the continuum energy spectra have remained

unable to lock onto specific emission properties, since de-
termination of the input photon spectrum from the ob-

served counting rate spectrum (due to a curious 'oblig-
ing' nature of the fitting procedure) is compatible with

almost any model. However, certain spectral features

were claimed to be found in the 40-60 keV region and
also at about 400 keV. These detections had specific im-
plications. The more energetic feature is consistent with

the 20-percent gravitational redshift expected of the 511-
keV positron- electron annihilation line at the surface

of a neutron star, and could also be fit to an annihi-

lation gamma-ray coherence effect. The low-energy fea-

tures were claimed to be cyclotron resonance phenomena,
providing possible evidence for burst emission within the
strong magnetic field of a neutron star.

A little later, a Ginga spacecraft X-ray monitor

gave apparent confirmation to the 'cyclotron' model, with
multiple features that looked even more like what one

would hope to see. However, up to the present, no other

confirmation has been obtained. In particular, the Comp-
tonGRO Burst and Transient Source Experiment data

bank shows no convincing spectral features in over one

thousand burst events. Earlier, those questioning the
interpretation of the features as 'cyclotron' and hence

neutron-star effects suggested the possibility of a false in-

strumental summation of time-varying continua with dif-
fering low-energy cutoffs. Now, after two more decades:

since data showing these features have in fact never been

found with two different instruments for tile same event,

it is becoming reasonable to suspect that the features
were count-rate fluctuations, or were otherwise mislead-

ing, all along. In those days, however, their appearances

convinced many theorists that GRBs most surely come
from nearby neutron stars.

14.7 OPTICAL ASSOCIATIONS

One totally unexpected discovery in the early 1980s was

that of an optical transient coincident with a precisely

determined GRB source field from the interplanetary
network. It was anything but coincident iu tirne, how-

ever, having been found in a diligent search through hun-
dreds of old stellar photographic plates,.stored at liar-

yard. Taken in the year 1928 (!), it was in one of a se-

ries of several exposures photographed during the same

night, fortuitously providing 'before' and 'after' compar-
isons. Both the character of the image in the emulsion

and the fact of its rounded shape (vs. the elliptical star

images made by motion of the camera) were consistent

with a brief duration relative to the 45-minute exposure.
Although disputed by some as a possible fluke, this dis-

covery was received by most with great enthusiasm, since

the possibility of arc-second precision, accessible with op-
tical tools, might finally naake possible the identification

of GRB source objects. Of course, the 50-year separation

between the optical transient, and the burst ]night defeat

any present-day optical search due to source proper mo-

tion, if the source was close enough. Soon after, hope

was fueled when additional candidates turned up in other
searches. However, some of these seemed suspicious, and

one was found to be only in close proximity to a GRB

source, suggesting that any relationship between GRBs

and these optical flashes may have been entirely acci-
dental. Deep searches of these several-arc-seconds sized

regions have so far been disappointingly marginal and
inconclusive.

It was realized that optical transient observations

obtained in real time, rather than recovered from

decades-old archives, could not only make possible the

localization of GRB sources using the precision of opti-

cal astronomy, but also do that as they occur (assuming
that GRBs actually are accompanied, at the same time,

by visible optical flashes). Both ground-level and space-

craft experiments |]ave been attempted, and a variety

are now in various phases of development, to exploit this

hoped-for effect. The first sky survey used a wide-angle
CCD array to sense and record optical transient effects

with moderately good precision. It was also used to ori-

ent a mirror in real time for a second, narrower field

telescope to localize the transient, to even better preci-

sion. Set up in the desert at Kitt Peak Observatory,
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this promisingcombinationoperatedat lowdutycycle
for severalyears,but wasneversuccessful,dueto the
unexpectedlyhighrateof man-madeandotheroptical
transientbackgrounds.A reorientingdevice,calledthe
'Sunflower'forobviousreasons,wasalsoorbitedbythe
Sovietsrecently,butfailedtooperatesuccessfully.A new
gamma-ray/X-ray/optical-transientmissionwillbeflown
soon,perhapsby early1997.It shouldbothestablish
meaningfulupperlimitsto therateofopticalflashesac-
companyingGRBs,andproviderelativelyaccurateGRB
sourcefields,with moderatedelay,for deeperscrutiny
withopticaltelescopes,evenif noflashesareseen.

14.8 THE MARCH 5, 1979

EVENT

One burst observed with the interplanetary network was

an immediate curiosity. It seemed to be so unusual that
this author was convinced that it was a 'once in a life-

time' experience. All the instruments then in operation

logged it as the most intense to date (of course, one of
them had to be) - but its shape was unique. The single

brief spike with a long tail presented a meaningful form,
in contrast to all the other noisy-looking events. The

risetime caught our attention: in the first and only event
to activate the fastest (4-ms) Helios-2 trigger mode, the

onset was certainly shorter than 2 ms and consistent with

instantaneity. Also, an 8-second periodicity of the decay

(first noticed in the Soviet data) was the only evidence
for periodicity in any gamma-ray transient. This effect
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Figure 14.7: Evidence for an optical flash from a GRB
source. The fit of this 1928 optical transient (found in a

search through sky photos in astronomical archives) onto
a 1978 GRB source field set into motion an industry of

researching at other wavelengths possibly associated with

GRBs.

was consistent with what was expected from a rotating

neutron star.

The interplanetary network found the source loca-
tion to be the first to actually agree with the celestial

position of a 'candidate' astronomical object, with an
initial two-arc-minute fit to N49, an X-ray-emitting su-

pernova remnant at a distance of 55 kpc (about 5 times as
far from us as the galactic center), and within the Large

Magellanic Cloud, a galaxy that is satellite to our own.
Our final analysis gave a much narrower source field only

arc-seconds from (but not quite fitting onto) the center of
N49. This was, and still is, the most precise directional

measurement in gamma-ray astronomy. Although the

probability of chance fit to any of the known supernova
remnants, pulsars, and neutron stars was under one in

a million, and despite the fact that any such SNR could
contain an 8-second rotating neutron star, N49 was not

generally accepted as a source identification, and would
have to wait for well over a decade for confirmation.
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Figure 14.8: The March 5, 1979 event time profile. This
transient rose in less than a few milliseconds to an inten-

sity four orders of magnitude over the all-sky background,
in its >0.1 MeV region. Its single peak was followed by an

eight-second oscillation for many minutes. Other anoma-
lous features include the facts that it appeared to sire a
series of less intense events for months afterwards and

that, for the first time, its source direction fitted that of

a candidate source object.

Another special property of the March 5th event
was the series of several much weaker transients that

followed it over a few months. Their source directions

were both mutually consistent and consistent with the

March 5th source, to about one degree acuracy. Possi-

ble only with Soviet detectors due to their greater sen-
sitivity from the greater size, this result complicated the

GRB picture. Another series of small events had been
also found with the Soviet detectors in early 1979, but

without an obvious parent burst. It was then questioned

whether repetitive events might be a common occurrence,
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thusdilutingthesingularityoftheMarch5thevent,and
whethersuchphenomenamightevenbetypical,but too
weakto beobserved.It wasyearsbeforethedetection
of onlyoneadditionalseries(andof laterflare-upsof
theearlierseries)hadestablishedthattheso-called"soft
gamma-repeaters"werequiterare:threeserieswereto-
talledovera monitoringperiodthat includedoneanda
halfthousandGRB events.
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Figure 14.9: The precise March 5, 1979 event source lo-

cation. The association with the supernova remnant N49

in the neighboring LMC galaxy had to wait for a dozen
years for confirmation, when an SGFL was found to be

produced from a similarly distant supernova remnant.

This new result would argue for some snr/ueutron-star
source model for all GRB and SGR phenomena, if the

GRB source isotropy problem were overcome, or it would

revive the contention that SGRs and GPtBs may be sep-
arate phenomena.

possibly coming from sources orders of magnitude more
distant than the LMC. Also, the fit of SGR sources at

supernova remnants has been confirmed, but how the in-

tense March 5, 1979 event relates to its sequel SC, Rs,

and how - or if SGRs relate to typical GRBs, are still
mysteries.

The apparently singular properties of the March 5

event presented a complex turn of events. For example,

the fact that this was a very bright burst with a period-
icity that existed only in a very weak tail might be taken

as evidence that such a low-level ringing simply could uot
be discerned in other GRBs, or that the March 5th event

could be the only big burst from a rotating neutron star.

If it was a separate kind of event, then inferences regard-
ing its nature and origin would be inappropriate to the

larger population of bursts that did not share it.s prop-
erties. Also, the weak SGR events contrasted the other

GRBs not only by the fact of their repetition, but by their
softer energy spectrum, in the 25-keV region between the
X-ray bursts at a few keV and GRBs at several hundred

keV. Also, SGRs (and March 5) had no cyclotron res-
onance features or spectral evolution, then claimed for

many typical GRBs. And, in additon, SGR time histo-
ries are always brief and simgle-peaked, unlike the chaotic

'white noise' varieties of GRBs. The SGR phenomenol-

ogy, however, received little attention in those days, being
regarded as a minor variation on the GRB issue.
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The N49 measurement produced considerable con-

troversy as a candidate source identification for the

March 5th event, with its distance, with all other GRB

source locations fitting onto blank space, and with gen-
eral source isotropy. The question of 'How could the

brightest event come from the farthest possible source
distance?' was based both on the premise that there was

only one category of gamma-ray bursts (economy of as-

sumptions) and on the premise that GRBs must originate

nearby (economy of energetics). Our speculation that

this event was anomalous, if not unique, was entirely con-

sistent with a possible origin at N49 in the LMC, since
this might little bearing on the source pattern of most

GRBs. However, one discovery seemed unlikely enough,
let alone the probability that the study of one new phe-

nomenon (GRBs) would prompt the discovery of a second

one (SGRs). The 1996 picture, however, turns the energy
issue around: GRBs can now be respectably discussed as

Figure 14.10: Time history of a long-duration SG H. Soft

gamma repeaters differ from GRBs with their siml)le
and uncomplicated time histories, their narrow luminos-

ity range and their absence of spectral features (in ad-
dition to the softer spectra and fact of repetition, as la-

belled), but the randomicity of their repetition patterns

and of their durations are not unlike the chaos typical of
so many of the GRB characteristics.

One somewhat unexpected turn of events in the
mid-1980s (before the launches of the missions lhat

changed everything: Compton, Ulysses, and AS('A) was
the discovery of another soft gamma-repeater. This was
the third time that weaker, softer events had been found

with GRB instrumentation and was not that dramatic,
in itself. However, what struck this writer was lhe fa(:!

that its source direction, a few degrees from the galactic

center, taken together with those of the other two, sug-
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gestedameaningfulpattern.Naturally,threepointsare
toofewto demonstrateanymathematicalarrangement,
but thesewereallconsistent with high-density regions in

our galaxy and in the neighboring LMC. Also, the typ-
ical intensities of the three series were consistent with

tile same idea, since the March 5, 1979 sequel rates were

weaker than the other two, roughly by the square of the
ratio of the distance of N49 to that of the galactic center.

Several years had to elapse before the fact of this pattern

was fully confirmed.

dome' monitor we had proposed for the early Space Shut-

tle, inheriting a certain amount of its style and content.
ttowever, our gamma-dome was designed to detect an

anisotropy in a week, if the GRB size spectrum extends
to the small events, which BATSE showed that it does

not. We credit and congratulate the BATSE PI in turn

with executing the strategy that accomplished the defi-
nition of the characteristics of the GRB population: the

precise source pattern isotropy and the limitation on the

size distribution.

Figure 14.11: The late-1980s sky map of the three SGRs

(arrows), with the X-ray binaries. This pattern was
seen as three random points in the sky (if the N49 lo-

cation was taken to be a meaningless coincidence) or it

suggested (with statistically negligible evidence) that all
SGRs might ultimately be found in the galactic disk and
in the LMC (if the N49 association was taken as a real

possibility). All three SGRs have since been located in

tile galactic disk and LMC, and there are only three.

14.9 REVOLUTION

The third chapter in the GRB story features the ma-

jor leaps forward from the Compton Gamma-Ray Ob-

servatory (most, but not all, from its Burst and Tran-
sient Source Experiment) and from other experiments in

association with it. The GRO was launched in April,

1991 into Earth orbit and remains fully operating to the

present, in late 1996. The BATSE uses eight instruments

facing, as it were, from the corners of a cube, so as to
provide all-sky coverage with isotropic sensitivity. It was

initially promoted as a burst monitor, to service the GRO

gamma-ray astronomy experiments with real-time burst

data (due to the fact that GRBs did not have much sci-
entific priority in 1979 to the early 1980s, when GRO was

designed. Only after a GRO high-resolution spectrome-
ter was cancelled was it possible for BATSE to acquire

full experiment status). The BATSE principal investi-

gat.or credits us with inspiring his design and enabling
his successful proposal, based largely on a large 'gamma-
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Figure 14.12: The network-determined third SGR source
field, with a radio supernova remnant unknown when
the SGR was found in the early 1980s. When viewed

years later with an X-ray telescope, this SNR produced
an outburst in real time, with the low-energy attenuation

consistent with absorption from a source located on the

other side of the galaxy. This result confirmed N49 as the

March 5, 1979 event and earlier SGR source, thereby lib-

erating GRBs from a necessary connection to that event.,
to a range of possibilities including it but. conceivably

wider than ever.

The GRB isotropy measurement of the CGRO

BATSE is by far the most precisely determined yet. How-

ever, by itself, that could be seen as almost, no surprise.
The Leningrad team had found an isotropic distribution

over a dozen years earlier with an event rate of about

75 bursts per year. Since the BATSE rate is about. 600

per year, the effective source volume sampled (assuming
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anunbounded,homogeneous,three-dimensionalmodel)
wouldbeeighttimesasmuch,i.e.,withonlydoublethe
radius.Thus,if theGRBsource distance limit was un-

known before, to have learned that it is twice as much
would not be a major advance.

However, the other BATSE result, the so-called

'V/Vmax' analysis, shows that this cannot be the case.
This procedure effectively normalizes the measurement

of burst sizes, by comparing the size of each burst to the
minimum size an event of that particular character could

have to be detected by the instrument in its given config-
uration. Thus, the ratio of measured to minimum count
rate is translated to a ratio of source volume to maximum

source volume, per event. The distribution of V/Vmax
values from all the observed events would be flat with

an average value of 0.5 if the detector is sampling only
the nearby members of a large, unbounded space, filled

smoothly with emitters. On the other hand, a transition

to a disk-shaped source volume, or to some other limiting
shape, would give other results. The BATSE V/Vmax,
given the perfect isotropy, shows that the source volume

must have some structure, such as a spherical edge or a
nesting of concentric round shells. The implication is that
burst sources may be confined to a round 'Oort cloud'

around the solar system, or to an immense halo around

the galaxy (large enough such that our displacement from

the galactic center is unnoticed), or to a round interstel-

lar cluster or a broken piece of the spiral arm accidentally
centered on us, or to the distant universe itself. For the

first time, a possible cosmological origin could finally be
taken seriously.

Beyond the precise isotropy of source directions and

the first statistically valid V/Vmax index, other obser-
vations of the Compton mission have done much to ad-

Figure 14.13: The sky map of GRB sources, as of the

early 1980s. It was long assumed that the apparently

isotropic celestial distribution would soon yield, with

more sensitive monitoring, to a source pattern having

an obvious relationship to the structure of our galaxy.

Instead, the Compton GRO has found an incredibly
isotropic pa_tern (next figure).

vance - and confound - the study of gamma-ray bursts.
For example, regarding the issue of spectroscopy, BATSE

failed to find any evidence either for the 400- keV (red-
shifted annihilation) bump or for any cyclotron resonance

features above 50 keV, that had previously been cited

as the basic evidence (from the primary population of

GRBs, not from SGRs or the March 5th event) support-
ing a neutron-star origin model. The burst phenomenol-

ogy coming out of the Compton mission covers a richly
diverse range, with the biennial workshop in 1993 pro-

ducing a 150-manuscript text from BATSE alone. And,
other experiments on Compton have made startling GRB

discoveries as well; e.g., that of very high-energy photons

detected with the spark-chamber spectrometer (nearly
20 GeV!) coming from the direction of GRB events, but
trailing the bursts by as much as 1.5 hours! The theo-

rists who try to model emission concepts find such data
outrageous, indeed.

14.10 BREAKTHROUGH

An incredibly unlikely occurrence of significance to the

GRB puzzle recently took place, somewhat as the grand
finale of a drama combining profound research efforts

with serendipity -just pure luck. A soft gamma-repeater

was identified with a pointed, narrow-field X-ray tele-
scope in real time. First, the fact that SGRs would be

detected with the BATSE instrument was one surprise;
also, the fact that an apparently new SGR would be
rather quickly determined to be an obvious reactivation

of one of the three (and only three) known SGRs from
the 1970s and '80s was another surprise. Meanwhile how-

ever, radio astronomers, openminded as to the possible
fit of the March 5th event to the SNR N49, and curious

as to the origin of other SGRs, had deduced that a very

likely source candidate for one of the SGRs found nearly

a decade earlier with the interplanetary network (and lo-
calized to a thin crescent-shaped source field several de-

grees from the galactic center) could also fit a supernova

remnant. This one, optically unseen through the galac-
tic disk material, was not known in the radio band at

the time of the detection of the SGR in the earlier 1980s.

The successful promotion of this remnant as a possible
source candidate resulted in the X-ray astronomers ori-
enting their ASCA instrument towards that direction.

They were rewarded with a single SGR transient being
detected in real time. This was localized (with x- rays)
exactly at the radio remnant, in the center of the ex-

tended, earlier source field. Further, the cut-off in the X-

ray spectrum below 1 keV was an excellent fit to the ab-

sorption expected for a source at the distance estimated

for the radio snr, about 18 kpc. This is across the galac-
tic center, within the disk, but on the other side! The

fact that this is one-third of the distance to the LMC
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providedconvincingevidencethat theN49fit couldbe
finallya confirmedsourceidentificationandno longer
takenasunlikelyandironicaccident.
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Figure 14.14: The sky map of gamma-ray burst source di-
rections, from several years' monitoring with the Comp-

ton Gamma Ray Observatory. The centers of each loca-
tion are shown without the uncertainty radii, which vary

from about three degrees minimum size. (This sky sur-

vey must be normalized with the relative viewing pattern

to quantify the isotropy.)

The Ulysses mission, launched in 1990, was the star-

ship of a new interplanetary network of burst instru-
ments. It was the survivor from spacecraft twins, the

'Out of the Eliptic' mission, designed to stereoscopically

sample the Sun's north- and south-polar vicinities at up
to 5-AU distances. Our proposal for a pair of burst de-

tectors had been selected, enabling the European half

to continue when the NASA half was cancelled. This

new network, however, was compromised with a series of

misfortunes. The Ulysses instrument, at a new record's

distance of 5 AU, the 15-year-old Venus Orbiter, and

BATSE in Earth orbit, completed an interplanetary ar-

ray until PVO finally entered the Venusian atmosphere
in late 1992. It so happened that Jupiter, towards which

Ulysses was initially cruising (in order to anticipate the

gravitational encounter, to boost it out of the ecliptic)
was in approximately the same direction from the Earth

as the planet Venus, so that many of the early Ulysses-
PVO-GRO triangles collapsed, with thin but long source

fields as a result. The next unfortunate circumstance
was the demise of the Mars Observer (MO) as it reached

the planet, in 1993. We had made sure that the MO

gamma-ray spectrometer included a burst triggering and
timing capability, but the next unfortunate circumstance
was that Mars Observer was then replaced with a smaller

Mars mission having no spectrometer, and thus no GRB

trigger. Instead, however, our next host mission will the
the Russian Mars-96, when it is to be flown later this

year. Thus, the interplanetary network of the 1990s pro-

vided thus far only a similarly small sample of a dozen or
so well determined GRB source fields. Study of these has

not yet yielded any new source object clues, other than

one possible ROSAT X-ray source association.
However, Ulysses observations were only recently

used in a very clever way to determine the location of the
third and last SGR source. This analysis was prompted

by the notice from BATSE that another repeater series
had appeared to start up again, after years of no new

data, from the approximate direction of the one SGR
that remained unlocalized, due to its initial coarse direc-

tional definition. The discovery, using only the Ulysses-

Compton baseline in the absence of a third network ver-
tex, incorporated the repetitions of the bursts to provide
intersecting arcs to localize the common source direc-
tion. Since the events were too low in intensity to trigger

Ulysses, the clever part was getting the Ulysses data out

of the background by scanning with the timing geom-

etry in reverse. A distant galactic supernova remnant
was found as a candidate source, entirely consistent with

the identifications of N49 and the ASCA snr. The soft

gamma-repeater picture now seems self-consistent: the
three and only repeating series of transients seen with all

GRB instrumentation over 20 years' time, can be asso-
ciated with supernova renmants at the distances ranging

from within the disk, to beyond its center to the other

side of the galaxy, and to the LMC.

Figure 14.15: The celestial background of the typical

precise GliB source field. Given that the distant, galax-
ies necessarily populate a one-arc-minute field, it is clear
that if a future instrument could determine GRB source

locations to one-arc-second accuracy, only a statistical

study of the coincidences or associations with objects

could provide evidence for a claimed identification of the

GRB source population.

14.11 CONCLUSION

The source identifications of SGRs and of the March 5,

1979 event may be history, but these issues are replaced

by new questions: What are the source mechanisms for
the weak SGR events? Why is the March 5 event so much

more intense than its SGR sequels? The neutron-star
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Figure 14.16: This wide angle optical telescope was orig-
inally developed for the Strategic Defense Initiative to

pinpoint enemy rocket launches. It is one of a variety
of instruments that are automatically notified with GRB
source locations, in order to reorient and search for other

emissions that may accompany the bursts.

origin explanation promoted earlier for the GRBs now

finds some satisfaction in the SGRs, with N49 and the

other two remnants surely containing neutron stars. But

can 'classical' gamma-ray bursts be from neutron stars,

as well? Is the gamma-ray burst mystery really back to

where it might have been if SGRs had never 'existed',
i.e., never been detected? One idea, that GRBs may be

another manifestation of neutron star activity and may

yet be found to be in an enormous halo, is compatible
with the up-to-LMC distances known for the SGRs. The

push towards a cosmological origin is winning the polls,

however. Recent conferences and workshops have given

warm receptions both to theorists' ideas such as a binary
red-hole/neutron-star collapse and to data analysts' find-
ings of the compatibility of both the red-shift and time

dilation effects with the BATSE data bank, giving total
plausibility to this preference.

New experiments based on the hope of finding

transients in other wavelength regimes associated with
gamma-ray bursts are underway. First, optical and radio

studies are possible with a new burst alert system, the
'BACODINE' or BATSE COordinate Distribution NEt-

work. This system automatically calculates the burst
direction from BATSE data and sends that information

directly from Goddard to observatories in real time, as

the burst takes place. Only if optical transients take place

entirely before, or within the first few seconds of a GRB,
will they be missed by this system. At the present time,
about thirty optical and radio instruments are connected

to it. The curious advantage of radio astronomy is that,

if the bursts indeed come from cosmological distances,
the expected radio events should be delayed in the in-

tervening medium, making their detection easier. The

High Energy Transient Experiment (HETE), an imagi-

native, new mission designed as a GRB alert system giv-
ing source fields small enough for telescopic view without

scanning, was tragically lost at launch on November 4,

1996. HETE also carried a CCD array to directly search

for GRB-associated optical transients that might pin-
point the sources of gamma ray bursts. Hardly two weeks
later, the launch of the Russian Mars-96 mission also

failed. This additional disaster destroyed any chances of

resurrecting a full-scale interplanetary gamma-ray burst
network until after the turn of the century.

As of the time of this writing, no optical transients
have yet been seen by any instruments that are connected

to the BACODINE system. Of course, the telescopes in
use are somewhat limited in their sensitivity, relative to

to the highly focussed telescopes that would require nar-

rower fields of view than can come from BATSE. Porhaps

another generation of systems may be further required,
before the appropriate optical magnitude is reached, for

success. Or, prehaps the supposed connection between
GRBs and optical transients could turn out t.o be as

misleading as the earlier assumption that a galactic disk
anisotropy would soon be found.

Next-generation spacecraft missions for gamma-ray
burst studies are also in the design stages at the time

of writing. Some use new technologies, such as CdZnT(,
detectors, that can make precise GRB localizations di-

rectly, without the intermediate optical stage (thal has
yet to be shown to be viable). However, none of these

has been selected for flight by NASA or by any foreign
space agency. At present, the design for any experiment

promoted to find the 'solution to the gamma-ray burst
msystery' may have to be so highly focused towards the

anticipated form of the answer that the experiment it-
self would have little 'survey instrument' or other value

to the high-energy astrophysics comnmnity beyond the
existential gamble itself.
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observed from space or very high altitude balloons. The lectures presented as chapters of this book are

based on the results from the Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory (CGRO) and Advanced Satellite for

Cosmology and Astrophysics (ASCA) missions to which the Laboratory for High Energy Astrophysics

at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center made significant hardware contributions. These missions

study emissions from very hot plasmas, nuclear processes, and high energy particle interactions in

space.
Results to be discussed include gamma-ray beaming from active galactic nuclei (AGN), gamma-ray

emission from pulsars, radioactive elements in the interstellar medium, X-ray emission from clusters of

galaxies, and the progress being made to unravel the gamma-ray burst mystery. The recently launched

X-ray Timing Explorer (XTE) and prospects for upcoming Astro-E and Advanced X-ray Astronomy




